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Foreword 

T h e essential first step in prehistoric archaeological investigation is to establish a reliable sequence of assemblages of 

material remains. Today this is done by carefully controlled stratigraphic excavation, which emphasizes careful sam

pling and recording. This first step is followed by the creation of a relative chronology based on comparative studies of 

remains at other similarly excavated sites. However, such a relative chronology by itself lacks any way of establishing 

absolute dating fot its patts. The question of duration vexed early excavatots dealing with pie-literate periods and non-lit

erate areas, since intetpretations of cultural development and movement depend upon fixed chronological sttuctures. 

Since 1955 this problem has been addressed through the development of methods that independently provide absolute 

dates for atchaeologically stratified materials, primarily radiocarbon dating. Fredrik Hiebert's work in this volume brings 

together an assessment of telative and absolute chronologies at the site of Anau as a background to the study of Eatly 

Village development in Turkmenistan. 

The development of adequate excavation techniques for the study of local ptehistory began in the Middle East at the 

end of the 19th century. In the initial stage, from the 1890s to 1908, work done in Egypt, at Susa in southwestern Iran, 

and at Anau in southern Turkmenistan, played an important part in the discussion of prehistory from the Nile Valley to 

the Kopet Dag mountains of Central Asia. 

Egypt took priority in antiquity by virtue of its very long dynastic history, which began to be investigated early in the 

19th century. Although the archaeology of predynastic Egypt was initiated in 1895, systematic excavation of early settle

ments only began in 1924 with G u y Bruntons work at Badari. Prior to that, in the absence of stratigraphic excavation, 

absolute dates were estimated from the size of cemeteries and the death rate in modern Egyptian villages. Through the 

study of ceramics from graves at Diaspolis Parva in 1901, Flinders Petrie initiated a system of sequence dating for the pre

dynastic period. By comparing the number of predynastic graves at Diaspolis Parva with the numbet in a dated R o m a n 

cemetery, Petrie concluded that the two represented about the same amount of time. W o iking backward, he then set the 

absolute date foi S D 30 at about 9000 B C , thereby creating a huge chronological priority for prehistoric Egyptian 

remains. 

Meanwhile, in southwestern Iran, the French Archaeological Mission headed by Jean-Jacques de Motgan began a 

"stratigraphic" excavation (using 5-meter deep excavation units) on the Acropolis mound. Begun in 1897, the Gtande 

Ttanchee was completed in 1908, cutting through about 30 meteis of deposit to viigin soil. This excavation provided a 

roughly defined sequence of cultural remains beginning with Susa I that became the standard reference sequence for 

Mesopotamia and Iran for the next twenty years. The question of absolute chronology immediately arose and was 

approached through the only available data, the rate of deposition of cultuial material. In Les Premieres Civilisations 

(1909:27), de Motgan notes that if one applied Petrie s estimated tate of one metet of deposition pet century (based on 

his 1890 excavation at Tel el-Hesi in Palestine), this would result in a date of ca. 5000 B C foi the beginning of the pre

historic occupation at Susa (Period I). However, in the same volume de Morgan pointed out that there were many vari

ables involved in depositional rates, and cautioned that their use was anything but "rigorously scientific" (28). 

T w o years later, in his small book The Revolutions of Civilization (1911), Petrie used somewhat variant figures to 

advance an alternative conclusion: "The m o u n d of Susa accumulated 26 feet in 4000 years, and if the 50 feet of ruin below 

that grew at the same rate that would imply a beginning in 12,000 B C . If it only grew at the tare found in Palestine 

mounds, then it dates to 6000 BC." Petrie explicitly acknowledged the implications of these dates from Susa, saying, 

"Probably w e have to deal with a culture as early as any traced in Egypt" (1911:107). 

A new factor was inrroduced into the discussion of origins by discoveiies made in 1904 at Anau, published by 

Raphael Pumpelly, head of the Anau expedition, in Exploration in Turkestan (1908). To everyone's surprise, this strati-

graphically excavated site yielded painted pottery stylistically related to Susa I from its lowest levels (Anau IA). This pat

tern suggested a spread of related ideas oi materials across the Iranian Plateau from Khuzistan toTuikmenistan. The nature 

of this development occupied the attention of archaeologists foi the next 20 yeats. Again, scholars resorted to tates of dep

osition to estimate an absolute date. Pumpelly was a geologist, so this method seemed reasonable and even scientific. H e 

favored a date of 8000-6000 B C based on the rate of deposition for historically dated materials from the neaiby East 

M o u n d at Anau. This date made Anau IA comparable in antiquity to both southwestern Iran and Egypt. 

The excavations at Anau were bettei tecotded than those at Susa, and were far in advance of theit time in the inclu

sion of a team of specialists w h o analyzed botanical, floral, and metallurgical remains (an approach that was only rein-



stated as standard archaeological procedure in Robert Braidwoods Jarmo Project in the 1950s in Iraq). Nevertheless, Anau 

was far distant and isolated from sites with comparable material, and as stratigraphic work proceeded in Mesopotamia and 
Iran, Anau was relegated to a kind of limbo for half a century. 

By 1928 Susa still provided the only stratified cultural sequence to which isolated prehistoric remains in Mesopotamia 

could be related. For example, a stylistic relationship between Susa I painted ware and pottery found at al'Ubaid was used 

to establish a date for the latter settlement, which had been found in 1922. The chronology of Mesopotamia in the 1920s 

had much in common with that of Egypt in 1904, with a historical record providing dates that were reasonable back to 

the time of Sargon of Akkad (then calculated as ca. 2525 BC); before that time, a vague "archaic" or "pre-Sargonic" peri

od was recognized. In 1924, Leonard Woolley had found an inscription at Ur of A-aimi-padda, son of Mes-anni-padda, 

who founded the First Dynasty at Ur, variously dated at that time between ca. 3100 and 2620 BC, but there was no basis 

for the dating of earlier remains except by long-distance comparisons. 

A major shift occurred in 1929, when the German expedition at Warka excavated the Deep Pit, which established 

the first stratified sequence for Mesopotamia, from protohistoric levels down to sterile soil. Ubaid painted sherds were 

found in the lowest cultural level. This work was followed in 1930 by Leonard Woolley s deep Flood Pit at Ur, which pro

vided a parallel stratified sequence, and in 1933 by Max Mallowan's comparable sounding at Nineveh in the north. A con

ference of field directors working in Iraq adopted a set of period names for prehistoric periods in southern Mesopotamia 

that is still in use (Ubaid, Uruk, Jemdet Nasr). In Iran, stratigraphic excavation had also begun at Tepe Hissar (1931-32) 

and Tepe Sialk (1933-34), but Anau was still a chronological problem. In his major synthesis New Light on the Ancient 

East (1934), V. Gordon Childe acknowledged that Anau had elements in common with the earliest cultures in the west 

(Samarra, Halaf, Ubaid), but also commented that its "chronology still lacks a firm basis" (1934:280). 

In 1942, Donald M c C o w n in his Comparative Stratigraphy of Early Iran considered Anau within the context of the 

prehistoric cultures on the Iranian Plateau and placed Anau IA parallel to the Samarra period in northern Mesopotamia 

and thus earlier than Susa I and Ubaid. Anau remained the key site for the local Turkmenian sequence until it was 

superceded in 1952 by B. A. Kuftin's excavations at Namazga depe, located in a similar environmental zone but farther 

to the east. In the absence of an integrated study of work at Anau, Namazga became the controlling sequence for 

Turkmenistan for the next fifty years. 

In 1965, for the first time, tadiocarbon determinations for western Iran were included in a presentation of Iranian 

relative chronology but were not themselves discussed (Dyson 1965:248). By 1992, such dates were widely available and 

were fully integrated in the discussion of both Iran (Voigt and Dyson 1992) and Central Asia (Kohl 1992), thus bring

ing the new method for absolute dating into full use for the sttucturing of local and inter-regional correlations. 

With the discovery of radiocarbon dating, a genetal revolution in absolute dating began, replacing rate of deposition 

as a means of estimating absolute dates. For the first time, the new method provided an objective chronological frame

work as the background for cultural interpretation. This new framework alters some previously assumed correlations and 

thus opens the way for important revisions in our understanding of cultural development in the region. The present vol

ume revisits the original Anau excavation report for the North Mound and augments it with newly recovered archival doc

uments from 1904, data from Soviet era excavations at the site, and the results of recent American excavations. This new 

synthesis integrates all materials from the North Mound excavations into a reliable stratigraphic sequence with associated 

radiocarbon detetminations, producing a reliable absolute chronology for the first time. 

This revised body of data is important to an undetstanding of the development of Early Village life in general and in 

Turkmenistan and further Central Asia in particular. Radiocarbon places the beginning of the Anau LA village at ca 4500 

BC, contempotary with Hissar IA and Susa I deposits dated by the same means. S D 30 (beginning Naqada I) of the 

Egyptian predynastic has a similat date. Ironically, while all three of the major sequences mentioned at the beginning may 

now be seen to begin at more or less the same time, all three are now known to be preceded by stratigraphically earlier 

assemblages, dated back to 5500/5000 B C and earlier. 

With this book, Anau joins a growing list of re-study projects that includes Tepe Hissar, Tepe Sialk, Susa, and 

Gordion, among otheis. In re-study projects new intellectual perspectives guide small-scale excavations at sites that already 

have large-scale clearances, providing stratigtaphic precision and the collection of types of carbon samples and othet data 

that can yield precise chronological placement. Such precision usually leads to basic revisions in previously accepted inter

pretations. Fredrik Hiebert s fresh analysis of early Anau provides an excellent example of this process of knowledge ren

ovation and deafly demonstrates that the importance of unique archaeological sites does not end with publication of the 

final report. 
Robert H. Dyson, Jr., Professor Emer'r 

University of Pennsylvania, PhiladelnK' 



Preface 

The subject bad the fascination of a mirage, in which dissolving glimpses of a vanishing world mirrored the 

parallel progress of nature and man (Pumpelly 1908:xxiv) 

In 1904, Raphael Pumpelly, an American geologist, brought the first interdisciplinary archaeological team to the 

deseit edge of Central Asia to investigate the oiigins of civilization. H e hoped to identify materials at the site of 

Anau which would predate eatly civilization in Mesopotamia and suppott his theory that the oasis setting of Central 

Asia had been the biithplace of agriculture and complex society. H e published his results in a two-volume treatise 

(1908) in which specialists in archaeology, geology, zoology, and anthropology collaborated closely, in an attempt 

to undetstand the relationship between changes in the environment and the development of early civilization. 

Returning neatly 100 yeais latet, that same curiosity to understand the origins of civilization has driven out con

tinued research at Anau undet the auspices of the Univeisity of Pennsylvania M u s e u m of Archaeology and 

Anthropology and the Institute of Cultural Heritage of Tutkmenistan. 

Our analysis of the contributions of the Pumpelly expedition grew out of our interest in understanding the rise 

of civilization in Cential Asia. O n e preliminary goal was to obtain materials in stratigraphic context which could 

be used for radiocarbon dating a time period that had never been placed in an absolute chronology. W e also want

ed to integtate oldet recotds of architecture and finds with compatative materials, research objectives, and methods 

based on research at hundieds of sites actoss Cential Asia, Itan, and Mesopotamia. 

K. Kuibansakhatov's sttatigtaphic excavations at Anau Noith piovided the basic framework for revising the pio

neering Pumpelly study. His 1977-1982 excavations at Anau Notth placed the site in the then-current synthesis of 

Central Asian prehistory (Kurbansakhatov 1980, 1982, 1983, 1987). Foi the present study, he provided full access 

to the unpublished field tepotts, inventory lists, and previously unpublished photographs. Kuibansakhatov guided 

us in choosing contexts for the restudy season in 1997, and a number of the original woikets from the 1970s and 

1980s excavations joined us. Their experience in re-excavating these same contexts was invaluable. 

While the published 1908 report piovided the basic framework for our re-study, without more complete infor

mation, it did not allow fot the integration of the oldei data into the new framework. This task was formidable since 

the collections and papeis were scattered in vaiious institutions and laigely forgotten. 

Original field documents were consulted in the Pumpelly papeis at the Henry E. Huntington Library in San 

Marino, California, and at the Catnegie Institution of Washington in Washington D C . The Pumpelly family 

opened the family archives, and in 1997, w e extended the scope of out operations to include a small excavation of 

the foundations of the house where Raphael Pumpelly assembled and wrote the results of his 1904 expedition. The 

seatch foi Anau attifacts in these foundations led to the discovery of the original excavation photos and letters from 

the field which had not been seen since the time of theii storage following the publication of the 1908 volume 

(Hiebeit 1999). 

A small study collection of the artifacts from Anau given by the Pumpelly family to the Peabody M u s e u m at 

Harvard University, thtough Dr. Lauriston Watd in the 1940s, sparked our interest in te-contextualizing the atti

facts from Anau. This collection, of great compatative interest to C. C. Lambeig-Kailovsky as compatanda for his 

excavations and research in Iran (Lamberg-Karlovsky 1974:284; 1994: xviii), was published in Russian (Biscione 

1977). 

The other finds from the 1904 excavations were discoveted in vatious ways: some of the metals from Anau were 

found during rhe renovations of the Peabody M u s e u m in 1990; the late Anne Forsten studied the Anau equid 

remains stored in Bern; a small collection of ceramics transferred to the Univeisity of Pennsylvania M u s e u m in 1965 

was re-studied in 2002. 

Most of the finds, howevet, were rediscovered in 1998 in the M u s e u m of Ethnography in St. Petersburg where 

they had been accessioned in the Petet the Great collections of scientific oddities, originally called the Kunstkameta. 

The original field documents petmitted us to situate these attifacts from the 1904 excavations within our current 

excavations and permitted us to employ the 1904 desciiptions as if they had been made by our team. 

Such a complex undeitaking would not have been possible without the assistance of many individuals and insti

tutions. W e would foremost like to acknowledge the assistance of the Institute of Cultuial Heritage of 
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ro 7u°r PfrmiSS1°n f V 5 6 archlval rterids- W e thank the Cam^gie Institution of Washington for permission 
to republish the origmal descriptions of excavations by Hubert Schmidt and Langdon Warner. 

M u c h of this research reflects the guidance and support of C. C. Lambetg-Karlovsky who, with F. Hiebert, ini
tiated the restudy program at Anau in 1993. His interest in and enthusiasm for understanding the context of 
Central Asian archaeology, both historically and its modern anthropological significance are reflected in this vol
ume. 

Robert H. Dyson, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology has been 
a key mentor in the re-study project at Anau. H e visited Anau prior to the first University of Pennsylvania field sea

son in 1996 and has been a constant partner in the development of our research design. Without his interest and 
critique of our research this project would not have succeeded. 

W e would like to thank in particular the conttibutions of specialist reports by Ogul'sona Lollekova, Naomi F. 

Miller, Alexandra Golyeva, Katherine M . Moore, J. S. Illingworth, and J. M . Adovasio. Site supervisors in the 1997 

excavations were Vladimir Zavyalov, Praveena Gullapali, Joshua Wright, and Kim Codella. Gomaa Omar, of the 

Earth and Environmental Studies Department, University of Pennsylvania, provided guidance in the interpretation 

of the ceramic petrography. Jennifer Shadel Smith and Will Dickinson worked on the excavation documents at the 
University of Pennsylvania. 

V. M . Masson, then director of the Institute of Archaeology (Leningrad) and corresponding member of the 

Academy of Sciences of Turkmenistan, provided the initial initiative and supported the excavations at Anau 

1977—1982. Without his long-term vision of international collaboration the continued project would never have 

happened. K. Kurbansakhatov expresses his acknowledgment to V. A. Alekshin, S. B. Gultov, V. A. Zavyalov, P. 

Pavlov, and othets for their help and advice. V. I. Sarianidi generously shared his results and opened his archives on 

fieldwork he conducted on early village settlements of the Geoksyur region. 
The Pumpelly family—in particular Raphael Pumpelly III, Lisa Pompelli, and Pauline Metcalf—have enthusi

astically helped in our interest to pursue the scientific legacy of Raphael Pumpelly. W e would also like to thank 

Pumpelly's biographer, Peggy Champlin, for sharing her deep knowledge of the Pumpelly archives. 
Funding fot the re-study project was provided by the University Research Foundation, the National Geogtaphic 

Society, and the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Additional suppott came 

from Betty Starr Cummin, Harry Kahn, and Raymond Sackler. 
The essence of Central Asian culture can be found in the Turkmen term adam chalik, which is roughly ttans-

lated into English as "humanity." This is the elusive character of Central Asia that we have been trying to discovet 

in the earliest layets at Anau. 
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Anau North, an Introduction 

T h e excavations at Anau Noith, Turkmenistan, 

document one site's participation in cultural 

transformations in Central Asia from 4500 to 2900 

BC , the Early Village Period. What we know today as 

Central Asia (Figure 1.1) was an extensive area of set

tlement in the ancient woild. This region, the noith-

east frontier of the Near East, had its own local pre

cursors to civilization. 

The legion of earliest sedentary settlement in 

Central Asia is along the Kopet Dag foothill region of 

southern Tuikmenistan (Masson 1989, Masson and 

Satianidi 1972). Excavations at Neolithic agricultural 

sites in this region date to the 7th millennium B C and 

provide an important baseline for agricultural settle

ments (Beidiev 1969, Harris 1997b, Masson 1971). 

Subsequent to the period covered in this volume, com

plex urban settlements of the 3fd millennium B C 

attest to the emeigence of a Cential Asian Btonze Age 

civilization (Kohl 1984a, Masson 1968) separate from 

neighboting regions of China, Iran, the Indus valley, oi 

Mesopotamia (Satianidi 2002). 

This present study has two major objectives. The 

first is to place the Eatly Village Period at Anau North 

into the latget context of the tiansfotmations to utban-

ism along the northeastern ftontiei of the ancient Neat 

East. The developments at Anau North ate relevant to 

several alternative explanations for the rise of civiliza

tion in this region. 

O n e petspective is based on exchange and cultui-

al interactions between settlements, such as the 

"spheres of interaction" apptoach outlined by 

Lambetg-Kailovsky and Tosi (Lambetg-Katlovsky 

1973, 1981, 1989; Lamberg-Karlovsky and Tosi 1974; 

Tosi 1973, 1989; Tosi et al. 1992) and developed fur

ther in Kohl's application of "world systems theory" 

(Kohl 1984b, 1989). 

Such nerwoik-based explanations contrast strong

ly with explanations outlined in the Russian literature, 

which tend to stress external factors. Soviet archaeolo

gists, who conducted much of the basic excavation and 

desciiption of Central Asian sites, have taken the 

precedence of Mesopotamia over Central Asia for 

granted and have typically cited migtation and diffu

sion from Mesopotamia as the source of culture change 

(Beidiev 1969, Masson 1961a, Masson and Sarianidi 

1972, Satianidi 1998:18-22). Both of these explanato-

ty models ovetlie a thitd, eatliet one which asciibed the 

development of civilization to long-tetm environmen

tal changes. In fact, Raphael Pumpelly fust tested his 

environmentally focused "oasis hypothesis" on data 

1.1 Central Asia showing modern nations. 
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1.2 Western desert (Kara K u m and Kyzyl K u m ) and Eastern desert (Taklamakan) basins of Central Asia. 

from Anau North (Pumpelly 1906)—one of the first 

formal attempts to archaeologically test a theory of 

social development (Pumpelly 1908). 

The second objective of this volume is to present 

a full account of the basic archaeology of Anau North. 

This goal is not as simple as it may appear. Major exca

vations were undertaken at Anau North during three 

periods—pre-Soviet, Soviet, and post-Soviet/collabo

rative. It is thus an important site with which to eval

uate different theoretical perspectives and traditions of 

archaeological practice. 

This volume identifies a common language shared 

by Western and Russian archaeological traditions. The 

commonality is found in an emphasis upon the behav

ioral implications of the archaeological record: an 

attempt to uncover the behavior which led to the con

struction, occupation, and abandonment of sttuctures. 

Archaeological analysis which allows us to monitor 

behavior can ultimately help us reconstruct past strate

gies for problem solving (Binford 1978:453). The 

archaeological signature of behavioral practice involves 

the cumulative deposition of materials procured, man

ufactured, transported, used, and discarded by mem

bers of a community. 

In describing ancient behaviot at Anau North, we 

pay particulai attention to contexts of deposition at the 

site (Schiffer 1976:fig.4.1, 1987) and highlighr the sig

nificance of individual activity in the construction and 

formation of the archaeological record (Marthews et al. 

1997). It is the repeated activity of individuals which 

constitutes the household- and community-level 

behavior obvious to us at Anau North. 

Ethnographic analogy and archaeological evidence 

are used in this volume to explore site formation 

processes and the functions of objects, features, and 

installations. W e turned to studies of small-scale soci

eties in arid regions for insights on the use of space and 

settlement organization in the Middle East (in partic

ular Kramer 1982, H o m e 1994, Watson 1979, and 

Dyson personal communication 2002) and patterns of 

mobility and occupational duration in the American 

Southwest (in particular Adler 1990, Wilhausen 1986, 

and Lightfoot 1993). 

Geography 

The region generally designated as "Central Asia 

extends in a band norrh of the Iranian plateau and south 

of the Eurasian steppe. It is bounded to the west by the 

Caspian Sea and to the east by the confluence of the 

Kunlun and Nan Shan mountains of China. This enor

mous region drains into the basins formed by the Kara 

and Kyzl K u m deserts of Western Central Asia and the 

Taklamakan desert of Eastern Central Asia (Figure 1.2). 

During Classical and medieval times setdements in 

these areas played a critical role in economic exchange, 

specifically the long-distance Silk Road trade. 
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1.3 Kopet Dag region with archaeological sites matked: 1, Chingiz; 2, Pathkai I; 3, Pathkai II; 4, Bami; 5, 

Beurme; 6, Karantki-Tokai; 7, 73 k m site; 8, Til'kin; 9, Dashli; 10, Pessejik; 11, Togolok; 12, Chopan; 13, 

Djeitun; 14, Ovadan; 15, Ak; 16, Ekin; 17, Yarti-Gumbez; 18, Anau North; 19, Manysh; 20, Shirvan; 21, 

Yam; 22, XA6; 23, Nishapur-P; 24, Kara; 25, Yarym-DG; 26, DG-19; 27, Koshur; 28, Yassi; 29, Gara; 30, 

Namazga; 31, Ulug; 32, Alryn; 33, Ilgynli; 34, Monjukli; 35, Chagylly; 36, Gadym; 37, Chakmakli; 38, 

Dashlidzhi; 39, Akcha; 40, Geoksyur 1; 41, Aina; 42, Yalangach; 43, Geoksyur 7; 44, Mullah; 45, Chong. 

During the Bionze Age, in the late 3rd and early 

2nd millennium BC, sophisticated uiban settlements 

dotted the deseit edges and oases of eastern and west

ern Cential Asia. Ptioi to the late 3td millennium, 

however, the agricultural settlements of Central Asia 

were testricted to the foothill valleys at the edge of the 

deseit. The earliesr of these agricultural sites are found 

along the northern side of the Kopet Dag mountains 

in modern-day Turkmenistan (Figure 1.3). 

The northern Kopet Dag foothill plain is 10-25 

k m wide, bounded on the north by the sands of the 

Kata K u m desert and on the south by the shaiply ris

ing Kopet Dag mountain ranges. These mountains, 

with peaks up to 3000 m in elevation, ate a nattow 

east-west baitiei between the desert lowlands to the 

norrh and the Iranian plateau highlands to the south. 

The Kopet Dag mountains are punctuated by valleys 

with small riveis or dry river courses which allow tran

sit between the foothill plain and the plateau regions. 

Nineteenth century accounts of traditional Tuikmen 

land use offer conceptual division of the local land

scape (Figure 1.4). The mountains and plateau areas 

provided economically important forests, deposits of 

stone and ore, and, in the summer months, pasture 

and interregional passage (Figure 1.5). The foothill 

plain slopes north to the deseit wheie the river deltas 

fan out into the Kaia K u m sands. The latter, with its 

saltpan takyr deposits, provides spting pasture and 

refuges at wells deep in the deseit (Orazov 1975). 

Hot summers and cold winteis mark the conti

nental climate of this region (Suslov 1961). While 

today the region does not have enough rain to support 

diy farming, the small river deltas emptying onto the 

desert maigin provide fertile soils and enough watet to 

support farming communities. The Anau region today 

is itiigated by the waters of the Kara K u m Canal and 

file:///KeltechinarR


1.5 a 

1.4 Land use along the Kopet Dag. 

1.5 b 

1.5 d 

1.5 a-d Landscapes of the Kopet Dag region: a, Kopet Dag mountains; b, Keltechinat River valley; c, region 
around Anau (1904 photo); d, desert region norrh of Anau. 
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1.7 The Keltechinar River valley. 

supports orchards, wheat, and other field crops. Local 

farmers herd small flocks of sheep and goats on field 

margins and fallow fields and keep cattle in individual 

household compounds. 

A hundred years ago, when irrigation systems 

relied on local water, as they would have in the prehis

toric past, farming was carried out on gently sloping 

foothill plains from 300 to 200 m above sea level. In 

the traditional Kopet Dag method of small-scale grav

ity (liman) irrigation, water was spread across terraced 

fields and orchards. 

O n satellite images, it is possible to see the 

Keltechinar River delta, where the ancient sites of 

Anau are located, extending toward the desert in a 

curved fan (Figure 1.6). The ancient channels of the 

river are not visible due to alteration of the land sutface 

by m o d e m irrigation and farming. The suburbs of 

Ashgabat encroach on the delta area to the west, and 

vineyards line the edge of the modern oasis to the east 

where the sands of the Kara K u m desert wrap around. 

The edges of the delta on all sides are criss-crossed with 

trails—some extending 150 k m north into the desert 

where wells with fresh water are used by herders and 

were historically used by bandits as refuge areas 

(Orazov 1975). 

The fertile Anau oasis is formed by a deltaic fan is 

about 8 x 1 0 km, with natural terraces at the mouth of 

the valley where the Keltechinar river exits the Kopet 

Dag (Figure 1.7). Along the upper part of the plain, 

the fiver is down cut 3-5 meters, and the plain is bar

ren of settlement or fields. Here, the plain extends 

approximately 25 k m from the foothill edge to the 

sands of the Kara Kum. Similar small deltaic fans are 

repeated in a pattern along the length of the Kopet 

Dag. These rivers are divided from one another by bar

ren stretches along the dry foothills (Grave 1957). 

Four regions of early settlement can be identified 

along the foothill plain that stretches from near the 

Caspian Sea to the northwest corner of Afghanistan 

distance of almost 400 k m (Figure 1.8). First, the west

ernmost foothill, or "Arkash," region (from 

Kazandzhik to Beurme) has small rivers whose head 

waters are found in the western Kopet Dag neat the 

modern Iranian border. Second, the central 

"Akhal," region (from Sunchi to Gyaurs) has a series of 

small rivers, including the Keltechinar, whose headwa

ters are on the Iranian plateau. These rivers tend t 

flow into separate deltaic oases. Third, the eastern, or 

"Etek," region (between Baba-Durmez and Chaac'ha) 

has larger rivers which flow closer together, forming 

between them practically a single broad habitable 

plain. Fourth, farthest east, along the course of the 

Tedzhen River, the ancient "Geoksyut" delta also 

offered an environment likely for early settlement The 

branches of the Tedzhen River delta formed a broad 

plain which must have been inviting to eatly farmers 

These four areas taken together make up the core 

region of Central Asia during the Early Village Period 

To incorporate the different scholarly traditions and 

terminologies that have been applied to Central Asian 

sites, we employ the phrase "Early Village Period" con

sistent with its use in Iran (Hole 1987: 30). For the 

most part we avoid the use of the term "Chalcolithic" 

or the Russian tetm "Aeneolithic," as these terms mix 

1.8 Cultural regions of the Kopet Dag. 
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Table 1.1 Chronological Framework for the Early Village Period in Central Asia and Northern Iran 

Developmental 
stage in Iran 

Fazelietal2001 

Early Bronze Age 

Late Chalcolithic 

Middle 
Chalcolithic 

Early Chalcolithic 

Transitional 

Chalcolithic 

Late Neolithic 

Developmental stage 
in Central Asia 

Masson 1982, 
Kohl 1984 

Early Bronze Age 

Late Aeneolithic 

Developed Aeneolithic 

Early Aeneolithic 

Early Aeneolithic 

Neolithic 

Traditional 
periodization 

Masson 1956 

Namazga IV 

Namazga III 

Namazga II 

Namazga I 

Anau la 

Djeitun 

Time frame 
addressed 

in this work 

Early 

Village 
Periods 

Years 
B C 

2900 

3100 

3500 

3700 

4000 

4500 

notions of chronology and cultural developments 

(Table 1.1). 

Theories on the Rise of Civilization in 

Central Asia 

Ancient settlements along the Kopet Dag mountains 

in southern Turkmenistan were discovered in the 19th 

century. Some 15 km outside of the Turkmen capital 

city of Ashgabat, the blue-tiled ruins of a 15th centuiy 

mosque were first noted atop an abandoned caravan 

city on the outskirts of the modem village of Anau 

(Roller 1889). Three separate mounded sites are locat

ed at Anau: one from the classical and medieval peri

od, an oldei one to the south of it, and an even oldei 

one to the north, the focus of this book. 

At the beginning of the 20th centuty the 

American geologist Raphael Pumpelly fust envisaged a 

prehistoric Central Asia at Anau North, a place where 

a lush environment encouraged the local domestica

tion of animals and the formation of early civilization 

(Pumpelly 1902). Pumpelly proposed that the prehis

toric world of Cential Asia slowly shrank back from 

expanding deserts, causing the local populations to 

shift from hunting to hetding and eventually from vil

lages to cities (1908:11-13). This was the fust of the 

ecologically based theoties concerning the gtowth of 

civilization that weie to gain cuirency in archaeology 

in the 20th centuiy. Pumpelly tested this hypothesis 

with careful stratigraphic excavations that set the 

benchmaik for the study of the development of civi

lization for generations to come. The oasis theoiy of 

civilization came to be the fundamental basis for a 

school of environmental determinism, led by 

Ellsworth Huntington (1919), who had visited 

Cential Asia as a membei of Pumpelly's team. 

From the very earliest proposal of the environ

mental explanation foi social complexity, conttovetsy 

arose about the relationship between social and geo

graphic features in the growth of civilization. Richard 

Norton, who visited Turkmenistan with Pumpelly in 

1903, stated: 

the lack of water [at the abandoned sites] is due, 

Professor Pumpelly tells me, probably to the weal

ing down of tops of the mountains, which catch 

the snow that forms the rivers, and rhe tilting up 

of the earth's ctust from north to south in this 

region, which causes a diminution of force in the 

cutrent of the stream and consequent greatet evap

oration along the highei teaches. This geological 

ptocess can, howevet, hatdly be the explanation of 

the archaeological phenomenon noted. That is 
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probably due, as Dr. Hogarth suggests to me, to 

the desires of the founders of the new cities to 

avoid the ghosts and traditions of their predeces

sors and to get the first draw of the river water for 

theit newgatdens. (Norton 1905:199) 

Contemporary archaeology still seeks to balance 

the importance of environmental and climate condi

tions and social factors in explaining local develop

ments in social forms and settlement history. 

Soviet scholars who dealt with the issue of the 

growth of civilization for the most part rejected factors 

such as environmental change in the evolution of civi

lization (Gerasimov 1978, Khlopin 1963b, Lisitsyna 

1978). Soviet theorists focused upon internal factors 

such as class conflict and the development of social 

inequality (Diakonov 1969, 1991; Streuve 1969). 

These scholars based their arguments on textual mate

rials unrelated to the Central Asian cultures, so it has 

been difficult to test these Marxist explanations direct

ly on the Central Asian sites. As we argue in this vol

ume, reconsttuctions of social structure in Central Asia 

based on burials have been strongly biased by unrepre

sentative sampling (Alekshin 1986). 

Soviet archaeologists tended to see migration as a 

key factor in the social development of the region—in 

particular migration from the apparently older and 

"more civilized" culture zones of the greater Near East. 

Lamberg-Karlovsky (1973) points out that mass migra

tion is inadequate as an explanation of social change in 

a populated world in this region, especially as no unam

biguous evidence suggests that significant migrations 

took place after the initial establishment of farming soci

ety in Central Asia. Other factors impacting on local 

populations must be considered, as noted below. 

Increasing population numbers and densities may 

be an important factor in driving social change, but 

evidence that population increase contributed to social 

complexity is not strong in this case. In fact, we feel 

that small settlements in Central Asia may have under

gone repeated small-scale collapse and abandonment 

ovet the course of the Early Village Period. Deep 

deposits of alluvial silt, however, have probably hidden 

sites, making the estimation of early local populations 

on the aggrading plain of the Kopet Dag foothills dif

ficult at best. Beyond this, little systematic survey has 

been undertaken in the Kopet Dag region. 

Conflict between settlements may be important in 

understanding settlement location, structure, and 

occupational history (Carneiro 1970). Historically, 

Central Asia was deeply marked by tribal conflict and 

raiding (O'Donovan 1882). W e gauge the degree oi 

conflict in Central Asia by observing fortifications, 

incidence of weaponry, and settlement stability. 

Historical records indicate the pervasive influence of 

conflict in social, political, and economic spheres along 

the Kopet Dag (Bregef 1959). The fields around Anau 

were pocked with fortifications, lookout towers, and 

walled compounds up to the early 20th century (see 

Figure 1.10a) (Hiebert 1992, Levina 1952). The 

nature of conflict is likely also to relate to the context 

of population history in each region in the past. 

Interregional trade over large regions of the greater 

Near East is seen in the distribution of semiprecious 

stones, ores, and other rare items. Prehistoric and pro-

tohistoric production centers—such as the Iranian 

plateau sites of Nishapur-P, Hissar, and Tepe Yayha— 

were participants in a larger sphere of interaction that 

included the Central Asian Early Village sites Th' 

interaction may be gauged through the identification 

of materials used in prestige goods and comparative 

study of designs and symbols on artifacts. Similar cases 

of interconnections have been cited as evidence for th 

control of trade by emerging elites in peripheral areas' 

(Schortman and Urban 1994), and this may also be 

the case in Central Asia. In the specific case of Anau 

North, the changing nature of the exchange of more 

mundane goods, such as cooking pots and stone tools 

provides evidence for shifting local alliances and local' 

networks of interaction as well. 

After 1904, research in Western Central Asia 

became separated from research on the Iranian plateau 

by political and linguistic barriers and by the develop

ment of a separate research tradition in Soviet Central 

Asian archaeology. Soviet archaeology in Central Asia 

began to emphasize extensive horizontal exposure of 

architecture. The development of this methodology, 

primarily since 1945, has allowed Soviet archaeologists' 

to study intrasite variability and to define broad 

archaeological complexes. The archaeological record in 

Central Asia, accumulated over those 50 years of inten

sive Soviet research, now includes numerous plans of 

Early Village Period architecture. Further, many con

temporary Early Village Period sites were discovered in 

northern Iran in the late 1970s (Kohl 1992, Ricciardi 

1980) but were not further investigated. As a result, 

our study at Anau North joins an increasing number of 

research projects in the former Soviet republics which 

explicitly incorporate both Soviet and Western 

methodologies and results. 

The Significance of the Site 

and the Region 

While a small site, Anau North is located at the north

ern end of a major pass that leads down from the 

Iranian plateau, channeling the important resources of 
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1.9 The three mounds at Anau. 

northern Khoiassan to Cential Asia. There have been 

time periods, indeed, when the tetm "Cential Asia" 

included both the sites on the plateau and those along 

the northern slope of the Kopet Dag. The excavations 

at Anau North permit us to evaluate the shifting rela

tionship with Iran through time. 

The location of the Early Village Period settlements 

in small rivet valleys between the mountains and desert 

led to a distinctive way of life, drawing on resources from 

the plateau, mountain regions, and desert areas. This 

Koper Dag way of life is characteristic of subsequent cul

tures of Cential Asia. Futthei long-term characteristics of 

this tradition include fottified architecture, the use of 

irrigarion agriculture, and the small scale of the setde-

ments. Local tiaditions of metalluigy, rhe use of specific 

stones, the distiibution of textile production, and the 

motifs diawn from textiles make up a peisistent pattern 

that extends across language shifts, nomadic migrations, 

and religious and political refoims. 

The various mounds at Anau represent a micro

cosm of the development of Central Asia from the ear-

liest settlement (5th millennium B C ) through the 

period of urbanism (3rd millennium B C ) and its trans

formation into a node on the classical and medieval 

Silk Road (2nd-15th centuries A D ) . 

The delta around Anau has three primary archaeo

logical sites (Figure 1.9). The East M o u n d at Anau 

(Figure 1.10a), which has architectural layers spanning 

the classical periods through the medieval peiiod is the 

most recent (Levina 1952). During these periods, Anau 

served as a station along the Silk Road and was most 

likely known as "Gathai" on the basis of Isidore of 

Chatax's account of his travels from Mesopotamia to 

India in the 2nd century A D (Pugachenkova 1985). 

The South M o u n d (Figure 1.10b) has layers dated from 

the mid-3rd millennium through the 1st millennium 

B C (Hiebett 1995). During the Bronze Age, Anau, like 

many sites along the Kopet Dag, grew into a small but 

dense utban centei with highly specialized modes of 

production and administration (Hiebett n.d.). The 

North M o u n d (Figure 1.11) has atchitectuial layers 

extending from the 5th millennium B C , when the ear-

liest-known settlement in the Anau delta appeals, 

thiough the 3fd millennium B C , when apparently both 

the river and the settlement shifted in location. Anau's 

way of life and economic and religious tradition were 

established at the Noith M o u n d and petsisted thiough 

the couise of settlement in the oasis. Thus, in a single 

geogtaphic context, it is possible to investigate neatly 

every period of occuparion in Central Asia. 



1.10a 

1.10 b 

1.10 Mounds at Anau in 1904: a, East Mound showing the mosque and irrigation terraces; b, South and North 
Mounds looking west. Photos courtesy R. Pumpelly III. 

1.11 North Mound in 1997. 



1.12 North Mound, general topographic plan. Excavations: N D , North Digging (1904); W D , West Digging 

(1904); EP, East Pit (1904); 1,2,3, Teiraces 1,2,3 (1904); 4-8, Terraces 4-8 (1904); ES, Ershov's sounding (1953); 

A-N, Kurbansakhatov's main trench (1977-1982); Excavation 1 (1980); ANI-ANM, Univeisity of Pennsylvania 

excavations (1997). 
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Our ability to sample the heart of an early village 

is unprecedented in Central Asia. The mounded site of 

Anau North was bisected by a trench cut in 1886 by an 

army brigade led by the Russian General A. V. 

Komarov, who mistakenly thought that it was a huge 

burial mound (Figure 1.12). The exposure of such 

deep stratigraphy allows for precise excavations to be 

made throughout more than twenty occupational lay

ers in the sequence. 

N o wonder, then, that with its strategic location, 

long record of occupation, and exposed strata, Anau 

became the focus of the earliest investigations into the 

origins of civilization in Central Asia. It was at Anau 

North, in Komarov's trench, that in 1903 Pumpelly 

first observed the ancient stratified layers in situ 

(Pumpelly 1905) which led him to return in 1904 to 

conduct excavations of these exposed deposits 

(Pumpelly 1908). This same site was the focus of early 

Soviet-period investigations, which attempted to eval

uate Pumpelly's claims. In the Soviet literature, the 

"Anau culture" came to be synonymous with the earli

est settled cultures of the central Kopet Dag region 

(Masson and Sananidi 1972). It was along Komarov's 

trench, again, where from 1977 to 1982 K. 

Kurbansakhatov applied the methods of excavation 

and analysis typical of the Leningrad school of archae

ology. The restudy project of 1997 again took advan

tage of access to the deepest layers of the site and 

applied fine-scale excavation techniques to a narrow 

band of deposits along the edge of wide-scale excava

tions of Kutbansakhatov and along the edge of 

Komarov's trench. The specialized collections made 

during the restudy provide provided new information 

about social and economic otganization in an absolute 

chronology, while minimizing the desttuction neces

sary to take new samples. The 1970s and 1997 excava

tions were deliberately correlated with one another. 

Intensive work with the archives of the 1904 archives 

allowed us to align the Pumpelly excavations with our 

stiatigiaphic sequence. Taken togethet, the three exca

vations complement each other's strengths. 

Research Approaches 

To place the Village Period settlements along the 

Kopet Dag in relation to the later urban phases in 

Central As.a, we set foui goals for our research: (1) to 

dehne the changes in the economic base at Anau 

North through time; (2) to establish a reliable chronol

ogy for the Early Village Period in Central Asia; (3) to 

define criteria for identifying and classifying local and 

non-local painted pottery production so as to study 

regional interaction- ana (& * • • u 
"' a n a W to investigate the appar

ent contrasts in settlement ~ • • i_ u • 
scuiement organization through time 

at the site. 

Economic Base 

The first research issue concerns the economic base of 

the Village Period, in contrast to the Urban Period rep

resented at the South Mound. Research in western 

Central Asia has focused on general descriptions of the 

productive base of sites, using categories such as agri

culture, hunting, and herding. This research did not 

generate detailed data on agricultural, hunting, and 

herding practices. Our 1997 project at Anau piovided 

an excellent opportunity to collect specific data on 

these economic activities, in particular to explore pos

sible differences in local agricultural production and 

animal husbandry between the Village Period and the 

Urban Period at Anau. The small rivers that feed the 

northern plain of the Kopet Dag region provide only a 

small and seasonal flow of water, suggesting that some 

form of water management would have been necessary 

for settlement in this region even from the earliest peri

ods. Questions were also posed about the introduction 

of economically important draft animals, the manage

ment of herd animals, and the continued importance 

of hunting to these settled farmers. 

Chronology 

A second research issue involves relative and absolute 

chronologies of occupation at Anau. Basic questions or 

absolute chronological position have been unresolved 

for the Village Period in Central Asia. This is the first 

study to present a comprehensive set of stratified radio

carbon dates for the Early Village Period sites of west

ern Cential Asian Early Village Period sites. Individual 

radiocarbon dates from Early Village Period sites exca

vated in the 1960s did not form a coherent group, as 

they ranged from the 7th thiough the 3rd millennia 

BC, and the technique was generally dismissed by the 

excavators themselves. At the beginning of the present 

study, a tentative absolute chronology was still based 

only upon tenuous and distant stylistic parallels (Kohl 

1992). A recent suite of radiocarbon dates from Ilgynh 

depe has been dismissed as too late compared with 

long-distance ceramic stylistic comparisons (Berezkin 

and Solov'eva 1998). Here, well-documented stratified 

samples from Anau provide a chronological founda

tion for regional comparisons. The radiocarbon 

chronology presented in Chapter 5 places the Early 
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Village Period in an inteitegional context with neigh-

bors from Iran and South Asia during the 5th and 4th 

millennia BC. With these new data, we can reevaluate 

the stylistic and technological parallels between Anau 

and neighboring sites. 

Boundaries and Interaction 

Out thitd research issue concerns intersite interaction 

in Cential Asia. The traditional basis for comparing 

sites in Central Asia is the painted decoration on 

ceramics (Masson 1989). A n analysis of stylistic varia

tion established at the site of Namazga depe has been 

the standaid for relative chronology in Central Asia for 

50 years (Masson 1956). As a relative chronological 

framework the Namazga sequence has been refined 

and reconfirmed at dozens of sites. However, the use of 

this single system has masked variations in style from 

site to site. By defining Anau's stratigraphic histoty on 

a level-by-level basis we ate able to use vaiiation in style 

and ceiamic ware to assess local production and 

regional exchange of Namazga-type ceramics. The pet-

togiaphic analysis of cetamics in Chaptei 6 of this 

study establishes an objective baseline for comparisons 

of ceiamic wares at various sites. 

Architecture and Settlement Organization 

The fouith research issue at Anau Noith, gauging set

tlement change thiough time, complements the exten

sive Soviet excavations that have ptoduced a substantial 

sample of Eatly Village plans. The Soviet excavations 

have revealed complete ancient village plans through 

extensive excavations of single layers of habitation 

(Khlopin 1963a, Khlopin 1969, Masson 1982). These 

sites, however, have rarely been subjected to the type of 

stratigraphic excavation that Anau Noith affords. The 

Early Village sites in Cential Asia show continuity of 

settlement in the same location leading to the foima-

tion of pronounced village mounds. It is possible with 

such sites to document the evolution of ctaft produc

tion, burials, ritual spaces, foitifications and other func-

rions. The sttatigiaphy at Anau Noith affords an excel

lent opportunity to investigate this phenomenon from 

a technological and social peispective. 

Collaborative Research in Context 

The exposure of deep sttatigiaphy at Anau Noith 

reveals over twenty atchitectutal levels, excavated, how-

ever, by observers with different motivations and differ

ent methods. To observe the settlement in as many 

occupational events as possible though time, we have 

developed a methodological key to the previous 

research and the multiple voices that have reported on 

this site. This study of the earliest occupation at Anau 

North places previous descriptions into a new synthesis 

and offers us a new understanding of the method and 

theory of behind the original research. In doing so, we 

realize that accumulation of archaeological information 

is not progressive but must be considered as a series of 

discrete observations which, when integrated, add to 

our ability to reconstruct events in the past. 

Through studying documents from archives and 

private collections and examining artifacts in museum 

collections, we have been able to place the data col

lected in 1904 in new contexts. The records of the 

1904 excavations are out sole access to some of the fea

tures of the site that no longer survive. These now-

unrepeatable observations include the nature of the 

uppermost stiata at Anau Noith and traditional pat

terns of land use in the Anau delta before moderniza

tion. By returning to the data in the 1908 publication, 

we are able to reevaluate the place of Cential Asia 

among the civilizations of the Old Woild given 90 

years of archaeological literature. 

Anau North has been a key comparison for sites as 

fai to the west of it as Troy and as far east as Yangshao 

(Daniel 1981). Perhaps the most important use of the 

Anau North sequence was for establishing the relative 

stratigraphy of Iran (McCown 1942). Anau Noith has 

been used as an example in evaluating the role of the 

environment in cultural development (Huntington 

1919) and appears to have inspired Childe's oasis 

hypothesis for the development of civilization (Childe 

1953) and Biaidwood's reconsideration of that hypothe

sis (Biaidwood and Howe 1960, Biaidwood et al. 1983). 

W h e n we review Pumpelly's wotk at Anau, we 

note that the history of investigation appeats to recycle 

points of view. The archaeological practice of observa

tion as conducted in 1904, including the methods of 

measurement and the systematic recotding of certain 

data, laid the foundation for the archaeological prac

tice of today. 

Pumpelly's wotk at Anau Noith initially dtew 

notice, at least in part, because the site seemed like a 

compelling setting for early agricultural societies: the 

desert oasis. A century's work on early agricultural sites 

across the Neat East has offered little suppott for this 

group of explanations (Hole 1987, Miller 1992). 

While agriculture was possible and sustainable in these 

eatly oasis villages, the Central Asian villages ate more 

tecent than eaily agricultural sites in the Neat East and 
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occur in a different environment. W e n o w k n o w that 

the early settlers of A n a u were veteran agriculturalists, 

expert farmers with long experience of crop varieties 
and simple water control systems. 

Another aspect of re-contextualized data is that 

early observations complement our unfolding under

standing of the site. In some cases w e were unable to 

collect similar data. T h e data collected in 1904 (both 

the published version and the recovered archives) add 

substantively to the understanding of the upper levels 

at the site, providing accounts of the type of construc

tion, and the location of hearths and burials. 

T h e analysis of the excavations conducted 

between 1978 and 1982 by Kurbansakhatov as a 

Soviet archaeological project at A n a u North can be 

placed in a n e w context provided by the 1997 re-

excavations. By including the wider area of the 

Kopet Dag, previously part of the isolated research 

arena of Soviet archaeologists, w e are able to add a 

substantial and diverse culture area to the geograph

ic extent of the k n o w n ancient world. T h e wider 

arena which results allows us to trace the prehistoric 

record of Central Asia and its architecture, ceramic 
types, etc., more accurately, and to examine the 

interrelationship of the Central Asian world with 
neighboring cultures. 

W e attempt, in this volume, to establish a 
bridge to Soviet archaeological methodology as it 

developed since the 1930s. Methodologies were 
employed which contrast strongly with those used 

by contemporary Western researchers, particularly 
the method of excavations focused on horizontal 
space rather than individual stratigraphic units. T h e 
basic stratigraphic unit used during excavations of 
the 1970s and 1980s at Anau North was the archi
tectural layer considering all of the deposits with a 
building ,n a single unit. This level of generalization 
is appropriate assuming that the materials deposited 
within a layet fotm a unit of secondary deposition. 
In our restudy at Anau North this assumption has 
been upheld on the basis of the fine-scale study of 
contexts. ' 

It has proven particularly efficient and informa
tive to combine small-scale excavation (involving 
sampling of specific contexts) with the wide-scale 
horizontal excavations typical of Soviet archaeology. 
These overlapping research strategies have made pro
ductive use of unique archaeological resources. 

Organization of this Volume 

This volume provides a case study of the growth of 

Near Eastern-type village life outside of Mesopotamia. 

O u t research is introduced in Chapters 2-A: Chapter 2 

discusses the general context of settlement in early 

Central Asia; Chapter 3 reviews the history of investi

gation at Anau North, and Chapter 4 describes the 

strata and the contexts of deposition at the site, based 
upon our 1997 re-study season. 

This sets the stage for a presentation of the rich 

finds from Anau North recovered during more than a 

century of investigation. Chapters 5-9 ptesent the 

radiocarbon sequence, followed by chapters synthesiz

ing the evolution of ceramics, small finds, architecture, 

and burial traditions at the site. Chaptets 10-12 report 

the results of collaborative studies of the macro-botani-

cal, micro-botanical, and faunal temains. These studies 

provide basic information on the evolution of farming, 

hunting, and herding. Additional micro-botanical and 

micro-morphological data (called "bio-morphic" analy

sis in Russian) collected in 1999 specifically investigat

ed the history of the uppet fill and leveling deposits. 
The rwo concluding chaptets focus on the develop

ment of the site itself. In Chapter 13, the aigument is 
made that Anau North, like other Early Village sites of 
Central Asia, employed small-scale irrigation but reveals 

a level of settlement instability not previously docu
mented, suggesting that village abandonment and 
mobility were an intrinsic aspect of early settlement in 
Central Asia. In Chapter 14, it is further argued that 
Anau North became increasingly integrated into the 
network of settlement on the northern frontier of the 
Near East, tied to the early village cultures of the Iranian 
plateau. Such a network responded to shifts in intensity 
of interaction and expansionism and the development or 
a prestige goods economy prior to the emergence or 
urbanism in the later 3rd millennium BC. The critical 
fearures of settlement organization and site formation at 
Anau North allow us to generate a comparative base for 
the examination of the evolution of village social organ-
izarion and rhe development of social complexity. 

The ovetall dynamic of settlement stability and 
instability during the Eaily Village Period allows us to 
bettei understand the subsequent emergence of cultur
al complexity and urbanization ar the beginning of the 
3rd millennium BC. 
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The Settlement History of Central Asia 
in the Village Period 

T h i s chapter outlines the broad developmental 

stages of Eaily Village occupation in Central Asia, 

beginning from the earliest settlement along the Kopet 

Dag (which pre-dates the occupation at Anau North) 

and from there following the basic outline of culture 

history presented by Soviet archaeology (Masson 1982, 

1989), best known in English from the detailed trans

lations and syntheses of P. Kohl and otheis (Coolidge 

2001, Harris and Gosden 1996; Kohl 1981, 1984a, 

1992). Absolute dates for the Cential Asian sites ate 

based on the ladiocatbon chronology from Anau Noith 

presented in this volume and from the recent collabo

rative excavations at Djeitun (Harris et al. 1996). 

The Early Village Central Asian settlements are 

located in the four geographic regions along rhe Kopet 

Dag and extend onto the Iranian plateau. The distri

bution and settlement pattern of the Early Village 

Period is poorly known: vast areas have been only cui-

sory surveyed, and many settlements appeal to have 

been buried undei the continually aggtading plain. 

However, the wide-scale architectural plans revealed by 

Soviet archaeology allow a vivid pictuie to be diawn of 

early village settlement in Cential Asia. The culture 

history of early villages is divided into four stages of 

Early Village settlement: Djeitun, Anau IA, Anau 

IB/Namazga I, and Anau II/Namazga II. The individ

ual sites desciibed below piovide the context for the 

settlement history at Anau Noith (Table 2.1). 

The Djeitun period (6500-4500 BC) 

The eatliest agricultural settlements appeared around 

6500 B C , along small tivet deltas of the cential Kopet 

Dag foothill plain (Figure 2.1). The initial settlement 

had individual rectangular houses; the inhabitants 

made ceramics, grew 6-iow barley and einkorn wheat, 

and kept sheep. Thus, the Djeitun Peiiod, 01 ceramic 

Neolithic, of Cential Asia appeals to represent the 

establishment of an already developed farming way of 

life: domestication and sedentism evidently entered 

Central Asia from elsewhere (Harris 1997b). Berdiev 

(1969) subdivided the Djeitun Period inro three 

chronological phases: eaily, middle, and late. 

The eponymous site of Djeitun was only occupied 

duiing the earliest phase (6500-5800 BC). T w o othet 

eaily Djeitun sites Chopan and Togolok, located neai-

by, have been extensively excavated in addition to 

Djeitun itself. Djeitun is located along the terminal 

runoff of the Sekizyab River probably next to a marshy 

or brackish delta. Five architectural layeis were defined 

at Djeitun, all characterized by regular, single-room 

dwellings (ranging from 6 x 6 m t o 9 x 9 m ) with walls 

made of founded "pioto-biicks" and floots coveted 

Table 2.1 Kopet Dag Regional Chronology 

West Kopet Dag 

Arkash 

SWTV 

SWTVI 

SWT VII 

Beurme 

Bami 3-5 

Bami 1 - 2 

Central Kopet Dag 

Akhal 

Anau IIB 

Anau 11A 

Anau LB 

Anau IA 

Pre-Anau IA 

Middle Djeitun 

Early Djeitun 

East Kope 

Etek 

Namazga III 

Namazga 11 

Namazga 1 

AnauIA 

Late Djeitun 

Middle Djeitun 

tDag 

Geoksynir 

Geoksyur 

Yalangach 

Dashlidzhi 
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2.1 The Djeitun and Anau regions. 

with lime-plaster. The houses were separated by shared 

courtyards, with low parallel-wall storage features and 

small circular storage buildings. The settlement's sec

ond architectural phase was completely excavated, 
revealing a mosaic of more than 28 individual houses 
and courtyards (Masson 1971). 

While the site is not described as planned or for
tified, it is likely that the rectangular houses were ini

tially grouped around a cential courtyard, with house 

entranceways oriented primarily toward the interior 

space (Figure 2.2) The closest parallel to both the 

ceramics and small finds j, at s^ng-i Chakmac, east 

(layers 5-6), located in northeastern Iran near 

Shahrud, suggesting that a culture of pioneer farmers 

m a y have extended across northern Iran (Harris 

1997a). In 1993-1994 a collaborative British/ 

Russian/Turkmen team collected a full suite of radio

carbon samples, as well as botanical, faunal, and 

micromorphological samples (Harris et al. 1996, 

Masson and Harris 1992). The radiocarbon dates 

indicate that Djeitun was occupied for a short time 

between 6500 and 5800 B C and that the occupations 

at the site are characteristically short-term. 

Destruction levels between architectural phases are 

interpreted as evidence of brief occupations—perhaps 

several years, but no more—or possibly even seasonal 

occupation. 
W e observe an increase in the number, type, and 

complexity of settlements along the Kopet Dag 

foothills during the middle Djeitun period. Settlement 

extended west as far as Bami, sites were also established 

in the foothill range, and settlement extended to the 

Etek region of the eastern Kopet Dag (Figure 2.3) 

(Berdiev 1969). 
It is likely that a short-term occupation of the 

Anau delta occurred during the middle Djeitun 

Petiod: in the 1950s, middle Djeitun ceramics were 
observed at a site of Yarti-Gumbez, 12 k m noith of 

2.2 Djeitun site plan. Adapted from Masson 1971: fig 5. 
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2.3 Middle/late Djeitun sites. 

Anau North along the ancient and deltaic end of the 

Keltechinat Rivet. This site has not been te-studied 

since the original sutvey, but it is located in the same 

type of environment as Djeitun, sandy today but prob

ably in ancient times the swampy edge of the terminal 

runoff of the river. 

Wide-scale excavations of the uppermost layer at 

Chopan depe and at Pessejik (neai Djeitun) show that 

the aichitectuial layout of single-room dwellings made 

of pioto-biicks became denset and villages mote com

pact during the middle Djeitun Petiod. O f patticulai 

interest is the site of Pessejik in the outei delta region. 

Differentiation in building size, the earliest use of 

architectural buttresses (Figure 2.4a), and elaborate 

wall paintings (Figure 2.4b) suggest an emerging 

emphasis on ritual structures and provide evidence of 

ceremonial activities. 

In the third stage (late Djeitun), the Djeitun pop

ulation appears to have moved away from the Akhal 

region of the central Kopet Dag. In the far west 

(Arkash) region continuity of settlement from the 

middle to late Djeitun was demonstrated at Bami 

(Berdiev 1963). In the eastern Etek region, three late 

Djeitun sites have been excavated. Excavations at 

Chagylly reveal a shift from single-room buildings to 

multi-room aichitectuial plans. O n e of the critical 

innovations at this time was the development of tiue 

bricks, evolving out of the eatliet Djeitun tradition of 

pioto-biicks. 

The earliest finds of copper and turquoise along 

the noithem Kopet Dag plain ate from Chagylly 

(Berdiev 1966). While this indicates contact up to the 

source areas for these materials on the Iranian plateau, 

evidence of the foimetly close relationship of the 

Kopet Dag settlements with those of the Tehran basin 

disappears. Only a few similarities with the contempo

rary Cheshmi Ali sites of the Tehran basin are seen. 

As we suggest, the possibility of a local cultuial 

variant contemporaty with late Djeitun is likely deeply 

stratified at the base of Anau North. Fuithetmoie, 

based on the radiocarbon chronology presented here 

fot the subsequent Anau IA Peiiod, the likely lange of 

dates for early, middle, and late Djeitun may extend 

ovet a much gteatei chronological tange than is reflect

ed by the limited occupation at Djeitun itself at the 

dawn of farming settlement in Central Asia. 

The Anau IA Period: 4500-4000 BC 

Foi many yeats the Anau IA Peiiod was known only 

from the 1904 excavations at Anau Noith. While sev-

2.4 Pessejik: a, site plan; b, wall painting. Adapted from Lollekova 1988: figs 1 and 2. 
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2.5 Anau IA sites. 

The upper Anau IA architecture at Mondjukli was 

completely cleared (Figure 2.6)(Berdiev 1972b). The 

village settlement, divided into two parts by a street, 

was composed of several building compounds with 

rectangular, partitioned rooms and narrow storage 

areas built adjacent to them. While more internally 

complex, the amount of area per household is no larg

er than in houses of the Djeitun Period, averaging 

between 24 and 40 sq m. The building compounds are 

separated by shared courtyard areas. Several buildings 

have larger rooms, with large, possibly communal, 

hearths. 

Wide-scale excavation of a similar LA Period set

tlement was made at nearby Chakmakli depe (Figure 

2.7) (Berdiev 1968). The layout of the village is more 

symmetrical than Mondjukli, and room 1 is consid

ered to be a shrine (Berdiev 1968:28). 

eral building levels were identified in the lowest layers 

of the soundings, only minimal architectural informa

tion from Anau North is available, due to the small 

exposure in the deep soundings. Eleven Anau IA set

tlements have since been recorded along the Kopet 

Dag (Masson 1982:17-20), and several possibly relat

ed sites have been located in the upper Atrek Valley on 

the Iranian plateau (Figure 2.5) (Kohl 1984a:65). 

Almost all Anau IA sites in the various regions are 

located along the sloping terrace of the Kopet Dag 

foothills around 200 m asl in a similar relationship to 

the river delta as Anau North. The most complete 

excavation of an Anau IA settlement is that at 

Mondjukli, first excavated by Marushchenko, who 

argued for a local development from late Djeitun 

thiough to the Anau IA Period (Berdiev 1972b). 

2.6 Mondjukli site plan. Adapted from Beidiev 1972:fig. 1. 

2.7 Chakmakli excavations showing central alley and 

domestic rooms. Photo courtesy V. I. Sarianidi. 

In contrast to the Anau IA occupations in the 

east, which are terminal, the Anau IA sites of the 

Akhal region of the central Kopet Dag are typically 

the basal layer of later village sites and deeply buried. 

The IA sites of this western region are primarily 

identified through stratigraphic soundings, and 

include the eponymous Anau North, Ovadan, 

Gavych, Kashut, and the "73 km" site. Vatiations in 

ceramic decoration between the Etek and the Akhal 

regions during the Anau IA Period mark the begin

ning of the long-term separation of these two stylis

tic traditions. 
At the westernmost IA Period edge of the Akhal 

region, Marushchenko excavated a deep sounding at 

the "73 km" site. Among the ceramics from the sound

ing are several fragments of hand-made incised work 

typical of the Caspian, suggesting a shared frontier 

between the IA region of agriculturalists and remnant 

foragers or fishers of the Caspian region. 
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2.8 Anau IB/Namazga I sites. 

Sites from the Anau IA Peiiod ate also found on the 

southern side of the Kopet Dag, along the uppei Atrek 

Valley. Scattets of Anau IA ceramics have been found 

near the site of Manysh, in the pass along the uppei 

Keltechinar River between Anau North and the uppei 

Attek Valley (Pilipko 2000). Preliminary survey and test 

soundings were conducted in the late 1970s and suggest 

that this region was part of the Central Asian culture 

zone. O n e site, tepe Yam, located along the Atrek Rivei 

coutse, appeals to be closely related to the Anau 

sequence of eatly village and Bronze Age cultures 

(Ricciaidi 1980). A test sounding at the site (Biscione, 

personal communication 2002) indicates that it has a 

nearly one-to-one coirespondence with the ceramics 

and small finds from Anau North and Anau South. 

Earlier, parallels have been made wirh the distant 

but contemporary sites of Sialk, near Kashan and Susa, 

both in southwestern Iran (McCown 1942). Susa, where 

excavations were ongoing at die turn of the 20th centu

ry, and Sialk, excavated by Ghitshman in the 1930s, rep

resented the only well-known early village sites in Iian, 

naturally inviting comparisons with the Cential Asian 

sites. The parallels drawn tend to concern general ceiam

ic motifs, the design of functional items such as spindle 

whoils and stone tools, and the incidence of precious 

materials like rurquoise and lapis. Clearly, Susa and Sialk 

did not have privileged relationships wirh the Central 

Asian sites, but they represented one parr of a nexus of 

setdement teaching across the Itanian plateau of which 

the Anau IA sites were also part. 

Namazga I/Anau IB: 4000-3500 BC 

More than thitty settlements of the subsequent peiiod 

of occupation along the Kopet Dag have been tecotd-

ed (Figure 2.8) (Masson 1982). The sites cluster in sep

arate geographic regions, each having local chronolog

ical sequences: settlements of the Anau IB Peiiod ate 

found in the Akhal, or cential region; those of the 

Namazga I Peiiod in the Etek (eastern) tegion; those of 

the S W T VII Peiiod to the west, in the Sumbai Valley; 

and those of the Dashlidzhi Peiiod in the fat eastern 

Geoksyur region. 

As in the eailiet Anau IA Peiiod, settlements are 

deeply stratified in the west and cential tegions, less so 

in the east; in the Geoksyui region, they lie practically 

on the suiface. At Anau North, the Anau IB stratum is 

nearly 10 m thick and is composed of 13 architectural 

layers. The village at Anau North during this peiiod 

can best be compaied to the fully cleared architecture 

at Dashlidzhi depe in the Geoksyur oasis. 

Dashlidzhi depe, the northernmost site of the 

Geoksyur region, was excavated entirely on two 

Namazga I levels, the thiid and the fourth (Figure 2.9) 

(Khlopin 1961). The settlement was composed of 

2.9 Dashlidzhi depe site plan: top, second building 

level; bottom, thiid building level. Adapted from 

Khlopin 1963a: plate 17. 
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2.10 Wall painting at Yassi depe. Photo courtesy V. I. Sarianidi. 

courtyards and single-room houses, with one large sin

gle-room building dominating the settlement. O f par

ticular note, the layout of the village changed entirely 

from layer 3 to layer 2, except for building 1, which 

was rebuilt on its old foundation. 

It is uncleat what the environmental conditions 

were in the Geoksyur region along the Tedzhen River 

when the earliest towns were founded. Geographically 

the region is distant enough from the tettaced plain of 

the Kopet Dag foothills that one would not expect to 

have the same sort of tettaced agriculture, but we do not 

know what kind of agriculture was initially practiced. 

What we do know is that at the same time that settle

ments were growing, somerimes to sizes as large as 10 

ha, anothet clustei of sertlements was founded in the 

Geoksyur delta. It is likely that the form of agriculture 

was not based upon small-scale tetiace irrigation but on 

older Djeitun agricultural ttaditions. It is likely the 

Geoksyut sites represent a continuation of these ttadi

tions along the outer teaches of the rivet delta, while in 

other areas settlement shifted up the river course. 

To the west of Geoksyur, in the eastern Etek, Yassi 

depe was also extensively excavated. Here one finds 

multi-room complexes that resemble the Anau IA 

Period architecture at Chakmakli. O f particular note, 

rooms 15 and 16 at Yassi depe had polychrome wall 

painting and a painted floor and have been interpret

ed as a shrine (Figure 2.10). The architectural plans of 

structures from the Namazga I layers at Yassi depe and 

Kara depe show a considerable homogeneity. 

Namazga depe has several early soundings. Perhaps 

the biggest Namazga I sites were at Kara and Altyn 

depe, estimated to be as large as 10 ha (Masson 1981). 

The eponymous site of Namazga depe has two deep 

soundings that provide the stratigraphic sequence, 

however; lack of a detailed publication of the sound

ings has led to ambiguity concerning the nature of the 

peiiodization. 

Namazga I materials were found at Kara depe in 

sounding 1 and in deep soundings made in excavations 

1, 2, 5, and 6. The distribution of the soundings sug

gests that the settlement already, at its earliest phase, 
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/, 
Kara Kum Desert 

2.11 Anau II/Namazga II sites. 

covered 10 hectares (Masson 1961b:323-326). The 

second architectural layer of excavation 6 had tectan-

gulai multi-toom stiuctutes with black painted floois 

and walls. Stotage featuies included latge ceramics set 

in the flooi and "ceiamic pavements." In the thiid 

architectural layer structures with red painted floors 

appear. 

In the Akhal region, Namazga I occupation overlay 

Anau LA at Kashut, Anau North, and Ovadan and pos

sibly at Mondjukli as well, in the eroded ninth layei. 

M a n y new sites were founded at this time, all located in 

this 300-200 m band where retrace farming was suc

cessful. The most important are Ak, Til'kin, Dashli, 

and Ekin. Masson holds that in the Akhal region the 

rivers were too small to suppoit latge villages. 

Farthei to the west, Namazga I sites ate found in 

areas for the most part not previously settled by agri

culturists: along rivet deltas such as Paikhai, Chingiz, 

and Karantki-Tokai located in a high upper valley 

above the level where retraced agriculture would not be 

possible. Excavations at the cemetery of Parkhai II in 

the Sumbar Valley revealed a cemetery and adjacent 

town. Only the cemetery has been excavated, and the 

materials relate to the eaily village sequence. Unlike 

the lowei Kopet Dag foothill plain, which is deeply 

covered in alluvial deposirs, the ancient surface at 

Parkhai probably had little alluvial ovetbuiden due to 

the upland location of the Sumbat Valley. Thus the 

cemetery was accessible. Fourteen seasons of excava

tion revealed a total of 292 burials, providing the basis 

for an internal chronology. The local sequence was 

treated as a link between the Iranian plateau sequence 

and the Kopet Dag sequence, although tecent survey 

by a British team indicates a lack of eailiet settlement 

(Harris and Gosden 1996). It is probable, therefore, 

that the Sumbar valley population had its origins in 

the expansion of settlement from the Akhal region. 

Khlopin made the following correlations between the 

Southwest Turkmenistan sequence and the Namazga 

sequence: S W T VII is equivalent to Namazga I; S W T 

VI to Namazga II; and S W T V to N M G III (Khlopin 

1997). 

Broad connections across the Iranian plateau and 

Baluchistan during this period ate deduced primarily 

from the correlation of villages which shared similar 

technologies, including techniques of pottery manu

facture and types of stone and metal tools. The region 

of these shared traits was quite laige, coveting most of 

the Iranian plateau, from the edge of the Indus Valley 

in the east to the border with Mesopotamia on the 

west. Included in this cultural nexus is the deeply strat

ified site of Meighath, on the edge of Baluchistan, with 

its wide-scale excavations, as well as Tepe Yahya in 

southeastern Iran, which has a single long sequence 

comparable with the combined sequences of Anau 

North and South. The same complex stretches west 

acioss the plateau to the Godin legion, where the Eaily 

Village Petiods have been excavated at the small site of 

Seh Gabi, and on to Dalma, neat Hasanlu in notth-

west Iran. 

Namazga II/Anau 11(3500-3100 BC) 

Considerable social change occulted in Cential Asia 

from Namazga I/Anau IB through the end of Namazga 

II/Anau IIB. W e see evidence of increasing social hier

archy, more complex craft production (fine working of 

soft stone, evidence of more efficient kilns, complex 

metallurgy); and greatei availability of prestige goods 

thiough mote frequent contact with the Iranian 

Plateau and South Asia. Fewei sites are known from 

the Namazga II/Anau IIA Peiiod than Namazga 

I/Anau I, although some settlements ate latget and 

denset, and signs of specialization sometimes appear 

Site layouts ate mote complex, peihaps reflecting the 

development of social classes. 

Thete ate fewei tecotded settlements along the 

Kopet Dag foothill of the Namazga II/Anau II Period 

(Figure 2.11), but, these settlements have been mote 

extensively investigated than the settlements of the ear-

liet peiiod, as they ate typically stratified above Anau 

IB/Namazga I settlements (as at Anau Noith). 

As in the previous peiiod, the widest exposed 

architecture of this period is from sites in the Geoksyut 

region. There, this peiiod is called the Yalangach 

Peiiod and settlements were mote densely clustered 

and fortified at this time. At Yalangach depe the upper 
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2.12 Fortified village, Yalaganch site plan. Adapted 
from Khlopin 1969: plate 8. 

two architectural layers (layers 2 and 3) were each exca

vated over 700 sq m (Figure 2.12). In Yalangach 3, 

buildings of two or more small rooms and one large 

one—a shrine—interspersed with courtyard and stor

age areas, appear to be divided generally into two parts 

by a large wall. In Yalangach 2, the compound sur

rounding room 1 is organized by circular "tower" for

tifications and buttressed curtain walls connecting 

them. Construction is rather standardized: the towers 

are 3-5 m diameter, with curtain walls of about 10 m 

stretching between them. This pattern is repeated at 

Mullali depe (Geoksyur 4)(Figure 2.13). A similar pat

tern of circular "towets" and curtain walls characterizes 

the fout other Yalangach sites: Akcha (G-2), G-6, G-7, 

and G-9. The purpose appears to be defense, although 

the nature of the threat is unknown. 

To the west of the Geoksyut region, in the Etek 

region of the eastern Kopet Dag, the Namazga II lay

ers at Kara depe and Ilgynli depe have been extensive
ly excavated. 

At Kata depe the most extensive recovery of 

Namazga II remains were made in excavation 1, on the 

northern side of the site: layers 5, 6, and 7 were exca

vated in an area of 40 sq m here, and layers 3 and 2 in 

an area over 400 sq m each (Figure 2.14). The multi-

room houses of Kata 3 had spacious central rooms (6 

x 6 m ) with stoiage areas and built-in healths, which 

were connected to areas wirh 5-6 smaller, intercon-

necred rooms with individual couttyards. The room 

complexes in Kara 3 and Kara 2 were packed togethet 

and building complexes had doubled walls where rhey 

lay adjacenr ro one anorher. Throughout the Namazga 

II layers, from the earliest (layers 5-6) to the last (layer 

2), we find burials under floors. Layer 3 also had many 

2.13 Fortified village, Mullali site plan. Adapted 

from Khlopin 1969: plate 17. 

burial made under floors, often enclosed by small mud 

brick structures, and one brick structure, painted ted, 

appears to show social or wealth differentiation. Gtave 

goods were found in 10 out of 21 burials. The goods 

included animal bones, beads of stone (including a 

miniature lapis bracelet), and beads of gold. Layer 2 

continued the tradition of burials made under floors. 

At Ilgynli, ongoing excavations (1985-present) 

have focused on late Namazga II levels (Figure 2.15). 

Here, architecture seems to be organized around the 

same principles as at Kara 2 and 3. A striking number 

of the structures appear to be shrines, with plastered 

2.14 Kara depe (period 2-3) site plan. Adapted from 

Masson 1962: plate 9. 
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2.15 Ilgynli depe, excavation 5 (layer 3). Adapted 

from Berezkin and Solov'eva 1999: fig. 20. 

and painted floots and benches and an unusually high 

number of figurines—stone figurines placed at door

ways and terracorta figurines spread around. Ritually 

significant ciiculat healths and square health plat

forms are common. Ilgynli depe apparently emerged 

during the Namazga II Period as a regional religious 

centei, although each of the othei settlements also 

seems to have maintained its own ritual stiuctutes. 

The Namazga II/Anau IIA Peiiod witnessed 

increased interaction among the sites of Central Asia 

and the regions to the southeast and southwest. At this 

time, both noith and south sides of the Kopet Dag 

appear to be settled by Central Asian people. Near 

Anau North, recent survey of rhe Keltechinar Valley 

indicates an Anau II settlement Manysh (also called 

Erk-depe) up the valley toward the pass to the Iranian 

plateau (Pilipko 2000). 

Survey in the upper Atrek Valley on the southern 

side of the Kopet Dag mountains on the Iranian 

plateau identified several prehistoric sites related to the 

Early Village Periods of Central Asia: tepe Yam and 

XA6. 

Aside from the Upper Atrek Valley, almost no 

other areas of the northern Iranian region of Khorassan 

have been suiveyed. A n exception to this, Nishapui-P 

was probably, like tepe Yam, occupied by people relat

ed to those on the noithein plain of the Kopet Dag. 

Nishapui-P, is the prehistoric settlement approximate

ly 12 k m from the well known medieval site of 

Nishapur (Hauser er al. 1938). The settlement of this 

area, both during the medieval peiiod and in prehis

toric times, was in latge part due to the proximity of 

the largest turquoise mines of Iran, in the nearby 

mountains. Nishapur-P's Anau II ceramics and small-

find assemblage suggest incorporation of this resource 

area into the Cential Asian culture area duiing this 

time (Hiebett and Dyson 2002). 

Conclusions 

While the evidence for local cultuial development in 

the four regions of the Kopet Dag foothills is rich, and 

the archaeological record, based on years of distinctive 

Soviet research, is extensive, few individual sites 

demonstrate the relationship of one peiiod to the next. 

The deeply stratified remains at Anau Noith piovide 

an ideal site to investigate these relationships thiough 

time. 



3 

The History of Investigations at Anau North 

T h e deeply stratified site of Anau North has a long 

and distinguished history of excavation (Figure 

3.1). The site was first sectioned in 1886, and, partly 

due to its easily accessible strata, became a magnet for 

archaeological research. Scientific excavations began in 

1904 with the expedition led by Raphael Pumpelly. 

Futther investigations included a deep sttatigraphic 

excavation in 1953 and extensive excavations between 

1977 and 1982. Our own excavations in 1997 were 

intended to provide a key to the previous results and 

gain access to the full stratigtaphic column. Taken 

togethet the excavations have investigated a range of 

areas at Anau North, with ttansects both east-west and 

north-south, as well as deep soundings. W e thus have 

a relatively robust sample of the site on which to base 

out reconstruction of its occupational history. Our 

goal is to provide such an overview by integtating the 

data from the various excavations, despite majot dif

ferences in methods of excavation and recording. 

19th Century Investigations 

A transect was first cut through the Noith Mound of 

Anau in 1886 by Geneial A. V. Komarov, the Imperial 

Russian governor of the Transcaspian area from 1883 ro 

1889. General Komarov was widely known for his col

lection of ancient attifacts and coins from the area 

(Komarov 1900). He organized reconnaissance excava

tions at various prominent archaeological sites (such as 

Merv, Nisa, and Meshed, Iran), using his troops as an 

excavation team. His 1886 excavations at Anau North 

bisected the mound sttaight through the middle 

(Figure 3.2). Komarov, who had previously excavated in 

the European part of Russia, apparently expected to 

find a rich "royal" burial at the North Mound. It was 

quite by chance that he came across a stratified archae-

0 10 m 

3.1 Excavarions ar Anau North. 
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3.2 Komarov's Trench in 1903. Photo couitesy R. 

Pumpelly III. 

ological settlement. Nevettheless, he showed an emetg-

ing appreciation for rhe process of scientific excavation 

and reported his findings before the Imperial 

Archaeological Committee in St. Peteisbutg. A n 

abstiact of his tepott was published in the Russian 

newspapei Novosti, nos. 62-64 (1888), and received 

wide artention. His report was republished in the news

papei of the Tfanscaspian area, Turkestanskie Vedomosti, 

nos. 24 21/VI and 25 28/VI (1888), and then pub

lished in full in German translation in the popular jour

nal Petermanns Mitteilungen 35 (1889). H e described 

the excavations in a straightforward manner: 

there were two mounds there. The one that was 

investigated was 2400 cubic sazhens [1 sazhen = 

2.125 m ] at its foundation. Ir was of irregular 

form: 60 sazhens long and 40 sazhens wide. Its 

height was 8 sazhens. Excavations were carried out 

along its shoit axis by means of two trenches 2 

sazhens wide; about 300 cubic sazhens [= 2700 

cubic meteis] of eatth weie taken out. In the top 

layet the remains of Muslim burials were 

uneatthed, but at the depth of one sazhen bones, 

charcoal and broken fragments of ceramics were 

found. In the upper part of the excavated area, to 

the depth of two sazhens, human bones were 

placed in the ground with ashes, while other kinds 

of bones were put in round flat pots, made of 

Meshed stone. In the middle of the mound (half 

of its depth) there was a trench with big holes on 

both sides. They were probably made by Petsian 

tieasute-seekets who ransacked burial mounds 

looking for treasure. At the depth of two sazhens 

from the top of the mound a needle and awl made 

of deet antlet were found. Futthet down was a 

stone ax made of quaitzite, whose fotm is identi

cal to that of axes found in Perm'. Further down, 

near a human skeleton, there was a jaw of some 

animal, with well-preserved teeth. Accotding to 

Di. Waltei, it belonged to a cave bear. As for 

metallic implements, they were not found there. 

(Komarov n.d.:29; see also Rollet 1889:162) 

Though his hopes to find a tich burial were disap

pointed, Komarov did not fail to appreciate what he 

had unearthed: "The cultural achievements of this 

region have now been forgotten. There was a time 

when this area was flourishing. The artifacts found 

there testify to the fact that people of the Stone and 

Bionze Ages inhabited this teititory. And the most 

flourishing areas were piedmont plains watered by 

mountain steams"(Komarov n.d.:30). 

Even though the prehistory of Central Asia was 

fust revealed by Komatov's finds at Anau, latet 19th 

centuiy investigations focused on mote historically 

prominent sites such as Samaikand and Metv 

(Zhukovskii 1894). 

Excavations of 1904 

In the 1860s Raphael Pumpelly traveled from China 

across Central Asia on his way to Eutope (Pumpelly 

1918). His obsetvations of the remains of ancient 

cities, in areas devoid of watet and abandoned long 

ago, set him on a long coutse of study, which includ

ed the geologic histoiy of Eurasia, the origins of races 

and languages, the precursors of civilization, and the 

nascent field of archaeology. This inteiest occupied a 

secondaiy place in his research, howevet, for through

out Pumpelly's long and illustrious career, he focused 

on geological exploration. Pumpelly's interest in civi

lization was ciystallized at the beginning of the 20th 

century (when Pumpelly was in his sixties) by the for

mation of a new foundation for research: the Carnegie 

Institution of Washington, which was interested in 

sponsoring an archaeological expedition. With the 
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3.3 Pumpelly team at camp in 1904. From left to right: Turkmen elders, Raphael Pumpelly, Eliza Pumpelly, Hubert 

Schmidt, Langdon Warner, village assistants washing pottery. Photo courtesy R. Pumpelly III. 

support of the Carnegie Institution, Pumpelly organ

ized a reconnaissance expedition in 1903 to identify 

sites of possible prehistoric occupation in Central 

Asia. 
Members of the 1903 expedition explored from 

the Pamirs to Seistan, but it was at the deltaic oasis of 

Anau that Pumpelly felt he could best investigate the 

earliest phases of human life in Central Asia. The 

North Mound was particulatly promising, since there, 

Komarov's large trench exposed clear evidence of 

deeply stratified remains. 

Both the north mound and the south mound at 

Anau were excavated during the 1904 expedition. 

Pumpelly picked Hubert Schmidt, of the Museum fur 

Volkerkunde in Berlin, to serve as the expedition's 

archaeologist. Schmidt had been trained in the most 

advanced stratigraphic methods of the day by Dorpfeld 

at Troy, and he particularly impressed Pumpelly with 

his skill in differentiating archaeological periods 

through ceramic identification (Pumpelly 1918:716). 

The team (Figure 3.3) also included three young 

m e n — H o m e r H. Kidder, Langdon Warner, and 

Ellsworth Huntington—who would eventually pursue 

distinguished careers in ethnology, Asian studies, and 

geography, respectively. 

Methodology of the 1904 Excavations 

Schmidt directed the fieldwork at the mound. Warner 

was put in charge of excavating burials. Excavations 

proceeded in each area by 50-75 cm each day (Figure 

3.4), and stratigraphic data was recorded in a daily log. 

Distinctive finds—pottery, hearths, and burials—were 

typically pedestalled, and carefully excavated by 

Schmidt or Warner (Figure 3.5) In his memoirs, 

Pumpelly described the methods of the dig: "In every 

pit [trench] there were baskets into which went the 

potsherds and coarse objects collected during the day, 

and these objects were daily marked with number of 

pit, date, and height above or below the datum point 

on the surface of the plain. In this way all finds carried 

3.4 1904 terrace excavations, looking north from Terrace 4 to Tetrace 1. Photo courtesy R. Pumpelly III. 
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3-5 1904 excavation technique. Note brick, pot, and 

burial 13 left on pedestals in layer 3. Photo courtesy 

R. Pumpelly III. 

their veitical and horizontal position in the mound. 

M u c h of the eaith was scieened to save small objects 

which the findets kept through the day in small bags" 

(Pumpelly 1918:793). 

All excavation measurements were made in rela

tionship to a "zero" point on the level of the sunound-

ing plain. However, since the level of the plain has 

been constantly changing due to aggradation of the 

rivet delta and considerable modification of the sut-

rounding landscape for farming, the stratigraphic rela

tionship of the 1904 excavations with the actual 

stratigraphy at the mound became unclear With the 

assistance of the otiginal field notes, though, it has 

been possible to correlate the strata at the site today 

with those repotted in 1904 (Figure 3.6). Schmidt's 

desciiptions of the dig (Appendix A) are ctucial for 

reconstructing the archaeological sequence ar Anau 

North and hence the development of the cultures at 

the site. 

Areas Investigated 

The 1904 expedition investigated the upper, middle, 

and lower strata at Anau Noith thiough a variety of 

innovative excavation techniques, including aieal 

excavation (retraces), tunnels, and deep soundings. 

The archaeological remains at the top of the 

mound were investigated through excavation trenches 

called "terraces" (Schmidt's term Terrasse). These were 

established to explore the strata associated with the 

walls and charcoal layers visible in Komarov's trench; 

taken together, the retraces cieated a shallow "step-

trench" actoss the top of the site. 

Tenaces 1-3 wete made to the noith of Komatov's 

trench, retrace 1 (approximately 4 m x 4 m ) was locat

ed at the top of the mound, perpendicular to 

Komarov's trench, and was excavated 4.5 m in depth. 

Terraces 2 and 3 (each approximately 3 m x 8 m ) were 

extended noith from retrace 1 along the flat top of the 

mound and wete excavated to a depth of 7 m. The 

tiansition from Anau II to Anau I was noted in each 

terrace. 

Terraces 4-8 were made to the south, again per

pendicular to Komarov's trench; the excavations recon-

firmed the sequence found in terraces 1-3. Excavation 

of terrace 4 (2 x 4 m ) was stopped after the discovery 

of burials in the upper layers but continued to the 

south in terrace 5 (4 x 4 m ) . Terraces 6—8 extended to 

the south from terraces 4 and 5, forming a southern 

tiansect across the site. 

In oidet to gain access to the strata at the centet 

of the mound, Pumpelly and Schmidt cut into the 

sides of Komarov's trench, creating tunnel-like gal

leries. Such horizontal trench galleries had been used 

by Jean-Jacques de Motgan on the acropolis m o u n d 

at Susa in 1897-1898 (Moigan 1899, 1900). Such 

gallety excavations work reasonably well as a sam

pling Technique, provided that the strata are them-
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3-6 1904 stratigraphic section from Anau North. Adapted from Pumpelly 1908: plate 1. 
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selves horizontal (Dyson 1966:148-167, Dyson 

1968:28-29). Both the west and east galleries, hol

lowed out in the interior of the site, were made to 

avoid the debris at the bottom of Komarov's trench. 

The east gallery was excavated to the base of the 

mound, more than 6 m below the level of the sur

rounding plain. 

O n the northern edge of the mounded area, a 

deep sounding referred to as the "north digging," was 

made to test to the bottom of the cultural layers. The 

excavations were originally laid out in four units, but 

apparently only three were actually dug (north digging 

1, 2, 4). north digging 2 was excavated to a depth of 

8.5 m below the level of the plain. 

The stratigraphy of the outskirts of the settlement 

was also investigated. Because it was necessary to exca

vate through many feet of modern alluvial deposits, 

deep narrow shafts were used to penetrate to ancient in 

situ deposits. Another team member, Raphael 

Pumpelly's son, was lowered into these shafts in order 

to study the evolution of the strata. 

The objects and ceramics, marked with the trench, 

gallery, or digging designation, and absolute elevation, 

allow us to group the 1904 finds and architecture into 

contexts which we can then correlate with the strata 

investigated in 1997 (Appendix B). 

1904 Results 

Finds from Pumpelly's excavations were sent to spe

cialists in Europe: a thousand pounds of animal 

bones to J. Ulrich Duerst in Betn, the human skulls 

to Ptofessot Giuseppe Sergi in Rome, and the post-

cranial human bones to Professor T Mollison in 

Zurich. The metal finds were sent to Professor F. A. 

Gooch in N e w Haven, CT, for chemical analysis, and 

Dr. H. C. Schellenberg in Bern examined the micro

scopic imprints of plant remains from ceramics and 

bricks. 

The results of the excavations and the scientific 

analyses were published in two well-illustrated volumes 

in 1908. Of particular importance was Duerst's study 

of the animal bones from Anau North and his asser

tion of being able to identify the ttansition from wild 

to domestic animals. Pumpelly summarized the expe

dition's findings from Anau North as evidence of Man's 

ttiumph over Nature: "What we see in this view of a 

long-buried and long-forgotten people is a true picture 

of what has nevet been seen before—the actual transi

tion of man from barbarism to civilization; we have 

seen the statting-point of out domestic animals and 

the beginning of that control of man over the horse 

which enabled him to revolutionize the ancient world" 

(Pumpelly 1908:42). 

Other Early Excavations 
at Anau North 

Sometime between 1906 and 1909, the excavations at 

the North Mound at Anau were reexamined by the 

eminent Russian archaeologist A. A. Semenov. 

Semenov conducted further excavations in an attempt 

to follow up on Pumpelly's research, but the results of 

this work were not published (Kurbansakhatov 1987). 

In 1929 M . P. Gryaznov and M . V. Voevodskii 

conducted fieldwork at the North Mound at Anau and 

partially cleared the previously excavated architecture 

(Kircho 1999:53). They made a stratigraphic sounding 

at the north mound which confirmed the sequence 

defined by the Pumpelly expedition. (The collections 

from this sounding are housed at the State Historical 

Museum, Moscow.) The ceramics from the 1929 exca

vations were apparently utilized by Marushchenko in 

devising a twelve-stage refinement of the Anau 

sequence from the four-culture sequence devised by 

Pumpelly (Jusopov and Lyapin 1998). In a short report 

in 1939, prepared for the opening of the Turkmenistan 

Historical Museum in Ashgabat, Marushchenko sug

gested absolute dates for the four culture stages. These 

dates appear to be based on Pumpelly's revised chronol

ogy which appears in his memoirs (Pumpelly 

1918:808) 

Ershov's 1953 Sounding 

In 1946 the South Turkmen Archaeological Complex 

Expedition (IuTAKE)was organized by the Insitute of 

Archaeology, Leningrad branch (LOIA), to study the 

histotic and prehistoric record of the Republic of 

Turkmenistan. The expedition had dual bases in 

Leningtad and in Ashgabat. One of the most utgent 

tasks of IuTAKE was to review the settlement of the 

Kopet Dag region from the Paleolithic thiough his

toric times. M . E. Masson noted that the Anau 

sequence, established at the turn of the century, was 

out of date and utged a focus on the chronology of the 

early villages and cities of the Kopet Dag foothill 

region. The large site of Namazga depe provided this 

sequence, although it was not occupied as long and 

continuously as Anau North. 

In oider to investigate materials older than those 

found at Namazga depe, one of Marushchenko's col

leagues in Ashgabat, S. A. Ershov, made a srratigtaph-
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3.7 Ershov's 1953 stratigraphic secrion. Adapted 

from Eishov 1956: fig. 1. 

ic sounding on the southeastern slope of the noith 

mound in 1953. H e excavated 9.1 m of cultural 

deposit. The sounding was 4 m x 4 m at its highest 

point but shrank as it deepened. Six aichitectuial lay-

ers were identified—three from the Anau IA levels at 

the base of the site and three related to the earliest 

Namazga I layers. 

Ershov had the advantage of working within the 

context of an already established stratigraphic sequence 

at Anau North. His goal was specifically to investigate 

the Anau IA and Anau IB layeis at Anau North. While 

neither the excavation methods nor the individual stra

ta ate described in his shoit report, his contribution is 

nonetheless impoitant. By concentiating on the lowest 

layeis, he doubled the sample fot the eatly petiods at 

Anau, excluding the pie-Anau IA as found at 

Pumpelly's north dig. 

The upper three layers of Ershov's sounding corre

spond to the earliest Anau IB layers, while the lowest 

3.5 m correspond to the Anau LA layers which 

Pumpelly found in the north digging. The excavations 

revealed five architectural layers (Figure 3.7). O n e of 

the structures had traces of polychrome painting on 

the innei walls and is intetpteted as a ritual room or a 

shrine (Khlopin 1963a:9). These paintings were 

arranged in two panels, one showing red silhouetted 

triangles in checkerboard pattern within a black frame, 

and the other a similar pattern of alternating squares 

(Figure 3.8). The ceramics were briefly described in 

Ershov's preliminary publication (Ershov 1956) and 

were fully published by Berdiev (1974). Selected ani

mal bones from Ershov's excavations were identified by 

Tsalkin, w ho identified domestic animals from the 

lowest levels (Masson 1982). 

Eishov's excavations led Matushchenko to suggest 

that Pumpelly's views on the appearance and develop

ment of animal domestication and hetding in the pied

mont of the Kopet Dag were eironeous. H e connected 

•Lft:'' -
m 
. ' '; 

ir < ! \. 

3.8 Wall painting from Ershov's sounding at Anau North. Adapted from Khlopin 1963a: plate 4. 
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Anau I culture with the time of established village life 

and not with the period during which wild animals 

had been domesticated (Marushchenko 1956). 

Criticism of the excavation and means of interpre

tation used by previous investigators at the site and of 

the sequence they had developed became c o m m o n 

(Kuftin 1954, Litvinskii 1952). Beginning in 1949 

major stratigraphic work shifted to Namazga depe, 

150 k m to the east. The basic Namazga sequence was 

worked out from these excavations in 1952, under the 

direction of B. A. Kuftin (1956). 

Kuftin's new sequence permitted the 

Pumpelly-Schmidt scheme to be correlated with other 

sites of the Kopet Dag foothill zone (Masson 1956). 

The late Anau I (Anau IB) Period corresponds to the 

Namazga I complex, and Anau II corresponds to 

Namazga II and III. Few remains of the Namazga III 

complex were found by the Pumpelly expedition, and 

no Anau IA remains were identified at Namazga depe. 

According to V. M . Masson, between 1955 and 

1962, IuTAKE and LOLA launched a new strategy in 

Soviet Central Asia of wide-scale (mashtabi) horizontal 

excavations as opposed to sttatigtaphic soundings 

(Masson 1982:26). 

Excavations of 1977-1982 

K. Kurbansakhatov began research at Anau North in 

1977 to place its occupation into the context of a now 

much widet sample of Eatly Village settlements. Over 

the course of the next five years, Kurbansakhatov was 

able to sample the center of the settlement by excavat

ing to the north of Komarov's ttench. These excava

tions, in contrast to the single season of field research 

by Pumpelly's team ot the stratigraphic sounding of 

Ershov or incidental collections of matetials by othets, 

ptovided sizable exposure of the Eatly Village architec

ture at Anau. Kutbansakhatov excavated by architec-

tuial construction levels, using the exposed section in 

the center of the settlement as a guide and following 

the techniques developed during years of IuTAKE 

fieldwork in southern Tutkmenistan. Rather than 

revising the sequence proposed in 1908, the results of 

this stratigraphic work surprised many archaeologists 

to the extent which they agreed with and refined it. 

Areas Investigated 

In 1977, a preliminary stratigraphic section (Figure 

3.9) was made in the northern wall of Komarov's 

trench, 8 m east of Pumpelly's teirace 1 

3-9 Kurbansakhatov's 1977 excavations. Sectot C, 

against weathered section of Komarov's Trench. 

(Kurbansakhatov 1980). The purpose of this sounding 

was to obtain a clearer and more detailed stratigraphy 

of the site. The sounding identified six architectural 

levels and indicated that the area merited further 

exploration because it might represent the transition 

between the Anau I and Anau II periods. Excavation 

sectors were laid out along a grid line on the northern 

scarp of Komarov's trench, and the sectors were cut 

back 5 m. The excavation area was divided into 3 m 

sectors along the length of the mound, which wete 

given letter designations. Each excavation sector, thus, 

was 3 m x 5 m, although given the state of preservation 

of the southern scarp of Komarov's trench, the size of 

the excavation area varied. 

In 1978 this sounding was extended 6 m on each 

side of the 1977 section in Sector C, excavating the 

upper layers 1-4 in sectots A,B and D,E. The excava

tions crossed terrace A in sector E. 

The 1979 excavations extended along the 

Komarov trench. Layers 1-4 were poorly preserved to 

the east, while layer 5 was not preserved in 1979 

underneath the layer 4 architecture. 

The 1980 season focused on layers 6-8. Layer 6 

extended across the entire length of the site, providing a 

transect through the heart of the settlement 39 m in 

length. 
The 1981 season shifted to examine the lower lay

ers of the mound, layers 9-14. The excavation strategy 

was modified accordingly, to provide somewhat latget 

architectural exposure (9 m x 5 m ) than afforded by 

restricted stratigraphic soundings. This area of the site, 

however, afforded an opportunity to observe the devel

opment of the edge of the settlement, with an exterior 

village wall having buttresses and towers. 

In 1982, a deep sounding was made to investigate 

the lowest deposits at Anau North. The main objec-
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tives of the deep sounding were (1) to obtain a strati

graphic sequence from which a refined chronology 

could be constiucted, based on layer-by-layer analysis 

of finds, and (2) to document the transition between 

Anau IA and Anau IB. 

Wide-scale horizontal excavations were also car

ried out on the southwest part of the site to investigate 

the aichitectuial layout of villages duiing the Anau I 

and Anau II petiods. Kutbansakhatov's "excavation 

1," approximately 10 m x 20 m, just west of retraces 

4-8, revealed two architectutal layeis, one from each 

peiiod. The Anau II settlements lay just beneath the 

surface of the mound; farther down, and isolated from 

them by a sterile layer, were the occupations of the 

Anau 1 period. 

1977-1982 Methodology 

In Russian archaeological literature rhe term "layet" 

{slot ) can have two different meanings: as a broadly 

defined teim, it is equivalent to an aichitectuial hori

zon; as a specific teim, it tefets to a thin stratum inside 

the architectural horizon pertaining to a specific area 

oi activity. A n "archaeological complex" or cultural 

layer {kul'turnie sloi) is a layer that includes architec

ture and artifacts of mateiial culture, and it represents 

the primary unit of Soviet analysis (Figure 3.10). Such 

a complex is based upon the identification of a single, 

oi a primarily aichitectuial stiuctuie the layet. 

Duiing his 1977-82 excavations, Kuibansakhatov 

employed the following definitions: (1) stroitel'nii gori-

zont, "building horizon," a definite set of layeis belong

ing to a testficted time period limited by floor layers and 

associated fill; (2) sloi, architecrural layer, a subset of the 

building horizon, a particular floor level or fill. These 

unirs contrast with artificial, or "open," units of tecotd-

ing which measure depth. (3) yarusi, a 50 c m unit in a 

stratigraphic scale; (4) shtik, a unit of approximately 15 

cm in the excavation scale. Though a shtik is an artificial 

excavation unit, Kuibansakhatov considered the mateii

al in it as belonging to one time peiiod in rhe level 

deposits at Anau North due to "the relatively high rate of 

layei accumulation" (Kuibansakhatov 1987:26—27). 

The 1977-1982 excavations at Anau North fol

lowed natural stratigraphic units (floois, walls, fill, etc.) 

as rhe principal units of excavation. Changes within a 

complex were tracked via yarusi, maiked every 0.5 m in 

depth. Building horizons or layers were identified and 

described wirhin the specific yams in which they were 

located. 

3.10 Kuibansakhatov's exposure of architectural layer 6. 

Conclusions 

Three srratigraphic sequences are presented here: 

Schmidt's 1904 description, as published by the 

Carnegie Institution of Washington in 1908; Etshov's 

1953 deep sounding; and the mote conceited excava

tions by Kuibansakhatov in 1978-1982. 

Each gioup of archaeologists came at the task 

from a different background and with a different sci

entific approach. Yet, to a suiptising degree, theii inde

pendent obseivations confiim each othei, the insights 

of each team validating, while enlatging, those of the 

last. Likewise, the excavations of 1997 dtaw on and 

complement those of Pumpelly and Schmidt, Etshov, 

and Kuibansakhatov, as will be evident in the follow

ing chapters. 
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1997 Excavations: 
Context of Deposition and Stratigraphy 

R e n e w e d excavations at the noith mound at Anau 

were conducted in 1997 to create a key to the var

ious earlier excavations. W e were able to reestablish the 

yams and grid systems from Kurbansakhatov's main 

trench. By matching a set of walls noted by Pumpelly 

in the cross-section of the Komarov Trench with the 

still-extant walls, we wete able to reestablish the origi

nal datum from the 1904 excavations, and thus to 

incotporate the 1904 cotpus of finds into our analysis. 

The 1997 excavations in turn allowed us to make 

observations about site formation processes and to 

desctibe contexts of deposition of the artifacts. These 

excavations also permitted us to collect samples fot sci

entific analysis ditectly cotielated to Pumpelly's and 

Kutbansakhatov's excavations. 

The 1997 excavations were located adjacent to 

Kutbansakhatov's main trench, sectots I-N (Figure 4.1). 

W e use the teim "layer," as he did (1987), to indicate 

each architectural phase. Each layei thus includes the 

original consttuction, the occupational debris and the 

uppei fill. Our description of the sttatigiaphy employs 

the same grid system established in Kuibansakhatov's 

excavations. W e use the term "sectot," to indicate the 3-

m part of the grid established by Kuibansakhatov. W e 

use the teim "locus" to designate the smallest definable 

and excavated unit (Harris 1979). For example, A M 3 

stands for Anau North sector I, locus 3 and tefers to a 

specific area and volume of deposit, its architectutal fea

tures and its artifact assemblage. 

Working on the edge of a scaip 16 m high 

(Figure 4.2) required several different approaches to 

excavation. Fitst, small-scale excavations were carried 

out in layers 2-5, cutting back the baulk of the 

Komarov trench by 1.5 m along sectors I and J. These 

excavations were 20 m from the 1978 excavations of 

these layers in sectors C and D but near the retrace 

1-3 excavations of 1904. Second, excavations were 

carried out in layers 6-9 in sectors K and L, where we 

further investigated structures excavated by 

Kurbansakhatov in the 1980s. In this case, we were 

able to directly correlate our dig with previously exca

vated areas. Due to the dangers of excavating along a 

potentially unstable baulk, we were not able to exca

vate in layers 10-13. However, we were able to clean 

back the stratigtaphic section from Kurbansakhatov's 

excavations and collect samples from the previously 

excavated rooms, courtyards, and fill. W e were able to 

excavate in situ architecture in layer 14, in an area 

adjacent to Kutbansakhatov's deep sounding. 

Excavations of 30 contexts tanged in depth from 

the surface to layet 14 (Table 4.1), in addition, soil 

samples were taken from layers 10-20 (Tables 

4.2-4.4). The excavations and samples provided the 

material for the radiocarbon dating, ceiamic analysis, 

paleoethnobotanical analysis and soil analysis present

ed in this study. Additional soil samples were taken in 

1999 from just beneath floors and walls in layers which 

appeared to have been leveled after occupation ceased. 

These samples were patt of the micto-botanical ot 

"biomotphic" study of the deposits and were com

pared with soil samples taken in 1997. 

Surface Deposits 

As seen in 1997, the surface of the mound, especially 

at the top, consisted of 10-30 cm of friable, unconsol

idated, archaeological deposit. It later became clear, in 
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4.1 Schematic section of 1997 excavations, Anau North. North baulk section shows entire sequence; west baulk is contin

uous with layers 14-20 of rhe deep sounding. 
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4.2 Anau North, 1997 excavation areas A N I - A N M . 

Uncleaned portions of the section show weathering 

and disturbance from nesting bitds. 

A N M 

the process of correlating the strata of Pumpelly and 

Kurbansakhatov, that the "surface" debris in our exca

vations was actually the remains of Pumpelly's upper

most architectural layer (layer 0) and Kurbansakhatov's 

uppeimost architecture (layet 1) in the process of erod

ing. Human and animal trampling, root action, and 

rainfall have conttibuted to the breakdown and erosion 

of the sutface layer (Figure 4.3). 

Additional surface debris came from Pumpelly's 

and Komarov's backdirt. Schmidt notes that this area 

contained "debris of Komarov's trench," and indeed, 

the surface layer where we excavated included shetds 

from a range of both early and late types, indicating 

that it was a mixed archaeological deposit 

Layers 2-4 Archaeological Contexts 

Beneath the sutface layer (ANI 1), intact upper 

deposits were excavated down to a tamped-earrh sur

face (ANI 2). This surface, which had no pits or holes 

in this area, sealed the lower deposits (Figure 4.4a). 

Beneath lay 40 cm of uppei fill (ANI 4, 14), with a 

thin N W - S E wall. This wall defined a room and an 

exterior courtyard area (Figure 4.4b). The undulating 

plaster floor of a room correlates closely with the layer 

3 architecture of terraces 1-3, 6 m to the west. In the 

4th stratigraphic layer, an interior room and courtyard 

were again defined by a wall. Inside and courtyard con

texts were sampled separately (Figure 4.4c). None of 

the floois or walls in these levels showed signs of 

remodeling, such as additional plaster or changes in 

mud bricks from rebuilding or expansion. This pattern 

is in staik contrast to the practically continuous 

reworking of walls, floors, and alleyways in the later, 

Bronze Age architecture excavated at Anau South. 

Walls 

The walls in layers 2-4 were made of mud bricks filled 

with dense straw chaff. From the 1904 materials, 

Duerst sent fragments of burned mud brick ro a 

botanist, who determined that the brick ar Anau 

North was tempered with wheat and barley chaff and 

straw (Schellenberg 1908). Most Soviet atchaeobotan-
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ANJ 

4.3 Layers 2-A, section, Anau IIA period. 

ical identification at Central Asian sites has been based 

on plant remains in bticks (Lisitsyna 1978, 

Yaneshevich 1977). The bricks from layers 2-4 are 

norable in the high density of ceramics, bones, and 

even small finds incorporated in them; evidently, mid

den and occupational debris was used in making the 

bricks. 
The m u d bricks in rhe upper levels average around 

36 cm x 22 cm x 10 cm (n=21 entire bricks). The walls 

appear to eithei to be moitailess oi have fine m u d 

mortar between courses. None of the walls in the 1997 

excavations at Anau North had foundation tienches; 

sevetal appeal to have been constiucted directly on a 

leveled suiface. Wall consrruction varies in the uppet 

layeis. Schmidt noted in tenace 1 that headet-stietch-

et wall constiuction was found in the uppeimost layeis 

(layeis 0-1), while in layeis 2-4, only walls of single-

brick width were made. This pattern of mote complex 

wall constiuction in the uppeimost levels at Anau 

North is consistent with obseivations of wall constiuc

tion from contemporary Namazga III levels at Kara 

depe (Masson 1961b) and Ilgynli (Betezkin and 

Solov'eva 1998). In layeis 2-4 the walls were eithei 

built with bricks laid end to end (to make a thinnet 

wall) oi side to side (to make a thicket wall). Brick 

courses alrernate thioughout, as seen in layet 2. In 

layet 4, patallel oi "double" walls wete found, separat

ed by 10-15 cm. A similar "double" wall was identified 

in retrace 1 in 1904, and otheis ate found at Kara 

depe, layer 3, where they indicate a division between 

two house compounds (Masson 1961b). 

Upper Fill 

The fill contained in the uppei patts of rooms prima

rily consists of m u d brick collapse from walls and sec

ondary debris stratified on top and inteispeised with 

the decay of the stiuctuie. The upper fill of layer 3 

(ANI 4 and 14) included large fragments of individ

ual bricks and a mass of degraded brick. The upper fill 

of layer 4 (ANI 7) had ash lenses, small brick frag

ments, and abundant long bone fragments, which had 

been gnawed and digested by animals. A similar upper 

fill deposit (ANI 4) included both fox bones and rhose 

of domestic animals (sheep/goat), with cut maiks. The 

deposits of this tiashy secondaiy fill continued almost 

to the floot of most looms. These layeis appeal to 

have been deposited after the building had mostly 

gone out of use. Fot example, in layei 4, the uppei fill 

deposits (ANI 14 and A N I 7) lap ovei the edges of 

degiaded walls. A phytolith sample (B.020) from the 



Table 4.1 Descriptions of 1997 Excavation Loci 

1 Context no. | Context 

1 

1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

4 
5 
5 
6 

6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
18 
18 
19 
20 
20 

Mixed surface 
material 

" 
" 
R o o m fill 

" 
R o o m fill 

" 
" 
M u d brick mass 

Floor 
•1 

Primary pit 
through floor 

" 
" 
" 
Upper fill 

" 
Lower in situ fill 

" 
" 
Upper fill 
Fill on floor 
Fill on floor 
Upper fill 

" 
Floor 
11 

" 
Debris on floor 
Upper fill 
" 
Fill on floor 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Upper fill 
Bin 
" 
Plaster sample 
Brick contents 

Layer 

2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

Locus no. 

ANI1 

ANK1 
ANL10 
ANI 2 
ANI 3 
ANI 4 
ANI 5 
ANI 15 
ANI 6 
ANI 9 
ANI 16 
ANI 11 

ANI 12 
ANI 14 
ANI 13 
ANI 7 
ANI 8 
ANI 10 
ANJ 1 
ANJ 2 
ANK4 
ANJ 4 
ANK7 
ANJ 3 
ANK3 
ANJ 5 
ANJ 6 
ANK2 
ANK8 
ANK4 
ANK10 
ANK11 
ANK12 
ANK13 
ANK16 
ANK17 
ANK5 
ANK9 
ANK14 
ANK15 
ANK6 
ANK18 

Description 

Komorov backdirt 

Komorov backdirt 

Rodent disturbed deposit 

Western section of in situ deposit 

Continuation of A N I 2 

M u d brick outcrop - bricks and fill 

Continuation of A N I 4 

Fill behind wall A 

Soft in situ fill 

Ashy and bricky layer 

Floor deposit near pit 
M u d brick collapse above pit 

Continuation of A N I 11 

Fill above hearth 
Burnt brick, ash and charcoal 

M u d brick fill and surface collapse, courtyard 

M u d brick mass between A N I 6 and 7, courtyard 

Midden layer beneath A N I 8, courtyard 

Bricky fill above pebble floor 
Bricky fill above zakladka floor 
Hard brick and ash fill, area 1 
Soft crumbly deposit with ash and charcoal, area 1 

Charcoal and ashy floor deposit, area 1 
Leveling fill beneath pebble floor, area 2 
Crumbly undulating floor deposit 

Hearth deposit, area 3 
Continuation of A N J 5 
Hard, fine-grained floor deposit, area 3 

Organic debris on floor, area 3 

Upper fill, east of wall H 
Loose crumbly fill, courtyard 

Fill above surface 
Sandy surface 
Continuation of courtyard deposit 
Bricky courtyard surface deposit 

Floor deposit near hearth 
Upper fill, west of wall H 
Midden fill, beneath A N K 5 
Waterlain deposits, near plastered bin 

Plaster from the bin 
The wall itself 
Sample of bricks from wall 



Table 4.1 cont. 

Context no. 

21 
21 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
24 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

28 
28 
28 
28 
29 

29 
29 
29 
30 

30 

Context 

Upper fill 

" 
Floor deposits 

" 
Fill outside room 

Hearth deposits 

" 
Floor deposits 

" 
Floor deposit 

Hearth deposits 

Upper fill 

Interior deposits 
of circular 
structure 

" 
" 
" 
" 
Courtyard 

outside of 

circular structure 

" 
" 
" 
East of 

buttressed wall 

" 

Layer 

7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
14 
14 

14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

14 
14 
14 
14 

14 

Locus no. 

ANLO 
ANL3 
ANL 1 
ANL2 
ANL 6 
ANL 4 
ANL 5 
ANL 7 
ANL 8 
ANL 9 
ANL 11 
ANM1 
ANM3 

ANM5 
ANM7 
ANM9 
ANM11 
ANM2 

ANM4 
ANM6 
ANM8 
ANM 10 

ANM12 

Description 

Upper fill, crumbly brick 

Western fill outside of room 

Sandy, midden filled upper fill 

Lower fill of room, to black painted floor 

Western exterior midden deposit against room 

Charcoal and ashy deposit from oven 

Charcoal and bumed bricks from fire-pit 

Sandy ashy fill down to room floor, painted black 

Second floor surface, heavily plastered 

sandy, finely laminated deposits 

charcoal, vitrified bricks, ash 

Interior upper fill of circular room 

Interior, reddish charcoal flecked fill 

Interior, upper surface, bricks, fire cracked stone 

Interior, plaster surface with ashy fill 

Interior, ash and ashy fill with charcoal 

Interior, midden fill above m u d brick plaster floor 

Exterior, reddish upper courtyard fill 

Exterior, undulating collapse 

Exterior, sandy surface to grey clayey surface 

Exterior, hard brick and ash 

Exterior, undulating soft fill 

Exterior, soft fill 

Table 4.2 Samples from Circular Stiuctutes, Anau IB1 Layets 

Layer 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

Size 

(m dia) 

3.1 
2.0 

1.8 
1.2 
3.3 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Upper fill 

burned 

collapsed 

collapsed 

collapsed 

collapsed 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Floor 

floor deposit 

floor w/finely stratified deposits and a 5-7 
c m thick ash and charcoal layer on the floor 

roof debris 

ashy and charcoal lens 

red surface 

hearth on red surface 

gray layer beneath upper floor 

gray layer 

hard burnt layer on floor 

Soil samples 

ANM 32 
ANM 31 

ANM 30 
ANM 27 
ANM 3 
ANM 5 
ANM 7 
ANM 9 
ANM 11 

Flotation no. 

97.085 

97.084 

97.083 

97.066 

97.034 

97.035 

97.037 

97.040 

97.045 



Table 4.3 Samples from Courtyard Areas, Anau IB1 Layers 

Layer 
15 

16 

16 

16 

17 

17 

17 

18 

18 

18 

18 

Context 

courtyard 
upper fill 

courtyard 
upper fill 

courtyard 
floor 

courtyard 
floor 

courtyard 
upper fill 

courtyatd 
upper fill 

courtyard 
floor 

courtyard 
upper fill 

courtyard 
upper fill 

courtyard 
floor 

courtyard 
floor 

Description 

ash and charcoal lens in upper fill - dumping 
event 

upper fill ash and charcoal lens (associated with 
radiocarbon sample A N N 26 

ashy deposit above tamped earth surface, no 
botanical materials from the flot 

dense charcoal and ash lens on the floor 

brown, soft deposit with an ashy lens, no 
botanical materials from the flot 

dusty laminar ashy brown deposit with no visible 
charcoal, no botanical materials from the flot 
black stain on a surface 

soft brown charcoal lens 

large very ashy layer 

brown lens with fire cracked rock and charcoal 

charcoal deposit from inside small mudbrick 
hearth on the basal surface 

Soil samples 

ANN 29 

ANN 24 

ANN 25 

ANN 28 

ANN 15 

ANN 22 

ANN 23 

ANN 21 

ANN 17 

ANN 18 

ANN 19 

Flotation no. 

97.082 

97.077 

— 

97.081 

— 

— 

97.078 

97.075 

97.072 

97.073 

97.074 

Table 4.4 Samples from the Deep Sounding, Anau IA Layers 

Layer 

19 

19 
19 
19 
19 
20 

20 
20 

20 

20 

20 

below 
20 

Context 
sterile layer 

upper 
upper 
upper 
floor 
upper surface 

upper surface 
1" upper floor 
surface 
2nu upper floor 
surface 
3,u floor 
surface 
3,li floor 
surface 
"sterile" 

Description 

laminar compact deposit, no botanical materials 
from the flot 

brown deposit with white flecks and charcoal 
charcoal and ash lens 
sterile layer, no botanical materials from the flot 
charcoal and ash deposit laying on the floor 
laminated (floor?) surface 
N o botanical materials from the flot 
reddish brown deposit with charcoal and ash 
plastered floor, no botanical materials from the 
flot 

soft brown homogenous plaster deposit. N o 
botanical materials from the flot 
lowest floor surface. Ashy lens abutting the wall 
of the lowest. N o botanical materials from the flot 
dense charcoal lens on floor (sample split for 
radiocarbon) 
sandy laminated fill, some charcoal 

Soil samples 
ANN 16 

ANN 13 
ANN 11 
ANN 8 
ANN 10 
ANN 9 

ANN 7 
ANN 6 

ANN 12 

ANN 3 

ANN 2 

ANN 1 

Flotation no. 

-

97.067 
97.064 
-
97.063 

-

97.060 

-

-

-

97.057 

97.056 
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4.4 Layers 2—4, excavation plans, Anau IIA peiiod. 

uppei fill of layet 4 suggests that the uppei fill was 

buried quickly duiing a leveling process in prepara

tion for the construction of the layer 3 architecture. A 

radiocarbon sample from a dense charcoal lens pro

vided a date for rhe upper fill deposit of layei 4 of 

3305-2918 BC. 

Floor Deposits 

Little material relevant to the occupation of the rooms 

is now found on the floors. Floors both of interior 

rooms and courtyards appear to have been kept clean 

during the use of the building. The layer 2 surface is 

tamped earth—possibly an open couityard. Like many 

surfaces ar Anau North, it is relatively level, with no 

pitting oi holes. The layet 3 floor (ANI 5 and 15) is a 

simple ramped-earth sutface but had numerous sheids 

laying flat on it. Covering this flooi neat the wall was 

a latge giay lens which looked like ash oi burned 

deposit (ANI 9). Soil samples, however, indicate that it 

was not butned and contained no ash oi charcoal but 

had a vety high density of phytoliths. It was probably 

a decayed mat, and it is likely that other aieas wheie 

sheids wete lying flat on the flooi may have also been 

originally covered by mats. A further flooi type, 

referred to by the Russian term "zakladka," was found 

in layer 4 (ANI 8, 10, 16). This is a prepared floor with 

a layer of plaster covering a smoothed pavement of 

mud bricks. 

The flooi construction is the best index for judg

ing rhe architectural context of individual looms. The 

toom with mats and a pit in layei 3 is an interior room, 

which was probably roofed or covered. In layer 4, both 

the micro-botanic samples from A N I 7 and the floor 

type suggest that this was an intetiot uncovered court

yard space. 

Storage Features 

Storage features, such as above-ground bins and under-

floor stotage pits, wete identified in the excavations of 

layeis 2-4. The foundation of a stone lined bin (ANJ 
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4.5 Pebble-lined bin, layer 4, Anau IIA period. 

2) was found inside a room in layer 4 (ANJ 4). The 

floor of the bin consisted of a rectangle of closely 

placed flat pebbles (originally enclosed within a thin 

wall) coveted with water-laid sediments (Figure 4.5). It 

appears to have been for storing perishable items or 

vessels containing liquids. Similar features were found 

in terrace 1 (see Figure A. 5) and excavation 1 (see 

Figure 8.21). A brick-lined trash pit was set in the floor 

in layer 3. The pit was filled with ash, charcoal, and 

midden debris (ANI 11,13) which lapped up onto the 

floor. This lined pit was probably originally used for 

dry storage (grains?). Its use for hearth sctapings is sec

ondary but appears to be contemporary with the later 

occupation of the room. 

Burial Deposits 

In both tetraces 1-3 and 4-8, H. Schmidt reported 

the co-occurrence of small hearths adjacent to sub-

floor burials: "They had the temarkable custom of 

butying their children inside of their dwellings, 

immediately adjoining the hearths" (Schmidt 

1908:121). W e wete able to identify this type of con

text in ANI. In the fill of A N I 7, which undulates over 

floor remains and over degraded wall stubs, was a 

small in situ charcoal lens. Sevetal other lenses of this 

type were found in the fill of other rooms. Near the 

fireplace, the uppet patt of a large ceramic, filled with 

charcoal and ash, was dug into the floor. The strati-

graphic situation matches that of the subfloor burials 

reported by Schmidt in terraces 1-3 and 4-8. The 

stratigtaphy at ANI indicates that the burials were 

made in rooms which had fallen out of use oi were in 

partially abandoned buildings. 

Artifacts 

The majority of the deposits in the upper building fill 

appear to be secondary deposits and are probably 

refuse of daily life derived from nearby dwellings. The 

remains of reed matting (indicated by high concentra

tions of phytolith layers on floors), ceramics and small 

finds lying flat upon or near floors (probably materials 

that once lay on or under mats), and hearth deposits 

exemplify the primary contexts in these rooms. 

The ceramic assemblage from layers 2-A provides 

a representative range of local forms, from small cups 

to large storage jars, and is further discussed in Chaptei 

10 (Figures 4.6-4.8). The majority of the ceramic 

sherds are red ware, though burnished gray and paint

ed buff chaff-tempered ceramics also appear. 

Distinctive features of the red and gray burnished 

ceramics include high-footed bases and strong carina-

tions on closed vessels, recalling those found on bur

nished hand-made ceramics from the Proto-Elamite 

horizon of Hissar II (Dyson 1987). 

Several small stone pestles were found, as well as a 

spindle whorl and part of a handle of a stone weight 

(gyr), probably used in weaving (Figure 4.9). 

Occupational Hiatus 

There is a stratigraphic break between layer 4 and layer 

5. The floor of layer 4, which followed across the site 

from sectot I thiough sector J, was built upon an ero-

sional surface in sectors J and K. 

In sector J, sealed beneath the flooi of the pebble-

lined bin of ANJ 3, we were able to identify the deposit 

related to the break between Schmidt's Anau II and 

Anau I, and Kurbansakhatov's layeis 4 and 5. This 

deposit was a well-sorted, homogeneous brown sandy 

deposit with dense ceramics, typical of a stratigraphic 

break and an occupational hiatus. The high density of 

secondarily deposited ceramics in the 1997 excavations 

was also noted in the excavations of the 1970s and 

appeals to be an index of deflation (see Table 6.1). 

To the east, in sectors K-L, the hiatus deposit was 

not sealed by a visible floor. Here, the deposit mixes 

ceramics typical of the upper layers (including red and 

gray burnished ware) with those more typical of layets 

5-9. Bone fragments from a child about 6-8 years old 

were recovered in A N K 2 from a finely sorted mound 

of hard, bricky wash. A N K 3 appears also to have been 

deflated and gradually redeposited with sediments 

before occuparion returned in layer 4. A micro-botan-
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4.6 Layers 2-4 ceramics. A ware (fine chaff ware): 1, ANI 4; 2, ANI 4; 3, ANI 4; 4, ANJ 2; 5, ANI 4; 6, ANJ 2; 
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•£7 Layers 2-4 ceramics (cont.). E 1 and 2 wares (red and gray burnished wares): 1, ANI 8; 2, ANI 7; 3, ANJ 2; 
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23, ANI 2; 24, ANI 8; 25, ANI 8; 26, ANI 10; 27, ANI 13. 
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4 5 Layer 2-4 ceramics (cont.). E.3 ware (gray ware): 1, ANI 11; 2, ANI 3; 3, ANI 14; 4, ANJ 1. El ware 

(Geoksyur type): 5, ANI 2. G ware (cooking pors): 6, ANI 8; 7, ANI 3; 8, ANI 3; 9, ANI 4; 10, ANI 4; 11, ANI 

4; 12, ANI 4; 13, ANJ 1; 14, ANI 10; 15, ANI 13; 16, ANI 14; 17, ANI 3; 18, ANI 5. 

ical sample (Chapter 11: sample B.019) taken here 

indicates that the area had been standing open before 

the soil was buried. This indication is consistent with 

the archaeological evidence that there was an occupa

tional hiatus between layers 4 and 5. 

This stiatigtaphic break appeals not only in the 

excavations that we conducted in 1997 but in 

Pumpelly's and Kuibansakhatov's as well. The discon

tinuity was noted in 1904 thiough the discrimination 

of ceramic types. Indeed, in both the 1904 and the 

later excavarions, an almost complete change was 

observed in the chaiacter of the ceiamic assemblage 

between the lowet levels and the uppei levels. While 

the excavatots could not estimate the difference in age 

of the levels, the assumption was that the occupation 

was, in general, continuous. The different ceramics 

were attiibuted to different cultures, succeeding each 

othei in a continuous line of occupation. 

Layers 5-9 

Layers 5-9 comprise some 8 merers of accumulated 

deposit representative of the center of the village of 

Anau (Figure 4.10). The area excavated in 1997 is con

tiguous with that excavated in 1980 in sectors J-M. 

Walls, rooms, and floors had already been identified in 

the latget exposure of 1980. 

Stratigraphy 

The upper deposits of layer 5 (ANJ 3 and ANK 3) 

were apparently deflated. They were composed of a 

finely sotted deposit with a high density of ceramics 

(see Table 6.1). In contrast, the layet below (the uppei 

fill of layet 6), contained unsorted wall collapse inter-
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4.9 Layeis 2-4 small finds. Stone pestles: 1, A N I 4; 2, A N I 10; 3, A N I 1. Fragment of a stone weight: 4, ANI 

11. Terracotta figurine fragment: 5, A N I 13. Terracotta spindle whorl: 6, A N I 4. 

spersed with midden. Layer 5 architecture was excavat

ed in J and K, including three interior rooms and a 

courtyatd space. This courtyard is a continuation of 

the one excavated in 1980; it stretches across sectors 

H-J (Figure 4.11a). The intact floors of layer 5 sealed 

the layei 6 deposits of an interior room and part of a 

courtyard space (Figure 4.11b). 

Interior and extetior deposits were investigated in 

layers 7, 8, and 9 in sectot L (Figure 4.12a, b, c). As 

described in Chapter 8, these layeis contained distinc

tive architecture of archaic type (recalling in form the 

square single room dwellings of Neolithic Djeitun 

architecture). 

Upper Fill 

As is typical at Anau North, the uppei fill is a mix of 

midden and btick fall. The mixed fill of layers 5 and 6 

architecture lies very near to the floor surfaces. Layer 

5 upper fill (ANK 3 and ANJ 3) shows evidence of 

being eroded wirhout leveling. The uppet fill of layer 

7 shows evidence of abandonment but no leveling, 

while the upper fill of layer 8 indicates that walls were 

pushed down and debtis flattened before the con

struction of layer 7. A similar deliberate, rapid infill

ing is seen in the uppei fill of the building excavated 

in layer 9. 

Storage Areas 

In layer 6, area 2 had a plaster-lined bin, similar to the 

pebble-lined bins of layers 2-A. This bin probably had 

a thin wall around it, and ceramic sherds were set 

closely together along the interior wall in apparent 

water-proofing. The fill deposits of the bin (ANK 9, 

14) are clearly water-lain, with fine silty deposit at the 

base. Othet types of bins or pits were not found, nor 

are they apparent in these levels in Kurbansakhatov's 

excavations. More likely, latge-scale storage was made 

in circular structures during this period (see below). 

Hearths 

In layers 8 and 9, hearths were built into the walls. 

Each hearth consisted of a two-patt oven with a shal

low oven floor and a deeper firepit, the oven typically 

covered with a thin brick dome. Such healths would 
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C_J — Excavation contexts 

0 1 m 

Layer 13 

4.10 Layeis 5-9, section, Anau IB2 peiiod. 

most likely have been used for domestic cooking, 

although ceiamic production is also possible (Satianidi 

1963). In layet 8, the oven was 62 c m in length along 

the wall. The oven flooi itself was filled with ashes and 

the deep pit with charcoal. The materials were com

pacted in layeis, as if the debiis came from multiple fil

ing events. 

Floor Deposits 

The flooi sutfaces of other rooms in these layeis (5—9) 

were similar to the floois in the upper layers (2-4): in 

layer 5, area 1 was a tamped earth surface—part of the 

sectoi J couttyaid. The surface had little material lying 

directly on it, although a reddened area, 25 c m in 

diametei, appeals to have been an informal hearth. In 

layer 5, area 2 has a well-made m u d plaster floor, wirh 

plastei continuing up the wall. A second sutface 

underneath the mud-plastei floois was the original sut

face. The flooi of area 3 ( A N K 8, 11) had a scattei of 

ceramics lying flat within gray lenses—probably the 

remains of matting, as in layer 3. This plastered floot 

had been resuifaced several times. 

Walls 

In layers 5-9, the avetage brick is about 28 cm x 19 cm 

x 9 c m (no = 18), significantly smallei than those in 

the layeis above. In this patt of the site, cutved walls 

are as frequent as straight ones, and single-brick wall 
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4.11 Layers 5-6, excavation plan, Anau IB2 period. 
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Layer 9 

4.12 Layers 7-9, excavation plan, Anau IB2 period. 

construction is typical. In layei 5, a low threshold (17 

cm high) was found between areas 2 and 3. In layer 6 

parts of two walls were found: one, a straighr wall that 

appeals to be the wall of a room and the other, a 

curved wall, part of a corridor (Figure 4.13). 

Shrines 

In layers 7—9, three successive rooms had distinctive 

wall and construction, and inside with thickly plas

tered, black painted floors, the plaster running up the 

wall surface. Buildings with similar construction—Yassi 

depe, rooms 15 and 16 (Khlopin 1963a:plate 9:1), and 

Ilgynli depe (Beiezkin 1989)—have been inteipreted as 

ritual structures or shrines {svyatilishche), based upon 

their distinctive form of architecture, theit wall paint

ing, benches and tables, and the finds within them. 

The three rooms have an archaic architectural 

design vis-a-vis the domestic architecture described 

above, while they share some construction features 

with the suttounding architecture (single-brick wall 

construction with bricks laid lengthwise, no mortal, 

and alternating brick courses), other features of their 

construction are different, such as the use of larger 

bricks (36^0 cm x 26-30 cm x 10-12 cm), painted 

floors and walls, and interior benches or piers. 

The fill of these rooms is also distinctive: In layei 

7 the floor deposit (ANL 2) consisted of fine, wind

blown dust and yellow sand. The fill above the paint

ed floor of layer 9, on the othei hand, consisting of 

chunky purplish-gray ash and large fragments of char

coal and burned mud brick debris, suggests that this 

room had burned at the time of infilling. 

Ceramics 

We were able ro sample ceramic assemblages from 

upper and lower room deposits, as well as courtyard 
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4.13 Wall, layer 6, adjacent to a couityaid (ANK 6). 

deposits. N o cleat pattern of difference in the assem

blages were found between upper and lower room 

loci or between loom and couttyard loci. It is impor

tant to note that the overwhelming majority of the 

ceiamics came from uppei fill and room fill dating to 

the peiiod of the architecture's degtadation. Often 

the deposits, even those close to the flooi, could be 

followed over wall stubs from secondary contexts. 

The ceiamic assemblage from these layeis shows a 

wide tange of chaff-tempeied types and demon

strates the variety of forms from these levels. These 

ceiamics include both painted and unpainted vessels 

(Figures 4.14-4.15). M a n y were built by sequential 

slab constiuction—a technique shared widely acioss 

the Iranian plateau (Vandivet 1986). Theii manufac

ture is typical of Namazga I ceramics along the 

Kopet Dag foothill (Saiko 1982). 

Layers 10-14 

From layer 10 and down, in sectors L, M, and N, 

Kurbansakhatov's team came upon circular architec

ture and couityaid deposits tantalizingly different 

from those in the layeis above. The 1997 excavations 

indicate strong differences in rhe deposit to the east 

of the circular stiuctutes, and together with the 

architectural layout, suggests that this atea was at the 

edge of the settlement duiing the Anau IB1 peiiod 

(layeis 10-14 and possibly layeis 15-18 as well). 

While for reasons of safety we were unable to 

carry out excavations in layers 10-13, we were able 

to clean the baulk of the old excavations and collect 

samples. In sectoi M , we continued excavation of 

layei 14 architecture, which piovided us with a 

detailed example of the depositional contexts of the 

layeis. 
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Layer 14 Circular Structures 

A 3 x 6 m excavation area in sector M was cleared of 

debiis down to the level to which it was excavated in 

1982: the surface was re-cleared to a layer 14 archi

tectural complex consisting of a citculat building 

with a sunounding courtyard (Figure 4.16). The 

uppei fill contained a coatse unsotted deposit and the 

remains of walls that appeared to have been putpose-

ly leveled. 

A circular stiuctuie in layet 14, 3.3 m in diametei, 

was consttucted of m u d bricks (28 cm x 20 cm x 10 

cm) set end to end in alternating coutses, six of which 

wete preserved. Each brick course was inset, giving a 

beehive form to the structure (Figure 4.17). 

Approximately one quattet of the stiuctuie was exca

vated in 1997. The walls were built directly on a lev

eled surface without a foundation trench. 

The upper fill included coarse fragments of brick 

sloping down to a series of surfaces within the struc

ture. Some of these surfaces appeal to be occupational 

deposits, and otheis have debiis from storage and ani

mal tending. The uppeimost surface ( A N M 3) is clear

ly occupational: part of it appeared to have been paint

ed, and a small brick-enclosed hearth lay upon it. Two 

further surfaces ( A N M 5 and 7) were also reddened 

from burning, with charcoal and ash lying on them. 

These provided the matetial foi sevetal tadiocarbon 

samples. 

The lower fill ( A N M 9) in the circular stiuctuie 

consisted of a thick giay deposit of degiaded plant 

remains, similar in composition to the presumed flooi 

mats in layeis 5 and 3. Micio-botanical samples from 

A N M 9, however, indicate that the plant matetial was 

mechanically ctushed, which suggests that the deposit 

was pan of an animal pen. The lowest sutface, thick 

m u d plastei with white flecks, had sherds lying flat 

upon it, and areas that appeared to be burned. 

Courtyard 

The courtyaid outside of the ciiculat structure (ANM 

8) had two suifaces—a gray, ashy surface and, beneath 

that, one of yellow sand on hatd clay. Thick storage jai 

fragments lay flat on the uppei sutface, recalling the 

depositional context described in terrace 8 (see 

Appendix A). Beneath these suifaces the fill against the 

outside of the citculai structure contained various lens

es with dense ceiamics and latge fragments of bone. A n 

ash- and chatcoal-iich lens ( A N M 10) included a fab

ric-impressed sherd (see Appendix D ) amid abundanr 
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4.14 Layers 5-9 ceramics. A ware (fine chaff ware): 1, ANL 3; 2, A N K 16; 3, ANL 4; 4, A N K 16; 5, A N K 17; 
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4.15 Layers 5-9 ceramics (cont.). B ware (coarse chaff ware): 1, ANJ 4; 2, ANK 7; 3, ANJ 4; 4, ANJ 4; 5, ANL 
3-6 ANK 5; 7, ANJ 6; 8, ANJ 4; 9, ANK 12; 10, ANJ 5; 11, ANK2; 12, ANK 2; 13, ANL 7; 14, ANK 6; 15, 
ANK 3; 16, ANK 15. D.l ware (burnished ware): 17, ANJ 4; 18, ANJ 4. D.2 ware (cooking pots): 19, ANK 7; 

20, ANL 3; 21, ANK 15; 22, ANK 7; 23, ANJ 4. 
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4.16 Layer 14, excavation plan, Anau IB1 period. 
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4.17 Layei 14, circulai sttucture section, Anau IB1 

period. 

charred wood remains which were sampled for radio

carbon analysis. 

The deposits east of the circular structures ( A N M 

12) do not overlay any constructed surface, and may 

be at the edge of the settlement. The fill contained dis

tinct deposits of individual baskets of debris. Still artic

ulated animal bones were found within this deposit, 

suggest that this area was not trampled or swept. 

Comparanda 

We collected a series of soil samples for comparison 

with the layer 14 samples from layers above and below. 

This involved cleaning the old excavations, redrawing 

the section, and selecting contexts from the deep 

sounding of 1982. Samples were chosen on the basis of 

likelihood of botanical preservation as well as our abil

ity to access the strata. Layers 10—13 provided samples 

from the interior of circular structures comparable to 

the one in layer 14. Courtyard middens from layers 

15—18 were sampled for comparison with the court

yard deposits of layer 14. More extensive samples, 

including both room fill and floor deposits, were taken 

from the lowest layers, 19 and 20. 

The interior deposits of the circular structures 

from layers 10, 11, 12, and 13 were already visible in 

section and could be placed in the context of the archi

tecture from Kurbansakhatov's earlier excavations (see 

Chaptei 8); to gain our sample, the section was cut 

back 10-15 cm to identify the types of deposits (Table 

4.2): the layer 10 structure had clearly burned and col

lapsed, with reddened bricks and fragments of chatted 

wood in the upper fill, and dense lenses of ash and 

charcoal on the floor; the layer 11 circular structure, 

similar to that of the layet 14 structure, had a series of 

finely laminated occupational floors reddened by 

informal hearths; in layer 12, a smaller circular struc

ture had collapsed in on itself, with parts of the beehive 

walls tumbled on the floor; and in layer 13, a small cir

cular structure also had reddened deposits and signs of 

an informal hearth. 

Ceramics 

The ceramic assemblage found inside the circular 

structure, in both phases of its occupation, was overall 

more dense rhan that in the surrounding courtyard, 

bur there was no clear typological distinction between 

the ceramics inside and those outside. Medium-sized 

globular bowls are the predominant form, though larg

er and smaller vessels appear also (Figures 4.18-4.20). 

The ceramic motifs can be best paralleled at the earli-
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4.18 Layer 14, ceramics. A ware (fine chaff ware): 1, A N M 9; 2, A N M 11; 3, A N M 12; 4, A N M 11; 5, A N M 
7; 6, A N M 9; 7, A N M 7; 8, A N M 9; 9, A N M 9; 10, A N M 8; 11, A N M 7; 12, A N M 8; 13, A N M 7; 14, A N M 
1; 15, A N M 1; 16, A N M 3; 17, A N M 5; 18, A N M 9; 19, A N M 1; 20, A N M 3; 21, A N M 7; 22, A N M 1; 23, 
A N M 1; 24, A N M 9; 25, A N M 8. B.5 ware (sandy red ware) 26, A N M 9; 27, A N M 7; 28, A N M 4; 29, A N M 
11. 
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4.19 Layer 14, ceramics (cont.). B ware (coatse chaff ware): 1, A N M 9; 2, A N M 7; 3, A N M 2; 4, A N M 4; 5, 
ANM 7; 6, ANM 9; 7, ANM 8; 8, ANM 11; 9, ANM 1; 10, ANM 11; 11, AN 11; 12, ANM 1; 13, ANM 11; 
14, ANM 7; 15, ANM 5; 16, ANM 7; 17, ANM 3; 18, ANM 7; 19, ANM 7; 20, ANM 11; 21, ANM 3; 22, 
ANM3. 
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4.20 Layei 14, ceramics (cont.). B ware (coatse chaff ware): 1, A N M 5; 2, A N M 9; 3, A N M 9; 4, A N M 9; 5, 
A N M 3; 6, A N M 9; 7, A N M 9; 8, A N M 8; 9, ANM 8; 10, A N M 9. D.l ware (burnished ware): 11, A N M 5; 
12, A N M 5; 13, A N M 7. 

est Namazga I levels at Namazga depe (Masson 1956) 

and Kara depe (Masson 1961b) 

Layers 15-18 

Below layet 14, we were able to sample deposits from 

outside of the circular sttuctutes in four architectuial 

layeis (15-18) (Table 4.3). The uppei deposits of the 

layeis had abundant ash and charcoal lenses from peri

ods when people were throwing trash in these ateas. 

The suifaces (or floors) were not plastered oi prepared, 

but w e could see that they had been compressed. These 

deposits were similat to the couityaid sutface of layei 

14 and to those in the uppei layeis. 

These data, along with the healths, mats, and 

domestic debiis on the floors, suggest that some of the 

ciiculat stiuctures at Anau North were, when first 

built, habitation areas. In seveial instances we were 

able to identify reuse of the structures as agricultuial oi 

livestock storage ateas. Fuithei, the connecting cuitain 

walls between the ciiculat stiuctures and evidence 

from courtyard deposits (especially in layers 12, 14, 

and 16) suggest that these structures were patt of a 

building complex enclosure. Similat compounds ate 

seen at Mullali depe and the uppei building level at 

Yalangach, where the ciiculat stiuctures were desctibed 

as "towets" and considered to be an early form of for

tification (Masson 1982). 

Below layet 18 was a 30-50 c m layei of finely 

laminated deposits that appeal to be watetlain. Similat 

to natuial alluvial deposits in the region, this layer was 

devoid of any cultural oi even microscopic otganic 

matetial. 
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ANN 

Layers 19 and 20 

0 1 m 

4.21 Layers 15-20, section, Anau IB1 and IA periods. 

In the deep sounding of 1982, nearly 3 m of architec

ture were found: layers 19 and 20, correlating to 

Pumpelly's Anau IA layers in the north digging and to 

the lowest three layers of Ershov's 1953 sounding 
(Figure 4.21). 

In 1997 we sampled both upper fill and floot 

deposits (Table 4.4) of the two architectural layers 

(19 and 20). W e did not see evidence of leveling in 

these layers comparable to that seen in the layeis 
above. Upper fill covered the architecture and piled 

up above it after walls had collapsed, with possible 

occupational surfaces appearing in the upper fill. A 
m u d plaster floor in a structure at layer 20 had been 

remade several times. The deposit of these layeis 
included a low density of cetamics, including both 
the thick, chaff-tempered ware typical of the layeis 
above and a small number of high-fired, "clinky" 

ceramics of the Anau IA tradition. Fragments of 
bricks in the fill showed tiaces of red paint. There 
was a high density of ash and charcoal in samples 
from these lowest layeis, sampled for macro-botani

cal remains. 
A soil sample was also taken from beneath the 

layer 20 wall. N o sherds or artifacts were found in 
the 50 c m of deposit beneath the layer 20 architec
ture. A 21 1 sample from the "sterile" layer at the bot
tom of the trench, however, included charcoal, sug
gesting that this is not, in fact, a pre-occupational 

deposit. 



5 

Radiocarbon Chronology 

T h e 1997 excavation season provided nineteen spe

cific contexts, in layeis 3 through 20, from which 

tadiocatbon samples were taken, all from floois oi fea

tures associated with floois (Table 5.1). The samples 

were pieptocessed at the Museum Applied Science 

Centei for Archaeology ( M A S C A ) at the University of 

Pennsylvania Museum to assure that they had suffi

cient carbon content to permit conventional tadiocat

bon analysis. They were then analyzed at Beta 

Analytic, Miami, Florida. 

Table 5.1 Radiocaibon Dates from Anau North 

Period 

Anau II 

Anau II 

Anau II 

Anau II 

Anau IB2 

AnauIB2 

Anau IB2 

Anau IB2 

Anau IB2 

Anau IB 1 

Anau IB 1 

Anau IB 1 

Anau IB1 

Anau IB 1 

Anau IB 1 

Anau IA 

Anau IA 

Anau IA 

Anau IA 

Sample # 

Beta-110306 

Beta-110307 

Beta-110308 

Beta-110305 

Beta-110311 

Beta-110312 

Beta-110313 

Beta-110314 

Beta-110310 

Beta-110315 

Beta-110316 

Beta-110317 

Beta-110318 

Beta-110325 

Beta-110323 

Beta-110322 

Beta-110321 

Beta-110320 

Beta-110319 

Locus 

ANI 11 

ANI 12 

ANI 13 

ANI 8 

A N L 5 

A N L 11 

A N L 33 

A N L 34 

A N L 001 

ANM 3 
ANM 5 
ANM 9 
ANM 10 
ANN 26 
ANN 20 

ANN 14 
ANN 5 
ANN 4 
ANN1 

Arch 

level 

3ro 

3™ 
3rd 

4«i 

8m 

9* 
10m 

10,h 

10m 

14lh 

14m 

14,h 

14* 
16'" 

18m 

19m 

20'h 

20,n 

201" 

Context 

Pit below floor 

R o o m fill 

Floor 

Upper fill 

R o o m fill 

Hearth 

R o o m fill 

R o o m fill 

R o o m fill 

Inside bldg. 

Inside bldg. 

Inside bldg. 

Outside bldg. 

Beneath arch 

Charcoal lens 

Charcoal lens 

Charcoal lens 

Charcoal lens 

Charcoal lens 

Date 

4220+/-80 

4540+/-80 

4420+/-50 

4410+/-70 

4550+/-70 

4910+/-50 

4910+/-60 

5070+/-70 

5010+/-60 

5010+/-70 

4950+/-70 

4930+/-70 

4990+/-60 

4780+/-80 

5130+/-70 

5340+/-90 

5220+/-70 

5380+/-70 

5160+/-70 

Calibrated date 
2« 

2898-2637 
3357-3042 
3096-2916 
3305-2918 

3618-3350 
4066 - 3807 
3755 - 3640 
3941-3711 
3896-3672 

4072 - 3804 
3788-3647 
4072 - 3804 
3886-3654 
3937 - 3670 
4068-3801 

4447 - 4250 
4245 - 3980 
4531-4350 
4074 - 3808 
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5.1 Early Village Period radiocarbon dates, Akhal region, Anau North (this volume) and Djeitun (Harris et al. 
1993). 

The dates for four samples from layers 3—4 clus
ter around 3100 BC. Those for the five samples from 
layers 8-10 cluster around 3500 BC; for the six from 
layers 14-18, around 3700 BC. The four samples 
from layers 19-20 were dated at around 4300 BC. 
These dares support the sttatigraphic evidence for 

two occupational hiatuses: between layers 4 and 5 
and between layeis 18 and 19. There is a nearly 
thousand-year gap between the radiocarbon dates 
from the Neolithic site of Djeitun (Harris et al. 
1996) (Figure 5.1) and the earliest cluster of dates at 
Anau North. 



6 

Ceramic Complexes of Anau North and 
Relative Chronology 

T h i s chapter describes the ceramics from Anau 

Norrh, integrating the 1997 excavation results 

with those from ptevious excavations. Each excavation, 

from 1904 onwards, yielded considerably different 

information about the ceiamics due to differences in 

methods of recovery and description. The approach 

raken here is ro present a new organization of the 

ceiamics, fitst in rerms of ware and then in individual 

types in terms of variations in size, form, and decora

tion through time. 

Such a ware-based analysis allows us to integrate 

rhe different descriptive systems employed by Schmidt 

(1908) and Kuibansakhatov (1987). It also allows us to 

clustei the ceiamics into meaningful chronological 

groups within the system of periodization, already in 

use in the older western literature (Fiankfoit 1924, 

Ghirshman 1938, M c C o w n 1942) as well as within 

the long-established Namazga sequence (Kircho 1999, 

and Masson 1956, 1982). This new framework pro

vides an analytical basis for furure evaluations of the 

connections with the Iranian plateau in teims of the 

Iranian software horizon (Lamberg-Karlovsky 1986) 

and rhe Proto-Elamite horizon (Dyson 1987). 

The ware analysis provided us with some surpris

es. The "Anau LA culture" consists of only one specific 

type, a fine sandy ware with only one basic form, a 

medium-sized globular bowl. Bowls in this ware ate 

found within the context of a tradition of local ceram

ics that both precedes and outlasts the occunence of 

this special type. Another surprise: that the difference 

between the basic ceramic groups identified by 

Schmidt, "Anau I" and "Anau II," is based on a majoi 

change in method of manufacture, from chaff temper

ing to grog tempering, and not stylistic change. 

The Nature of the Ceramic Sample 

The cetamic sample upon which the typology is based 

consists of four sers of excavated materials: 

1. Ceiamics from Kutbansakhatov's excavations 

from 1978 to 1982. The laige area excavated provided 

a substantial ceramic corpus (Kurbansakhatov 1983, 

1987). Kuibansakhatov's layer-by-layer presentation of 

the diagnostic painted ceramics placed this material 

within the context of the Namazga sequence and doc

umented parallels from the wide-scale hotizontal exca

vations of othei sites in Cential Asia. Howevei, only 

selected diagnostic ceiamics wete collected from indi

vidual aichitectuial levels. 

2. The ceiamics from the 1997 excavations. The 

study of smallei samples from selected strata comple

ments Kutbansakhatov's data by providing informa

tion on the diversity of ware types, forms, and produc

tion techniques. The samples from individual loci pro

vide rank data concerning the ovetall size and charac-

tei of the ceramic corpus. All body fragmenrs and diag

nostic tim and base sheids were desciibed by wate and, 

if possible, by type. The differences in ware are 

described, based on thin-section petrography conduct

ed at the Univeisity of Pennsylvania. 

3. Additional information on the Anau IA ceram

ics are included from Ershov's 1953 excavations. The 

ceiamics were not originally published with the stratig-
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Pumpelly 
Periods 

Anau II 

Anau lb 

Anau la 

Architectural 
Layers 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Ceramic 
Periods 

Anau IIB 

Anau IIA 

Anau IB2 

Anau IB 1 

AnauIA 

Pre-Anau IA 

6.1 Ceramic periods, Anau North. 

raphy (Ershov 1956), but his "Anau IA" ceramic 

assemblage was latei published by Berdiev (1974) and 

is included here. 

4. Ceramics from the 1904 excavations as 

described by Schmidt (1908:124-137). The 1904 

materials add significantly to our knowledge concern

ing the uppermost layers, which were heavily eroded in 

the subsequent hundred years. The detailed descrip

tions of the ceramic assemblages of the lowest layers are 

also an important addition to the selective samples of 

the later excavations. The Pumpelly expedition did not 

excavate the entiie sttatigtaphic column at Anau 

North. Mote importantly, it did not differentiate the 

ceramic corpus by architectuial levels. 

Ceramic Periodization 

In this study, we number these following the original 

sysrem established by Schmidt (Anau I and Anau II), 

with subdivisions based upon changes in ceramic ware 

and painted designs. 

Schmidt's 1908 description of the ceramics were 

based primarily on manufacture: chaff-tempered paint

ed ceramics (the y group) were classified into two types, 

A (fine) and B (coarse); high-fired ceramics (the m 

group) were classified as type C; and the painted pot

tery from the upper levels consisted of v and z groups. 

Kurbansakhatov's much larger excavation sample 

and more complete stratigraphic sequence allowed him 

to subdivide Schmidt's Anau IB period into IB1 and 

IB2 on the basis of surface decoration, while 

otherwise confirming Schmidt's sequence (Kurban

sakhatov 1983). The pottery corpus at Anau North 

thus divides into five chronologically distinct periods, 

plus a sixth, the pre-Anau IA, from which we have no 

published ceramics (Figure 6.1). 

Ceramic Abundance Measures 

In the architectural layers from Kurbansakhatov's long 

trench, density measures (diagnostic ceramics/volume) 

provide some insight into the relationship of one layer 

to another. Density measurements have been widely 

considered an index of occupational duration (Schiffer 

1975, Schiffer 1987:53, Varien and Potter 1997). At 

Anau North, however, the largest variation in aveiage 

densities appears between layers which coincide with 

proposed periods of the disuse of particular parts of the 

settlement and results from processes of erosion and 

deflation. This pattern allows us to propose that, at 

Anau North, densities above .25 would indicate fairly 

long periods of non-occupation. This appears to apply 

in particular to the layers separating Anau IA and Anau 

IB1, and Anau IB2 and Anau Ha (Table 6.1). These 

higher densities are coincident with both stiatigtaphic 

breaks and abrupt changes in the ceramic assemblages. 

This suggests that the abrupt ceramic changes are due 

to occupational discontinuity rather than sweeping 

technological innovations or abrupt internal cultural 

developments. 

Ware Typology 

During the 1997 excavations, two typologies were 

employed in the field: one for surface treatment and 

one for ware types. Later, the ware types were studied 

pettogtaphically, and we were able to see that field 

"ware" categories, including divisions based on grain 

size and color, often represented simple variation with

in a ware type and sometimes within a single sherd. 
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Table 6.1 Ceramic Assemblages and Density Estimates, Anau Noith 

Layer 

Anau IIB 
Layer 1 

Anau IIA 
Layer 2 
Layer 3 
Layer 4 

AnauIB2 
Layer 5 
Layer 6 
Layer 7-9 

AnauIB1 
Layers 10-12 
Layers 13-14 
Layer 15-18 

AnauIA 
Layers 19-20 

Trench 
size 
(m) 

3x6 

3x6 
3x12 
15x3 

18x3 
42x3 
12x6 

9x6 
9x6 
3x6 

3x3 

Area 
exposed 
im2) 

18 

18 
36 
45 

54 
126 
144 

216 
108 
72 

27 

Estimated N u m b e r of Density 
volume diagnostics 
(m3) (ct) (ct/m3) 

13.5 

18 
54 
63 

40.5 
126 
302 

454 
151 
230 

81 

11 
12 

16 
16 
33 

45 
19 
51 

28 

.37 

.44 

.20 

.19 

.40 

.13 

.11 

.10 

.13 

.22 

.34 

Based on a combination of ceramic composition 

and surface treatment, the typology was revised, and 

seven primary ceramic wares (A-G) have been identi

fied from the excavations at the noith mound (Table 

6.2). A total of 25 valiants are desctibed in Figure 6.2. 

"Types" (listed after the major "ware" category) are 

based upon furthei variation in sutface (slip and paint 

treatment) or temper 

Changes in types of temper are the clearest dis

tinctions through time, with chaff (A and B) and sand 

(C and D ) being the most characteristic fabric of the 

ware types of the Anau I periods (layeis 20-5). Grog 

and fine chaff tempeis (E and F) ate distinctive of the 

Anau II periods (layers 4—0). In addition, ceramics 

wirh feldspar tempei (D and G ) are found consistent

ly thiough the sequence and ate typical of cooking ves

sels. The wide variety in the wares of feldspat-tempered 

pots suggests that cooking vessels may be a category of 

ceramic that was made in a variety of places by a diver

sity of potters. 

Size categoiies used in this study ate based upon 

the 1997 sample: small vessels have a mean tim diam-

etei of 12 cm and range from 6-16 cm, medium ves

sels have a mean rim diameter of 24 cm and lange 

from 17-33 cm, and latge vessels have tim diametets 

greatei in size than 34 cm. Size categoiies temain con

stant throughout the sequence, suggesting that we have 

not sampled specialized assemblages thiough time 

(Mills 1999). W e find that there ate consistently twice 

as many small and medium vessels as latge vessels, with 

medium, closed vessels always ptedominating, and 

laige, open vessels always the latest. 

Ware-based typologies have commonly been 

employed in archaeological tepoits from Iran and 

the gieatet Neat East (see for example (Beale 1986, 

Voigt 1983)). Most ceiamic typologies of Central 

Asian ceramics are, by contrast, focused primarily, if 

not exclusively upon variation in painted motifs (the 

tradition is long: see Kuftin 1954, Masson 1956, 

Khlopin 1963, Masson 1982). At Anau Noith, we 
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Table 6.2 Chronological Distribution of Wares at Anau North. Percentage of 

ware categories based upon body sherd counts from 1997 (Anau II-Anau IB1) 

and the 1953 Ershov material from Anau IA in the Turkmenistan National 

Museum (Inventory 241). 

Ware categories 

A. Chaff tempered fine 
ware 

B. Chaff tempered 
coarse ware 

C. High fired "clinky" 
ware 

D. Mineral tempered 
wares 

D.2 Mineral cooking 

E. Grog tempered fine 
ware 

F. Late fine painted 
ware 

G. Late coarse mineral 
ware 

AnauIA 

% 
15 

50 

15 

1 

20 

-

-

-

AnauIB1 

% 
16 

55 

-

2 

22 

-

-

-

AnauIB2 

% 
17 

52 

-

5 

26 

-

-

-

Anau Ha 

% 
10 

30 

-

-

-
33 

7 

20 

Diagnostic Sherd Count: n= 67 n=383 n=101 n=461 

employ both systems of categorization in defining 

the ceramics. Furthermore, in an attempt to main

tain continuity in description, we use Schmidt's orig

inal type designations as much as possible. Majot 

categories in the typology (A, B, C, etc.) are based 

upon the manufacture and composition of the ware, 

and are comparable with Schmidt's terminology 

(Table 6.3). Our identification of the types within 

these major categoiies is primarily based on surface 

tieatment, type of slip, and incidence of burnishing 

or painting. 

Pettogtaphic sections wete taken from each wate 

type to make explicit differences observed in the field. 

The microscopic description of the wares allows us to 

re-group the types into coherent units. The petro-

graphic observations can detetmine type and size of 

inclusions, homogeneity of wares, nature of surface 

treatment, method of manufacture, and heat-related 

alteiation of the minetals. However, we did not 

obtain statistically significant samples which would 

allow us to quantify our results (Stoltman 1999). Due 

to the extensively modified landscape of the m o d e m 

delta, and the fact that the ancient surface is buried 

under a half-dozen metets of recent alluvium, we 

were not able to collect the clay samples we would 

have needed to confiim our subjective impressions of 

local production vs. non-local production. 

Ceramic Types 

Ceramics of the Early Tradition 
(Layers 20—5 - Anau L) 

The predominant fabric of Anau I ceramics found 

throughout Central Asia and characteristic of period 

1 at Namazga depe is a hand-made, chaff-tempered, 

buff or red, low-fired ware, typically with a thick slip 

and painted motifs. At Anau North, thick chaff was 

used as temper in both fine-ware ceramics (types 

A. 1-2) and in thick-walled, coarse fabric (types 

B.l-5). These pots were hand molded and low fired 

(750-800 °C) in simple two-chamber kilns (Saiko 

1982:168). 

While this chaff-tempered ware may share pro

duction traditions with the eatlier Djeitun ceramics, 

the tange of forms and painted designs are distinc

tive. The ware closely resembles chaff-tempered 

ceramics from 5th millennium sites around the 

Iianian plateau, such as Dalma tepe, Seh Gabi, 

Mehrgarh, and Tepe Yayha (Vandiver 1986:91) which 

are all part of a "software horizon" with its roots in 

the earliest ceramic traditions on the Iranian plateau 

(Dyson 1965:217). 



Type Pre-I 
Anau 

IA 

Anau 

IB1 

Anau 

IB2 

Anau 

HA 

Anau 

IIB 

Fine chaff 

Coarse 
chaff 

Slipped red 

Sipped violet 

Unslipped 

Slipped red 

Unslipped red 

Unslipped buff 

Slipped buff 

Sandy red 

Clinky 

Early 
coarse 
mineral 
temper 

Fine 
burnished 

grog 
temper 

Late fine 
painted 
ware 

Late 
coarse 
mineral 
temper 

Gray burnished 

Red burnished 

Fire-blackened, 
with feldspar 

Fire-blackened, 
with gypsum 

Fire blackened, 
with chaff 

Buff red slip 

Red, red slip 

Grey, grey slip 

"Yalangach" 

"Geoksyur 5" 

"Namazga III" 

Geoksyur 
monochrome 

Fire-blackened, 
feldspar 

Fire-blackened, 
grey slipped 

Fire-blackened 
red slipped, 

Fire-blackened, 
sand and grog 

A.1.1 

A. 1.2 

A.2 

B.l 

B.2 

B.3 

B.4 

B.5 

C.l 

D.l.l 

D.1.2 

D.2.1 

D2.2 

D.2.3 

El 

E.2 

E.3 

F.l 

F.2 

F.3 

F.4 

G.l 

G 2 

G.3 

G.4 

6.2 Chronological distribution of ceramic types, Anau North. 
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Table 6.3 Terminological Correlates, 1904-1997 

Ceramic types 
in this study 
(Chapter 6) 

Types A and B 

Type C 

Type E 

Type F.2 

Type F.4 

Schmidt's field 
designation 
(Appendix A) 

Group y 

Group m 

Group x 

Group v 

Group z 

Schmidt's report 
on ceramics (1908) 

Group A and B 

Group C 

red and gray monochrome 

younger painted pottery 

younger painted pottery 

Description 

chaff tempered 

high fired "Anau IA" ware 

red and gray burnished late 
Namazga II ware 

"Geoksyur 5" polychrome 

"Geoksyur" monochrome 

A. Chaff-tempered Fine Ware 

Most of the medium- and small-sized ceramics at Anau 

Noith ate made with a well-mixed homogeneous fab

ric having abundant fine chaff (Figure 6.3). They have 

the appearance of fired mud brick and often have fine 

mica ot sand inclusions as well. These wares are the 

most common in the assemblages; in layer 14, for 

example, more than 5 0 % of the total number of sherds 

are of this type. 

The vessels are globular or spherical in shape. Both 

slightly open and slightly closed bowls occui. Small 

cups have thicket profiles and are rarely painted. They 

have either flat or slightly concave bases. From the 

1997 ceramic sample at Anau Noith, we find that 

approximately one-half of all of the type A ceiamics are 

painted and that the painted designs are similar on the 

fine ware (A ware) and coarse ware (B ware). 

A. 1.1 Red Fabric, Fine ChaffTemper, 

Red/Red-brown Slip, Painted 

Type example: Medium fabric with fine chaff (short 

but abundant), veiy smooth interior and extetior 

surfaces, slipped extetior (slipped inside if an open 

vessel). 

Color: The inside and outside surface ware color is 

red (2.5 Y R 5/8); the slip is reddish-brown (2.5 Y R 

5/6); the paint is black to reddish brown (2.5 Y R 

3/1-4/4). 

Petrography: Fine mica and quartz temper Thin 

chaff tempei voids ate frequent. In cross section, very 

clear difference of color is visible within the sherd, sug

gesting low firing of the ceramic. The slip is very visi

bly distinct and is also chaff-tempered. 

Schmidt refers to this type as A.a (1908:125). 

A. 1.2 Red Fabric Fine ChaffTemper, Buff-

Violet Slip, Painted 

Type example: Medium fabric with fine chaff (short 

but abundant), very smooth interior and exterior 

slipped surfaces (slipped inside if an open vessel), 

painted exterior. 

Color: Fabric is red (2.5 Y R 5/8); the slip ranges 

from very pale brown (10 Y R 8/2) to violet; and the 

paint is black to reddish brown (2.5 Y R 3/1-4/4). 

Petrography: Fine mica and quartz temper. Thin 

chaff temper voids are frequent. In cross-section, a very 

clear color difference is visible within the sherd, sug

gesting low firing of the ceramic. Slip is very distinct 

and is also chaff-tempered. 

This type corresponds to Schmidt's A.b and A.g 

(Schmidt 1908:125). 

A.2 Red Fabric, Some ChaffTemper, No Slip, 

Painted 

Type example: Red fabric with fine chaff and mica 

temper, black, heat-blotched exterior, no slip. 

Color: Fabric is red (2.5 Y R 5/8); paint is pale ted 

(2.5 Y R 4/2). 

Petrography: Fine mica and feldspar, a distinct 

slip, visible voids from fine chaff. In one case, a visible 

difference in the interior clay and exterior clay indi

cates slab constiuction. 

During Anau IB1, this is the most common type 

of A ware. 

B. Chaff-tempered Coarse Ware 

The five types of B ware are thick, dense, and chaff 

tempered and frequently carry a slip; often they are 
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6.3 Ceramic types A.l and A.2. Based on 1997 excavations: 1 (see Figure 4.14.23 above); 2 (see Figure • 

above); 3 (see Figure 4.18.2 above); 4 (see Figure 4.18.20 above); 5 (see Figure 4.18.4 above). 

.14.1 

painted (Figure 6.4). These five types are found 

rhroughout the Anau I sequence (Anau IA, Anau IB1, 

and Anau IB2), from layer 20 through layei 5. 

Finei, small and medium sized vessels include 

both storage bowls and jais as well as tablewaie (paint

ed jais, bowls and plates). These more public tablewaie 

ceiamics were made with finei paste. Although open 

tiough-spouts are found at Dashlidzhi depe (Khlopin 

1963a:Table 18:21) they are not found at Anau. 

Handles ate taie, although shott handles and lugs are 

found on medium-sized stoiage jais. The laigest vessels 

have conical bases that may have been made in a mold, 

like latet Btonze Age pots; howevet, no mold matks 

wete found. Cross sections of these pots indicates that 

they were manufactured by sequential slab constiuc

tion (Figure 6.5). 

Korchagi ate distinctively painted laige stoiage ves

sels. They ate, for the most pait, slightly closed, often 

with an undercut or indented base for securing the ves

sel in the ground. Several such large vessels were found 

in situ in floors; support holes for pots were also found 

in floors. The korchagi often appear to have been 

placed in visible places in houses. Similaily large, dec

orated pots from traditional societies in Africa and 

South Asia ate often intended foi communal use 

(Dietler 2001:98)—a possible analogy for the Anau 

korchagi. Petrography indicates huge voids from 

butned out chaff, but some miciofossils appear as 

voids, and in some cases carbonates appeal to have 

leached from the shetd, an indication that the vessel 

was used for storing an acidic liquid, such as beet oi 

wine (G. Omai, petsonal communication 2001). 

B.l Coarse Red Ware, Red-slipped, and Painted 

Chaff-rempered coarse ware, red fabric with heavy 

chaff tempei, red-slipped. 

Type example: Coatse chaff-tempeied, exterior is 

slipped, interior eithei slipped oi just smoothed with 

spalling from the heavy chaff. 
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64 Ceramic Types B 1-B.4. Based on 1997 excavations: 1 (see Figure 4.14.25 above); 2 (see Figure 4.14.26 above); 

3 (see Figure 4.20.3 above); 4 (see Figure 4.14.23 above); 5 (see Figure 4.15.5 above); 6 (see Figure 4.19.2. above). 

Color: Core is dark, ranging from (2.5 Y 3/1 to 

2.5 Y R 5/6), exterior is very pale brown (10 Y R 8/2), 

and the interior is pale red (10 R 6/3). 

Petrography: Fine quartz and feldspar, carbonates; 

abundant voids from chaff temper, but non-peime-

able. Exteiioi "slip" appeals to be just discoloration. 

B.2 Coarse Red Ware, No Slip, Painted 

Chaff-tempered coarse ware, red fabric, painted, with
out slip. 

Type example: Thick red ware with abundant 

chaff temper. The fabric is evenly fired, with no color 

difference between the cote and exterior surfaces. 

Exterior surface is smoothed but does not appear to be 

slipped; interior surface smoothed, but very exfoliated 

from chaff tempei. Dark painted bands. 

Color: Light red fabric (2.5 Y R 6/8), dark reddish 

brown paint (2.5 Y R 4/3 to 5 Y R 3/3). 

Petrography: Very large voids from chaff tempei, 

medium quartz and mica temper. 

B.3 Coarse Buff Ware, Painted 

Type example: Chaff-tempered coarse ware, buff fab

ric, with heavy chaff, and paint. 

Color: Pale yellow, homogenous color (2.5 Y 8/3), 

dark reddish brown paint (2.5 Y R 4/3 to 5 Y R 3/3). 
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6.5 Slab construction of B.1-B.4 ceramics. 1, A N M 5; 2, A N K 3; 3, A N K 3. 

Petrography: Very homogenous temper, fine 

matrix, fine quartz, not much feldspar, no mica, enor

mous voids but non-permeable. 

B.4 Coarse Buff-Ware, Slipped, Bi-Chrome 

Painted 

Buff fabric, chaff remper, light red slip, and bi-chrome 

paint. 
Type example: Coaise chaff-tempeied fabric, red-

slipped exrerior. Exterior painted with a pale ted that 

takes on a white appeatance when dry. 

Color: Core is dark reddish Gray (2.5 Y R 4/1); 

exrerior slip is red (2.5 Y R 5/8) and painr is pale red 

(2.5 Y R 4/2). 
Petrography: cote discoloration visible in thin sec

tion, fine quattz feldspar and mica temper. Large voids 

from thick chaff. 

B.5 Coarse Medium Red Ware 

Red fabric, medium sand temper, bright ted intetiot 

and exteiioi suifaces (Figure 6.6). In layers (18-9), 

these medium-sized, slightly open, and slightly closed 

bowls make up 1 1 % of the assemblage, which have 

painted designs similat to types B.l-5. 

Type example: Red fabric, fine chaff, and medium 

sand with small fragments of gypsum. Smoothed 

inside and out, painted oi fine slip on exteiioi surface. 

Color: Red fabric (2.5 Y R 5/8); dark reddish gray 

paint (2.5 Y R 4/2). 

Petiogtaphy: Homogenous fabric with small 

voids from fine chaff, quattz, feldspar, and small 

chunks of gypsum. Exterior paint or fine slip is dis

tinctly visible. 

A and B Wares: Evolution of Painted Designs 

Painted motifs are found on almost all waie types of 

groups A and B (Figure 6.7). 

The primary location of painted design is on 

shoulders and rims, typically in horizontal oi vettical 

panels. The most widespread design airangement con

strains the motif within horizontal design panels. 

Lines at the rim and on the uppei shouldet ate 

often used to define the panels. Schmidt calls this 
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0 5 cm \£V. 
6.6 Ceiamic Type B.5. Based on 1997 excavations: 1 (see Figure 4.18.26 above); 2 (see Figure 4.18.27 above) 

3 (see Figure 4.18.28 above); 4 (see Figure 4.18.29 above). 
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6.7 Descriptive terms for ceramic motifs. 

arrangement Reihenmuster (1908:28), and Khlopin 

calls it the Yalangach style (1969:32). Ceramics with 

one or two panels at the rim are the most common. 

Those with three or four panels are less frequent. 

Occasional examples of ceramics decorated almost to 

the foot are also found. 

The panels contain a series of geometric motifs 

which are repeated around the vessel: solid triangles, 

triangles made of multiple line strokes, inverted trian

gles, X-motifs with alternating solid areas, slanted 

lines, or triangular waves. While individual motifs 

tend to be repeated within a panel, in several cases, 

motifs are combined, giving a non-symmetric or spi-

derweb impression to the decoration. Much less fre

quent are panels of motifs which are not bounded 

with horizontal lines. 

As Khlopin observed from his study of Yalangach 

ceramics, the size of the shoulder panels gradually 

become narrower through time (Khlopin 1969:32). 

This is true at Anau North as well, where the horizon

tal panels of motifs are wider in layers 18-13, (with a 

median width around 5.0 cm), gradually become nar

rower in layers 12-5 (with a median around 3.0 cm), 

and shrink still farther in layers 4-1 (with a median 

panel size of 1.5 cm) (Figure 6.8). 

In layers 12-5, the most common design motifs 

ate solid triangles, triangles composed of multiple fine 

lines, triangular waves, and X-motifs. While most of 

the motifs in the panels are similar to the earlier 
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6.8 Evolution of ceramic motifs, Anau North. Based 

on Khlopin 1969, fig. 8. 

motifs, they are smaller and more intricate. In the 

uppermost layers, 4—0, some bands are so close to each 

other as to be simply linear rim decoration, particular

ly so in the first architectural layer. 

Occasionally, open bowls have decoration both 

inside and outside. This decoiation tends not to be 

constiained within panels but consists lather of con

centric cutved lines. Infrequent as well ate lineai 

motifs, though these ate found occasionally on the 

interiors of open bowls. 

In layers 12-5, korchagi vessels occasionally have 

vertical and diagonal panels (Schmidt's Bandmuster) 

(Figure 6.9a), as opposed to horizontal panels (Figure 

6.9b). From Geoksyut contexts, Khlopin identifies this 

decoiative motif as the "pseudo-Ubaid" style, typically 

known ftom Namazga II contexts (Khlopin 

1969:32-34). At Anau Noith it is found both on layer 

12—5 ceramics and on rhe wall painting design of layer 

17 in Ershov's sounding. 

Painted ceiamics of types A and B continue to be 

found in layers 4-0 (see type E.l below). This ware 

continues and acquires distinctive decoiative motifs 

not found in older layers, in particular, small tooth-

shaped or senated edges and small tows of triangles. 

These rate motifs in the upper layers of Anau North 

ate typical in the painted examples of late Namazga II 

(Masson 1982:28). 

6.9 Korchagi, 1904 excavations. Kunstkameia inventoty, 948A Pottery marked "T8 6.4.04." 
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0 5 cm 

6.10 Ceramic Type C.l. 1904 excavations. 1, after 

Schmidt 1908, fig. 106; 2, after Schmidt 1908, fig. 107. 

C. Brown-slipped, High-fired, 

Sand-tempered Ceramic 

In layers 20-19, medium-sized spherical bowls are 

found in a distinctive high-fired clinky ware (Figure 

6.10). This unique ceramic was first desctibed from 

the north digging as having fine sand temper and a dis

tinctive matte brown slip; it was called C ware by 

Schmidt (1908:130-132), and is commonly referred 

to as Anau IA (Khlopin 1963a:20, Kohl 1984a:69, 

Masson and Sarianidi 1972:47-48). 

The patterns on the slip ate mostly in a thin matte 

black ot matte brown. The charactetistic decorations 

aie zigzag bands within a broad panel along the upper 

shoulder of the vessel, and geometric designs filled 

with a fine trellis pattern. Trellis-filled triangles can be 

oppositely placed and combined to form rhombic pat

terns. Zigzag bands occasionally alternate with trian

gles. Zigzag bands are themselves, at times, attanged to 

form rhomb patterns. 

This distinctive ware occurs only in strata 20-19 

coincident with types A and B. In the lowest ceramics 

from Ershov's sounding, as well as the lowest layers 

from Kurbansakhatov's trench, this type makes up 

between 12-15% of the diagnostics. 

C ware has been identified in excavations at seven 

other sites along the Kopet Dag: Ovadan, Gavych, the 

73 k m site, Kashut, Chakmakli, and Mondjukli 

(Berdiev 1974). Schmidt originally noted: "the techni

cal and decorative peculiarity of group C points to 

another workshop than that of groups A and B, the lat

ter two certainly belonging to one and the same center 

of production. It can not, however, have been very far 

distant, for there are sufficient points of resemblance 

between group C and groups A and B to prove their 

relationship" (1908:132). It is possible that there was a 

central production area, if so, it was probably in the 

eastern Kopet Dag at Mondjukli or Chakmakli, where 

this kind of ware is found as part of a larger set of high-

fired ceramics (Berdiev 1972b). However, it is equally 

likely, based on inclusions, that the high-fired ceramics 

at Anau were produced locally by people familiar with 

this high-firing technique. 

C. 1 Fine, Sand-tempered (Anau IA Type) 

Light red fabric, medium-fine to fine sand tempei, 

painted. 

Type example: High-fired, brownish, medium fine 

very homogeneous ware, fine sand temper (no chaff), 

perhaps some mica. Smoothed inside and out. Thin, 

fine. 

Color: Fabric is pale red (2.5 Y R 5/2), while the 

surface is slipped light-brown, light reddish-brown or 

very pale brown (10 Y R 7/3). The exterior paint is 

black to dark gray (10 Y R 4/1). 

Petrography: Extremely fine matrix, with fine 

mica and fine sharp quartz grains. 

D. Mineral-tempered Wares 

D.l Early Burnished Ware 

Medium-sized, burnished, globular pots and bowls 

occur in four types. The diversity and rarity of this 

ware, the distinctive temper, and surface treatment 

indicate that it was not locally made. W e find two dis

tinct color variants, red burnished and gray (Figure 

6.11). It is notable that their appearances are superfi

cially similar to the later burnished wares of layers 4-0 

but have different ware, finishing, and forms. 
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~J, r n 1 

0 5 cm 

D.l.l D.1.2 

o'.ii Ceramic Type D.l. Based on 1997 excavations. 

1, A N K 3; 2, ANJ 4; 3, A N K 3; 4, ANJ 4, 5, ANJ 5. 

D.l.l Burnished Gray, Unpainted, Pattern 

Burnished 

Gray, coarse white-sand temper. A very rare type; 

given its tempei composition it is probably an 

imporr. 

Type example: Abundant medium-sized feldspar 

tempei, exteiioi surface-pattern burnished, inteiior 

surface smoothed. 

Colon Gray cote (10 YR 5/1), gray suifaces, no 

apparent slip. 

Petrography: Temper is feldspar, heavily modified, 

marrix is broken up by heating. 

D.1.2 Burnished Red, Unpainted 

Red fabric medium-fine ro fine, burnished. Based on 

the similarities in ware composition (see petrography), 

these vessels may have been made by the same potteis 

as some of the cooking pots (D.2.1). 

Type example: Rathei high fired, with gray interi

or homogeneous fabric with very coarse feldspar tem

per, red slipped and burnished exteiioi, smoothed inte-

riot 
Colon gray cote (10 YR 6/1), red exteiioi (2.5 YR 

4/8), very dark gray interior (5YR 3/1). 

Petrography: Large, chunky feldspar, highly 

altered, many voids (chaff?), visible discoloration of 

the exterior surface, and a distinct and different slip. 

D.2 Cooking Ware 

Medium-sized globular pots which have very coarse 

tempei wete used almost exclusively as cooking pots, as 

is evident from theii fue-ieddened and -blackened 

exteriors. (Figure 6.12) 

Cooking directly ovei a fire began in the Early 

Village Period (Anau IA) and continued in Central 

Asia at least thiough the eaily lion Age (Masson 

1959:37). Fiie-blackened cooking pots are not found 

in the earlier Djeitun sites (Berdiev 1969), and cook

ing pots are also lacking in the earliest layeis at Hissai 

(Hissat I) (Dyson, peisonal communication 2002). 

Cooking pots at Anau Noith consistently form 

around 2 0 % of the ceramic assemblages. This percent

age probably does not reflect the ratio of cooking pots 

to other vessels in use at any time, since cooking pots, 

which are repeatedly heated and cooled, have a shorr 

life span (Fostet 1960). In othet pans of the woild 

cooking pots are valued for their thermal properties, 

and are known to be exchanged between villages inde

pendent of fine wares oi table wares (Staik 1994). 

Thus, at Anau Noith, we expect that thete were rela

tively few cooking pots but that they had to be fre-

quenrly replaced, and theii divetsity suggests a small 

but active inteiregional exchange of cooking wares. 

The cooking pots from Anau North have a specif

ic and differenr temper from the rest of the pottery. 

Mica and coarse feldspar sand are often used as tempei, 

incteasing tensile strength and thus adding to the life 

span of these pots. Cooking vessels vaiied greatly in 

tempei and manufacturing technique, suggesting that 

some of them were imports. In the early layers at Anau 

(Anau IA, IB1, and IB2), the inclusion of latge chunks 

of gypsum in sheids suggests that people were exploit

ing the saltpan deposits in the deseit for temper. 

Petrographic analysis shows that these cooking pots 

were heated and cooled many times, the result of heavy 

use before they weie discaided. 

D.2.1 Cooking Ware—Feldspar Temper 

Red, coatse white-sand tempei. 

Type example: Reddish-gtay, medium-coaise 

feldspar temper; exterior surface gray, burnished, evi

dence of heating 

Color: Very homogeneous ceramic fabric, ranging 

from reddish-gray in the core to gray (2.5 Y 2.5/1 

black) on the exteiioi suifaces. 
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Type example: Tempered very coarse gypsum and 

coarse feldspar. Black core; red buff exterior and inte

rior. Smoothed surfaces interior and exterior surfaces. 

Color: Exterior (5YK 7/4); core (5YR6/3); interi

or surface (5 Y R 3/1). 

Petrography: The thin section shows crystalline 

gypsum temper, heat altered. The gypsum is probably 

from the takyr water lain takyr deposits north of 

Anau. 

\ 

D.2.2 

) "I ( 
D.2.2 

6.12 Ceramic Type D.2 Based on 1997 excavations. 1 

(see Figure 4.15.19 above); 2 (see Figure 4.15.20 

above); 3 (see Figure 4.15.22 above); 4 (see Figure 

4.15.21 above). 

Petrography: Temper is feldspar, heavily modified 

by heating and cooling, coaise-grained matrix. 

D.2.2 Cooking Ware—Feldspar and Gypsum 

Temper 

Red, coarse white feldspar temper with large fragments 

of gypsum. This distinctive type is only found in layers 

18-13. Its temper is so large that it protrudes from the 

surface of the vessel. 

D.2.3 Cooking W a r e — C h a f f and Mica Temper 

Red, medium chaff with mica temper. 

Red fabric with fine chaff and mica temper, black 

heat-blotched exterior, no slip, exterior paint. 

Color: Fabric is red (2.5 Y R 5/8), the paint is pale 

red (2.5 Y R 4/2). 

Petrography: N o sherds examined. 

Ceramics of the Later Tradition 
(Layers 4-0) Anau LI 

E. Burnished, Fine-slipped, 

Grog-tempered Ware 

The most distinctive ceiamics of the upper four archi

tectural layers at Anau North are red and gray, with a 

fine, thick slip which is typically burnished. The spe

cific forms of these ceramics, in particular the rims, are 

distinctive at Anau North (Figure 6.13). Red and gray 

burnished wares form a small component of the late 

Namazga II cetamic assemblages at Kara depe, layer 4 

(Masson 196lb:pl. 5:23-27), Namazga depe, sound

ing 1, layers 21-18 (Ganyalin 1956:46), Altyn depe 

(Kircho 1972:173), and Ilgynli (Ganyalin 1959). 

At Kara depe, red and gray burnished ceramics 

made up 8 % of the ceramic assemblage in layer 4 

(Masson 1962:Table 2). 

Similar ceramics were also found at five Geoksyur 

sites: Geoksyut 1 (layer 3), Akcha, Geoksyur 6, 

Geoksyur 7, Mullali, and Chong (G-5) (levels 5-1) 

(Khlopin 1969:7-12). In the Geoksyur oasis, the 

forms are more generalized—for example, at Geoksyut 

6 they are restricted to spherical bowls and jars 

(Khlopin 1969:pl. 21, 5-11). 

The characteristic feature of type E, however, is the 

heat-spotting (flaemmung), which shows itself in large 

black blotches on the surface, primarily on the rim and 

upper shoulder of the vessel. This surface treatment may 

have had its origin in the casual method of firing. 

Among the Kurds of northern Iran, in the 1950s, heat-
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6.13 Ceramic Types E.1-E.3. 1904 excavations. Kunstkamera inventory, 948A. 1-6,13,14, E.l; 7-9, E.2; 10-12, E.3. 
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spotted ceramics were produced by firing without a kiln, 

where fuel (in this case, dung cakes) touched the pot dif

ferentially, causing local oxidizing or reducing condi

tions (Dyson, personal communication 2002). 

This ware makes up more than 3 0 % of the ceram

ics in the Anau II layers of the mound. This high per

centage, and the wide variety of forms, suggests that 

this is a locally made ware. The red and gray burnished 

ceramics at Anau North are nearly identical petro-

graphically. Their distinctive ware feature is the use of 

coarse grog tempei as opposed to chaff or sand. The 

use of grog (crushed fired ceramics) as temper does not 

indicate a change in firing technology (Aussavamas 

1999) but probably does indicate a change in the man

ufacturing location to an area with access to pot

sherds—possibly within the settlement itself. Future 

investigations of burnished red and gray ceramics from 

other sites in Central Asia will demonstrate if they 

share this same tempering. 

The categoiies of ceiamics made in this ware (ware 

E) are similar to those of the fine painted wares (A. 1) 

in the earlier layers and appear to replace them in the 

assemblage. Shapes include small- and medium-sized 

vessels, often with a sharp carination in the profile 

below the neck, mimicking the type of carination seen 

in wheel-made ceramics. Small jars and cups, medium-

sized open bowls with a distinctive goblet form, and 

medium and large closed stoiage jars are the common 

shapes. These wares are also used, but rarely, for mak

ing tall-necked stoiage jais, most likely for storing liq

uids. This ware was also used in the manufacture of 

large, nearly cylindrical storage vessels that have their 

best parallels in grain stoiage containers. 

Medium- and large-sized closed vessels are globu

lar, with a distinctive rim flared at the collar, creating 

the appeaiance of a tall neck. 

Medium-sized open vessels typically have an 

incurved rim, giving them a distinctive profile. These 

open vessels have both flat and footed bases. In some 

cases, tall, hollow-footed bases provide the appeaiance 

of plates on stands or tall chalices, generally similar to 

the Hissar II assemblage from the Iranian plateau 

(Dyson N.d.:fig.27). They are also vaguely similar to 

the ceramics from the cemetery at Parkhai II (Khlopin 

1997:pl. 24-67) but different in the ware and the form 

of the rim. 

E.l Buff, Red-slipped, Unburnished 

Buff, red-slipped, fine chaff temper. 

Type example: Fabric ranges from red to buff with 

fine chaff tempei. These vessels are not burnished but 

have a distinctive red-slipped exterior. 

Color: Paste ranges from light brown (7.5 Y R 6/4) 

to pink (7.5 Y R 7/4). The red slip color is consistent 

(10 R 5/6). 

Petrography: Massive aggregate within a fine 

matrix of mostly large grains of quartz, some feldspar, 

linear voids from fine chaff, and aggregate of grog tem

per. The slip is visible as a different clay. 

E. 2 Red Ware, Red-slipped, Burnished 

Type example: Red, medium paste with grog, and lime 

temper. Thick and obvious red slip inside and out, 

with a burnished exterior. 

Color: Paste is light red (2.5 Y R 6/8), the slip is 

reddish-yellow (5 Y R 6/6). 

Petrography: Grog and lime temper is visible, as is 

a distinct slip from an entirely different clay. 

E.3 Gray, Slipped and Burnished 

Gray, slipped, burnished, sand and grog temper. 

Type example: Gray fabric, medium sand and grog 

temper, reddish gray to black slip, burnished inside 

and out 

Color: Fabric is dark gray (7.5 Y R 4/1); the 

interior and exterior slip is grayish brown (10 YR 

5/2). 

Petrography: 15-20% contain well-sorted quartz 

sand with nodules of grog tempet (grog appears as 

black particles). 

F. Late Fine Painted Wares 

In the upper layers, occasional non-local fine-painted 

ceramics are found (Figure 6.14). These have often 

been highlighted as characteristic of Anau Noith, but 

they ate in fact tare and, in some cases, not representa

tive of the ceramic assemblage from Anau North in 

which they are found. 

F. 1 Geoksyur 5 Ware (Chong Depe Type) 

Medium-sized open bowls have a finely painted band 

panel at the rim, with alternating filled triangles, and 

distinctive hatched triangles. These are common in the 

Geoksyut sites of late Namazga II. Khlopin calls them 

the "Geoksyut 5" type (Khlopin 1969:20), part of a 

grouping called "pseudo-Ubaid designs" (Masson 

1982:31). At Anau North, this is a rare type, found 

only in layers 2-4. Kurbansakharov recorded only two 

examples from layer 2, and Pumpelly recorded three 

fragments from terrace 1. 
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F.l Geoksyur 5 

CLX 

F.3 Yalangach 

F.2 Namazga 2 Polychrome 

WJ, 

F.4 Geoksyur Monochrome 

6.14 Ceramic Types F.1-F.4. 1904 excavations. 1, after Schmidt 1908, plate 33.2; 2, after Schmidt 1908, plate 

33.1; 3, aftei Schmidt 1908, plate 33.4; 4, aftei Schmidt 1908, plate 32.4; 5, Kunstkameta inventory 948A. 

Sherd marked "E.G."; 6, Kunsrkamera inventory 948A. Shetd matked "T3"; 7, after Schmidt 1908, plate 32.1. 

Type example: The wate is buff chaff-tempered, 

with a heavy red or orange slip and black painr. 

Color: Paste has a grayish-red core (5 Y R 6/6) with 

a pale yellow exterior surface (2.5 Y 7/3) and reddish 

yellow inrerior surface (5 Y R 6/6), the paint is grayish 

black (10 Y R 3/1). 
N o petrography is available, but the ware appears 

similar to F.2 macroscopically. 

F.2 Namazga II Type Bi-chrome 

This type, which appears in medium-sized open and 

closed forms, is quire infrequenr at Anau Noith and 

only documented from secondary, probably deflated, 

contexts. Only one sheid is known from Kutban

sakhatov's excavations (layet 2) and two sherds from 

Pumpelly's, one of which is from rhe uppermosr layer 
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in terrace 5, our layer 0. If this ware is in situ in these 

levels, its co-occurrence with the unpainted red and 

gray ware suggests that it had a longer use span than is 

typically attributed to it (Masson 1982:29). 

Type example: Buff, medium-fine chaff temper, a 

very fine and smooth buff slip inside and out, painted 

with red and black paint. 

Color: Paste has a gtayish core (7.5 Y R 5/1) while 

the surfaces are very pale brown (10 Y R 7/3), with a 

light reddish brown slip (5 Y R 6/4), and black (10 Y R 

2/1) and red (7.5 Y R 5/4) paint. 

Petrography: Small voids suggest fine chaff tem

per. The fabric is extremely fine grained with very 

small inclusions. The fabric is not like fine-grained 

loess but practically isotropic, like glass. 

F.3 Yalangach Ware 

Buff, with fine chaff, painted. 

The horizontal panels of the shoulder design 

continue to become closer together and in some cases 

are so devoid of decoration that they are usually con

sidered to be stripes (Khlopin 1969:32). The 

Yalangach-type painted designs include non-panel 

use of space on the side of large vessels. These designs 

include large crossed stripes, sometimes with one or 

two thin lines on either side of a thick band. Also 

found are dendritic "branch" motifs paralleled at 

Akcha depe (Khlopin 1969:pl. 6:41-43). While this 

painted design is vety similar to the earlier Anau IB1 

and IB2 ceramic tradition of painted, globular, medi

um-sized vessels (A.l), it has much finer paste and is 

ptobably a non-local ware. It is most common at sites 

in the eastern part of the Kopet Dag region: Ulug, 

Altyn, Ilgynli, and the Geoksyut sites (Masson 

1982:30-31). 

Type example: Buff, fine paste, with fine chaff 

tempei, red and black or brown paint. 

Color: Paste has a grayish core (7.5 Y R 5/1), while 

rhe surfaces are very pale brown (10 Y R 7/3); the slip 

is light reddish-brown (5 Y R 6/4). 

N o petrography, but macioscopically the ware is 

similar to E4. 

F.4 Geoksyur Monochrome 

Fine buff with distinctive red wash or thin paint. 

Found in situ only in the uppeimost layers (0-1) and 

out of context on the surface, this ware signals a shift 

to a different ceramic tradition. Such a shift is paral

leled in the stratigraphic sequence at Kara depe, where 

similar pottery is found in small quantities in Kara 2, 

the uppermost Namazga II layer (Masson 1961b, 

1982:29). 

Type example: High-fired, very homogenous, fine 

paste with abundant fine chaff-temper. 

Color: Paste in unvarying, very pale brown (10 Y R 

8/2); exterior wash is yellowish red (5 Y R 5/6). 

Petrography: Extremely fine-grained fabric, 

isotropic, almost without any structure or visible grains. 

It is possible that the glasslike structure of the paste is 

due to phytoliths in the dense fine-chaff melting. The 

wash is visible as a layer, possibly over a thicker homo

geneous slip or wet smoothing of the buff clay. 

G. Later Cooking Wares 

At first it appears that there is little difference in basic 

shape or manufacture between the cooking pots of the 

upper levels and the earlier cooking pots. As in the ear

lier layers, they constitute some 2 0 % of the assem

blage, and again there is considerable variation in the 

tempei, suggesting multiple sources of manufacture. 

Unlike the other categories of later, upper-layer ceram

ics, the variation in this ware is very great. 

The upper-layer cooking pots, however, have dis

tinctive teardrop-shaped rims, sometimes with a 

groove on the inner rim—a feature which may indicate 

that some of these pots had lids (Figure 6.15). N o lids 

have been identified in the samples, but if found, they 

would be evidence for changes in food preparation 

practices in the later periods. 

G.l Late Cooking Ware—Feldspar Temper 

Type example: Gray, coarse feldspar temper, without 

slip, occasionally a slightly burnished exterior. 

Color: Brownish core (7.5 Y R 5/3), exterior sur

faces very dark gray (10 Y R 3/1). 

Petrography: Small grains of quartz, with many 

larger fragments of heat-altered feldspar. Apparently 

heated and cooled many times. 

G.2 Late Cooking Ware 

Type example: Gray fabric with thick, buff-ted slip 

on the interior and extetior, covered with a red wash. 

Medium sand tempei and possibly fine chaff tempei. 

Color: Paste is gray (10 YR 5/1), with a thick, yel

lowish-red slip (5 Y R 5/6). 

Pettography: Background is very fine, isotropic, 

possibly from the fine chaff temper. Occasional quartz, 
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6.15 Ceramic Types G.1-G.4. Type G.l: 1 (see Figure 4.8.13 above); 2 (see Figure 4.8.6. Type G.2 above): 3 (see 

Figure 4.8.14. Type G.3 above): 4 (see Figure 4.8.17. Type G.4 above): 5 (see Figure 4.8.18 above). 

lime, and feldspar temper. The feldspar is highly 

altered from repeated heating. 

G.3 Late Cooking Ware 

Red-slipped ted waie. 

Type example: Feldspai, chaff and mica temper. 

Red slip nor burnished, blackened interior. 

Color: Ceramic fabric is often bi-colored, core and 

inrerior gray (5 Y R 6/1), exterior reddish-brown (5YR 

5/4). 

Petrography: Feldspar temper is not very altered, 

some voids from fine chaff tempei, no giog tempei. 

Slip is thick, visible. 

G.4 Late Cooking Ware 

Sand and giog tempei. 

Type example: Red slipped red ware, bur

nished, with medium-coaise feldspar and grog tem

per. 

Color: Ceramic paste is very dark gray (10 Y R 

3/1), exterior surface is yellowish-red (5YR 5/6). 

Petrography: Very homogeneous paste, tempered 

with quartz, feldspar, sand and grog. Feldspar is high

ly altered from heating. The burnishing of the slip is 

visible, giving it the appeaiance of a very distinct sut

face layer 

The Anau North Sequence: 

Discussion 

The ceiamics from Anau Noith allow us to place the 

sequence within the established relative chronology of 

Central Asia (Figure 6.16). 

Layers 20-19: Anau IA 

The ceramics from layers 20-19 of Kurbansakhatov's 

deep sounding, the lowest thiee layeis of Eishov's 
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sounding, and the lower layers of the north dig are all 

of types A, B, or C.l. By far the greater proportion 

belong to the chaff-tempered local ceramics (types A 

and B), only a small numbei are from the distinctive 

type C.l, Anau LA ware. While the radiocarbon dates 

indicate that these levels are distinctly earlier than lay

ers 18—13 and above, our sample from layers 20—19 is 

too small for the establishment of definitive style or 

design differences in the chaff-tempered wares (types A 

and B) between the IA and IB1 periods. 

Further, one ceramic from the 1904 excavations in 

the collections of the Kunstkamera has field marking 

indicating that it came from the north digging, below 

the Anau LA levels. It is a squat handle from a red waie 

thick chaff-tempered fine ware pot (our type A. 1). The 

composition of its ware supports Schmidt's observa

tions describing the pte-Anau IA ceramics as part of 

the basic Anau I ceramic tradition. It is thus contem

porary with, but separate from, the late Djeitun ceram

ic tradition of the Etek region of the eastern Kopet 

Dag. 
The Anau IA ceiamic type C. 1 is quite distinctive 

in ware and manufacture, with its sand temper, high-

temperature firing, and lartice designs. These ceramics 

have exact parallels at three nearby sites: Ovadan 

(Berdiev 1974:fig. 9), Gavych (Berdiev 1974:fig. 

10-12) and, farthest west, at the 73 km site along the 

Arvuz rivershed (Berdiev 1974: fig. 13). These sites 

were excavated by Matushchenko in the late 1950s and 

eaily 1960s, but the ceramics were only published latet 

by Beidiev (1974). At these sites, as at Anau Noith, the 

C.l ceiamics ate found only as a restricted set of 

forms—only spherical bowls—and as at Anau, they 

may represent a small patt of the otiginal assemblage. 

Anau Noith is the only site for which the sttatigiaphy 

and the context of these ceramics is published. 

It has long been stated that the C. 1 ceramics from 

Anau IA should be paralleled with the distinctive high-

fired Cheshmi Ali ceramics (type I.A) found at sites 

across the Iranian plateau from neat Qazvin in the 

noithwest (Shahmiiizade 1977) to the Guigan region 

in the noitheast (Deshayes 1967:126). McCown, for 

example, suggested that the Anau IA ceiamics were 

patt of the "Cheshmi Ali culture" (1942:12). Khlopin 

suggested that this ceiamic type represented "an infil

tration of a separate population from Iran" (1963a: 12). 

However, the chronology of the Cheshmi Ali ceiamic 

horizon—around 5500-5200 BC (Voigt and Dyson 

1992), confiimed by more recent excavations repotted 

in Fazeli et al. 2001), is much eatliei than Anau IA. 

Compatison of the Anau IA ceiamics with Cheshmi 

Ali ceramics collected by Dyson from the Tehtan basin 

indicate that the otiginal points of compatison ate lim

ited only to the "clinkiness" of the ceiamic and that 

they differ stylistically, and in form, from the C.l 

ceramics of Anau IA. 

To the east of Anau North in Tuikmenistan, how-

ever, a number of sites have ceramics similar to the 

Anau IA C. 1 type in style, form, and manufacture. In 

the eastern Atek region of the Kopet Dag, at 

Chakmakli-depe, and Mondzhukli depe (Berdiev 

1976), a wide range of forms in C.l ware is found. It 

is likely that the C. 1 ceramics have their origin there, 

and that a limited set of type C.l ceramics found their 

way by exchange to settlements in the west such as 

Anau, Ovadan, Gavych, and the 73 km site. Such 

medium-sized globular pots would be used for cook

ing, transport, oi watei stoiage oi possibly as contain

ers for other pioducts. They may also have been pre

ferred for their dinky quality. 

It should be noted that layeis below layer 20 weie 

excavated only in the noith digging of 1904. In these 

eatliest layeis, wares of types A and B were found, 

without C.l. Unfortunately, ceramic finds were not 

labeled accotding to depth, so no specific pie-IA 

assemblage can be identified. Schmidt, in his tepott on 

ceramics, only implied the existence of the earliest lay

ers when he observed "we must look upon [type C.l] . 

. . which occurred within the lowest strata, only as an 

older and transitory occurrence in the evolution of cul

ture I" (1908:130). 

Layers 18-10 (Anau IB1) 

The ceramics in architectural layers 18-10 reflect a 

fairly simple assemblage of standardized small, medi

um, and large vessels. Almost half of the assemblage 

(based upon diagnostics) is made up of the medium 

and small vessels of A ware. Ceiamics made of the 

coarser B ware account foi approximately 2 5 % of the 

assemblage, with laige vessels being less common than 

in latet layers. 
The large forms occasionally have lug handles, and 

medium-sized closed vessels of B ware occasionally 

have spours and short jug handles. 

Painted designs are found on about 3 0 % of rhe A 

and B ceramics, wide horizontal panels with triangle 

patterns predominating. Cooking pots make up some 

2 0 % of the assemblage. Of note is the diveisity of this 

ware: coarse gypsum temper and micacaous tempet, 

common in this level, are not typically found in the 

local ceiamics and so may reflect intetregional 

exchange of the pots. Anothet coarse ware type (B.5) 

has tempering like the cooking pots but is not fire red

dened; it, too, may be an impoit. 
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Layers 9-5: Anau LB2 

The ceramic corpus of layers 12-5 is a continuation of 

the ceramic traditions of the earlier layers (18-10). 

There is a definite increase in the number of large ves

sels of B ware types—in particular the appearance of 

B.2 and B.3: unslipped large storage vessels and kor

chagi with distinctive vertical panel designs. While sev

eral of the new motifs are considered to be typical of 

other sites (for example, the Yalangach style, from the 

Geoksyur region), the designs are found on local 

ceramics as well and do not appear to reflect interre

gional exchange. Khlopin's attempt to relate the verti

cal panel motifs to the Neat East as "pseudo-Ubaid" 

(Khlopin 1969:32) is not comparable with a secure 

ladiocatbon chronology. 

In layers 5 and 8, several examples of fine pattern-

burnished gray-ware ceramics have been found. They 

correspond chronologically to the earliest gray ware on 

the Iranian plateau, in Hissar Ic/IIa, although it is 

uncleat where exactly the otigin might be. Othet non

local fine ceiamics are found too, such as D.1.2, but no 

such ceramics are reported from Cential Asian sites of 

this peiiod, and they most likely came from the Iianian 

plateau oi the Sumbat Valley (Khlopin 1997:25). 

Anau I Ceramics in an 
Interregional Context 

Comparison with Namazga Depe 

The ceramic sequence from Anau layers IB1 and IB2 

compares closely with the type sequence from 

Namazga depe. A and B ware types are widely found 

along the notthetn edge of the Kopet Dag. These soft, 

chaff-tempered wates ate the hallmark of Namazga I 

ceramics. Kuftin and Masson, howevet, first defined 

the Namazga I peiiod on the basis of the designs on 

the ceramics (Masson 1956:295-296). At Namazga 

depe, sounding 1 is considered to be the key chrono

logical sounding for the Namazga sequence. Here, 

layers 27-23 defined the earliest layer at Namazga 

(Khlopin 1963a:13). Sounding 5, some 100 m dis

tant, also identified the chaff-tempered Namazga 

ceiamics in the lowest five levels (levels 25-20) 

(Masson 1956:295). The painted ceiamics of 

Namazga I from these two soundings include relative

ly narrow horizontal panels, panels with spiderweb 

designs, and fragments of korchagi vessels. These 

motifs have parallels only in Anau IB2, not Anau IB1 

or Anau IA. If we correlate the chaffy A and B wares 

with Namazga I ware, the earliest Namazga I occupa

tion at Namazga depe appear to follow the Namazga I 

occupation at Anau North. 

Comparison with Kara Depe 

A similar sequence was excavated at Kara depe 

(Masson 1961b). The excavations at Kara depe in the 

1950s provide a sequence that parallels Anau North, 

both in ceramic types and settlement history. While 

excavations of the later levels were extensive, the layeis 

related to Namazga I were only exposed in a deep 

sounding, sounding 1, the same as "sounding 6" 

reported by Kohl 1984. Here at Kara depe, Masson 

was able to subdivide the Namazga I period into thtee 

levels 27-23, 22-19, and 18—16 being early, middle, 

and late Namazga I, respectively (Masson 

196lb:322-326). The materials from Kara depe levels 

27-23 were quite limited; however, Masson records 

that they are Namazga I ceramics, primarily red-

slipped painted wares (1961b: fig. 3:13). Some are 

similar to Anau I B.l, while others (Masson 196lb:fig. 

3:14 and 15) are similar to Anau IA (type C.l). This 

deep sounding at Kara depe thus provides another 

example of Anau IA ceramics co-occurring with early 

Namazga I. From levels 22-19, painted motifs have 

large horizontal panels, with many parallels to Anau 

IB1 ceiamics. For example, triangles made of multiple 

strokes, triangular waves, and large filled ttiangles are 

best paralleled at Anau IB1 in layeis 18-13. Levels 

18-16 have typical late Namazga I painted designs, 

similar to those at Anau IB2 (see, for example, Masson 

196lb:fig.l:10, and fig.2:18). Othet chaff-tempered 

ceramics painted in brown and red motifs of chevions 

and triangles and polychrome ware indicate the stylis

tic similarity between Kara depe and Anau IB2. 

The Software Horizon 

Dyson defined a software technology of chaff-tem

pered, handmade ceramics associated with the eatliest 

village occupation in Iran (Dyson 1965:217). Studies 

of the manufacture of this type of ceramic suggest that 

it represents a technological horizon associated with 

sequential slab construction (Vandiver 1986). At Tepe 

Yahya, in sourhern Iran, excavations indicate that this 

technique is not restricred to the 6th millennium B C 

but is patt of the Eatly Village way of life on the 

Iranian plateau which petsists till the introduction of 

the fast wheel in the 3fd millennium BC. 
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The predominant local ceramic production in 

Anau I appears to belong to this shared technological 

horizon. Even though the chaff-tempered ceramics at 

Anau represent a long-teim, obviously local produc

tion, there are many technological and stylistic similar

ities between the ceramics of layers 20-5 at Anau and 

periods VII—V at Tepe Yahya. 

Like the laige chaff-tempeied wares c o m m o n in 

periods VII, VI, and V C at Tepe Yahya, the large chaff-

tempered ceramics at Anau (especially types B.l—4) 

appeal to be slab constiucted. A caiinated jai from 

Yahya V C (Beale 1986:fig 4.5) can be paralleled at 

Anau (Figure 6.9) and Namazga depe (Khlopin 

1963a:fig. X V ) . 

Aside from the software tradition, othet distinct 

patallels appeal: motifs of the Soghun ware from Tepe 

Yahya (Beale 1986:fig. 4.13) are very closely paralleled 

by the painted motifs of the medium-sized slip cov

ered, chaff-rempered fine ware (A. 1.1 and A. 1.2) of 

Anau IB1. Soghun-ware, like that found at Anau, is 

considered to be locally made. The motifs on the 

Soghun bi-chrome, though, can be convincing com

pared with the chaff-tempered coarse ware at Anau 

(B.4), which has bi-chiome painting (B.4). 

Yahya's black-on-buff ware shares stylistic similar

ities with the fine painted ceramics of Anau IB2, espe

cially in the increasing detail of the panel motifs 

through time of type A. 1.2. A black-on-smooth-buff 

vessel (Beale 1986:fig.4.39:d) is very similar to a 

Cential Asian korchagi. Patallels can also be found at 

contemporary sites on the Iianian plateau—at Sialk 

III2, for example (Ghirshman 1938:plate LXII). 

Hiatus: Layers 5-4 

The general lack of early Namazga II period type 

ceramics (for example, Masson 1962b:pl. 17) at Anau 

Noith is consistent with the stiatigraphic evidence for 

a hiatus in occupation following the layei 5 occupation 

as documented in the 1997 excavations. Stiatigiaphic 

evidence of this hiatus at Anau Noith appeals in exca

vation 1, Kutbansakhatov's main trench, and in the 

teirace excavations of 1904. 

Layers 4-0: Anau II 

The ceramic corpus of layers 4-0 differs considerably 

from thar of the earlier layers; in part this is due to 

technological changes in the production of local 

ceiamics, as well as to a latger area of the Kopet Dag 

and the Iranian plareau which was linked by exchange. 

Approximately one third of the Anau II assem

blage is burnished, with red or gray slip. These ceiam

ics (types E.l, E.2, E.3) are diveise and include inno

vations such as shaiply caiinated shoulders, incurved 

rims, tall footed vessels, and dishes on stands. Despite 

the divetsity of new forms and surface treatments, the 

lack of variation in paste, and presence of inclusions 

from local sources indicate that these ceramics at Anau 

North are probably the work of local potters. 

In contrast, Anau II cooking pots are more diverse 

than the types in Anau IB1 oi IB2, suggesting that the 

cooking pots, as opposed to the ted and gray burnished 

tablewaie, wete made outside of the region. 

Othet impotted ceramics indicate exchange along 

the Kopet Dag. The Yalangach ceiamics (F.3), with 

theii finely painted branch motifs and thin parallel 

lines at the rim, were probably imported from the 

Geoksyut region (Khlopin 1969:plate 9,7-18, plate 

17, 1-23). 

The geometfic motifs of the fine Geoksyur mono

chrome ceramic type (F.4) have been compared to the 

stepped-square and stepped-triangle motifs of the 

Quetta style, found at Mundigak III, 1 and IV, 1 

(Casal 1961: fig. 52:44,45). The IIB layer at Anau 

North, in which F.4 ceramics are found well pre-dates 

these levels at Mundigak (Shaffer 1992:461). These 

ceramics appear to be part of a group of ceiamic types 

at Anau Noith impotted from the Geoksyut tegion, 

where they ate c o m m o n (Satianidi 1964:49). 

Anau II Ceramics in an Interregional 
Context 

Sevetal sites along the Kopet Dag foothill plain have 

occupational histories similar ro Anau North with 

Anau II (Namazga II) stratified above Anau I (Namazga 

I). Kara depe, in layers 3 and 4, has comparable red and 

gray burnished ceramics (Masson 1961b). At Namazga, 

Ganyalin identified red and gtay burnished ceiamics in 

layet 22 of sounding 1 (Ganyalin 1953). At Ilgynli 

depe, Ganyalin repotted this same ceramic complex 

from layer 2 (Ganyalin 1959). These levels with red 

unpainted ceiamics have been excavated extensively in 

areas 3 and 4 (Masson et al. 1994). 

To the west, gtay and red burnished ceramics are 

found in the cemetery at Parkhai II in the Sumbar 

Valley in the S W T VI peiiod (Khlopin 1997:55), 

although they lack the distinctive caiinations and 

incutving tims of E.2 and E.3 open vessels at Anau. 

Howevet, while this unpainted ceramic type has some

thing in c o m m o n with the red ceiamics of the 

Geoksyut late Namazga II sites, such as Mullali 
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(Adikov and Masson 1960), the similarities are only 

general in nature and do not include a matching array 

of forms. 

O n the Iranian plateau, red and gray wares, often 

burnished, are also common in this period. Hissar II, 

Tureng IIIB, Shah tepe and Sialk PV:2 are all part of the 

Proto-Elamite red, painted and burnished, gray ware 

horizon (Dyson 1987). At Hissar, one of five character

istic wares of the Proto-Elamite period employs a man

ufacturing technique in which slag is used to temper 

the ceiamic (Dyson 1985:340). Similar technological 

and stylistic traditions are found even farther to the 

south, at Malyan, where Banesh ceramics are also dis

tinctly tempered with grit and are red and gray bur

nished (Blackman 1981, Nichols 1990:Table 18). 

These wares were not found in the Atrek survey to the 

south of Anau (Ricciardi 1980:55-56), but they are 

part of the sequence at Nishaput-P, near the turquoise 

mines of Kuh-e Binalaud and the Kuh-e Shah Jahan 

mountain ranges (Hiebert and Dyson 2002). The 

occurrence of red burnished ceramics in the northern 

Iranian Proto-Elamite horizon may extend as far as 

Shahr-i Sokhta, period I (Tosi, personal communica

tion 2002). The emeigence of this burnished "horizon" 

on the Iranian plateau is paralleled in Central Asia in 

the Anau Ha period. 

It should be noted as well that burnished gray and 

red sherds are occasionally found both at Anau IB2 

and Hissar IC/IIA, but they are rare and, at Anau, have 

a different technique of production. It is the Anau 

Ila/late Namazga II peiiod and not the later 

Geoksyur/Namazga III period, which is thus syn

chronic with the Proto-Elamite period on the Iranian 

plareau (see Voigt and Dyson 1992 for a discussion of 

the radiocarbon chronology). The radiocarbon dates 

from Anau confirm the synchronic relationship of the 

Anau Ha period with distant neighbors on the Iranian 

plateau such as Yahya IVC, which also have burnished 

gray and red (and black) ware (Potts 2001:199). 

These can be paralleled with similar burnished 

ceramics in southeastern Iran: at Bampur in periods V 

and VI (De Cardi 1970:316), Shahdad phases IVC2 

and IVB5 (Hakemi 1997:582), and Anjira, near Kalat 

Pakistan (De Cardi 1965). 

The Proto-Elamite period has long been suggested 

to have been contemporaneous with Namazga III lev

els in Central Asia (Lamberg-Karlovsky and Tosi 

1974). Using these new coirelations from Anau North, 

we link Anau II (Namazga II) rathet than Namazga III 

with the Proto-Elamite world. This is similarly seen in 

the small finds, with the exception that Anau 

II/Namazga II deposits contain no Proto-Elamite small 

finds such as tablets, seals, or figurines. This apparent 

lack of Iianian plateau culture in Cential Asia contrasts 

with the evidence here for a strong technological and 

formal similarity of ceramics. As will be discussed 

below, the Proto-Elamite sites to not appear to repre

sent the center of a world of which the Anau II period 

sites inhabit the periphery. Instead, the sites along the 

Kopet Dag are peers, separate from the Proto-Elamite 

polity. 
The relationship between the northern burnished 

ware sites and the southern Proto-Elamite sites may 

well be mediated by such sites as Nishapur-P and 

Shahr-i Sokhta, for these are source areas for the wide

ly distributed raw and processed materials creating the 

intetconnectedness that we see in the ceramics at Anau 

North at this time. 
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Small Finds from Anau North 

With Ogul'sona Lollekova and Katherine M. Moore 

T h i s presentation of small finds—tools and orna

ments made of terracotta, bone, metal, chipped 

stone, and ground stone—from Anau North has two 

parts. The first secrion reviews a sample of the finds 

from a chronological point of view; the second pro

vides a functional analysis of artifact categories. The 

discussion of chronology is based upon a reconstruc

tion of the stratigraphic provenience of the small 

finds from the 1904 season in relationship to the 

mote extensive excavations of 1977-1982. The 

chronological teconstiuction was made using the 

Pumpelly expedition inventory records, field records, 

museum documentation at the Kunstkameia in St. 

Peteisbutg, and the 1908 published accounts. The 

functional analysis is based on the finds from the 

1977-1982 excavations (Kurbansakhatov 1983, 

1987), Ershov's 1953 excavations, and the 1997 exca-

Stratigraphy of Small Finds 

A reanalysis of records of the small finds from the 1904 

excavations has allowed these objects to be organized 

by theii stiatigtaphic position within each excavation 

unit—tenace, digging, oi galleiy. Individual finds were 

labeled by theii absolute depth measuiements and cor

related with the stratigraphy and absolute dating of the 

latei excavations (Table 7.1). The catalogue (Appendix 

B) is otganized both by context and by matetial and 

provenience. 

W e estimate that the volume of deposits excavated 

from Anau IIA in 1904 was approximately the same as 

the volume excavated from Anau IB2. W e estimate 

that the area of Anau IB1 excavated was about half the 

area excavated of IB2, while the atea excavated of Anau 

IA and pre-IA was half again less. Using these esti-

Table7.1 Small Finds by Period, 1904-1997 

Period 

IIB 
IIA 
IB2 
IB1 
IA 
PrelA 

Totals 

Whorls 

1 
44 
33 
14 
8 
1 
101 

Bone 

tools 

3 
6 

9 

Metal 

objects 

1 
11 
4 
3 

19 

Chipped 

stone 

tools 

19 
7 
19 
27 
33 
3 
108 

Ground 

stone 

1 
8 
3 
3 
3 
1 
19 

Weapons 

2 

2 
3 

7 

Sets of 

Beads 

3 
5 
15 
3 
2 
1 
29 

Figurines 

2 

1 

3 

Total 

25 
79 
74 
56 
55 
6 
295. 
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7.1 Pre-Anau IA small finds. 1904 excavations (for contexts see Appendix A). 1, terracotta spindle whorl, 

ND.17; 2, flint blade, ND.17 ; 3, limestone stone "macehead," ND.17; 4, terracotta bead, ND.17. 

mates, we are able to assess the development of craft 

production at Anau and trace technological and stylis

tic change. 

Pre-Anau LA 

In the deepest section of the notth digging, cultural lev

els continued 2 m below the lowest occurrence of 

"clinky" Anau IA ceramics, and these are referred to as 

Pre-Anau IA layers. These levels had primarily soft 

chaff-tempered ceramics, which, according to Schmidt, 

were indistinguishable from those in period IB1. Four 

small finds came from these lowest levels: a terracotta 

spindle whorl with impressed decotation around the 

edge (Figure 7.1:1), a flint blade (Figure 7.1:2), a 

ground stone macehead (Figure 7.1:3), and a tetracotta 

bead (Figure 7.1:4). These finds—specifically rhe spin

dle whorl and the flint blade—are quite different from 

those of the Djeitun Peiiod and show similarities to the 

latet Anau ceiamics and finds. Although most likely 

these finds are contemporary with the late Djeitun 

Period of the eastern Kopet Dag, the pre-Anau IA 

matetial assemblage at Anau Noith appears to represent 

an independent set of styles and industry, distinct from 

the Djeitun culture. Cleaily—the piecutsor to the 

Anau IA and Anau IB cultures must be sought in the 

deeply butied layeis at Anau Notth itself. 

Anau LA 

In 1904, the Anau IA levels were reached in the north 

digging and the lowest layeis of the east and west gal

leries in the centei of the mound, equivalent to layeis 

19-20. The finds include flint blades, small fragments 

of copper, drilled spherical stone beads and several tet

racotta conical-shaped whorls. Ershov's 1953 excava

tions (layers 18-12) best illustrate the finds: terracotta 

spindle whorls (Figure 7.2:1-3), two of which have 

bell-shaped cones and one smaller solid whorl; pol

ished bone tools (Figure 7.2:4—9), a pivot stone (Figure 

7.2:10), and several slingballs of unbaked clay (Figure 

7.2:11—13). The slingballs have close parallels at the 

earlier Kopet Dag sites of Chakmakli and Mondjukli 

depes (Masson 1982:pl. 10). 

Anau LB1 

Pumpelly excavated IB1 levels in the north digging and 

in the east and west galleries. By estimating the volume 

excavated, we found that the density of artifacts in the 

Anau IB1 deposits was much greater than in Anau IA. 

The spindle whorls show a diversity of forms: tetracot

ta spherical whorls with impressed-edge decoration(as 

in the pre-Ia levels) (Figure 7.3:8), biconical whorls or 

beads (Figure 7.3:9-10), and partially pierced spherical 

whorls (Figure 7.3:11). A gyr or stone weight (Figure 

7.15:1) was found in 1997 while cutting back the deep 

sounding. As in the lowest levels, large stone beads 

(Figure 7.3:3) and flint blades were found. Debris 

from these layers also turned up several stone nuclei 

(Figure 7.3:1-2), and othet small stone objects (Figure 

7.3:4—5). Scatters of flint debitage were found on the 

lowest floors of terraces 3 and 7, in possible primary 

context. 

Several burials of children were found with beads. 

One burial from an Anau IB1 conrext included two 

spindle whorls and two flint blades as burial goods. 

Another burial had six rurquoise beads (Figure 

7.3:14—15) and two petforated snail shells. 
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7.2 Anau LA small finds. 1953 excavations, Turkmenisran National Museum (inventory 241). 1-3, terracotta spin

dle whorls; 4-9, bone tools; 10, stone dooisocket ot mortar; 11-13, terracotta sling balls. 

Anau IB2 

Spherical spindle whorls with thumb-impiessed edges 

were found in Anau IB2 levels, continuing a tradition 

that dates from the lowest layeis at the site (Figure 

7.4:5). In these levels the predominant decoration was 

fine punctuate oi thumbnail impressions on the edge 

(Figure 7.4:1-4,7). As in the earlier levels, large beads 

(Figure 7.4:8), flint blades (Figure 7.4:9) and frag

ments of coppei (Figure 7.4:11-12) were found in rhe 
fill of rooms. 

Five child burials from Anau IB2 context excavated 

in 1904 and another excavated in 1980 had small 

objects associated with them. Gtave offerings consisted 

of beads and beaded work, including a waisrband of 
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7.3 Anau IB1 small finds. 1904 excavations (for contexts see Appendix A). 1, flint core, WP.l 1; 2, flint core, 

WG.3; 3, stone bead, EG.2; 4, slate spatula, ND.2; 5, gypsum pot, ND.2; 6, copper pin, WP.6; 7, copper pin, 

T8.4; 8, terracotta whorl, N D 5 ; 9, terracotta whorl, EG.2; 10, terracotta whorl, T7.8; 11, terracotta finial, T1.3; 

12, stone bead, T2.3; 13, marble bead, N D 2 ; 14, turquoise bead, EG.4; 15, turquoise bead, EG.4. 
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7.4 Anau IB2 small finds. 1904 excavations (for contexts see Appendix A). 1, terracotta whorl, T5.10; 2, terra

cotta whoil, T7.11; 3, terracotta whorl, T2.ll; 4, terracorta whorl, T2.9; 5, terracorta whorl, T2.5; 6, terracotta 

whorl, T3.4; 7, terracotta whorl, ND.5; 8, terracorta bead, T2.11; 9, flint blade, T6.5; 10, slate bead, Tl.9; 11, 

copper fragment, T2.ll; 12, coppet needle, T3.4. 

http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
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7.5 Anau IB2 small finds (cont.). 1904 excavation burial goods (for contexts see Appendix A). 1, copper spiral bead, 

T2.7; 2, Copper bead, T2.10; 3, flint blade tool, T2.10; 4, lead beads, T2.8; 5, lead beads, T2.10; 6, white stone 

bead, T2.9; 7, alabastet bead, T2.9; 8, carnelian bead, T2.9; 9, alabaster bead, T2.9; 10, white stone bead, T2.9. 

more than 1000 small white stone beads found in bur

ial 9. One distinctive technology was the use of spirally 

wound copper and lead to make tubulai beads (Figure 

7.5:1,2,4,5). In addition to beadwotk, the grave goods 

from burial 7 included a flint blade (Figure 7.5:3). 

Anau IIB small finds differ little from those of IIA 

and include terracotta spindle whorls, flint blades, and 

worked shell. Beads are associated with an Anau IIB 

child buiial (Figure 7.6:8-11). Lapis is only found in 

these upper layers. 

Anau IIA and IIB 

The small finds from IIA include copper implemenrs, 

pins, and a knife. A twisted copper band (Figure 7.6:1) 

was considered by Schmidt to be part of a necklace. 

The composition of three of the coppet implements 

(Figure 7.6:3-5) was analyzed, the blade (Gooch 

1908), and two pins (Hiebett 1995:57). The composi

tional analysis indicates no alloying with tin. The anay 

of minoi and tiace elements in the coppet is very sim

ilar to Bronze Age examples from the south mound at 

Anau, suggesting that a local source for copper was 

already being exploited. 

Only about half as many spindle whoils were 

found in Anau II deposits as were found in deposits 

from Anau IB2, despite the fact that slightly mote area 

was excavated. Beads wete found with the two child 

burials from rhese layers. A stone macehead (Figure 

7.6:12) and clay sling-ball (Figure 7.6:15) found at the 

IIA level, are of exacrly the same form as ones found in 

pre-Anau IA and Anau IA contexrs. 

Artifact Categories and 
their Function 

Terracotta Spindle Whorls 

Terracotta spindle whoils form the most c o m m o n 

non-ceiamic aitifact at Anau Notth. This is not sut-

piising since tenacotta spindle whotls ate ubiquitous 

in Cential Asian Eatly Village settlements (Khlopin 

1961:181) and ate also the most c o m m o n non-ceiam-

ic artifact at the Bronze Age levels of Anau South 

(Hiebett 1995). At Anau Noith, whoils ate most com

m o n in the Anau IB1 and IB2 layeis. Two whoils 

found in the 1904 excavations of IB2 levels in retrace 

2 were even found incotpoiated within a m u d btick. 

Spindle whoils come in many different foims, sizes, 

and styles of ornamentation. 

The most c o m m o n foim is a conical whotl with a 

bell-shaped hollow underneath. There is little variation 
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7.6 Anau II small finds. 1904 excavations (for contexts see Appendix A). 1, twisted cooper rope, T12; 2, copper 

implement, T12; 3, coppet pin, Table A.6 context 2; 4, copper blade, Table A.6 context 1; 5, copper pin, Table 

A.6 context 1; 6, coppei pin, Komarov's trench; 7, copper object, Table A.6 context 6; 8, lapis bead, T13; 9, lapis 

beads, T13; 10, lapis bead, T13; 11, bead (one of 1,066), T57; 12, terracotta whorl, Table A.5 context 3; 13, flint 

blade, T56; 14, stone "macehead," T56; 15, terracotta slingball, T13. 

in this type between the older and the more recent lev

els (Figure 7.7). Some are simply pierced, while others 

have a small, medium, or large bell-shaped hollow. O n 

the edge of the outet surface one often finds incised 

notches and lines on the edge of the outer sutface 

(Figure 7.8:11,14,15) or a fine impressed decoration 

along the edge. Such ornamentation may have had 

functional value: pethaps with the help of these notch

es the thread obtained stability and did not reel. Similar 

conical whorls are common at other early village sites in 

Central Asia, such as Kara depe (Masson 196lb:pl. 

XIII: 1-5). O n the Iranian plateau, hollow cone-shaped 

whorls are found as early as the 6th millennium B C at 

Sialk periods I and II (Ghiishman 1938:pl. 111:1,4). 

This may indicate that the technological precedent for 

this type came from the Iianian plateau, since at the 

contemporary sire of Djeirun in Cential Asia, hollow 

cone-shaped whoils are not found (Korobkova 1969). 
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7.7 Terracotta whorls. 1977-1982 excavations. 1-8, Anau II period whorls; 9-16, Anau IB1 and IB2 whoils. 

The second type of whoil is biconically shaped 

(Figure 7.7:5). Similat biconical whorls can be found 

at othei sites in Central Asia (Khlopin 1963). They are 

also pan of the domestic assemblages from sites on the 

Iianian plateau, such as Hissai in period I (Schmidt 

1937: pi. XTV:H3810). 
The thiid type of whoil has a roughly biconical or 

globular shape but is only partially perforared (see 

Figure 7.3:11). These are generally smaller than the 

conical and biconical whorls and are found from Anau 

IB1 onwards through the Bronze Age at Anau South 

(Hiebett 1995). Similat semi-perforated whoils are 

commonly found at othet Eaily Village settlements in 

Cential Asia (Masson 1961b:XIII:6, XIV:7,11-12). At 

Kaia depe, they often have designs oi symbols on the 

end (Masson 1961b, pi. 14:10,12). They may have also 

functioned as finials fot pins oi othei small objects. 

The foutth type of whorl is a disk like piece made 

from a potsheid oi a stone. The central perforation 

could have been made by eithei a stationary drill or a 

chipping technique (Figure 7.8:8-10). 

Bone Tools 

At Anau, the assoitment of bone tools was more 

diveise than at the eailiet Djeitun settlements in south

ern Tuikmenistan (Lollekova 1988). In addition to 

petforatois, awls, and spatulas, there ate blunt bone 

polishets which may have been used fot working hides 

oi ceiamics. 

Awls and punches ate the most c o m m o n bone 

tools and ate made of iiregulat splinteis of m a m m a l 

bone (3.5-10 c m long) or from broken merapodial 

bones with the distal end used as a handle (Figure 7.9). 

In these pieces, the naturally pointed end was shaped 

and smoothed by gtinding and abrasion and crafted 

into pointed attifacts. Most of these tools wete made 
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7.8 Tettacotta whorls. 1977-1982 excavations. 1-5, roughly bi-conical shaped; 6-10, whorls made recycled ter

racotta oi ceiamic material; 11-18, conical shaped with a bell-shaped hollow. 

from sheep- or goat-sized mammals. Traces of wear can 

be identified by polish, sttiations, oi scratches on the 

surface of the bone (Figure 7.10:9,13). Bone preserva

tion is good at Anau, and under the microscope many 

of these artifacts show high polish and otganized par

allel striattons along the longitudinal axes of the work

ing end. These tools are discarded after considerable 

wear, and many have broken ends. Experimental repli

cation suggests that this pattern would most likely 

result from cloth or basketry manufacture (Lollekova 

1988). These types of tools are common at contempo

rary early village sites in Central Asia (Khlopin 
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7.9 Bone tools. 1977-1982 excavations. 

1961:182), and thus their abundance at Anau does not 

reflect a distinctive economic specialization but rather 

the general importance of textile production in the 

region. 

Anothet group of bone tools are thought to have 

been used foi finishing ceiamic vessels. T w o such 

smoothing tools were made of long bones with highly 

polished distal ends (Figure 7.10:14—15). The w o iking 

ends show a numbei of lineat sttiations. Three otheis 

were made from fragments of lib shafts (Figute 

7.10:17-18). The convex woiking surface of the bone 

is worn and has linear traces showing the motion of 

use. O n e tool was made of a wild boat tooth 7 cm long 

(Figure 7.10:16). Its woiking edge is a shatp point 

with sttiations petpendiculat to the arched edge. 

Similar tusk tools were found at Djeitun sites (Masson 

1971). 

Besides awls, smoothing tools, and perforators, 

bone polishers for tieating hides wete found at Anau. 

These pieces are made of tiimmed and ground sections 

of m a m m a l ribs—the woiking surface of rhe bone is 

the external, convex side of the tool—and show many 

lineai striae. 

Metal Tools and Ornaments 

The fust use of copper in Central Asia is documented 

from Anau North, Mondjukli, and the "73 km" site 

during the Anau IA peiiod (Masson 1982). Coppet 

aitifacrs were firsr found in Anau IA deposits ftom the 

1904 excavations (layeis 20-19). Coppet attifacts are 

rare occurrences in the Anau IB1 and IB2 layers but 

became prevalent in the layers 4-0 (Anau II). Both 

copper and lead were used for beads found in burials at 

Anau North. 

Three additional pieces of copper were found dur

ing the 1978-1982 excavations: a needle (Figure 

7.11:1), a copper bead (Figure 7.11:2), and a minia

ture awl (Figure 7.11:3). This small sample does not 

directly reflect the use oi impoitance of metal tools 

and ornaments, since typically such metal was not dis

carded but recycled. The gradual decline in the use of 

flint tools at Anau may be a mote revealing indication 

of the increasing impoitance of coppet. The abun

dance of flint tools drops off sharply after Anau IB2 in 

particular. 

Stone Tools 

Flint is the main material used to manufacture stone 

tools. This gray, brown, and honey-colored flint is 

locally available in the valleys rising up onto the 

Iranian plateau, such as the local Keltechinai Valley. 

Chalcedony, probably from the Iranian plateau, was 

also occasionally used. Chalcedony implements are 

c o m m o n in the stone tool industry at sites of the 

Djeitun Peiiod. At the Djeitun Peiiod site of G a d y m 

depe as much as 2 0 % of the stone tools are made from 

chalcedony (Lollekova 1988). 

Most of the flint tools at Anau were made of pris

matic flakes with a straight oi curved profile, while 

some specimens were made of more irregularly shaped 

flakes. Some tools were produced with retouch on both 

sides. Such blades are typical of eailiei Djeitun sites 

(Satianidi 1961). The most representative group of 

tools consists of blades used in harvesting grain (Figure 

7.12:2-3,9-10,14-16). Five of the blades have two 

finely retouched edges, while the remaining specimens 

have only one. Both edges of the blades have sickle pol

ish along the long edge. Fine, comet like parallel sttia

tions can be seen along the woiking edges. These blades 

would have been insetted into wooden oi bone handles 

to form sickles—a type of compound tool abundant at 

Djeitun settlements. In the last stage of the Djeitun cul

ture, sickles wirh serrated blades were produced, and 

this distinctive blade technology peisisted well into the 

Eaily Village Peiiod as tecotded at such sites as 

Yalangach depe (Khlopin 1963b). A similat flint indus

try was found in period I at Hissar, where blades and a 

nucleus appeared in the occupational debiis (Schmidt 

1937:plate XVI: H3202, H2906, and H3795) and at 

Sialk III-IV (Ghiishman 1938:pl. X C V I top). 
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7.10 Bone tools. 1977-1982 excavations. 1-8, needles or perforators; 9-13, awls; 14-18, smoothing tools. 
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7.11 Metal objects. 1977-1982 excavations, ̂ cop

per needle; 2, copper bead; 3, copper awl. 

Comparing the flint assemblage at Anau with that 

of the preceding Neolithic peiiod along the Kopet Dag, 

we find a much lowei percentage of agricultural tools. 

In addition, there is a shift over rime in the way the 

blades are finished. Sickle blades found at the eaily 

Djeitun settlements have a stiaight woiking edge. In 

latei sites such as Chagylly depe and the uppei layeis of 

Pessejik depe sickle blades have senate edges like those 

seen in the Chalcolithic peiiods at Anau. Expeiiments 

have shown that the senated edge is mote effective and 

less prone to wear (Lollekova 1988). 

In addition to sickle blades, there is one drill in the 

Anau assemblage (Figure 7.12:11). This small tool (5 

cm long, 1 cm wide) has a retouched tip and blunted 

side edges. Ciiculat tiaces of weat are visible on the 

raised edges of the flake scars. Such drills were used to 

make holes in the small ceramic whorls, stone beaiings 

for big srationary drills, retouchers which were also 

used as pendants, and shell beads. Such one-hand drills 

ate traditional at Djeitun settlements (Masson 1971). 

Combination end and side sciapets are made of 

long prismatic flakes with retouch on the back. The 

specific ones illustrated (Figute 7.12:7,8,13) were made 

of latge piismatic flakes, 3 and 5 c m long. Micioscopic 

inspection of the edge weai of side and end sciapets 

indicates that they were likely used for working hides. 

They appear to have been multi-function implements. 

Theii edges were worn by use and highly polished. 

Sttiations from use weat ate petpendiculat to the edge. 

The lateral edges of the pieces were used to sciape the 

hide, while the blunt ends were used for smoorhing 

(Figure 7.12:5,7). Such rools could also have been used 

for wood and bone (Semenov 1964). Side scrapers are 

co m m o n prismatic flakes, the working parts being one 

or two long edges (Korobkova 1981). 

The Anau North collection includes implements 

connected with the fine treatment of bone and wood. 

Presumably these implements were used in the manu

facture of wooden and peihaps bone hafts and handles 

foi sciapets, sickles, and polisheis. A two-sided blade 

on a latge chalcedony flake (2 cm long, 0.7 cm wide) 

from Anau (Figure 7.12:4) is an example of a knife 

used for working wood and bone. Both sides of the 

tool ate worn on the front and back of the flake. In 

contrast, use wear striations seen on scrapers are deep

er and the striae pass from one side of rhe flake to the 

other. O n e such knife was made on a large flake (5 cm 

long, 2 cm wide) and had two cutting edges. There are 

pronounced striations from use on both edges, on one 

side grouped in the middle of the edge. O n the tevetse 

side, use weat tiaces ate petpendiculat to the blade. 

Similar tools were found at Djeitun-age sites. Chisel

like tools are rare, but one flake tool of this type, with 

two woiking edges, was found at Anau. 

A numbei of butcheiing tools have been identified 

at Anau, including blades apparently made to be 

insetted into handles. Figure 7.12:12 shows an exam

ple of a 5 cm long blade with paiallel woiking edges. 

The woiking edges of this piece ate highly polished, 

with the polish extending along the blade and deeply 

into the tetouch scats. Micioscopic analysis also indi

cates that a small numbei of non-retouched flint 

blades appeal to have been used foi cutting meat. Such 

tools make up a much mote impottant patt of the 

assemblage at the eatlier sites of Djeitun. At Pessejik 

depe, for example, rhey accounr for up to 3 0 % of the 

stone tool assemblage (Lollekova 1988). 

The numbei of flint tools that have been tesharp-

ened and tewotked suggests that the inhabitants of 

Anau had limited flint resources available; several 

multi-functional tools were made of old implements. 

A sickle blade, for example, was recycled as a saw 

(Figure 7.12:17; 6 c m long, 1.5 c m wide); the end of 

the blade is blunt and highly polished. Anothei multi

functional tool was made ftom a sickle blade with one 

side having been used to work wood and bone(Figure 

7.12:1). Figure 7.12:18 shows a curved, notched blade 

sciapei, 6 cm long, with one lustrous, finely serrated 

edge which functioned as a saw. 

Heavily retouched sciapets and butins wete also 

made at Anau Noith. Retouched sciapets wete made 

on flakes (Figure 7.12:16—19). The woiking edges ate 

damaged with ciushing and sciatches. O n e of these 

tools was made on a laige blade that shows heavy weat 

from woiking bone and hotn along one edge. 
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7.12 Flint tools. 1977-1982 excavations. 1, 16-20, multifunctional tools; 2-5, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, blades; 

6, 7, 8, 13, sciapets; 11, drill, 21; hammerstone. 
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7.13 Ground stone objects. 1977-1982 excavations. 

1,2, stone spheres; 3, stone ting; 4, ground and 

incised stone polisher; 5-9 grinding stones; 

10, 11, moitais. 

A piece of flint 6.5 cm long and 3 cm wide was 

used as a hammeistone (Figure 7.12.21). Its wide, 

massive part was its woiking end, whete one can see 

tiaces of percussion, fracture, and crushing. Such ham-

metstones were used for fractuiing nodules of flint to 

ptoduce blades and flakes. 

Other Stone Implements 

The pecked and ground stone implements from 

Anau Notth include giinding stones, mortars, pes

tles, hide polishers, bearings for stationary drilling, 

abrasive instiuments, and a fragment of a perforated 

retouchei. Large grinding stones (Figure 7.13:7-9; 

Figure 7.14:7), found throughour rhe sequence at 

Anau, are probably for grain. In contrast, two small

er ones had tiaces of ochet on their suifaces (Figure 

7.13:5-6). 

Other ground-stone implements include shallow 

moitais (Figure 7.14:5,6,8) similat to one at Kara depe 

in layei la context (Masson 1961b:plate XXXIL3). A 

tall moitai from the 1904 excavations has a groove 

acioss its top, peihaps from some secondary use 

(Figure 7.14:9). Oval stone bowls (Figure 7.14:1-4) 

have close parallels at Hissar in period II (Schmidt 

1937:H3642). A ground-stone polisher was decorated 

on both sides with incised designs (Figute 7.13:4). 

Micioscopic analysis reveals lineat tiaces and a surface-

lustet similar to leather polish. There are also stone 

spheres approximately 5 c m in diametei (Figure 

7.13:1,2) and a polished, egg-shaped stone in Anau II 

context from the 1904 excavations, which are similat 

to the clay slingballs from the Anau LA period. It is not 

clear whethet spherical stones were all wotked oi some 

were natural cobbles, but theii standard form and size 

are similar to Bronze Age ceiamic slingballs. Similat 

stone slingballs ate found at Mondjukli and are intei-

pteted as weapons (Berdiev 1972b). 

Fiagments of four gyrs have been excavared at Anau 

Noith (Figure 7.15:1—4), probably used as weights 

(Alekshin 1973). Okladnikov (Masson 1953:12) sug

gested that these weights may have been used in irriga

tion technology, although their frequent occurrence in 

domestic debris suggests that they had a household func

tion. Similarly large weights were observed in rug mak

ing in modern village Iran (Wulff 1966:202-204) they 

come from warp-weighted looms. From the 1997 exca

vations, gyis were found in Anau IIA context and Anau 

IB1. They have been found in Bronze Age contexts at 

Anau South, as well. Thus, the distribution of these 

weights extends throughout the entire occupational peii

od at Anau, and, indeed, they are ubiquitous at Bronze 

Age sites throughout the oases and foothills of Cential 

Asia and on the Iianian plateau. The example from Anau 

IB1 is one of the earliest in Cential Asia, though similai 

gyrs are found at Hissat, in Peiiod I (Schmidt 

1937:H2095), and at Sialk III (Ghiishman 1938:plate. 

LXXXV:s.223). In Central Asia, such objects can be 

lathei crude and unadorned or extremely well made and 

decorated (see, for example, rhe finely crafted gyrs at Kara 

depe) (Masson 1961b:plate. XXII: 1,4). 

The uses of stone (both ground and chipped) and 

bone are stable ovet the duiation of occupation at Anau 

Noith, and compatative analysis suggests a continuity 

in the production of these implements ftom the eatliest 

Djeitun onwatds (Lollekova 1988). The analysis of tool 

function through microwear indicates that cereal har

vesting, meat and hide processing, and working bone 

and wood was carried our using the same types of stone 
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7.14 Ground stone objects. 1904 excavations (except 5 and 6—1997 excavations). 1-4, oval bowls; 5, shallow 

mortat, ANI 16; 6, shallow mortar, A N K 3; 7, grinding stone; 8, shallow moitai; 9, tall mortal. 

and bone tools through time. Howevei, the density of 

flint and bone tools from village sites such as Anau 

Notth is much lower than that found at the eatlier 

Djeitun sites in the region (Beidiev 1969). 

beads from the 1980 season wete found in situ with 

the burial in layer 6. Cylindrical drilling, not found 

at Djeitun period sites, is first attested to in Anau 

IB1 at Anau North. 

Beads Ritual Table 

The 1978-1982 excavations of fill in residential con

texts yielded numerous finds of alabastet oi white 

paste beads (Figures 7.16, 17:5-6), shell beads 

(Figure 7.17:3,4), stone pendants (Figure 7.17:2), 

and individual beads of lapis lazuli (Figuie 7.17:1). 

The beads, like those found in the 1904 excavations, 

mostly came originally from burials. Three sets of 

A single leg of a chaff-tempered and painted table was 

excavated from layer 6 in 1979 (Figure 7.17:11). This 

leg can be closely paralleled to a distinctive ritual terra

cotta table from one of the shrines at Ilgynli (Berezkin 

and Solov'eva 1998:fig. 16.3). Such tables were either 

built into the floors of rooms or, like rhis fragment, 

were mobile furniture in a shrine. 
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7.15 Stone weights. 1904 excavations (except 1— 

1997 excavations). 1, A N M 6; 2, Table A.3 context 

3; 3, context unknown; 4, T13. 

Weapons 

Only one flint arrowhead was found at Anau North, 

in an Anau IB1 context, despite the high incidence of 

hunted prey in the food remains. Defensive weapons 

are more frequently found. Stone maceheads (Figute 

s 7.1:3 and 7.6:14) are not highly polished oi deco

rated and appeal to have been functional weapons as 

opposed to ritual items. Slingballs made of terracotta 

and stone (Figure s 7.2:11-13 and 7.6:15) also 

appeal to have been weapons. These weapons take on 

added significance in the context of the apparent for

tified village plan of Anau North described in the 

next chapter. 

Figurines 

Among other implements and beads described above, 

there also have been finds of terracotta animal figutines 

(Figure 7.17:7-10). The roughly modeled zoomorphic 

figurines depicted medium-sized quadtuped m a m 

mals. Based on the Ilgynli and Altyn depe figurines 

they can be geneially divided into four categories (bull, 

ram, ibex, and dog) (Kasparov 2000). Using these ana

lytical criteria, the Anau figurines represent bulls, with 

small stubs placed where horns would be. 

The sole terracotta human figurine (Figure 7.18) 

came from an Anau I context (Rempel' 1953). It was 

discoveied duiing Etshov's excavations, probably in the 

laige building with wall paintings (layet 17). This fig

urine has exact patallels with the figurines ftom layeis 

16 and 19 from sounding no. 1 at Kara depe (Masson 

1961b:fig 4), as well as with examples from Namazga 

depe, sounding 5, and Dashlidzhi (Masson 1982:Table 

5:type 1,1). 

Summary 

The technology of craft production at Anau Noith 

both resembles and conttasts with that of the eatliet 

Djeitun sites and the latet Cential Asian sites. 

From layeis 20-19, the small finds compare easi

ly with the finds ftom the upper levels at Chakmakli 

and Mondjukli (Beidiev 1972b). Taken togethei, the 

small finds ftom the Anau IA peiiod reflect the tran

sition in economy from the Neolithic Djeitun culture 

to the village agriculturalists of the later periods at 

Anau North. 
The evidence of food remains from the animal 

bones demonsttates that the people at Anau were eat

ing a high piopoition of wild animals from both the 

neaiby mountainous region and the Iranian plateau 

(see Chapter 12), but interestingly, almost no hunting 

implements, such as stone or metal anow points, were 

found. This suggests that there could have been ttade 

between the farmers of Anau and people on rhe 

plateau. The plateau would have also been an impoi-

tant place for source materials such as flint, lapis, and 

camelian. During the Anau IA and IB periods, the 

nearest contemporary plateau sites, the sites of the 

Atrek valley—tepe Yam and X A 6 (Ricciatdi 1 9 8 0 ) — 

include ceramics practically identical to Anau Notth. 



7.16 Beads from burial 6, layer 7. 1980 excavations. 

Jet t e ecy 
ffr > I. 

7.17 Ornaments. 1977-1982 excavations. 1-4, shell ornaments; 5, stone beads from burial 6; two strands of 

alabaster or whire pasre beads from burial 6; 7-10, rerracorra animal figurines; 11, ceramic table leg. 
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7.18 Female figurine. 1953 excavations. Aftei 

Rempel' 1953, fig. 2. 

Later, during rhe Anau II periods, the sites of Manysh 

and Nishapui-P had nearly a one-to-one correspon

dence with the those of Anau Noith. The location of 

these last two settlements, along the pass from Anau to 

the plateau (Manysh), and adjacent to the impoitant 

mineral and ore deposits (Nishapui-P), suggest direct 

exploitation of these natural resources by people from 

the Kopet Dag region at the time when such materials 

were becoming c o m m o n in Central Asian sites. 

The combined excavations at Anau Noith foi Anau 

IB 1 and IB2 (layeis 18-5) represents a large collection of 

small finds from this peiiod—comparable with the 

assemblages from rhe wide-scale excavations ar Namazga, 

Kara, Yassi depe, Dashlidzhi, and Geoksyur 1. 

Spinning and weaving appear to be particularly 

important activities duiing the Anau I peiiods. Gyrs, if 

they are loom weights, indicate loom-based weaving, 

possibly even of rugs. This is consistent with the evi

dence for local herding at Anau and the production of 

wool. The density of whoils and the diversity of types 

of whorls increase ovet time, suggesting that a vatiety 

of fiber pioducts were ptoduced locally. The textile-

impressed ceiamics from layei 14 (see Appendix D ) 

indicates that at least some of the textile ptoduction 

did involve plant fibeis rather than animal fibers. 

During the Anau II period, on a local level, assem

blage at Anau North contrasts strongly with the con

temporary settlement at Ilgynli, which has an abun

dance of human figurines and ritual objects. This con

trast highlights the functional differences between the 

two sites: the Ilgynli site has been proposed to be a reli

gious center, while Anau North appears to an example 

of a basic farming community, with titual focused 

around household shrines. 

O n a regional level, the Anau II/late Namazga 

II industiies from the sites of the Kopet Dag foothill 

plain compare closely with those from Iran, in par

ticular from Hissar II and from Sialk IV, 1-2. The 

spindle whorls, other terracotta objects, flint blades, 

gyrs, and coppet tools found at these sites are very 

similar to each other and reflect a similar type of 

industry and possibly exchange. Even so, parallels 

do not extend to symbol-bearing administrative and 

ritual materials from the Iranian plateau, such as 

Proto-Elamite tablets or seals. Despite extensive 

excavations of Anau II/late Namazga II sites in 

Central Asia, Proto-Elamite tablets and seals ate 

thus far unknown from the north side of the Kopet 

Dag. Similaily, few if any, Central Asian objects 

adorned with local symbols have been found on the 

Iranian plateau at this time. The bioad attay of 

shared technologies, items of exchange, and prestige 

goods indicates extensive contact and intetaction 

between these two legions, but apparently they 

maintained sepaiate identities in administration and 

ritual. 
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Architecture at Anau North 

T h e 20 layers of architecture exposed during 

Kurbansakhatov's excavations from 1977 to 1982 

allows us to place into context the architecture revealed 

in 1904, 1953, and 1997 (Figure 8.1). A number of 

key features can be tracked in summarizing the archi

tectural shifts through time: (1) the technology of 

building—the way that floors, walls, hearths, and stor

age areas were constructed; (2) the layout of the village 

including the location of ritual areas, courtyards, and 

boundaries; (3) the history of individual stiuctures, 

including length of occupation, mode of construction, 

alteration or reuse, and abandonment; and (4) house

hold oiganization. 

Anau IA 

Anau IA layers were reached in four soundings at the 

site: Kurbansakhatov's 1982 deep sounding on the 

eastern edge of the mound (re-excavated and sampled 

in 1997), Ershov's 1953 sounding on the southeastern 

slope, the 1904 excavations at the east gallery in the 

centei of the site, and the north digging on the north

ern edge of the mound. 

The Anau IA architecture, as seen in 

Kuibansakhatov's (3 m x 2 m) deep sounding, was built 

upon an undulating haid sutface, on which lay ceram

ics and brick fragments. The walls of the earliest archi

tecture (layet 20) appear to have been repeatedly rebuilt 

on the same foundations. Parts of two interior rooms 

were excavated sharing an east-west interior wall with 

painted plaster on each side and a north-south exterior 

wall (Figure 8.2). Three distinct floor levels, each hav

ing lime plastei (in the Djeitun tradition), were identi

fied inside, and the two uppet floors had reddened, 

charcoal-flecked lenses where fires had been made 

directly on the floor. The room fill above the floors con

tained broken bricks (reconstructable to 40-50 cm x 20 

cm x 8-10 cm) and trashy deposit from reuse of the 

Ershov's Sounding 

8.1 Areas of architecture excavated at Anau North. 
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8.2 Layeis 20—19. Kuibansakhatov's deep sounding. 

Anau IA peiiod. 

area as a place for midden. Several of the brick frag

ments had red paint from a different structure. A n 

adult buiial (Chaptet 9, butial 1) was dug into the fill 

of the room when the room was already out of use. It is 

not clear from what layer this burial originated. 

After an undetermined amount of time, another 

Anau IA-type dwelling (architectural layei 19) was 

built on the same spot but in a different otientation. 

Two parallel walls constiucted with similat sized m u d 

bricks formed a corridor 85 cm wide, dividing two 

rooms. The room floors had thick layers of lime plas

ter. The fill above this included bricky deposit associ

ated with the m u d brick walls, preserved to 1.25 m in 

height, and an uppei fill of midden deposit represent

ing debiis aftei the architecture fell out of use. 

The layer 19 building was built upon a m u d brick 

mass. This pile of brick fragments, possibly wall debris 

from a different structure, covered an adult burial 

(burial 2). It is quite likely that the layei 20 and layet 

19 burials belong to the same period of inteiment. 

Anau IB1 

Aftei the gradual abandonment of this part of the vil

lage, several areas of the site appeal to have been inun

dated and the layei 19 architecture washed over wirh 

alluvial sands. In Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding, 

above the layei 19 architecture 75 c m of haid sterile 

deposit lay upon a thinly laminated seties of watei-lain 

deposits. N o architecture or artificial surface was asso

ciated with the hard srerile deposit. It formed a clear 

break in the occupational sequence. 

There is evidence of a more extensive occupa

tion duiing the Anau IB1 Peiiod: Anau IB1 occupa

tional layers are found at the north digging, east 

gallery, Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding, Ershov's 

sounding, and the west shaft, 100 m northwest of 

the mound. 

During the IB1 period a distinctive pattern of 

construction emerges at Anau North: the building of 

new structures made without consideration of the ear

lier settlement layout and without using the oldei wall 

stubs as foundations. This pattern is documented from 

at least layei 15 in IB1, thiough the IB2 layeis to layet 

4 in Anau IIA, and possibly through IIB. Similar dis

continuities between aichitectuial layeis ate also docu

mented at the othei contemporary sites along the 

Kopet Dag, but such a pattern contrasts with architec

tural traditions outside of Central Asia. 

The architecture of Anau IB1 is best described 

from Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding and Eishov's 

sounding where eight stratified architectural layers cor

respond to IB1. These two areas having contrasting 

architecture in this period. The deep sounding excava

tions revealed mostly storage and courtyard areas like

ly on the edge of the settlement. Ershov's sounding, on 

the other hand, revealed well-built domestic and ritual 

architectuie. 

Kurbansakhatov's 1982 Deep Sounding 

Layer 18 

People eventually returned to Anau and built a new 

village upon the alluvial deposits which oveilay the 

tuins of the Anau IA settlement (Figure 8.3). In the 

deep sounding, eaily IB1 architecture, in layers 18—15, 

was investigated in a very restiicted atea (3 m x 5 m ) . 

The eatliest IB1 architectuie is represented by the edge 

of a tectangulai m u d btick stiucture, preserved to a 

height of 35 cm. This wall was built upon an uneven 

hard deposit of degraded brick collapse which con

tained little cultural debris (Figure 8.4a). 

Layer 17 

In layer 17, two brick structures were built upon a pre

pared sutface, one ciiculat and one tectangulai (Figure 

8.4b). The orientation and constiuction of the walls of 

these stiuctuies were entirely different from that of 

layei 18. Both were preserved to 40 c m in height. The 

ciiculat stiuctuie, the eatliest found at Anau North, is 

2.5 m in diameter and slightly beehive shaped (Figure 

8.5). It has a nairow doorway, 45 c m in width, with a 

mud-plastered threshold 25 c m tall. A narrow m u d 

brick wall abutted the ciiculat structure near its doot-

way. This wall may indicate that the ciiculat stiuctuie 

was pait of a laiger aichitectuial ensemble tathei than 
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8.3 Layers 20-15, Stratigraphy, Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding. Anau IA and IB1 periods. 

standing alone, as is better seen in the later IB1 archi 

tectuie of layers 14, 12, and 10, described below. 

Layer 16 

In layer 16, two mud brick sttuctures-circular and rec

tangular—were consttucted on a tamped-earth sutface 

(Figure 8.4c). Stubs of the walls of the rectangular 

structure in layet 17 walls were used as foundations in 

the construction of layer 16 rectangulat structure. 

While these constiuctions are described as a separate 

aichitectuial layet, this layer is, in m a n y ways, simply a 

latet rebuilding of the layei 17 architecture. 

The circular structure (2.2 m in diameter) had 

walls preserved to a height of 50 cm. T h e incline of the 

wall indicated that it was beehive shaped, as in layer 

17. The upper deposits included ashy and charcoal 

lenses interspersed with the midden overlying the 

architecture. T h e area was used for refuse disposal after 

the architecture fell out of use. 

Layer 15 

In layer 15, only the exterior edge of a rectangular build

ing was revealed in the deep sounding (Figure 8.4d). 

This building was constructed on the leveled debris of 

layer 16. This is the earliest example of leveling in prepa

ration for construction seen at Anau North. The wall is 

single-brick thick; an adobe or m u d brick pavement 

extends 50 c m out from the wall surrounding the exte

rior corner. This pavement appeared to have been con

structed with the building itself. To the west, outside the 
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8.4 Layers 18-15. Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding. Anau IB1 period. 

building, an uneven ashy surface appears to be courtyard 

debris. The upper deposits of layer 15 were leveled fair

ly evenly by the subsequent occupation. 

Layer 14 

Layer 14 was excavated ovei a latger area (9 m x 5 m) 

than layer 18-15, revealing a clearer picture of the 

8.5 Layer 17 stiuctures, looking north. 

architectural features of Anau IB1. Here, in sectors L, 

M , and N, the layout includes parts of four stiuctures. 

The walls of layei 14 were preserved only 25-30 cm, 

having been leveled by later constiuction. 

In 1982, only the uppei fill of layet 14 was 

excavated; futthei excavation of layet 14 was con

ducted in 1997. The excavation of the southern cir-

culat stiuctuie in sectot M in 1997 (see Chaptet 4 

for its depositional history) indicates that the stiuc

tuie had a variety of uses including habitation and 

as a bain. The tectangulai stiuctuie in the southeast 

comet of the excavation was also investigated. Its 

m u d biick constiuction, wall size, and a soil sample 

from its fill ate similat to that of the ciiculat struc

ture, which suggests that there was no differentia

tion of function between circular and small rectan-

gular rooms within a given aichitectuial setting in 

this peiiod. 

A wall connects the northernmost ciiculat stiuc

tuie in M and the tectangulai stiuctuie in N . The con

necting wall (a curtain wall) is narrow—one brick 

thick—but has inteiioi buttressing. The deposits east 

of the buttressed wall were sloping middens with no 

consttucted oi obvious suifaces and the 1997 excava

tions suggest that this may be the edge of the settle

ment (Figure 8.6). 

Similat buttiessed cuttain walls are found at later 

Namazga II sites of the Geoksyur region and possibly 

earlier at Mondjukli (Berdiev 1972b). The closest pat-

allel is at the latet Namazga II peiiod sites of the 

Geoksyur region—Yalangach and Mullali depes, where 

wide-scale horizontal exposure villages bounded by 

buttiessed cuttain walls connecting round towei stiuc

tures (Khlopin 1969). 
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8.6 Layet 14. Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding. 

Anau IB1 period. 
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8.7 Layer 13. Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding 
Anau IB1 period. 

Layer 13 

The surface was leveled prior to construction in layer 
13. Two circular structures were built in this area in an 

. V% 

open courtyard (Figure 8.7). These structures are pre
served to a height of 30-35 cm (Figure 8.8). A door
way in the northern circular structure is approximate
ly 30 cm wide, with a 25-cm tall threshold. The typi-

8.8 Layer 13 architectuie, looking north. 
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8.9 Layer 12. Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding 

Anau IB1 period. 

8.10 Layer 11. Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding 

Anau IB1 period. 

cal height for thresholds in traditional m u d brick 

houses near Anau is 20-25 cm. While such thresholds 

do not keep rodents out, they ate said to be effective 

in keeping snakes and scorpions out (Said 

Khamritlaiev, personal communication. 2000) and ate 

typical in both enclosed living spaces and stoiage 

areas. The profile of the ciiculat stiuctures in layet 13 

slopes inwatds in a slightly beehive shape. Whethei 

they had separate thatched roofing oi cupolas is 

uncleat. 

Layer 12 

The excavations of layer 12 uncovered two circular 

structures, with a curtain wall tunning between 

them (Figure 8.9). Both had prepared floors. The 

preserved height of the walls is 25 cm; thus direct 

signs of dootways with thresholds is obscured. The 

structures weie filled with ciushed m u d btick debiis 

but contained no significant artifacts, although a 

flotation sample (Chapter 10, 97.083) indicates a 

density of caibonized plant remains comparable with 

habitation areas. While there is no evident leveling, 

the northern circular stiuctuie (1.75 m in diametet) 

is slightly offset and did not use the earlier wall stubs 

as foundarions. The southern ciiculat stiuctuie is 

smallet but similarly consrructed and filled with 

bficky debiis. The cuttain wall connecting the two 

structures had an open doorway (without a thresh

old), which was latet blocked. A stone dooisocket 

was found near the southern circular stiuctuie, 

although it is unclear if it was in situ. If it was, then 

there might have been another doorway along the 

noith-south wall. 

Layer 11 

Parts of three small round structures were found 

(Figure 8.10) in layer 11. The round structure in sec

tor N had a diametet of 2.8 m, pethaps otiginally 

forming a beehive shape similar to the circular struc

tures of layeis 13 and 16. To the northwest was a small-

er circular structure. Floors within both circular struc

tures were well compacted and had a sand coating. 

Howevet, none had any distinctive artifacts in them. 

The rounded structure in sector M was smaller (2.0 m 

x 1.5 m ) , probably a srorage bin. 

Layer 10 

Layer 10 remains were constructed on leveled deposits 

but did not reuse earlier wall srubs. A narrow north-

south wall, constiucted in parts, divides the excavated 

area in to east and west parts (Figure 8.11). 

To the east, no deafly defined sutface was found, 

and the undifferentiated deposits are similat to the 

possible exteiioi deposits as seen in layet 14. 

To the west, the rectilineal architecture and a cir

cular stiuctuie may have been specifically constiucted 

and used as stoiage stiuctures, in that the suifaces were 

not plastered ot finished in any way typical of habita

tion areas at Anau. The circular structure (1.8 m diam

etet) burned before collapsing in on itself. 
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8.11 Layer 10. Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding 

Anau IB1 period. 

Ershov's Sounding 

While Anau IB1 architectural remains from the 1982 
sounding are modest, they contrast with the correspon
ding layers in Ershov's sounding. The Anau IB1 layers 
were excavated in an area limited to 4 m x 4 m. As in 
Kutbansakhatov's deep sounding, alluvial deposits divid
ed the Anau IA and Anau IB1 layeis (Ershov 1956:27). 
Three architectural layers correspond to Anau IB1. 

The lowest Anau IB architecture (equivalent to 
layer 18) has a rectilinear architecture with plastered 
floors, and walls in an approximately north-south ori
entation (Figure 8.12a). 

The second aichitectuial level (equivalent to layer 
17) had rectilineal architecture in a different orienta
tion than the eatlier structure (Figure 8.12b). Here a 
room with 65-75 cm thick walls was found. This 
room, 3 m wide and more than 3 m long, had plas
tered and painted interioi partition walls. Painted 
inside wall designs aie stylized tenditions of a checker
board and an alternating triangle motif (see Figure 
3.9). The architectural layout of the room and the type 
of construcrion at Anau Notth are similar to the con
temporary structure at Yassi depe, where geometric 
polychrome painting was also found on two surfaces of 
a square well-built room. Masson interprets both the 
Yassi depe room and the Anau IB1 room from Ershov's 
sounding as shrines (Masson 1982:21). 

Ershov's third level of Anau IB1 architecture cor
responds with layets 16 or 15 (Figure 8.12c). Here two 
superimposed levels of walls: the lower wall was well 
preserved, being part of a rectilineal structure built on 

r*N 
Layer 16 

Layer 17 

Layer 18 

8.12 Ershov's sounding, after Ershov 1956: fig. 3. 

Anau IB1 period. 

the foundation of the earlier architecture. The upper 
architecture was poorly preserved, destroyed in part, 
due to shifting of upper deposit at the site during the 
1948 earthquake (Ershov 1956:26). 

Anau IB2 

The Anau IB2 period archirecture is documented in 
two areas excavated by Kurbansakhatov: the main 
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For key, see Figure 8.3 

8.13 Section, layeis 14—6, main trench. Anau IB1 and IB2 period. 

trench (layeis 9-5, excavated between 1979 and 1981) 

and excavation 1 (layer 5, excavated in 1981). 

Main Trench 

Five IB1 architectural layers were excavated from the 

main trench, some of which could be followed from the 

eastern edge to practically the centet of the site (Figure 

8.13). In otder to claiify the layout of the architecture in 

the main trench, the following descriptions of the archi

tecture in each layei ate made from west to east. 

Layer 9 

Layei 9 was excavated ovei an area 9 m x 5 m, in sec-

tots L, M , and N (Figure 8.14). Here, in 1982, part of 

a layer 9 building was cleared in sectoi M , with a plas

tered floor and a shorr m u d brick divider on the inte-

tioi of the southeast wall. The 1997 excavations in 

A N L (adjacent to Kuibansakhatov's sectoi L) con

tained the excavation of this room. This building had 

a very archaic square form (4.5 m x 4.5 m ) and repeat

edly painted interior floots and walls. A n oven was 

built into the wall on the east side of the toom. The 

flooi of the oven was plastered a numbei of times and 

was coveted with thick, ashy debiis. This oven is simi

lat to those found at Dashlidzhi depe, levels 2-3 

(Khlopin 1961:142-143), and at Yassi depe, room 16. 

A n open space (courtyard or alleyway) separated 

the square building from anothei building in the 

southwestern part of sectoi M . This building has less 

elaborate aichitectuial tteatment: the inside walls of 

the latge room were plastered with m u d and the floor 

was made of tamped earth. A storage bin was built 

along the southwest side of the building. 

The courtyatd and southern building in layet 9 in 

the main trench, as repotted by Kuibansakhatov, were 

stiongly leveled. The square building had been cleared 

out and appeals to have butned. Similaily cleaned and 

butned looms found at Ilgynli depe have been argued 

to be deliberately burned shrines (Berezkin 1992). The 

distinctive constiuction and form of the building in 

this layer (and the subsequent two architectural layers) 

appear ro fit the Ilgynli shrine type. 

Layer 8 

In sectors J, K, L, and M the layer 9 architectuie was 

leveled before the new construction was made (Figure 

8.15). T w o layer 8 structures were separated by a court

yard: a double-room stoiage facility to the west and a 

multi-room building to the east, with a couityaid to 

the south (Figure 8.16). 

The storage building in sectots J and K consisted of 

two square rooms (2 m x 2 m ) neither painted nor plas

tered. N o doorways are visible, but it is probably because 

the subsequent leveling left only some 15—20 c m of pre

served walls in most ateas. Most likely the storerooms 

had pottals with higher thresholds much rhe way circu

lar srructuies were shown to have in eatliei layeis. 

A seties of looms sharing walls was excavated in 

sectots L and M . A thin wall forms an open enrrance 

toward the southern courtyatd. A latge, carefully con

structed room with plastered floois and plastered inte-

tiot wall was excavated in 1981. Neat the eastern wall 

was a stone dootsocket, indicating that the toom prob

ably had a sepatate dootway above a threshold into the 
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8.14 Layer 9, main trench and 1997 excavations. 

room to the east. In the adjacent sector of A N M , exca

vations in 1997 found that the northwest interior wall 

of this room was painted black, typical in ritual archi

tecture in Central Asia. This type of room, like the one 

/ 

8.15 Layeis 8 and 9, 1980s excavations, looking east. 

in layet 9, is best compared to the shrines of Ilgynli 

depe (Berezkin 1992). 

In sectors J, K, L, and M , the layet 8 architecture 

was evenly leveled by the later consttuctions. Fatthet 

west, in the center of the mound, the compacted layet 

8 walls and surfaces can be traced along the length of 

the exposed scarp of Komarov's trench. Pumpelly also 

observed this distinct and continuous architectural 

layer: "a horizontal red layer at about 35 feet above the 

base extends thiough the kurgan and undoubtedly 

records a conflagration. This would seem to show also 

that the houses of that time were thatched; and this 

would indicate a climate that favored a more abundant 

vegetation than now obtains" (Pumpelly 1908:41). 

It is still possible to trace several leveled and strat

ified architectural layers along rhe exposed upper scarp 

of Komarov's trench (in particular layers 8, 6, and 5). 

Micromorphological samples from this layer, however, 

found no evidence of a village fire or catastrophic 

change in layei 8. Most likely the red layer observed by 

Pumpelly was simply dense occupational and leveling 

debris. 
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8.16 Layer 8, main trench and 1997 excavations. Anau IB2 period. 

ANL ANM 

8.17 Layer 7, main trench and 1997 excavations. Anau IB2 peiiod. 
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Layer 7 

Layer 7 architecture was excavated in areas J-M. 

A curved wall stretching from J to M bounds an 

oval courtyard (Figure 8.17). The courtyard surface, to 

the south, was poorly preserved except for near the wall, 

where traces of an adobe or mud brick pavement could 

be seen. A circular structure built into the wall is rather 

large (2.2 m in diameter). The fill of the circular struc

ture consisted of ash with an admixture of charcoal, 

which may have been from burned roof debris. 

An alleyway divides this round structure from a 

square building. This square building is 3 m x 3 m, with 

an interior mud brick divider built into the southern 

wall. Like the layei 9 stiuctuie, this structure has an 

archaic single-room layout, recalling earlier house forms 

at Djeitun, Pessejik and Chagylly (Masson 1971). While 

no hearth was found in the structure, two storage fea

tures were identified: a mud-plastered basin in the 

southeast corner and a korchagi set into the floor. In the 

adjacent sectoi, A N M , the remaindet of this room was 

excavated in 1997. It had a yellow sand-plastered floor 

that was painted black and appears to have been roofed. 

Layer 6 

In 1980, Kurbansakhatov's excavations in the main 

trench were carried out across practically the entite 

centet of Anau Notth. The aichitectuial ttansect of 

layer 6 bisected the central part of the settlement, 

exposing an area of 39 m x 3 m. In the sectors of J, K, 

and L the architecture of layer 6 generally follows the 

pattern of layer 7, although the layer 7 architecture had 

been leveled rather evenly, and the layer 6 architecture 

did not make use of layer 7 wall stubs as footings. 

O n both the eastern and the western ends of the 

excavation, the deposit is soft and slopes away from the 

mound. Brickbats were found tumbled down the slope 

to the west of a curved wall, suggesting that there was 

an ancient faulting of the lower deposits. The exterior 

on the east side is less clear. The deposit is sharply bro

ken between K and L: the crumbly, trashy debris to the 

east eroded away in recent times. 

The long exposure of layer 6 architecture reveals 

three different parts sections: a complex of rooms in 

A'-E, a courtyard area with circular structures in E-I, 

and another set of rooms in I-L (Figure 8.18). 

In sectors A and E, north-south extetior walls sur

round two blocks of rooms. A doubled wall (also run

ning north-south), in sector C separates the two room 

groups. Part of a rectangular room in the northern part 

of A'-B is set within an interior courtyard to the south. 

A storage bin (1 m x 1 m ) was built along the outside 

of the rectangular room, and the edge of a rounded 

(storage?) feature was located inside of the rectangulai 

room as well. 

A second set of rooms in C—E includes two large 

rooms (the fully excavated one is 3.5 m x 2 m ) and part 

of a larger rectangular room. Plaster and white paint 

was also found on the interior walls of the larger room. 

The three smaller rectangular rooms of this structure 

appear to be auxiliary to this room. A stone dooi sock

et (Figute 8.19) in one of the auxiliary rooms suggests 

that the rooms had access through doors with tall 

thresholds, although the doorways are not preserved. 

A n interior courtyard also surrounds this room com

plex to the southeast and southwest sides. 

The courtyatd area in E-I in the central part of 

the settlement during this period, had an unprepared 

surface with loose midden debris on it. Three circular 

stiuctures were built in this courtyard—1.5 m, 1.8 m 

and 1.5 m in diameter (see Figure 3.10). A small 

hearth was made on the floor of the middle of the three 

circular structures. Traces of organic roofing debris— 

possibly reed—had collapsed into the center, a fact 

\p*t*{ 
8.18 Layet 6, main trench and 1997 excavations. Anau IB2 period (continued on next page) 
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which suppoits Pumpelly's claim that the stiuctures 

oiiginally had thatched roofs. 

A n oval building and an alleyway were found in 

sectors I, J, K, and L. The alleyway is formed by a 

cutved wall in sectoi M . The oval structure which had 

tamped earth floors and domestic debris is divided into 

two paits by a north-south pattition wall. Stoiage fea

tures were built on either side of the partition wall, 

including a small plaster-lined bin on the west side of 

the wall. Another storage feature, a pebble-lined bin, 

was built on the outside of the oval wall. 

M u c h of the architecture of layet 6 (A'-K) appeals 

to have been leveled duiing the constiuction of the 

latet layet 5 architecture. Only in the east section of J, 

K, and L are the deposits less flattened. 8.19 Layei 6, looking notth. 

Layer 5 Excavation 1 

Layei 5 was well preserved in the eastern part of the 

site, in sectors F-K (Figure 8.20). The excavations 

revealed small rooms—probably storage facilities 

within a curved exteiioi wall. The southern edge of 

sectoi K appeals to be patt of a domestic area, and a 

health was constiucted inside the toom. The south

ern tooms of sectots H , I, and J appeal to be part of 

an intetiot couttyard with facilities for stoiage (such 

as a korchagi on the floor in sectoi H ) . Similat latge 

vessels were placed within the floor at Kara depe 

(layer 7) and at Yassi depe, room 1, where typically 

one or two korchagi would be found per three-room 

house (Khlopin 1963:pl. 11:1). A domestic area was 

excavated in sectots F and G. The floors were well 

made, and probably a doorway led from sector G to 

H across the low preseived wall via a threshold. A 

dooi socket remained in situ neat the wall. A two-

pait oven—typically an interior feature—was found 

in G. 

Wide-scale horizontal exposure of architecture was 

made in excavation 1, a large flat area to the west of 

terraces 4-8. Two architectural layers were cleared, the 

lower of which appears to correspond to architectutal 

layer 5, on the basis of both artifact and ceramic assem

blages and stratigraphic correlates across rhe Komarov 

trench. 

Kurbansakhatov excavated this uppeimost layei 

of Anau IB2 architecture ovet a wide area (375 sq m ) . 

H e found a mosaic of couttyard, and occupational 

and storage spaces similat to those at contempoiaiy 

village settlements such as Kara and Yassi depe (Figure 

8.21). The buildings are composed of three complex

es, irregularly laid out, with courtyard spaces between. 

R o o m 6 appears to be a laige rectilinear room (c. 

20-25 sq m ) . At Anau, inteiior storage bins ate locat

ed in the comets of the square building. A small sep

arate storage area is built on the outside of the sttuc-

8.18 (cont). 
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8.20 Layer 5, main trench and 1997 excavations. Anau IB2 period. 

Excavation 1 
Layer 5 

8.21 Layer 5, excavation 1, Anau IB2 period. 
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ture. Adjacent to this room complex, rooms 4 and 5 

form a second enclosed complex. Room 5 has a well-

made floor with a m u d brick sofa on the east side. A 

storage jar was found buried in the floor of this room. 

The third room complex lies farther north, separated 

from the others by an alleyway. Here, a large room 

with a well-made floor is surrounded by three large 

storage areas. 

1904 Excavations 

In situ Anau IB2 architectural features but no walls 

were found in retrace 6-8 and retrace 2. These 

included hearths, burials under floors, ceramics set 

into floors, and the floors themselves. In retrace 3, 

closest to Kurbansakhatov's sectors G and H, floor 

levels were found corresponding to layeis 6 and 5. 

Tetraces 6, 7, and 8, adjacent to excavation 1, have 

large vessels set into floors; hearths on the floor and 

burials beneath floors correlare to layers 7, 6, and 5. 

While Schmidt recorded floors, the visibility of walls 

must have been low in the freshly excavated deposit. 

N o walls were recorded, even though it is apparent 

from the features on floors that walls must also have 

been preserved, as these are features generally found 

within architecture. 

Anau IIA 

Aichitectuial remains from the Anau IIA peiiod at 

Anau North ate best documented in Kuibansakhatov's 

main trench, layeis 4—2, in excavation 1, and the 1904 

retrace excavations. 

Excavation 1: Layer 4 

Architecture correlated to layer 4 was revealed (Figure 

8.22) in the broad exposure of excavation 1. A group of 

six rooms to the east of the couityaid (looms 3-7, 9) 

was uncovered. The layout of the walls, the types of 

doorways and floors, and the regular, rectilineal plan 

indicate that this is a single multi-room stiuctuie built 

as a unit. Room 4 (1.5 m x 5 m ) had a well-made floor 

and was divided into two halves by a small wall with 

small bins on each side. A stone paving at the southeast 

corner probably marks the threshold. Room 3 (1.25 m 

x 1 m ) is a small stoiage room oi bin, paved with pot

tery sherds. Room 3 adjoins a well-fired circular hearrh 

or bread oven (75 cm x 85 cm) builr into the wall. This 

hearrh nearly blocks access to R o o m 5. Room 5 is long 

8.22 Layei 4, excavation 1, Anau IIA peiiod. 

and narrow (1.5 m x 3.75 m ) , divided into two even 

nairowet spaces, and does not have a threshold; it may 

be an auxiliaiy or storage room. Room 6, only rhe west

ern half of which is preserved, had a tamped-earth floor 

with a storage jar dug into it. Room 7 appears to be pait 

of this building complex. It is likely that both the area 

to the north and south of the toom complex are open 

courtyard spaces. This organization is similar to the 

couityaid anangement found in A—E, although there 

the architectuie is moie curvilinear. 

Main Trench 

Layer 4 

Deposits were investigated in the western sectots 

(A-E) in the fourth architectural layer (Figure 8.23). 

Part of an oval stiuctuie was excavated in sectors 

A-C. It was divided into two looms, with a hearth on 

the flooi in the eastern room. This small hearth had 

accumulations of ash and charcoal and reddened the 

walls of the room. Outside this room, to the south, is 
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8.23 Layer 4, main trench, Anau IIA period. 

a space that appeals to be an open couttyard. In sectors 

C-D, a second circular structure was excavated, with a 

small rectangular structure attached. A courtyard 

divides it from a thiid structure on the south side of 

the tiench. This sttucture was very poorly preserved 

but defines the size of the courtyard. 

ered by debris. Farther east, this mass of midden ash 

and burned debris abutted a collapsed wall in sector G. 

The architectuie in layer 3, stretching from sectoi 

A to sectoi F, appears to be patt of the same constiuc

tion as the building with a flooi at +29 revealed in 

1904 in terrace 1. This structure furthet correlates with 

the stiuctuie in A N I excavated in 1997. 

Layer 3 

A one-biick-wide wall was excavated at the boundary of 

sectors A and B. Multiple floois were built against this 

wall, indicating that it was long used (Figure 8.24). 

Fatthet east, in sectoi D, a two-brick-thick wall 

(40 cm wide) was identified just outside of the excava

tion area, visible in section. Thick, stratified layers of 

ash, charcoal, and midden lapped up against this wall 

and extended 9 m east to the edge of sectoi G. Based 

on the finds from this fill, this area was probably a 

courtyard where ceramics were made or where manure 

was burned as a smudge fire. In this courtyard, in sec

tor E, a small, poorly preserved wall lay partially cov-

Layer 2 

In layer 2 remains in sectots C and D form part of an 

narrow intetiot room (3.2 m wide) constiucted of thin 

(one-btick-wide) walls. The room had an interior par

tition wall preserved to a height of 45 cm and a black-

painted floor 

Terrace Excavations 

The 1904 excavations revealed architecture in the 

uppet layers, where the ancient mud-brick walls had 

8.24 Section, layers 6-1, Anau IB2, IIA and IIB periods. 
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Main Trench 

125 Layer 3, main trench and Tettace 1, Anau IIA period. 

dried hard due ro exposure to the ail adjacent to 

Komatov's trench. In tettace 5, two walls excavated in 

1904 can be coirelated to layei 4. Layei 4 remains in 

retraces 6, 7, and 8, however, included floors and floor 

fearures but no walls. 

Terrace 1 contained architectuie which appeals to 

be patt of the same aichitectuial complex as revealed 

in Kuibansakhatov's layet 3, sectoi D - G (Figure 

8.25). Tettace 1 had architecture at +31 feet, includ

ing a northwest oriented doubled wall forming parts 

of two compounds. To the west a small perpendicular 

wall formed a corner with a pebble-lined bin similat 

to that found in layer 4 of the 1997 excavations in 

ANJ. In the context of Kuibansakhatov's excavations 

of layet 4 in the main trench, it appeals that the area 

to the west of the northwest wall in terrace 1 was part 

of the same couityaid described in sectots D - G . This 

courtyatd did not have burials placed underneath the 

floor 

To the east of the northwest wall in tettace 1, 

Schmidt repotted cleatly defined floors having hearths, 

burials, and pots placed into the floor, and burials 

made under the flooi. A pebble-lined stoiage bin was 

built along the wall. This area appeals to be within an 

inteiiot room although no other walls were identified 

farther to the north. 

Anau IIB 

The uppeimost layei of the mound at Anau Noith 

with in situ remains (thus, layei 1) was excavated in 

1977 and 1978 in sectois C (called A in 1977). A 

pootly preserved floor was found, upon which was 

constructed a headet-sttetcher wall, also poorly pre

served. This wall lay in a west-notthwest direction. 

This wall is petpendiculat to, and constiucted in the 

same headei-sttetchei technique as the uppeimost wall 
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8.26 Layet 1, main trench and Terrace 1, Anau IIB 

period. 

in terrace la excavated in 1904 (Figure 8.26). The walls 

are approximately 10 m apart, and although no floor, 

surfaces, or features can be traced between them 

appear to be part of the same building. 

N o architecture is associated with layer 0 deposits. 

Howevet, burials made into the layet 1 deposits were 

considered by Schmidt to derive from architectural 

layers which were no longer extant in 1904. 

Regular, planned layouts of village walls are typi

cal of the late Namazga II/early Namazga III architec

ture at Kara depe (period 2 and lb) and Geoksyur 1. 

The upper architecture at Anau North also likely shift

ed to a more regular planned layout at this time. 

Summary 

The Anau North settlement of the IA peiiod can be 

compated best with Chakmakli and Mondjukli in the 

eastern Etek legion of the Kopet Dag. Red-painted 

plastered floors appear in domestic structures at all 

three sites, and brick sizes are similar (Berdiev 1976). 

The extent of the Anau IA settlement is indicated from 

the north digging and in the east gallery, evidence of an 

already substantial area of occupation, comparable in 

size with Chakmakli and Mondjukli (Masson 1982). 

The wide-scale horizontal excavations at 

Chakmakli and Mondjukli reveal, on average, houses 

subdivided into three to five rooms. At these two sites 

the Anau IA rooms are smaller in area than individual 

rooms of the earlier Djeitun period, where the houses 

are composed of a single room. The overall area of a 

multi-room house is larger (84 sq m ) , suggesting a sig

nificant shift from the Neolithic Djeitun household 

organization. 

At Anau North, the eight successive architectural 

layers of Anau IB1 remains present a unique picture of 

settlement development for Central Asia. Kurban

sakhatov's deep sounding appears to have revealed the 

edge of the settlement, with a buttressed wall delimit

ing the village. 

The circular rooms are unusual for this time peri

od: most of the architecture at other Anau 

IB/Namazga I is rectilinear (Khlopin 1963a). At sites 

which are slightly later-Namazga II and III (Anau IIA 

period)—circular structures become common—used 

as storehouses and dwellings (Yalangach), for defense 

(Mullali) (Khlopin 1969) communal burials (called 

tholoi at Geoksyur 1) (Sarianidi 1961), and as shrines 

(Geoksyur 7) (Khlopin 1969:pl. 24:1). At Anau 

North, circular and rectilineal rooms at the edge of the 

settlement were used for both habitation and storage as 

well as possibly having a defensive function. 

The Period IB1 architecture from Kurban

sakhatov's deep sounding contrasts with that from 

Ershov's sounding. Ershov found more massive archi

tectuie, with distinctive wall treatment comparable 

with ritual structures at other Namazga I sites. 

Anau IB1 courtyard, habitation, and ritual spaces 

can be distinguished, and while no single entire house 

was excavated, this architecture compares well with the 

multi-room houses most likely for nuclear households 

which comprised Cential Asian village architecture. 

One of the distinguishing features of Anau North 

architecture, beginning with period IB1, is that the 

walls, floois and features were rarely modified, rebuilt, 

or added to. The builders did not employ the previous 

wall stubs as foundations for construction. The overall 

impression is one of low investment in building and 

maintaining the possible settlement, and a lack of 

long-term residence and land tenure. 

In the architecture of Anau IB2, and in layers 9-5, 

alleyways differentiate blocks of rooms. While circular 

stiuctures are still found, they appear to have been 

built and used foi stoiage. Sevetal rooms had an archa

ic single-room archirecrural layout and special wall and 

floor treatment; these are likely shrines or ritual spaces. 
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While elaborate wall paintings are not found as in IB1, 

in period IB2, elaborately painted large korchagi jars 

are often set into floors as architectural features. 

The typical period IB2 dwelling at Anau is a 

multi-room complex with enclosed courtyard area, 

most comparable to Dashlidzhi depe. Estimated space 

for a single household is slightly larger than earlier, 120 

sq m based on the average of the estimated compounds 

in excavation 1 and main trench, layers 5 and 6. In 

addition, in layei 6 the households appeal to have also 

shared general courtyatd space. These compare well 

with the household compounds revealed at Dashlidzhi 

depe, which have similar sized buildings composed of 

3-5 rooms with both enclosed and shared courtyards. 

The Anau IB2 architecture includes several domes

tic rooms that ate much larger than otheis (toom 6 of 

excavation 1, and the latge toom of sectoi C). Yassi 

(Masson 1961b), Ilgynli (Masson et al. 1994) and 

Dashlidzhi depe (Khlopin 1961) have tti-modd room 

sizes, and Anau Notth, beginning in IB2, appeals to 

have the same. At Ilgynli, the appeaiance of such latge 

rooms is considered to be evidence of emetging social 

differentiation (Beiezkin and Solov'eva 1998). 

The heart of the settlement is revealed in layeis 6 

and 5 of the Kuibansakhatov main trench, which show 

room blocks and several circulat stoiage facilities in the 

cential couityaid. It is likely that some of these circu

lar structures, located between compounds, represent 

pooled storage facilities. The circular stiuctures (as 

seen in layeis 7 and 6) have fewer functions than in the 

IB1 architecture. Here they appear to be primarily 

stoiage features without prepared floors or plaster fin

ishing or connecting curtain walls. Furthermore, these 

layers from the main trench reveal evidence of shrines 

oi ritual rooms set apatt ftom the test of the architec

ture by theii being mote highly decotated with lime 

plastet and painted walls and floois. 

The behavioi of not re-using the older wall stubs, 

continues in Anau IB2. This is also identified at other 

sites in Central Asia appearing a village-wide phenom

ena at sites such as Yalangach and Dashlidzhi (Khlopin 

1963a). At Anau North, howevet, the long-teim 

nature of this behavior is clearly seen. 

The sample of aichitectuial exposure for the Anau 

II period is small but compares readily with the othei 

mote fully excavated Central Asian sites of Kara depe 

and Geoksyur 1. A particularly striking change is 

observable between layeis 3 and 2, both in the 

1978-1982 excavations and in the 1904 excavations at 

retrace 1: distinctive doubled walls appeal in the latet 

layei, as well as an elaboration of inteiiot as opposed to 

couityaid stoiage features, such as pebble-lined bins 

and subterranean pits. This type of architecture is par

ticularly well documented at Kara depe, where houses 

appear larger and more complex rhan the three-room 

complexes which characterized the earlier sequence. 
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Burials 

With L. Warner and K. Kurbansakhatov 

D u r i n g the excavations of 1904 and 1978-1982, 

the remains of 23 individuals were discovered 

within the settlement at Anau Noith. This chapter 

repotts on the architectural context of the intramural 

burials and the treatment and position of those bodies 

(Figure 9.1). 

The Anau North intramural burials provide 

comparanda for other Early Village sites along the 

Kopet Dag foothills: Two eatliest burials (Anau IA) 

can be compared to the burials at Mondjukli depe 

(Alekshin 1976). The eight burials from the IB1 and 

IB2 layers shed light on intetment practices during 

this period for which till now had only two exem

plars, one from Namazga depe and one from Kara 

depe. The thirteen burials from the IIA and IIB lay

eis can be compaied with intramural burials at Kara 

depe (Masson 1955). 

The intramural burials conttast with the contem

porary cemetery burials at Paikhai II in the Sumbai 

Valley (Khlopin 1997). It is likely that at Anau, as at 

Parkhai, a separate cemetery was located somewhere 

off site, today deeply buried under the surrounding 

alluvium. In contrast with the mortuary practices 

observed in cemeteries of contemporary sites, the 

mode of intetment, investment in mortuary goods, 

and location of the burials within the settlement reflect 

a domestic approach to death. 

The bulk of the burials at Anau North was exca

vated during the 1904 season undei the direction of 

Langdon Warner, and the following descriptions are 

taken largely from Warner's 1908 report, with addi

tional illustrations from archival materials. Three 

0 10 m 

9.1 Burials at Anau North. Numbers indicate distri

bution within layers. 

comparable burials were revealed during the 

1977_1982 excavations and are also included here 

(Table 9.1). 



Table 9.1 Burials at Anau North 

Burial 
No. 

1 

2 

Context 

on floor 
surface 

placed 
in room 
fill 

Layer 

2 0 -
lowest 
layer 

19-
lowest 
occup 
ation 

Field 
no. 

Murad 

Murad 

Age 

adult 

young 
adult 

Artifacts 

none 

deep bowl, bull 
horn object 

Orientation 

E 

SEE 

Physical 

likely 
male 

female 

Deposit 

sitting on ash. hands were tied (?) 

placed in rubbish, covered in red 
ocher and covered with mud brick 

Period 

IA 

IA 

3 

4 

5 

ND.6 

EG.4 

EG.4 

16-18 

17 

17 

18 

17 

16 

child 

child 

child 

none 

turquoise beads 

2 spindle 
whorls, 2 flints 

NEE 

NEE 

none 

sitting on ash, charcoal and burned 
bone 
sitting on ash 

in a heap, sitting on ash 

IB1 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

upper 
fill 

T2.9 

T2.9 

T2.8 

T2.7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Murad 

14 

13 

12 

11 

child 

child 

child 

child 

child 

100s of beads, 
object of horn 
Copper & lead 
beads 

Fine beads, 
copper & lead 

Beads 

Beads 

NNW 

NE 

none 

NW 

NE 

under wall of layer 6, or upper fill of 
7, placed on woven mat 
mud brick construction, sitting on 
ash 

animal burrow, sitting on ash 

mud brick construction, sitting on 

ash 
sandwiched between ashy deposits 

IB2 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

T8.2 

T2.1 

T2.1 

T3.2 

T1.5 

T5.7 

T1.5 

T7.2 

T7.2 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

8 

7 

6 

4 

3 

9 

2 "B" 

15 

10 

child 

adult 

child 

young 

adult 

child 

child 

child 

child 

child 

None 

None 

None 

None 

None 

1065 beads 

None 

None 

None 

NE 

NW 

NE 

NW 

NE 

NE 

NE 

none 

none 

w o m 
teeth 
female 

worn 
teeth 

no ash 

no ash 

burial in or near hearth jar. Burial 
was shoved in to the jar 

no ash 

no ash 

No ash mentioned 

burial sitting on 5 cm of ash 

poor condition 

disturbed by an animal burrow 

IIA 

' 

20 

21 

22 

23 

T1.3 

T5.4 

T4.2 

T4.1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

5 "A" 

1 "z" 

0 "b" 

0 "g" 

child 

child 

several 
children 

child 

Lapis beads, 
necklace 

* 
9 

? 

SE 

S 

none 

S? 

surrounded by mud brick, sitting on 
ash 

upper fill 

upper fill 

upper fill 

IIB 
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9.2 Anau IA, burials. A, burial 1; B, burial 2. 

We will begin with Watnet's account of the exca

vation process: 

In every case where it was practicable, a large cir

cle was drawn around the remains as soon as they 

were discovered and the men canied on theii work 

outside its limits. In this way the floor of a retrace 

would be carried down 3 or 4 feet, leaving the 

skeleton untouched on a pedestal. This method 

was found to be of great help when the actual 

dealing of the bones was begun. 

The material of the kuigan was so closely 

packed as to make fine woik extremely difficult, 

and neatly all the skeletons were so delicate that 

exposure to wind and sun destroyed them. I 

found that a soft brush and a fine knife-blade 

were often none too nice foi the work. W h e n air-

dried bricks appeared, often the only way of 

detecting them was by the faint outlined contouis 

in the cutting, for they were as easy to work in as 

the material of the hill itself. The layers of ashes 

and charcoal that so often occulted undei the 

skeletons as well as in other places came as a pleas

ant relief to the workers. 

The human remains were uncovered from 

above and drawn and photographed while still 

embedded enough to be suppoited. W h e n this 

was done the uppei bones wete removed and the 

position of the hidden portions carefully noted. 

Then the earth for some distance around was 

thoroughly searched for burial objects. In taking 

out the minute beads found with some of the 

skeletons, notably No. 9, it was found that even a 

very close sieve could not be trusted and that the 

fingers were more sensitive and sure. In this way 

many square feet of earth passed through my 

hands, and though the woik was delayed it pioved 

well worth while, for from that burial alone we 

took 1066 drilled beads, each scarcely larger than 

a pin-head. [Warner 1908:484-85] 

Description of Burials 

Anau LA 

1. An adult burial was in layer 20 of the deep 

sounding [Figure 9.2a]. The upper part of the bui-

ial was in the northwest corner of the sounding 

and the skeleton was unearthed by a special exca

vation in the baulk. The individual lay in the uppei 

fill in loose ash deposits. Its initial position may 

have been on its back (less probable) or slightly 

turned to the left side with knees brought upwatd, 

the left arm bent with the hand in front of the face, 

and the right arm flexed with the hand near the 

hips. The position of the left hand supports the 

supposition that the hands may have been tied 

together Accotding to this reconsttuction, the 

rope at the right hand decayed quickly and it 

changed its position, though its original position 

might have been as it is now. The skull (the burial 

is oriented to the east) has been dislodged towaids 

the tight shouldei and turned upwaid so that its 

eyes are no longer turned to the north. The preser

vation of the skeleton was poor, but it was an adult. 

Based on the on stature and robusticity of the 

skeleton, the individual was probably a male. 

[Kurbansakharov 1987: Layer 20 burial]. 

2. A burial in layer 19 was found in the south

east coiner of the deep sounding [Figure 9.2b]. 

The excavated area exposed the uppei part of the 
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9.3 Burial 1, layet 20, looking northwest. 

skeleton down to its pelvic bones. The excavated 

area was extended into the wall, 1.15 m wide 

and 0.5 m deep. Judging by the long bones and 

pelvic bones, which were nor totally fused, the 

individual was young, about 18-20 years old, 

most probably female. The body was placed on 

the left side in a contracted position, with head 

turned to the east, its aims bent at the elbows to 

bting the hands to the face, and the left ulna and 

radius testing on the scapula. The bones of the 

leg were tightly flexed in front of the body, with 

the femur and tibia almost parallel [Figure 9.3]. 

There was an aichaeologically intact deep bowl 

close to the right foot; at the knees a bovine 

hoin cote was found base down. After burial, 

the verrebrae were dislodged and the sternum 

broken. The buiial was made in a loose layei of 

tubbish and coveted with m u d biick. Undet the 

skeleton was a layet of red ochei. It is likely that 

the individual was powdered with ochei at the 

time of burial. [Kuibansakhatov 1987: layei 19 

burial]. 

Anau IB1 

3. The lowest of all the human remains which we 

found in the North Kuigan [in 1904] occulted in 

the noith digging No. I at a depth of -11 feet 

[Figure 9.4a]. The bones were immature and the 

position was contiacted, with the main axis south

west and noitheast. The body lay on its left side, 

with the hands in front of the face, and beneath it I 

found ashes and charcoal mixed with occasional 

bits of burnt bone [Watnet 1908: Skeleton No. 18]. 

4. The burial was at level -8 feer beneath datum in 

the east gallery [Figure 9.4b]. The bones were 

those of a child in the familiar contracted position. 

The main axis was southwest and northeast. The 

body had lain on its left side with the tight leg 

dtawn up to a tight angle with the main axis and 

the left leg seemingly distuibed. The aims weie 

bent to biing the two hands, one over the othet, in 

front of the face. 
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A B 

9.4 Anau IB1, burials. A, burial 3; B, burial 4; C, burial 5. After Warner 1908. 

From the earth between the knees and the 

lower jaw I took 6 flat bean-shaped turquoise 

beads and two pierced snail shells. W h e n the 

bones were removed a layer of ashes and charcoal 

over fire-hardened earth came to light. [Watner 

1908: Skeleton No. 17]. 

5. Skeleton 16 [Figure 9.4c] was in the east 

gallery off from General Komarov's trench, at a 

level of 8 feet below datum on the plain. It was 

that of a young child and lay on its face, with the 

top of the cranium ctushed in. The arm bones 

were jumbled together in an indistinguishable 

mass. The left leg was straight from the trunk, but 

the right knee was pulled up at an angle. Five vet-

tebtae were found inside the skull. With the body 

I found two clay spin-whorls and two flint edges. 

Below was a layet of ashes and bits of charred 

wood over fire-hardened earth. [Warner 1908: 

Skeleton No. 16]. 

Anau IB2 

6. A child's burial was in the uppet fill of layet 7, 

undet the wall of layer 6 at the intetsection of 

sectois B and C [Figure 9.5a]. O n the basis of 

the dental development, the individual is 

approximately 7 years old. The skeleton lay on 

its right side with flexed legs and feet. The skull 

had moved away from its articulation with the 

spine, and there is a small hole in its occiput. 

The head of the body is to the south, facing to 

the west. Near the neck and waist of the child 

there were several hundred small and larger 

beads made of translucent limestone. These had 

probably been sewn to the dress of the child. 

Undet the uppei part of the spine there was a 

cattle hoin core placed vertically, which may 

have been responsible for the hole in the skull. 

The skeleton appeals to have been placed on a 

woven reed mat. [Kurbansakhatov 1987: Layer 7 

burial]. 

7. In terrace II, at +22.5 feet lay the remains of a 

child contiacted on the tight side with the left knee 

drawn up slightly higher than the right. The left 

upper arm lay parallel with the main axis (south

east and northwest) with elbow bent so as to bring 

that hand on a level with the pelvis. The right arm 

lay extended under the body and paiallel to it. As 

in nearly every other case, the cranium was crushed 

by the weight of the earth. [Figure 9.5b]. 

In connection with this burial were taken out 

three bits of spirally wound tubes of coppei and 

two plain lead tubes and one flinr edge. Air-dried 

bricks were traceable along the main axis before 

and behind the body, and the whole was on a layet 

of ashes and charcoal with fire-reddened earth 

beneath. [Warner 1908: Skeleton No. 14.]. 

8. Again, at the same altitude in terrace II, I came 

upon traces of a child's skeleton in the midst of the 
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i>.5 Anau IB2, burials.. A, burial 6, after Kuibansakhatov 1987; B, burial 7, C, burial 10, after Warner 1908. 

caved earth of an animal's burrow. The cranium 

and many other parts of the skeleton were entire

ly lacking. A m o n g the jumbled bones, howevet, 

lay 2 small white beads of stone and 3 spirally 

wound cylinders of lead, possibly beads. Beneath 

the body was a layer of fine whire ashes, below 

which the earth was burnt haid and red. [Watnet 

1908: Skeleton No. 13]. 

9. In the same tettace (II) and at 22.5 feet, but 

about 5 feet north of No. 11, we uncovered a 

child's bones lying in the position now so famil

iar-contracted on rhe right side, with the main axis 

southeast and northwest. The right knee lay undet 

the left, but doubled to a slightly shaipet angle. 

The left aim was bent so as to bring the hand in 

front of the face, while the tight lay along patallel 

with the vertebrae, the fingets underneath the 

pelvis. From between the lower jaw and the collar

bone, I rook 67 small white beads, like those found 

with skeleton No. 11. Along the back and beyond 

the head, at a right angle to the main axis, were 

traces of ait-dtied bricks as in skeleton No. 5, and, 

as in that case, the whole lay upon a layei of chai-

coal and ashes. [Warner 1908: Skeleton No. 12]. 

10. From the last skeleton which occulted on the 

south slope of the kuigan I was summoned by the 

woikmen, who had come upon remains again in 

terrace II at +22.5 feet [Figure 9.5c]. This burial, 

which I have numbered 11, proved to be that of a 

child lying contiacted on the tight side, with the 

main axis tunning southwest and noitheast. I 

found no tiaces of the tight leg oi tight aim; but the 

left knee was drawn up at a right angle, and the left 

upper arm ran parallel with the vertebrae, the elbow 

being bent so that the hand lay out at the level of 

the pelvis. Ftom neat the collai-bone I took out 58 

small white stone beads, many of them double-con

ical. One larger white stone bead of a cylindrical 

shape and 11 flat beads of red carnelian. 

To reach this skeleton it was necessary to 

remove a hearrh-like layer of hard-burnt earth 

topped by a layer of ashes 1 to 3 inches thick; and 

after the bones had been lifted I came upon a sim

ilat health beneath, extending ovei about 4 feet 

square. [Watner 1908: Skeleton No. 11]. 

Anau IIA 

11. The burial we came upon in retrace VIII was 

at +25.5 feet above the established datum [Figure 

9.6a]. The bones were those of a young child and, 

though much lacking, it was possible to deteimine 

the main axis of the body as southwest and noith-
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9.6 Anau IIA, burials. A, burial 11; B, burial 12; C, burial 13; D, burial 14; E, burial 15; F, burial 16. 

east. It was lying contracted on the light side with 

the left uppei aim (all that remained of that mem

ber) stretched back of the body at an angle of 

about 40 degrees with it. The right upper arm 

bones were absent, but the lower arm was trace

able, extending along the main axis. The little that 

temained of the cranium showed the sutures still 

open and the walls of almost papei-like thinness. 

[Warner 1908: Skeleton No. 8]. 

12. In terrace II, I uncovered the uppeimost adult 

temains excavated [Figure 9.6b]. The skeleton lay 

contracted on the fight side, with the knees diawn 

up to a tight angle with the main axis, which was 

southeast and northwest. The left arm lay extend

ed down along the body, but the right was bent 

enough to bring the hand opposite the pelvis. 

Although the bones were too fragile to admit 

removal without elaborate gluing, and this was not 

thought advisable, the cranium showed the 

sutures well closed, and the teeth were worn flat 

and dull. The extreme length of the skeleton in 

position was 53 inches and the extreme width 

15.5 inches. [Wamet 1908:Skeleton No. 7]. 

13. At a height of +26 feet in the second terrace 

the workmen broke with theii picks into the skull 

of a child's body that on examination gave fewer 
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evidences of deliberate burial than any othets 

excavated up to that time [Figure 9.6c]. In genei-

al the trend of the body was southwest and north

east. The broken skull lay on its face, with a slight 

lean to the light, the knees were so bent that the 

lowei leg bones stuck up to a height that would 

have brought the feet, had they been present, 

above the level of the top of the skull. It seems as 

if the body must have fallen in such soft material 

that it was paitially butied at once and a support 

thus given to the feet and lowei legs. Just beneath 

the skull was a latge ftagment of the bottom and 

side of a great eatthen jar. Filling rhe cavity of this 

inverted fragment was a gieenish-white slag paitly 

fused with ashes; and undei both potshetd and 

skeleton was a layet of tough charcoal and wood 

ashes. [Wamet 1908: Skeleton No. 6]. 

14. The next buiial [Figure 9.6d] was found at a 

height of +27 feet in the third retrace. The cranial 

sutures were not, however, closed and the ossifica

tion of the epiphyses was not complete in the 

limb-bones. The body lay contracted on its right 

side with the main axis southeast and northwest. 

Both arms were drawn up as if to bring the hands 

(which were lacking) in front of the face, the left 

above the light. Ftom the top of the badly btoken 

cranium to the end of the spine measured 23 inch

es and from the back of the spine across to the 

ends of the leg bones was but 13 inches. [Wamet 

1908: Skeleton No. 4]. 

15. In terrace I, we came upon two othei skeletons 

at the same level (+28 feet) [Figure 9.6e]. One, 

very small, was left unexcavated in the east wall of 

the retrace, but the othei, also in the east wall, I 

laid bare. The main axis of the body was southwest 

and northeast as far as could be deteimined by the 

few bones preserved. The body had evidently Iain 

on its back, with the skull propped up in such a 

way that it now was set squarely on its base and 

lowei jaw fitted ovei the fust two vertebrae so as 

almost to suggest a dislocation of the neck. The 

left leg was exrended stiaight down the main axis 

noitheast from the skull, but the tight knee was 

slightly bent and thrown ovei to the tight above it. 

Only six of the libs remained, all on the left side, 

and the top of the cranium had btoken down, 

leaving only the side-walls and lowei pottions in 

place. [Wamet 1908: Skeleton No. 3]. 

16. The next buiial in otdet of altitude appeared 

in retrace I at +28 feet [Figure 9.6f]. It was the 

skeleton of a young child lying on its right side in 

a contiacted position. From the top of the crani

u m to the end of the spine measured but 13 inch

es and the knees were so diawn up that the great

est width of the body in position was 8 inches. 

The main trend of the body was southwest and 

noitheast. The tight aim bones lay paiallel with 

and behind the vertebrae, the left arm bent to 

bring the hand palm down in front of the face. 

W h e n the bones were removed they were 

found to have been laid on a horizontal layei of 

wood-ashes and charcoal vatying from 2 to 3 

inches in depth and extending a foot Of so beyond 

the body on all sides. The weight of the eatth 

above had btoken in the skull along the sutures 

and also waiped it out of shape, so that no meas

urements could be made, but as it lay in position 

the effect of its shape seemed markedly brachy-

cephalic. [Warner 1908: Skeleton 2 "B"]. 

17. Skeleton No. 9. On April 7, in terrace V, we 

came upon a child burial at a height of 29 feet. N o 

traces of the cranium could be found, though four 

teeth lay in an orderly row as if there had been no 

distutbance. The main axis of the body was 

approximately southwest to noitheast. In the soft-

el earth about the pelvis and lower limb-bones, I 

took out 1066 minute white beads, apparently of 

stone. They were cylindrical, about 1/16-inch in 

diametet and length, and so delicately bored that 

a vety fine needle was requited to thread them. 

Theii presence on the leg-bones and pelvis, and 

their absence on the uppei parts of the body sug

gest that they might have been sewn to a giidle oi 

othet gaiment, and not used in strings, as were the 

latget beads we found later. [Warner 1908 

Skeleton No.9]. 

18. In retrace VII, and at the same level, +29.5 

feet, though nearer the outei edge of the hill, were 

found the cranium and a few vertebrae and long 

bones of a young child. The position in which the 

body had lain was indeteiminable, and the bones 

fell to pieces as soon as they had diied. [Warner 

1908: Skeleton No. 15]. 

19. In retrace VII on the southetly slope of the 

kurgan, the workmen came upon traces of 

human remains at +29.5 feet. These pioved to be 

the jumbled bones of a child, evidently hauled 

about and dislocated by an animal, for I found a 

burrow extending straight down thiough the 

middle of it all. T w o feet below this level, in what 
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Anau IIB, burial 20. 

seemed to have been the bottom of the burrow, 

the missing bones that belonged above were 

found, togethet with two crania of small rat-like 

rodents. The loose earth that had filled the hole 

from the hillside above had allowed so much 

dampness to enter that all the bones were in an 

extremely fragile condition. [Warner 1908: 

Skeleton No. 10]. 

Anau IIB 

20. No. 5 [Figure 9.7] lay at an altitude of+30 feet 

in terrace I. The bones were those of a young 

child, for the cranial sutures gaped wide and the 

epiphyses separated off the long bones. The body 

was placed on its fight side, lying in a contiacted 

position, with the head towaid the southeast. The 

left aim was bent in such a position as to bring the 

hand opposite the face and on a level with it, while 

the fight aim was extended down at an angle of 40 

degrees with the ttunk. 

In front of this body and parallel with its main 

axis lay two ait-dried bricks, 7.5 inches long by 2.5 

inches wide, set on edge. At a fight angle with 

these, 1.5 inches from the top of the skull, I came 

upon another brick of indeterminable length, but 

the same thickness. The three were laid in so delib

erate a fashion as to suggest an attempt at sepul

ture. Between the heels and the end of the spine 

four lapis-lazuli beads came to light, drilled from 

both flat surfaces so that the hole was roughly dou

ble-conical. Four inches back of the neck appeared 

a smooth, clay, plummet-shaped object, possibly 

also a burial gift. Skeleton, bricks, and gifts all lay 

on an even bed of ashes mixed with small pieces of 

charcoal, resting on a layer of hard-burnt earth. 

[Warner 1908: Skeleton No. 5 "A"]. 

21. "Z" in terrace V [layer 1, period IIB]. Terrace 

V at +30 feet 2 inches above datum. Ca. 20 cm 

under the level of the plaster layer, to the south

west, near the excavated wall, were found the 

remains of a badly preserved child's skeleton. The 

child skeleton is 62 cm long. The head was to the 

south on its right side, but out of place and 

crushed in the shoulders. The torso was on its 

back but twisting to the right, left arm to the left 

side, left hand in the pelvic cavity, right arm frag

mented; left leg to the left side and bent at the 

knee, right leg only incompletely recovered, right 

femur to the right and pulled up, right shin miss

ing. [Schmidt's field notes, April 4, 1904]. 

22. "B" in terrace V [layer "0," period lib]. Terrace 

V. Near the ceramic vessel (i.e., +34 feet), a little 

under its level, a skeleton was uncovered and under 

these remains was a deeper vessel (i.e., +33 feet). 

Mr. Warner exposed the skeleton; it was a tangled 

heap of several children's skeletons which were 

beside it. [Schmidt's field notes, April 5, 1904]. 

23."G" in terrace IV [layer "0," period lib]. 

Terrace IV at +36 feet. This was another skeleton 

of a child laying in a flexed position on its tight 

side. Exposed and photographed by Mr. Warner. 

There were no offerings. [Schmidt's field notes, 

April 2, 1904]. 

Discussion 

Lower Levels (Anau LA, IB1, and IB2) 

The two earliest burials from Anau North were 

intetred in upper fill of Anau IA architecture, appai-

ently not dug in from uppei floois. The only burials 

from the Anau IA period othei than Anau Noith were 

found at Mondjukli depe (Alekshin 1986:17-18), 

where several burials were found on the outskirts of the 

town, and an isolated child's burial from the sounding 

at the 73 k m site in the far western Arkhash region 

(Berdiev 1976). 
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The burials from Mondjukli do not represent 

intramural interments, and most likely represent the 

edge of a cemetery. This can be compared with the 

moituaty pattern at the earlier Djeitun sites, in which 

burials were typically made outside of the architecture. 

In the extensive excavations of Djeitun period archi

tecture, the only exceptions to date ate individual 

interments ftom Chopan depe (Berdiev 1972a:73-74) 

and Chagylly depe (Berdiev 1966), which Masson 

considers to indicate settlement and cemetery overlap 

(Masson 1971:49). It thus appears likely that the Anau 

IA burials at Mondjukli depe follow the older Djeitun 

Period tradition avoiding intramural interment. This 

situation may likely apply for the two Anau IA burials 

at Anau North, as well. 

In contrast, by the beginning of Anau IB, burials 

wete made within the context of existing structures at 

the site. The stratigraphic situation of the eight burials 

of the IB1 and IB2 peiiods at Anau Noith indicate 

that they were made while the stiuctures were still 

extant. While the sample is small and comparable buri

als from othei sites very rare (Satianidi 1961: 292), 

there seems ro be a significant contrast between the 

three Anau IB1 buiials and those of Anau IB2. The 

IB1 burials appeal to be hasty; buiial orientation is 

lacking, and only simple buiial goods, such as spindle 

whoils, are piovided. The five IB2 burials were made 

on prepared or burned surfaces and the bodies were 

more carefully oriented (usually on a southeast-north

west axis). Most of these buiials include beads, most 

likely from bead decorated clothing of the interred 

individual. 

Kurbansakhatov's layei 7 buiial piovides one 

example of the context of the burials of peiiod IB1: 

this child burial was inteired on a prepared sutface— 

probably on a mat placed deliberately between fallen 

wall debris some time shortly after the abandonment 

of the stiuctuie; the dress was adorned with beads and 

a small offering was made in a horn core. 

Upper Levels 

Nine burials were found from the Anau IIA period. 

These can be compared with 20 contemporary intra

mural buiials excavated from Kara depe, and conrrast-

ed with the 31 burials from the contempotaiy ceme

tery at Parkhai. As seen in the 1997 excavation of layei 

4, the rooms whete these buiials weie made had small 

fireplaces oi burned features on the midden deposit 

neat the flooi, with neatby ceiamic vessels fixed in the 

flooi neat the hearths. The hearths showed evidence of 

repeated fires which were not, as typical at the site, 

cleaned out, and were intermixed with midden and 

wall collapse. These burials with surface hearths likely 

represent secondary or final use of the rooms. If this is 

so, then it appears that funerary ritual involved return

ing to the grave sire after intetment. It is likely that this 

was also the pattern at Kara depe in period 3. 

From the Anau IIB period we have four child 

burials. Occasionally, in Anau IIB, small m u d brick 

enclosures surround the grave, and in general the 

quantity and value of moituaty goods is greatei than in 

IIA. These can be compaied with the 25 buiials found 

in layer IB (early Namazga III)at Kara depe. As at 

Anau North, most burials at Kara depe were found 

under floors, occasionally wirh m u d brick enclosures 

(although poorly preserved at Kara depe). There were 

few mortuary goods or ceramics, but often beads. 

Alekshin (1976) inteiptets the lack of burial goods 

in both Kara 2 and 3 (Namazga II) and Kara IB 

(Namazga III) as indicating that there was little or no 

social stratification in the society. However, this lack of 

diversity in the burial population might also mean that 

there was a separate cemetery, where persons of greater 

status were buried, as there was at Paikhai depe. Such 

a situation may be ttue for Anau as well. Without 

excavations at the settlement of Parkhai, however, w e 

cannot say if they placed young or marginalized indi

viduals in abandoned rooms of the settlement, as took 

place at Anau Norrh and Kara depe in addition to 

using the cemetery, or whether thete were two inde

pendent burial traditions in the region (Khlopin 

1997). 

Physical Anthropology 

Nine skulls from the 1904 excavations were studied by 

Setgi (1908). Ctainometiic studies were conducted but 

piovided little racial infoimation since only two adult 

individuals (both from period IIA) could be measured 

according to the standards of the day (for comparison 

see Hemphill et al. 1997). Both individuals 4 and 7 had 

very worn teeth. Burial 4 is of note because it is a young 

adult (about 20 yeais old), but with teeth markedly 

ground down. Eating grain ground on sandstone 

implements (as was done at Anau North) would have 

resulted in such relatively accelerated toothweai. 

The post-cianial bones from Pumpelly's excava

tions were studied by the anatomist Thomas Mollison 

(1908). It must be noted that these long bones were 

separated from the skulls, making it impossible to coi-

relate the post-cianial remains with individual burials. 

Although these materials were not labeled as specific 

individuals, Mollison's study of the adult femuts from 
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three skeletons indicates that one robust individual 

(presumed to be male) had an estimated stature of 170 

cm. A second adult, interpreted as a female, had a 

stature estimated at 149 cm. 

Given the period of study (1908), it is interesting 

to note that Mollison considered a racial diagnosis 

impossible "since in the bones of the extremities func

tional influences come so strongly into action that it is 

difficult to distinguish between peculiarities due to 

such functional action and those inherent in the race" 

(Mollison 1908:464). 

As the analysis of the 1904 Anau materials pro

ceeded, it is clear that Pumpelly found a facial explana

tion foi the rise of civilization untestable and dropped 

his plan to include a chapter on "Aryans" in the 1908 

volumes (Champlin 1994:193-198). Instead, he focused 

on describing the rise of a unique early civilization. 

Conclusions Relating to Burials 

The buiials from Anau Noith documents the develop

ment of the informal intetment within settlements— 

at least for some categories of persons—in the Early 

Village Period of Central Asia. At Anau South intra

mural burials continue through the Bronze Age and 

only end at the beginning of the Iron Age, where no 

burials have been encountered at all (Hiebert 1995, 

Warner 1908). 

The burials under floors and in fill at Anau North 

indicate a private ritual with few buiial goods, few for

mally constructed graves, and little evidence of social 

status of the individuals. W e must keep in mind, how

ever, that these burials represent a small sample taken 

from a limited area of the site, and the predominance 

of child burials in this sample underscores its narrow

ness. The fact that the burials within the settlement 

were mostly of children and sometimes contained 

whorls and beads suggests that these interments may 

have been predominantly women's activities. In any 

case, these burials, made within architectural spaces 

(and in period IIA, placed underneath the floors of 

rooms), indicate the close relationship of whomevei 

performed the rite with the village space itself. 

In contrast, fewer than 1 0 % of the individuals 

interred at the Parkhai cemetery were children. This 

suggests that children were buried elsewhere, possibly 

at the still unexcavated village site itself, as at Anau. 

Conversely, the low incidence of intramural adult buri

als at Anau North, combined with the evidence from 

Parkhai, points to the possibility that separate, formal 

cemeteries constructed outside of the settlement area 

might be typical during the Early Village Period in 

Central Asia. If Anau had such a cemetery, however, it 

is likely to be deeply buried under the alluvium. 

A pattern of intramural burials made just beneath 

floor levels is also found at both Ilgynli (Berezkin 

1992) and Kara depe (Alekshin 1976) during 

Namazga II and III. 

Such a burial pattern evokes a scenario where indi

viduals would return to an abandoned area of the set

tlement of out-of-use room to bury kin or complete 

funerary rituals for kin already buried there. Our sam

ple from Anau North shows that this tradition extends 

back to the beginning of the 5th millennium BC, dui

ing Anau IB1. 
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The Use of Plants at Anau North 

Naomi F. Miller 

A m a j o t goal of the 1997 excavation at Anau was to 

retrieve a chronological sequence of plant remains 

from archaeological strata that could be coirelated with 

the earlier excavation of Kuibansakhatov on the notth 

mound of Anau. The remains ptovide evidence for the 

state of the vegeration, fuel gathering, and agricultural 

practices. 

Botanical and Archaeobotanical 
Background 

litigated giain fields (wheat and bailey) and otchatds 

(apricor, plum, apple, almond, quince) surrounded rhe 

site in 1997 (Figure 10.1). By 2000, the Anau collec

tive farm had stopped eating for the trees; without irri

gation, most died Recent and present-day agriculture 

provide no mode for vegetation and land use in antiq

uity. There ate, howevet, some less distuibed areas 

within 20 k m of the site. The following remarks are 

based on sources published in English and on some 

limited botanizing in the spring of 1994 and 1997; Dr. 

Antayev Eke Antayvich of the Institute of Botany in 

Ashgabat identified many of the vouchet specimens; 

one of our assistants piovided Tutkmen plant names. 

The distiibution of vegetation on non-agiicultui-

al land tends to follow topogiaphic bands, thanks to a 

fairly steep rainfall gradient between the Kopet Dag to 

the south and the deseit to the noith. Precipitation at 

the base of the Kopet Dag is as much as 350-450 m m 

but rapidly declines to the north on the piedmont 

plain; annual precipitation at Ashgabat is 230 m m 

(Orlovsky 1994: fig. 4, Table 5). Anau, situated only a 

few kilometers north of the mountains, was probably 

at oi just outside the boundaty for dry farming. 

According to one of our Russian colleagues, until 

the construction of the Kara K u m Canal in the 1940s 

and subsequent increase in sedentary population, for

est covered the Kopet Dag, even near Ashgabat. Today 

there are very few wild-growing trees in this region, 

except in the steep and inaccessible cievices of the 

mountains oi along streams. With tegatd to the central 

Kopet Dag, Galina L. Kamakhina says that juniper was 

the major constituent of the lowei mountain wood

land in this atea: 

[paleobotanists] have demonstiated that the cut

ting of junipeis in the low northern foothills of 

Kopet Dag started as long ago as the 6th to 5th 

millennia BC. During the last 40 to 50 yeais, areas 

occupied by juniper woodlands have decreased by 

30 ro 4 0 % ; the total debit of watet in mountain 

tivets has fallen by 5 0 % ; and many mountain 

springs have dried up. As a result, the altitudinal 

boundaty of junipeis has been elevated by 500 to 

700 m from its ecological optimum, which has 

transfoimed many othet plant communities. . . . 

The place of extetminated junipei woodlands was 

fust occupied by mountain xeiophytes, then by 

grasslands of Elytrigia trichophora, and finally by 

sagebtush [Artemisia sp.] and ephemetoid deseit 

vegetation. (Kamakhina 1994: 145) 

At the base of the mountains above Ashgabat on 

the toad to Powtize, the landscape includes much bate 

rock, glasses, and small shtubs, and othet evidences of 
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10.1. Vegetation of the Anau region , 1997 (compare with Figure 1.5c—same view in 1904). 

grazing (Figure 10.2). Scattered small trees, mostly 

gtowing at the base of scarps where water can collect, 

include Celtis caucasica (hackbetry), Ficus sp. (fig), 

Cerasus microcarpa (wild cherry=zr tiziim, literally "dog 

grape") and Ailanthus altissima (tree-of-heaven). Shrubs 

covering the hillsides between grasses, othei plants, and 

bare gtound include Lycium kopetdaghi, Capparis sp. 

(caper=g»«/), Zygophyllum fiabago, Ephedra sp., 

Artemisia sp. (wormwood). Along the stream, a populai 

picnic spot, grow trees such as Ulmus carpinifolia 

(e\m=garagach, literally "black tree," as in Tutkish), 

Colutea atabajevii, Platanus sp. (plane), Morus sp. (mul-

berry), and N e w World natives Acer negundo (box 

elder), Catalpa, cf. Robiniapseudoacacia (black locust). 

In the foothills south of Anau, small shtubs (espe

cially Artemisia) provide the only woody vegetation in 

a highly over-grazed landscape (Figure 10.3). 

Emerging from the foothills is a small stream, the 

Keltechinar, another popular picnic spot. The most 

common tree growing along the rivet is Tamarix 

(tamarisk=yz'/g-z'w). There is also some Salix (willow) and 

Ailanthus altissima. In antiquity, the Keltechinai Rivet 

tan out onto the plain not far from the site. 

Undistuibed, the chatacteristic tugai vegetation, which 

glows along the fivers as they flow through the 

foothills and lowlands, includes poplai (Populus pru-

inosa, P. euphratica), Elaeagnus orientalis and Tamarix 

(Popov 1994: 183). Unlike today, Syrian ash {Fraxinus 

10.2. Riverine woodland in the Kopet Dag. 10.3. Kopet Dag scrub vegetation and sheep tracks. 
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10.4 Saksaul woodland at the edge of the deseit. 

syriaca) was once a significant component of tugai veg

etation (Lisitsyna and Popov 1988, Popov 1994). 

The fust range of the Kopet Dag lises quite 

steeply in many places, but there is a narrow strip of 

lolling retrain that has enough moisture from rain or 

runoff ro support shrubby vegetation. I was able to col

lect in one such spot a few minutes by car east of Anau 

(Figure 10.4). At least two shtubby types grow broad

ly interspersed among grasses—Calligonum sp. 

(=ngandim) and a member of the Chenopodiaceae 

(=sazak). These types, along with Haloxylon (= sak

saul) and Tamarix, have greatly reduced leaves oi green 

stems (presumably to leduce water loss). M any are also 

salt-tolerant. There are tracts of such shrubby steppe-

deseit vegetation along the main highway between 

Ashgabat and Namazga to the southeast. At the archae

ological site of Abiveid, plants in bloom in mid-May 

included capei (Capparis cf. spinosa) and wild tue 

(Peganum barmaid). The land between the base of the 

Kopet Dag and the deseit to the north has probably 

changed from open woodland to grassland with scat

tered trees to steppe. Today, for example, the main veg

etation on the Anau Noith Mound, which may be 

lightly grazed, consists of various grasses, including Poa 

bulbosa and Hordeum murinum. 

Archaeobotanical Work during 

the 1997 Field Season 

The earlier excavatois at Anau Noith did recovet some 

plant remains; ancient wheat and bailey gtains 

demonstrated that the inhabitants wete agricultural 

people. Lisitsyna (1981) mentions bread wheat 

{Triticum aestivum) and two-row barley {Hordeum 

vulgare var. distichum) for Anau IB, layers 18-5. 

Relatively abundant quantities of wood charcoal sug

gested a richer botanical environment than today. The 

same summaty fairly well describes the results of the 

current work (the 1997 samples are primarily 

Hordeum vulgare var. vulgare, six-row barley). 

Previously reported (Harrison and Miller 1995) and 

not yet analyzed material from the Bronze Age levels 

of the Anau South mound will enable us to trace even 

longer term change through time. 

Sampling and Archaeological Contexts 

Fitst, teachable paits of the noith and west baulk of 

Kuibansakhatov's excavation in sectots A N I - A N M 

were cleaned and drawn. It was possible to excavate up 

to a meter into the baulk of the upper strata in order 

to collect intact samples. The samples from this area 

were taken duiing the couise of excavation from areas 

of obvious archaeological interest, like looms and 

floois, not just because there was visible charcoal. 

Indeed, most of the samples can be tied to coirespon-

ding stiuctures and areas tecotded in 

Kurbansakhatov's earlier excavations. The Anau II 

deposits (layer 3) are represented by a few ash lenses 

and hearth deposits in ANI. Most of the samples were 

taken from Anau I deposits (layeis 5-18) in ANJ, K, 

L, M , and N. In addition to ashy deposits, samples 

were taken from non-ashy deposits inside and outside 

seveial stiuctures. 

The eatliest deposits were accessible only from the 

noith and west baulks of A N N . To avoid contamina

tion from falling debris from above, samples were 

extracted from the lowest layei to the highest. In 

A N N , soil samples were cut primarily from areas that 

were rich in charred material. Mean density of the 

A N N samples is theiefore relatively high. Ancient 

functional context is more difficult to discern than in 

the later deposits. The chronological otdeting of the 

uppei and lower samples is reasonably srraightforward, 

since most samples were excavated from at oi neat a 

clean section. 

Sampling was designed to maximize the amount 

of botanical information for the volume of earrh 

removed. A n unfortunate but inevitable side effect of 

this strategy is that there is no comparable faunal 

assemblage to elucidate pastoral oi hunting aspects of 

the economy; excavation was on just too small a scale. 

A second diawback is that archaeological context of 

some samples is not as clear as we would like. W e can 

reasonably ptesume much of the matetial to be ftom 

tedeposited hearth sweepings, but it is hatd to evaluate 

a few anomalous samples. Even so, a remarkable num

ber of samples can be directly tied to specific structures 

in the eailiet excavation, and most of the charred 
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remains seem to have come from secondary trash dep

osition. Details of these samples are presented in 

Appendix C, Tables C.1-C.9. 

Deposits charred in situ are few; some of the 

healths appeal to have post-use fill. Only one other 

sample with a high density of charcoal (apparently 

from the rectangular building in layer 9, AN97.085), 

seems to be from a burnt room. Other deposits with 

a latge amount of charcoal are ash lenses, perhaps 

hearth sweepings. Thete are no grain or other seed 

deposits. Most of the samples collected and analyzed 

come from trashy, ashy deposits. The charred remains 

are primarily fuel remnants (wood charcoal). Charred 

seeds probably come from burned dung and occa

sional crop-processing debris or other trash (Table 

C.l). 

Flotation 

Running water was not available, and a banel flota

tion system was set up at the field laboratory. The vol

ume of an entire soil sample was measured in a buck

et with litet markings. A cup or two at a time, the soil 

was then pouted into a large strainer lined with 1.0 

m m mesh cloth. To speed the process, the large strain

er was agitated. Floating material was scooped up with 

a tea strainet with a smaller mesh. For the most part, 

the soil dissolved quickly in watei. W h e n the tea 

strainer was full, it was emptied onto a cloth. The 

sample in cloth was hung up to diy in the shade. 

Bones, sherds, and other items from the heavy frac

tion were saved. 

The Taxa 

The archaeobotanical taxa are listed in alphabetical 

order by family in the data tables (Tables C.2, C.3, 

C.4). Table C.5 summarizes the assemblage, and Table 

C.6 presents some botanical and ecological informa

tion about the different types. 

Cereals 

Hordeum vulgare var. vulgare 

(six-row barley) 

The bailey from the 1997 Anau North samples is the 

six-row type. The strongest case fot this identifica

tion comes from the rachis intemodes. Of the ones 

sufficiently well ptesetved to be identified, all ate 

from the six-row type, with pedicellate (i.e., stalked) 

rather than sessile lateral spikelets (van Zeist and 

Palfenier-Vegter 1981:142) (Figures 10.5a-c). Also 

consistent with six-row barley is that many of the 

grains are twisted, but this characteristic is subtly 

expressed and in some cases could be the result of 

deformation during charring. The grains generally 

appear rather plump (Figure 10.5d), and they tend 

to be rounded in cross-section, which suggests the 

barley is naked rather than hulled. It is possible that 

some of the straight grains in our sample come from 

the two-row type. Indeed, Lisitsyna (1981) identi

fied only two-row barley from the Anau samples she 

examined. 

One sample, a dark lens from the earliest Anau IB 

level excavated (AN97.078), had a number of measur

able barley grains (Table C.7). Compared to the six-

tow barley from other sites, these grains have a low 

length to breadth ratio (Table C.8). The glumes of 

hulled six-row barley seem to constrain the breadth 

but not the length of the grains, and so it is not sur

prising that the hulled grains from Yarym Tepe I 

(Bakhteyev and Yanushevich 1980), Kaiana 3 

(Costantini and Costantini Biasini 1993), 'Oueili 

(Neff 1991), Ur (Ellison et al. 1978), and Tell 

Madhhur (Renfrew 1984) have higher L:B ratios than 

the naked barley of Anau. O n the other hand, the 

Anau barley compares well with naked barley grains 

from the Iranian plateau (Costantini and Dyson 

1990) and Pakistan (Costantini 1987). Measurements 

for Mehrgarh barley are not reported, but Costantini 

(Costantini 1984) describes it as having "small round

ed seeds." The Anau grains are plumper than those of 

naked six-row barley from Erbaba, Turkey, a site 

where irrigation was not practiced (van Zeist and 

Buitenhuis 1983: 63-64). 

Triticum aestivum s.l. 

(bread wheat) 

The characteristics of the wheat rachis intemodes from 

Anau North point to bread wheat (Figure 10.5e,f); 

among the criteria mentioned by Hillman (1983 (nd)) 

which also describe our wheat intemodes, are: (1) only 

the lowest patt of the glume base is present ("glume-

base deciduous"), (2) the nodes below the point of 

glume insertion are inconspicuous, (3) many are "con

spicuously shield-shaped" and (4) many show "longi

tudinal lines near the outer edge of the convex face." 

The grains, like those of the barley in these samples, 

tend to be plump, but the number of grains is too 

small to provide meaningful measurements (Figure 

10.5g). 
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A 

G 

2 mm 

10.5 Barley and wheat remains from Anau North, A - D , bailey; E-G, wheat. 

Fruits 

Rosaceae, cf. Prunus 

In AN97.005, a fragment of the base of a cf. Prunus 

has traces of an angulai edge with longitudinal groove. 

The outet surface is relatively flat. Broadly defined, the 

genus Prunus includes plum, cherry, apricot, peach, 

and almond, and is closely related to Cerasus; the frag

ment is a little thinnei than Cerasus microcarpa, a wild 

chetty that grows in the Kopet Dag, but otherwise 

resembles it. 

Ulmaceae, Celt is (hackberry) 

The most numeious ttee fruit in the samples is Celtis, 

whose unchaired seeds were found in several deposits. 

The wood of Celtis was not encountered. Today, Celtis 
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is to be part of the shiblyak vegetation (spiny 

xerophilous shrubs and grasses which replace overcut 

forest communities) between 800 m and 1600 m 

(Popov 1994: 179). 

Celtis seeds have a high mineral content, frequent

ly charring to a gtay or white color, or they may be pre

served uncharred. Therefore, they tend to be over-rep

resented in archaeological samples. Celtis fruits are edi

ble, and they also are eaten by bitds. A latge number of 

chambers of nesting birds punctuate the baulks of Anau 

Notth, to a depth of 10 cm or more. Even though the 

nesting holes in the baulks were cleared before 

archaeobotanical samples were taken, some of the Celtis 

might post-date the archaeological deposits in which 

they were found. Most, however, are most probably 

ancient, for this type is found in mineralized form in 

many Near Eastern archaeobotanical assemblages. 

Wild and Weedy Plants 

Of the genera and species of the small shrubs and herbs 

included in the wild and weedy category, few are 

unambiguously associated with particular habitats. 

Occasionally one can say that a particular taxon is like

ly to be either a field weed that thrives in distutbed 

agricultural soils or a plant of the steppe of steppe 

deseit. The numbei of unidentified and tentatively 

identified types is highet than the authot would like; 

she has not had much opportunity to develop a com

parative collection for Turkmenistan. There are several 

types that are morphologically distinctive but never

theless remain unidentified. 

Apiaceae (Queen Anne's Lace Family) 

Two seeds designated AN Apiaceae-1 are tecoided 

(Figure 10.6a). Members of this family usually thrive 

in open areas. The family includes many weeds and 

steppe plants. 

Asteraceae (Daisy/Thistle Family) 

The Asteraceae is a large, diverse the plant family, 

which includes shrubs and herbs. Most of the members 

prefer open ground. Several members of this latge fam

ily are recorded in the samples. One type, cf. Artemisia 

(woimwood), is a characteristic small shrub of the 

steppe-deseit (Figure 10.6b). In mote favorable cli

mates, where the climax vegetation is grassland, it may 

be indicative of ovetgtazed pasture. It is eaten by her

bivores. Today it was seen growing in degtaded pasture 

in the foothills and front range of the Kopet Dag south 

of the site. A single seed was designated cf. 

Taraxacum!Crepis (i.e., dandelion or a similar plant). 

Not much can be said about the two small seeds desig

nated A N Asteraceae-1. A second unidentified type, 

A N Asteraceae-2, is quite large, ca. 4 m m long; the 

seed has a smooth surface, is not angled, but is a little 

compressed, and the apex or base of the pappus is 

rounded. O f comparably large, smooth Asteraceae 

seeds that have been considered, this type is not 

Centaurea or a thistle (Cirsium alatum, Picnomon acar-

na, or Carduus), since all of those types have a ridge at 

the apex. Finally, the flower head of an Asteraceae was 

seen, but not further identified. 

Boraginaceae (Borage Family) 

Both of the boraginaceaous types in the assemblage are 

plants of open ground. Heliotropium is relatively com

m o n at Anau North; most of the seeds are under 1.5 

m m in length, but a single longer one may be from a 

different species (Figure 10.6c). Lithospermum occurs 

occasionally in uncharred form. With a high mineral 

content, the seeds of this family are less subject to 

decay than most other types. 

Brassicaceae (Mustard Family) 

Members of the mustard family are commonly plants 

of field and steppe that are useful for fodder. A rela

tively flat seed type has been tentatively designated cf. 

Alyssum because it compares well with Alyssum linifoli-

um. Siliques of Euclidium syriacum, a monotypic genus 

with indehiscent fruits, are quite common here, at 

Anau South (Harrison and Miller 1995), and at Gonur 

(designated Ciuciferae 1 in Miller 1993) (Figure 

10.6d). Another type closely resembles Neslia pictured 

by (van Zeist and Bakkei-Heetes 1985:fig. 2.12). A N 

Brassicaceae-1 is the designation for a small oblong 

type which probably comes from a long, thin silique 

(Figure 10.6e). 

Capparidaceae (Caper Family) 

Most Capparis (caper) types are spiny shrubs. The 

fleshy fruits are edible for both people and animals, 

and in the Mediterranean world the buds and othet 

parts of the plants are pickled, even the shoots. Seeds 

of Capparis occur in Anau IB and Anau IA levels. 

Caryophyllaceae (Pink Family) 

The pinks are usually small herbaceous plants; many 

ate good foddet. A few seeds designated A N 
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10.6 Wild and weedy plants from Anau Notth. 

Caryophyllaceae-1 were encounteied, mostly in the 

lowest layei of Anau North (Figure 10.60-

Chenopodiaceae (Goosefoot Family) 

Members of this family include heibs and both small 

and tree like shrubs. M a n y are adapred to salty soils 

and open ground. Atriplex is represented in a single 

sample by two fruits encased in their bracts. Although 

unspecified Chenopodiaceous seeds occui in small 

quantities throughout the sequence, only a single 

Chenopodium was recognized (in an Anau IIA con

text). The most c o m m o n of seeds of this family are cf. 

Salsola, distinguished by a culled embryo that is rela

tively flat, and so not quite like the Salsola depicted by 

van Zeist and Bakkei-Heetes (van Zeist and Bakkei-

Heeies 1985:fig- 8). In addition, a few Suaeda seeds 

have been tentatively identified from the Anau IB lay-

Cyperaceae (Sedge Family) 

The sedges are typically plants of relatively moist open 

ground: the sides of streams and ditches, swales, marshy 

areas. Carex and Scirpus have been tentatively identi

fied, along with rwo othei types: A N Cypeiaceae-1 and 

A N Cypetaceae-2. They occur in small quantities in 

layei 8 and below. 

Fabaceae (Legume/Clover Family) 

Leguminous plants are found in all kinds of habitats and 

growth fotms. Many of the legumes provide very good 

fodder and are characteristic of undegraded steppe. With 

a few exceptions, distinguishing genera from seeds alone 

is problematic. Two samples had some pod segments of 

Alhagi (camelthom), which is a small spiny shrub with a 

very deep tap root that thtives in fallow fields and over

grazed pasrure. Alhagi has been found in greater quanti-
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Liliaceae (Lily Family) 

10.7 Wild and weedy plants from Anau North 

(cont). 

ties on the Iranian plateau at 4th millennium Hissar 

(Costantini and Dyson 1990) and 3rd millennium Gijlar 

(Costantini and Biasini 1984). Astragalus and possible 

Trifiolium/Melilotus (clover/melilot) occur at various 

points in the sequence. One of the most frequently 

occulting and numetous types in the assemblage is 

Trigonella, though mote than 8 5 % of the 1672 Trigonelk 

seeds come from a single sample, 97.078 (layei 18). 

Trigonella, Trifiolium/Melilotus, and Astragalus all provide 

high-quality forage. Finally, one-as-yet unidentified 

legume is designated A N Fabaceae-1 (Figure 10.7a). 

Lamiaceae (Mint Family) 

The mints comptise anothei widespread and diverse 

family whose members thrive in a variety of habitats. 

Though scatteied throughout the sequence, the total 

number of seeds of this family is small. Only one has 

been tentatively designated to a genus, Ziziphora. Three 

more seem distinctive, but are not in the comparative 

collection at M A S C A , A N Lamiaceae-1 (Figure 10.7b), 

A N Lamiaceae-2 and A N Lamiaceae-3 (Figure 10.7c). 

There is not much to say about two rare types, one of 

which may not even be a member of the lily family 

(AN cf. Liliaceae-1). It is clear that more comparative 

material would be invaluable. 

Poaceae (Grass Family) 

Grassy steppe with scattered trees probably would 

have characterized the land between the foothills to 

the south and desert to the north. Indeed, many of 

the "wild and weedy" plants mentioned in this sec

tion could have grown interspersed among the grass

es, which themselves probably grew between sparsely 

distiibuted trees. As grasses provide good pasture, it is 

probably no accident that they, along with the 

legumes, comptise the most important component of 

the archaeobotanical assemblage. O f the identified 

grasses, Aegilops is most numerous and occurs in the 

largest number of samples. Like the Aegilops seeds, 

the glume bases are most prominent in the Anau IA 

samples (layers 19 and 20). The remaining identified 

grasses (cf. Bromus, PhleumlEragrostis, Eremopyrum, 

Hordeum murinum-xype, and cf. Setaria) occur in 

very small quantities and percentages. 

PhleumlEragrostis designates a vety small (less than 

0.1 m m long) almost elliptical seed. Eremopyrum is 

keeled on the dotsal side. Hordeum murinum-xype is 

similat in shape to domesticated two-row barley, but 

is quite a bit smaller. There are also quite a numbei of 

unidentified (AN Poaceae-1 to -8) (Figure 10.7d) and 

unidentifiable types. A N Poaceae-1 is a significant 

part of the assemblage. It is vety similar in shape to 

Setaria, but is quite small, well under 1.0 m m long 

(Figure 10.7e). 

Fumaricaceae (Fumitory Family) 

Fumaria, a small herbaceous plant eaten by animals, is 

represented by a total of two seeds. 

Portulacaceae (Purslane Family) 

A single tentatively identified Portulaca (purslane) seed 

was seen. Portulaca has a succulent leaf and the greens 

are very tasty in salad or cooked. The Turkmen name 

is semzik {semizotu in Turkish). 

Primulaceae 

Two deposits piovided a total of four Androsace seeds. 
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Ranunculaceae (Buttercup Family) 

Two members of the buttercup family were encoun

tered, both of which are plants of open ground, Adonis 

and Ceratocephalus. 

Rubiaceae 

Galium has a consistent though low presence here. 

Unidentified Types 

There are several unknown types. The most distinctive, 

A N unknown-3, is illustrated in Figure 10.7f. 

Woody Plant Taxa (Charcoal) 

Fot discussion of the disttibution of these types today, 

see discussion of m o d e m vegeration above. 

Cupressaceae 

Three pieces identified as Juniperus (junipei) were 

encountered. They had no resin ducrs. The pirs seemed 

to be cupressoid. A fourth piece at fust looked like it 

had a resin duct, but the absence of fenesttoid pits and, 

mote importantly, the absence of pine in the forests of 

Tuikmenistan (Kurbanov 1994: 107) encouraged a 

reconsideration; it is listed as "conifer" in Tables C.3 

and C.4, and the "resin duct" may be a hole made by 

a rootlet. 

Chenopodiaceae 

A few pieces of Chenopodiaceous charcoal were 

identified. O n e type looked like Haloxylon depicted 

by Fahn et al. (1985). It also compared well with the 

unvoucheied "saksaul" given to m e at a picnic; "sak-

saul" is the c o m m o n Tutkmen wotd foi Haloxylon, 

which can gtow to the size of a small tree. The othet 

type compared well with the wood of a voucheied 

small shtub called "sazak" by out dtivei, a Turkmen 

(though not yet identified, Arthrocnemum, 

Halocnemum, and Anabasis are undet consideration; 

this type is not Salsola dendroides, also called "sazak" 

by our driver). 

Oleaceae 

Two pieces of Fraxinus (ash) were identified from rhe 

earliest layer. Ash would have been a constituent of 

tugai (riparian thicket) vegetation of the Keltechinar 

river valley. 

Salicaceae 

PopuluslSalix (poplar/willow) was identified from ves

sel and tay pattern in cross section only. The radial sec

tion of three pieces in AN97.085 seemed to be homo-

cellular, which suppoits an identification of poplat. 

(The identification is difficulr because the rays of 

poplar and willow are so narrow it is difficult to get a 

clear view.) Poplar would have been a constituent of 

tugai vegetation. 

Tamaricaceae 

Tamarix (along with cf. Tamarix) is the most impor

tant wood in the charcoal assemblage, comprising over 

71 to 9 4 % by count and weight of the charcoal inden-

rified in each phase. It is present in all samples exam

ined. In addition to vessel pattern and ray width visi

ble in cross section, where possible I checked the radi

al section for stoiied vessels and parenchyma and het-

etocellulat lays (procumbent, upright, and square 

cells). Tamarisk would have grown along the 

Keltechinat river, as it does today 

Animal Dung 

Fiagments of animal dung occut, sometimes cleaily 

chatted (Table C.9). Dung fragments have a fibrous 

texture. Occasionally enough of the outei shape and 

texture is preserved to recognize fragmentaiy oi whole 

sheep/goat pellet. In at least one sample, the laminat 

stiucture of the fibrous remains suggests stable litter; 

even today at Anau kolkhoz the accumulated dung of 

penned sheep and goats is periodically dug out in flat

tened chunks that makes a very good fuel. Judging 

from the overall high densities and proportions of 

wood charcoal in the samples, animal dung was at 

most a minor, supplemental fuel. 

Three samples are noteworthy fot having fairly 

dense dung-like deposits: 

1. AN97.031, layer 3 was from a burnt flooi in a 

structure. It has a low density of chaired material, so it 

may just be a from a room that was swept clean. 

2. AN97.045, layei 14 is from a burnt layei inside 

a round, c. 1.4 m diametet stiuctuie. It has a low densi

ty of chaired material. The control sample (AN97.036) 

from outside the building had a similat low density of 

material, but no evidence of dung use, either 
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3. AN97.073, layer 19 has a moderate density of 

charted material. 

A fourth sample discussed below, AN97.078 from 

layer 18, has a moderate density of charred material 

that includes a substantial amount of sheep/goat dung 

pellets and fragments. 

Analysis 

Taphonomy 

Most plant materials at Anau were preserved by char

ring. For that reason it is likely that the charred 

wood and seeds come primarily from fuel—wood, 

brush, and dung (Miller 1984)—though accidental 

inclusions of some material cannot be excluded. 

Most of the deposits with high densities of mateiial 

ate tedeposited rather than butned in place. Only 

one high-density deposit is likely to have come from 

a burnt building, and so is not comparable to the 

others. 

Quantification 

Like individual potsheids, individual seeds are intet-

pretable only at the most basic level (identity, ecologi

cal requirements of the taxon, likely source). Similatly, 

one may identify a sample from a single deposit as, say, 

a hearth deposit, if stratigraphic and contextual infor

mation supports the interpretation, but it is really not 

possible to evaluate one sample in isolation from oth-

ers of the assemblage. For example, if we do not know 

what charcoal densities to expect for cultuial fill, how 

can we know if a hearrh deposit has in situ fuel remains 

or just some background amount of charcoal? O n the 

other hand, at many sites the variability between sam

ples is so high as to make average values meaningless. 

There are, however, quantitative ways of considering 

the samples that can be useful. 

Density 

For purposes of this report, "density" is measured by 

the weight in grams—of charred plant material (wood, 

seeds, othei parts) caught in a 2-mm sieve—per liter of 

soil. Because the bulk of the burned material is wood, 

samples with a high density of charred matetial tend to 

have a lot of wood charcoal. Samples with overall low 

densities of material cannot really be interpreted, since 

the charred material probably consists of "background 

noise" rather than some kind of in situ deposit. 

Seed-to-Charcoal Ratio 

Two forms of this measure are the proportion by 

weight of seed material larger than 2 m m (essentially 

cereal) to charcoal larger than 2 m m , and the propor

tion of wild and weedy seeds (by count) to weight of 

charcoal. I suggest that both help us assess the relative 

amounts of dung-to-wood fuel in the assemblage. As 

the number of seeds in dung is seasonally variable 

(Bottema 1984), this measure is only applicable to 

groups of samples. At Anau, both proportions are rel

atively low (Table C.5), and are close to the propor

tions found in samples at Malyan, in the heart of the 

Zagros forest zone, with average ratios of under 0.05 

(by weight) for seed material and about 8 wild and 

weedy seeds per gram of charcoal (Miller 1982, 1990). 

Those numbers are quite different from the site of 

Hacinebi in southeastern Turkey (the comparable 

ratios are 0.46 by seed weight and 281 by seed num

ber; data in Millet 1996). That is, dung supplemented 

wood fuel at Anau, but was relatively unimportant. 

Wild and Weedy-to-Cereal Ratio 

Insofar as the seeds originated in dung fuel, the values 

of this ratio could be used to assess reliance on pasture 

relative to cultivated fodder (Miller 1998). This figure 

at Anau is not that useful, because random factors of 

sampling interfere with interpretation with such small 

amounts of seed material. 

Spatial Distribution 

Of the four hearth deposits sampled, two (AN97.002, 

AN97.006) have moderate densities of charred materi

al, almost entirely wood charcoal, and two 

(AN97.013, AN97.035), with low densities of chat-

coal, are more likely to have post-abandonment trash. 

Most of the samples from layers 3 to 18 can be 

directly related to stiuctures and othei deposits in the 

1978-1982 excavations. The Anau IB round stiuc

tures could have been used foi storage or animal pens. 

Only one such structure (AN97.045, layer 14) had in 

situ evidence for dung and a low density of chaired 

material, which strongly supports the view that it was 
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an animal pen. The material in other round structures 

appears to be trash deposited after the buildings' aban

donment; it is likely, though not provable, that they, 

too, were animal pens. 

The sample from a square stiuctuie (97.085) in 

layer 7 has a very low density of seed remains, but 

quite a bit of wood charcoal and teed culm nodes. The 

charcoal includes many laige chunks (about 1.5 cm) 

of poplai and tamaiisk. Long straight poplai poles are 

a c o m m o n soutce of toof beams in Iran and 

Afghanistan Reeds are layered between the beams and 

m u d roof plaster (Szabo and Barfield 1991: 135-37). 

It thus seems likely that this deposit is primarily fall

en roof debris mixed in with stored firewood or fur

nishings. 

O n e sample, AN97.078, stands out. Along with 

quite a bit of charred sheep/goat dung, there was a 

tremendous numbei of wild seeds—mote than half 

the seeds in the wild-and-weedy categoiy come from 

this one sample (2399 out of 4290 total)—and the 

most gtain (barley) and charred dung (Table C.9) of 

any sample examined. Most of the wild seeds were of 

Trigonella. Alrhough this sample has a high propor

tion of seed (both wild and domesticated) relative to 

charcoal, the proportion of wild seed to cereal is 

close to the median foi the assemblage. Desctibed as 

a "datk lens outside of architectuie," the deposit 

could just be an undistuibed ash d u m p from a 

domestic hearth that piovided the only sample in the 

entire assemblage with substantial remains of dung 

fuel. 
Finally, one might considet the sample from the 

very bottom of the excavation in A N N in layer 20. At 

fust, we thought the deposit had no occupation 

debiis, but flotation revealed a small amount of wood 

charcoal, along with a well-ptesetved barley grain. It is 

unlikely that any of this material is intrusive. 

Subsequent to the excavation, Hiebett discoveied 

some notes of Pumpelly that documented an exten

sion of the site below the m o d e m plain. Therefore, 

sterile soil was not reached in this part of the excava

tion. 

Vegetation, Agriculture, and Landscape 

Otiginating as fuel, the charcoal assemblage is the best 

evidence foi woody vegetation growing neat the site. 

The importance of wood charcoal and predominance 

of tamaiisk strongly suggests the inhabitants of Anau 

had easy access to tugai vegetation. This is not suiptis-

ing, as until recently this was the typical plant covet 

along stieams like the Keltechinat. Ash (Fraxinus), 

which seems to have largely disappeared by the Bronze 

Age (Lisitsyna and Popov 1988), comes only from the 

earliest excavated layer Poplai, too, would have foimed 

patt of this association. These taxa constitute at least 

8 5 % of the charcoal assemblage by count oi weight in 

all peiiods. This suggests that tugai vegetation gtew 

neat Anau. Evidence fot dung fuel use (rhe seedxhar-

coal rario) supports the view that the human impact 

on the vegetation was negligible; it does not change 

much between Anau IA and Anau IB phases. 

Two upland forest products, junipei and cf. 

Prunus, are absent in the Anau I deposits. Similarly, the 

Chenopodiaceous shrubs from the steppe or degraded 

pasture are more prevalent in the later phases. 

Alrhough the data are too scanty to make film pro

nouncements, they suggest that the Anau IB residents 

wete mote likely to go futthet afield foi fuel gathering. 

In the case of the Chenopodiaceous woods, peihaps 

grazing or land clearance for agriculture or fuel 

increased the area of degraded pasrure. 

The settlement history of Turkmenistan from 

Neolithic times on cannot be understood without a 

consideration of the watei supply for farming. Anau is 

situated at the very edge of the rainfall agticultute 

zone, so inigation could have been an impottant fac

tor enhancing crop security. Watering practices are 

reflected in archaeological crop remains thanks to 

ancient crop choice and the way the seeds of those 

plants respond to moisture conditions. 

Some crop types ate mote drought tolerant than 

others. For example, due to its shortei growing season, 

under rainfed conditions, bailey tends to need less 

watei than wheat, and two-row bailey needs less watei 

than the six-iow type. Where both two- and six-row 

barley are grown, and irrigation is practiced, six-row is 

more likely to be ittigated (Hailan 1968). The wheats, 

too, vaty in theii moisture requirements. Hans 

Helbaek (1969) considered the anival of bread wheat 

(Triticum aestivum) on the Deh Luian plain in Iran as 

evidence of inigation. In the semi-arid envitons of 

Anau, six-row bailey and bread wheat would not be 

the most likely crops under rainfed conditions. Not 

only is precipitation rathet low for dry-farming, bur 

both of these crops have a relatively high watet 

requirement compared to alternatives, like two-tow 

bailey oi, as had been grown eailiei at Djeitun, einko-

in wheat (Hairis et al. 1996). A second bit of evidence 

is grain shape; with inigation, grains tend to get 

plumper. As discussed above with regard to barley, the 

Anau grains have a low length to breadth ratio com

pared to those at othet sites. Therefore, the main crops 
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evidenced to date at Anau North, six-row barley and 

bread wheat, almost undoubtedly were irrigated, per

haps by simple gravity flow (see Miller 1999). 
In summary, the people of Anau settled in a land

scape dominated by renewable tugai vegetation. Fields 

probably were cleared along the stream, perhaps inter

spersed with tugai thickets, and herds grazed on near

by steppe. H u m a n activities had only a negligible 

impact on the vegetation in the period considered 

here. Over time, however, fields may have expanded at 

the expense of pasture and tugai in the immediate 
vicinity of the settlement. 
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Microscopic Analysis of Soils from 
Anau North 

Alexandra A. Golyeva 

I n Russian soil science "biomorphic analysis" refers to 

the combined study of phytoliths, spores, pollen, 

diatoms, sponge spicules, cuticle casts, detiitus, and 

othei micioscopic plant parts (Golyeva 1997). Most 

soils—including natuial sttata, plowed fields, pastures, 

and cultuial layeis—contain different and distinctive 

arrays of these microscopic plant remains. The primary 

purpose of biomorphic analysis in Russian soil science 

is rhe deteimination of evolutionary trends of soils and 

anthropogenic sedimenrs and the determination of 

m o d e m and past envitonmental conditions. Foi 

archaeological putposes, a combined biomotphic 

analysis increases the reliability of individual data and 

tiuthfulness of the reconsrruction of a behavioral activ

ity or depositional context (Table 11.1). This approach 

combines paleoerhnobotanical techniques (Peaisall 

1989) with the study of detiitus and grain size as used 

in soil mictomoiphological studies (Courty et al. 

1989). 

While this type of analysis has been developed to 

study naturally deposited soils, its application in 

archaeology is being developed in rhe sreppe regions of 

Table 11.1 Inferences from Biomorphic Data 

Biomorphic data 

Pollen and spores 

Phytoliths 

Diatoms and sponge spicules 

Silicified cuticle casts 

Charcoal and xylem 

Detritus 

Potential interpretations from archaeological samples 

Composition of local flora, plant use information, season in which the soil 

was buried 

Plant use information, indication of anthropomorphic disturbances, 

erosional processes, character of irrigation systems, nature or function of 

specific contexts, use of cereal plant parts 

Relative indicator of the use of water adapted plants 

Indication of rapid soil burying 

Identification of burning, and near-by hearths, open or closed areas from 

winds, indication of cultural layers, composition of economically 

important woods 

Diagnostic of cultural layers and surface layers, indication of the nature 

and intensity of post-depositional modification (crushing) 
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Eurasia, where ancient soil surfaces preserved under

neath datable burial mounds provide a eco-data base

line in relationship with early herding activities on the 

steppe (Golyeva 1999). Today, we can include this type 

of analysis in archaeological and paleoenvironmental 

research as an effective technique in the documenta

tion of archaeological contexts. 

The present research is an attempt to try this type 

of analysis in a new environment—Central Asia. 

However, it must be noted that Anau is practically 

mythical in the history of paleoethnobotanical science 

because it was the place where the investigations iden

tified some of the fust microscopic plant parts from 

archaeological contexts (Schellenbetg 1908). At Anau, 

we have sampled archaeological contexts from both the 

noith and south mounds which have re-opened old 

questions of how humans used the environment with 

new data. W e had many questions about the nature of 

the deposits thiough time—whethet they were anthro

pomorphic or naturally deposited, and in some cases 

biomoiphic data helps to differentiate between these. 

In 1999, ten further samples were taken from the 

uppei fill of rooms to provide information on othei 

soil contexts within an archaeological site. This com

plementary analysis is a preliminary attempt in differ

entiating between occupational debris and naturally 

deposited sttata. 

Analytic Categories 

Pollen and Spores 

Pollen and spore analysis is based on three factots: (1) 

the abundant pollen and spores that plants created 

duiing flowering; (2) the micioscopic plant parts 

have, in each specific region, distinctive foims which 

allow for their identification to a certain degree; (3) 

pollen and spores are very durable and stable which 

allow them to remain in different deposits foi a long 

time 

In some depositional conditions the degree of 

pollen preservation is very low. They do not preserve if 

they are burned, thus are not a complementary data

base for charcoal samples from hearths. In arid envi

ronments, such as Anau, pollen is often destroyed due 

to aerobic conditions and high microbiological and 

biochemical activity. The favorable conditions fot 

pollen preservation is where the grains are buried 

quickly and deeply and where high concenttations of 

flowering plants petmit the quantity of pollen to be 

adequate fot analysis. 

Phytolith Analysis 

Where pollen is not preserved, phytoliths often pro

vide an alternative to undeistanding the plants in use 

in a certain deposit (Golyeva 1995, Golyeva et al. 

1995). Phytoliths are immune to aerobic microbial 

destruction, but do melt in high fires. In contrast to 

pollen, phytoliths do not participate in aerial migra

tion and in most cases characterize the plant commu

nities of the local area. Phytoliths (Figure 11.1a) repre

sent microscopic opal plant "stones" that form in liv

ing plants owing to intracellular precipitation of silica. 

The morphology of phytoliths resembles that of the 

host plant cells. Therefore, these bodies can be used as 

diagnostics of vegetation and investigation into the 

evolution of the plant cover (Piperno, 1988). 

Biogenic silica enters the soil and accumulates in 

fine fractions forming assemblages characteristic of the 

local plant communities. Phytoliths can, however, 

migrate through deposits, and the stability of phy

toliths in deposits is connected with the depth of theii 

occutrence (Jones and Beavers 1964). There are some 

important differences in the intetptetative possibilities 

of phytoliths from natural vs archaeological deposits 

(Table 11.2). Color can be used to estimate post-depo-

sitional effects on the deposits; morphology provides 

information on plant diversity. Abundance of phy

toliths in the samples is a measure of the amount of 

plant debris in the deposit and can provide informa

tion in conjunction with othei archaeological indices 

on the nature of the deposit. The phytolith complex, 

can, in certain cases, be used as a measure of the plant 

community represented in a specific deposit. Further, 

differences of the phytoliths size allow foi the differen

tiation of the ancient irrigation from dry-farmed crops 

(Rosen 1994). 

Phytolith data must be treated like other cate

gories of archaeological data—the interpretation of the 

data can only be done with a full understanding of the 

archaeological context of the sample. To this end, a 

close interactive working relationship with the field 

archaeologists has been essential for the combined bio

morphic approach to be effective. 

Detritus 

Microscopic plant detiitus (Figure 11.1b) is composed 

of the remains of skeletal plant tissue that protect all 

patts of a plant from rupturing and breakdown. 

Sometimes, the cells of these tissues represent dead and 

cellulose-impregnated cells within the body of a plant. 
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11.1 Microscopic soil parts. 

These tissues are relatively good at resisting decompo

sition; therefore, they can be preserved in the cultural 

layeis. 

Plant detritus is subdivided into arboreal and 

heibaceous, which differ from each othei in theii 

microscopic form. Occasionally detritus preserves in 

archaeological samples that have no preserved pollen, 

phytoliths, or spicules. In these cases, the detritus can 

indicate the nature of the deposit—whether the detri

tus was arboreal or herbaceous (roots), and in some 

cases can be useful in deteimining season of deposi

tion. The pattern of plant tissue in the detritus is par

tially diagnostic of a specific plant or plant part, and 

can be used for the generic identification of a plant. 

This type of microscopic plant material is very 

important in the archaeological investigations. For 

example, the occurrence of large detritus from gtass 

toots is indicative of extetior soil surfaces. The size of 

generic detritus is indicative of the nature of the 

deposit. If the amount of small detritus particles was 

more then 9 5 — 9 6 % , it indicates that intact plants 

were not at this site. If less than 9 5 % of the detritus is 

small, it is indicative that intact plant materials (glass 

ot/and wood) were at the site. It helps us to detetmine 

whether plants were mechanically crushed (by people 

or animals) or not. 

Laige plant detiitus (mote than 40x40 m ) indicate 

that decomposed plants in the deposit; abundant mid

dle sized parts (between 20x20 m and 40x40 m ) indi

cate that vegetation was crushed in the deposit; small 

plant detiitus (less then 20x20 m ) plants were absent 

here, they were removed by winds. W o o d detiitus indi

cates decomposed wood oi woody vegetation in a 

deposit. Analysis of plant detiitus is especially inform-

ative with tespect to cultural layeis of uiban soils and 

settlements and helps to reveal intensity in the eco

nomic activity of h u m a n society. Togethei with othet 

archaeological data, the size of the particles can be used 

as an indication of the intensity of occupation 

(Golyeva 2001). 

Here it is important to note that this is a prelimi-

naty study, and that it will realize mote effective results 

with the development of a comparative atlas of plant 

detritus. Such woik has began foi the steppe region, 

and we can use this as a beginning foi the study of the 

Cential Asian plant detiitus, but that since the plant 

communities ate different between rhe steppe region 

and the foothill region of southern Central Asia, out 

inferences from detiitus samples at Anau remain pte-

liminary 

Sponge Spicules and Diatoms 

Microscopic fresh-water sponges have shells composed 

of spicules (Figure 11.1c). Sponge spicules have an 
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Table 11.2 Inferences from Phytholith Analysis from Natural vs. Archaeological Soils 

Phytolith characteristics 

Color 

colorless 

black 

Morphology of separate grains 

Abundance 

very abundant 

abundant 

few 

absent 

Phytolith complex 

Interpretation 

Natural soils Archaeological soils 

naturally decomposed plants 

Burnt plants, range or forest 

fires 

Diagnostic of specific plants 

in the local ecology 

Artificial substrate - manure, 

etc 

Upper soil horizons or cultural 

layers 

Erosion, tillage, grazing 

Erosion, mineral drift 

History of plant communities 

and evolution of landscapes 

plants were used and naturally 

decomposed 

location of hearths, near-by 

hearths and hearth sweepings 

Indicative of use of specific 

plants at the site 

Plant use. Functions such as 

animal pens, bedding, 

matting 

A deposit which had plants 

growing in them, or mixed in 

Windswept, human modified 

deposits (swept areas), such as 

interior rooms, and courtyard 

surfaces 

Deposits without plant 

remains 

Use of plants by people and 

animals 

elongated and rounded form with a tubular central 

channel that serves as the main diagnostic feature of 

sponges. Diatoms are one-celled Protozoa, which 

absorb silicon from watei and accumulate it in their 

outer shell. Different varieties of diatoms which live in 

fresh waters are found in Cential Asian soils. The iden

tification of the siliceous spicules of sponges oi 

diatoms shell are indicative of soils from nearby water, 

such as a river or canal. 

Source Materials 

Three source materials were studied in this preliminary 

investigation: comparative cultivated cereal grains; soil 

from those samples collected by Millet for macro-

botanical study—primarily from ancient hearths and 

floor deposits; and soil samples collected from upper 

fill, courtyaid fill, and beneath walls. 

Comparative Plants 

Based on information about the differences of the 

characteristic form of the silica long-cell walls of cere

als and wide grasses (Rosen 1992), we looked at the 

phytoliths of the main cereals used at Anau: wheat 

(Triticum aestivum) and bailey (Hordeum vulgare). 

Comparative samples of Central Asian (from steppe 

and desert environments of Tuikmenistan and 

Kazakstan) were provided for our study from the plant 

collection of the Soil Science Department, Moscow 

State Univeisity. 

Qualitative phytolith analyses of the modem cere

al patts shows that there are at least two strong differ

ences in phytolith forms between straw and seeds skin 

which permits us to distinguish between straw and 

grain of cereals (Golyeva 2001). The ability to identify 

specific parts of plants were found in all of the com

parative samples of wheat and bailey, and it allows us 

to distinguish to a greater degree of precision the 

nature of the deposits and the specific economic use of 

various plants. 

Archaeological Samples 

A total of 20 soil samples from the North mound at 

Anau were studied. Eleven of the soil samples were col

lected by Millet for flotation analysis and were sub-

sampled here for phytolith and biomoiphic analysis. 

Furthei samples were collected in 1999 from uppet fill 

("comparative samples"). Thus, the microscopic plant 

parts for these samples directly complement the mac-

robotanical analysis in Chaptei 10. This study is part 

of a larger, ongoing srudy of microscopic plant parts, 
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which compares micro-debris from the uiban Bronze 

Age remains at Anau South with Anau Noith. 

Results 

Separate treatments were made for phytolith, pollen 

and detritus extraction following standard Techniques 

(Moore er al. 1991, Piperno 1988) and both quantita

tive and qualitative analyses were done. The results of 

the preliminary analysis of the samples are presented in 

sets of data: samples from primary deposits on floors or 

from hearrhs, sub-sampled from flotation samples 

(Table 11.3); and samples from upper deposits (Table 

11.4). 

In every sample 300 parts of detiitus were count

ed in 3 repeats. The percentage distiibution of detri

tus in the floor samples are lisred in the Table 11.5 and 

in the uppei fill samples in Table 11.6 and Figure 

11.2. 

Anau IB1 (4000-3700 BC) 

B.001 

Context: This sample was taken from the courtyard 

surface, ourside of the circular strucrure, layer 14 

( A N M 6). Miller notes (97.036) a low density of 

chaired material, with few seeds. 

Biomorphic analysis: This sample included char

coal fragments, glass detiitus, cuticle copies, phy

toliths, and pollen. This biomoiphic assemblage typi

cally is found from open areas, where glasses (such as 

woimwoods) gtow, and winds cany ash from neatby 

hearths. The high level of pollen preservation indicates 

that this deposit was buiied vety quickly. 

B.002 

Context: this sample is from the ashy fill on a teddened 

floor inside of the circular stiuctuie in layei 14 ( A N M 

9). Millet notes (97.040) a high density of chatted 

material predominately of wood. A moderate amount 

of weedy seeds found. 

Biomoiphic analysis: This sample had dense small 

panicles of woody detiitus, indicative of woody bed

ding. The amount of medium detiitus is h i g h — 9 % of 

all particles. The material was mechanically crushed— 

possibly by animals if this area was used as an animal 

pen. The deposir was burnt in situ. 

B.003 

Conrext: this sample is from a gray layer inside of the 

circular structure in layer 14 ( A N M 7). Miller notes 

(97.037) that that this deposit had a relatively high 

density of charred material, with a few cereal grains 

from an ashy layer in a re-used stiuctuie. 

Biomoiphic analysis: This sample had numeious 

fragments of large and small charcoal detritus. Two 

sponge spicules represent water adapted plants that 

were brought from the running river or canals near-

by. 

B.004 

Context: This sample was taken from outside of the 

building, beneath the surface of A N M 7, layer 15 

(Comparative sample 9). Sampling from beneath the 

surface upon which the layer 14 circular structure was 

built. 

Biomorphic analysis: This sample differs consider

ably from others because it has dense pollen. All pollen 

grains are from Chenopodiaceae plant family (arid and 

semiarid grasses). Mosr of them are in clumps, as 

opposed ro being separate. This indicates that the 

deposit was vegetated just before burial. Such high 

preservation of pollen is atypical in arid areas such as 

Anau. This unique depositional context suggests that: 

(1) buiial occurred during the summer; (2) the burial 

process was intensive in a shoit time and had a laige 

volume; (3) the buiial process was likely natural (for 

example, due to an earthquake). 

B.005 

Context: The sample was taken from just beneath the 

wall of layer 12 (comparative sample 8). This is just 

beneath one of the ciiculat structures, and should rep

resent, more oi less, the "natural" environment. 

Biomorphic analysis: This sample has only small 

particles of detiitus without visible root debris. As in 

sample 7, there were no plants on the suiface when the 

soil was fotmed oi buiied within the soil. 

B.006 

Context: The sample was taken from beneath the wall 

and floor of layer 10 (comparative sample 7). 

Biomorphic analysis: This sample has only small 

particles of detritus without visible root debiis. This is 
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Table 11.4 Soils from Anau North, Comparative Samples 

Sample 
number 

B.004 

B.005 

B.006 

B.012 

B.013 

B.014 

B.015 

B.019 

B.020 

Comparative 
sample 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Context 

Upper 
courtyard, 
Layer 14 

Between 
layers 13 

and 12 

Between 
layers 11 
and 10 

Between 

layers 9 
and 8 

Open yard, 

between 
layers 8 

and 7 

Zakladka, 

Layer 7 

Upper fill, 

Layer 7 

Upper fill, 

Layer 5 

Upper fill, 

layer 4 

Detritus 

+4-4-

+ 

+ 

+++ 

+++ 

4-4-4-

4-4-4-

4-4-4-

4-4-4-

Cuticle 

imprints 

-

-

-

4-4-4-

-

-

4-4-4-

Single 

Single 

Phytoliths 

-

-

-

4-4-

Arid 
grasses 

-

4-

Arid 

grasses 
4-4-

Arid 
grasses, 
small 

number of 

domestic 

cereals 

-

-

Pollen 

4-4-4-

-

-

-

-

-

-

" 

-

Other 
organic 

material 

-

-

-

Large 

roots 

-

-

-

Single 

roots 

-

indicative of an open area where plants did not glow, 

not were plants pans preserved from architectuial con

stiuction. 

Anau IB2 (3700-3500 BC) 

Five archaeological samples from layeis 9 thiough 5 

wete studied. Five compatative samples were taken 

from the uppeimost fill deposits. 

B.007 

Context: This sample is from a soft fine brown soil 

sample laying upon the painted flooi of layet 8 

square room ( A N L 7). Miller notes (97.030) the 

sample has a low density of chatted matetial with 

few seeds. 

Biomorphic analysis: The sample practically has no 

micioscopic plant material. Small paits of detiitus pre

dominate in the sample—98% of all detiitus (Figute 

11.2a). Apparently the room was kept very clean and the 

deposit represents fine windblown mineral drift. 

B.008 

Context: This sample is from a discrete haid ashy 

layet on the floor of room 3, layer 6 ( A N K 17). 

Miller notes (97.015) low density of charred mateti

al oi seeds. 

Biomoiphic analysis: The detritus in this sample 

has larger size: large derritus is 3 % and medium is 7 % 
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Table 11.5 Detritus, Archaeological Samples 

Sample 
number 

B.001 

B.002 

B.003 

B.007 

B.008 

B.009 

B.010 

B.011 

B.016 

B.017 

B.018 

Sample 

ANM 6 

ANM 9 

ANM 7 

ANL 7 

ANK 17 

ANK 16 

ANK 12 

ANJ 5 

ANI 9 

ANI 13 

ANI 14 

Context 

Layer 14 

Layer 14 

Layer 14 

Layer 9 

Layer 6 

Layer 6 

Layer 6 

Layer 5 

Layer 3 

Layer 3 

Layer 3 

Smaller 
than 

20 x 20 u 

90 

94 

93 

98 

90 

89 

89 

91 

90 

88 

90 

Larger 
than 

20 x 20 u 

10 

6 

7 

2 

10 

11 

11 

9 

10 

12 

10 

Smaller 
than 

40x40 u 

9 

4 

5 

2 

7 

7 

7 

5 

7 

9 

6 

Larger 
than 

40 x 40 u 

194 

2 

2 

0 

3 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

4 

(Figure 11.2b). The sample includes cereal straw, 

woody detritus, wotmwood and chicory stems with 

flowers. The biomorphic composition is typical of 

dung, howevet, the sample did not have a dung-like 

macro-structure. It may be that the sample may have 

come from pulverized dung on the surface of the 

floor. 

also found in the samples (Figure 11.4). The samples 

had abundant pollen of wormwoods (Artemisia) and 

plants from the Chenopodiaceae family. In contrast to 

A N K 12, sample A N K 16 had a lot of microscopic 

charcoal. This sample appears to be from an ashy lens 

derived from a storage area which was quickly buried 

in spring. 

B.009 

Context: this sample is from a soft sandy soil brown 

deposit on the flooi of a possible couityaid (room 3) of 

layet 6 from under a bricky collapse (ANK 16). Miller 

notes (97.017) a low density of chaired material, near 

absence of seeds. 

Biomorphic analysis: Abundant grass detritus is 

found in this sample (Figure 11.3a). Some phytolith 

forms are suggestive of plants from moist areas (Figure 

11.3c), indicating that the plant debiis was brought in 

by people ot animals probably from a well-watered 

area. There were phytoliths of barley straw, grain scale, 

wheat, and weeds suggesting that cereals were in the 

storage. Phytoliths with latge unknown forms were 

B.010 

Context: The sample is from a sandy soil deposit with 

dense ceramic sherds and bones on the same floor as 

A N K 16, a possible courtyard (room 3) of layer 6 (ANK 

12). This appears to be an in situ floor deposit. Millet 

notes (97.021) a near absence of charcoal or seeds. 

Biomorphic analysis: Phytoliths of barley straw, 

wheat, and grain scale were identified in this sample 

(Figure 11.5a and b). This sample also has abundant 

microscopic grass and unburned woody detritus 

(Figure 11.5c). Well preserved pollen from the 

Artemisia and Chenopodiaceae families suggest rapid 

burying of this deposit. Large amorphous phytoliths 

indicative of water adapted plants were found here. 
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Table 11.6 Detritus, Comparative Samples 

Sample 
number 

B.004 

B.005 

B.006 

B.012 

B.013 

B.014 

B.015 

B.019 

B.020 

Sample 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Context 

Upper 

courtyard, 
Layer 14 

Between 
layers 13 

and 12 

Between 
layers 11 
and 10 

Between 

layers 9 
and 8 

Open yard, 

between 

layers 8 
and 7 

Zakladka, 
Layer 7 

Upper fill, 

Layer 7 

Upper fill, 
Layer 5 

Upper fill, 

layer 4 

Smaller 
than 

20 x 20 u 

95 

97 

99 

90 

92 

93 

89 

92 

91 

Larger 

than 
20 x 20 n 

5 

3 

1 

10 

8 

7 

11 

8 

9 

Smaller 

than 
40x40 u 

4 

3 

1 

5 

3 

5 

6 

4 

4 

Larger 

than 
40 x 40 u 

1 

-

-

5 

5 

2 

5 

4 

5 

This sandy midden deposit appears to be deiived from 

stoiage and threshing activities. 

B.011 

Context: This sample is from a small health feature 

comprised of burned soil and charcoal in layer 5 (ANJ 

5). Miller nores (97.010) that this sample had a mod

erately high ratio of seeds compared to charcoal. Most 

of the seeds were cereals, although a discernible num

bei were weeds. 

Biomoiphic analysis: Glass detritus (Figute 

11.6a) bailey sttaw (Figure 11.6b) and giain scale 

(Figure 11.6c) were in the sample. The detiitus size 

is relatively small, similat to the othei archaeological 

samples from Anau IB2. The sample had abundant 

phytoliths, howevet, the phytolith foims ate 

unknown. No pollen was found. The abundant non-

wood detiitus and chaicoal suggests that this health 

may have been used for cooking in an open court

yard surface. 

B.012 

Context: The sample was taken from beneath the wall 

and floor of the health of layei 8 (comparative sample 

6). 
Biomoiphic analysis: This sample has many latge 

panicles of wood (including coniferous species), grass 

detiitus, and cuticle cusps. Grass phytoliths are mod

erately dense. Root detiitus was moderate. The results 

indicate that grasses tathei than cereals grew heie when 

this deposit was formed. Some wood, perhaps from 

constiuction was here before the soil was buiied. 

Pethaps this wood was an aichitectuial element oi was 

incotpoiated into the soil at the time of buiial. 

B.013 

Context: This sample is from a soft fine soil taken 

from beneath the wall of layei 7 and located just 

above the top of a layei 8 wall (compatative sample 

5). 
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77.2 Soil detiitus patticle size. A, small, from sample 

B.007; B, large, from sample B.008. 

Biomorphic analysis: Large wood detritus was pre

served—however, no phytoliths, cuticle remains or 

pollen was preserved here. This is indicative that the 

deposit oiiginated from a open surface. 

B.014 

Context: This sample is a soft brown deposit from the 

surface of a "zakladka" brick pavement ot fill, in layer 

7 (comparative sample 4). 

Biomoiphic analysis: Many latge parts of detiitus 

are in the sample. All phytoliths belongs glasses (not 

cereals). This sample appears to be purposeful bedding 

from between bricks ot plant parts mixed into building 

material (bricks). 

B.015 

Context: This sample was taken from a hard, brown 

soil beneath a wall of layet 6. The sample is from the 

11.3 Sample B.008. 

upper fill of a room in layer 7, which had no intiusive 

pits oi foundation trenches from the layer 6 architec

ture (comparative sample 3). 

Biomorphic analysis: This sample has a high den

sity of detritus, large cuticle casts, and phytoliths. All 

phytoliths belong to arid and semiarid plants, and 

there are rare cereal forms among phytoliths. The com

position of the sample suggests, in contrast to the othei 
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77.-^ Unknown phytolith shapes. 

uppei fill samples, that the area had stood exposed for 

some time—perhaps not leveled in following layer 6 

architectural construction. 

Anau Ha (3300-3100 BC) 

Three archaeological samples from the 1997 excava

tions at the north mound, layer 3, were studied. Two 

comparative samples were taken from the uppeimost 

fill of layeis 4 and 3. 

B.016 

Context: Fill above the flooi in layet 3. This soil sam

ple was from a giay dense clumpy deposit on a plas

tered surface of the floor (ANI 9). Miller notes 

(97.031) that the density of chaired material is low, 

with modeiate amount of weedy seeds to charcoal, 

suggesting that this includes loom sweeping. 

Biomoiphic analysis: This sample has dense 

woody detiitus and abundant glass patts. The occut-

rence of fly eggs in the detiitus indicates that this is 

naturally decomposed and was not a butned deposit. 

This deposit appeals to be from decomposed matting 

on the sutface of the floor. The charcoal fragments in 

the sample may be explained by the samples proximi

ty to a heatth. 

B.017 

Context: Fine dark ashy deposit ftom above a floor 

surrounding a pit in layer 3 (ANI 13). Miller notes 

(97.005) that this sample had moderate amount of 

chaired mattei, no dung, with some cereal gtains pres

ent. 

77.5 Sample B.010. 

Biomoiphic analysis: The sample includes both 

burnt and unbutnt glass and woody detiitus. 

Decomposed coniferous detiitus was piesent, most 

likely junipet, a wood used in traditional architecture 

in Turkmenistan. O n the basis of charcoal analysis, 
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77.6 Sample B.011 

77.7 Sample B.018. 

Lisitsyna notes that juniper was abundant on the notth 
slope of the Kopet Dag from contemporary levels at 
nearby Kara depe (Lisitsyna 1968). Possibly this 
reflects the rejuvenation of the Kopet Dag forests after 
an earlier phase of deforestation (Miller 1999). 

B.018 

Context: Ashy deposit in the fill above the layet 3 
health (ANI 14). Millet notes (97.006) that this sam
ple has a moderately high density of charred matetial, 
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almost entirely charcoal with no dung and vety few 

seeds. 

Biomorphic analysis: This sample has abundant 

charcoal, with many large particles of wood detritus 

which were unburnr and naturally decomposed 

(Figure 11.7a). Single phytoliths of barley straw 

(Figure 11.7b) and grain scale (Figure 11.7c) were in 

the sample. The sample includes both chaired and 

uncharred wood, indicative of a mixed deposit from 

health sweeping. 

B.019 

Context: A fine grained light brown soil sample was 

taken from beneath the ANJ wall of layei 4. This is the 

uppeimost fill deposit of layer 5, from the archaeolog-

icaily observed "abandonment" layer of rhe site (com

parative sample 2). 

Biomorphic analysis: Large detritus remains con

stitute 8 % of the sample. Both pollen and phytolith 

ate absent. The non-cereal glass roots are indicative 

that the deposit was from a vegetated, non-agricultur

al environment. W e can conclude that tare glasses 

grew in this soil prior to its buiial. 

B.020 

Context: A medium fine-grained soil was sampled 

immediately beneath the lowest floor of layer 3. The 

sample comes from intact upper fill—without biick 

fragments, ot intrusions from pits or foundation 

trenches (Comparative sample 1). 

Biomorphic analysis: The sample has abundant 

unburned wood and grass detritus. Cuticle cusps are 

rare, phytoliths absent. The large plant paits suggest 

that this deposit was quickly buiied and had plants 

growing on it ptiot to burial. Such a biomoiphic com

plex, not burned and without pollen, is typical of an 

exposed surface subsequently buiied. 

Interpretation of Biomorphic Data 

Detritus 

small detiitus (less then 20 m x 20 m ) suggests that 

plants did not constitute patt of the original deposit 

and plants probably did not grow there (as in A N L 8 

for example). W h e n the amount of medium and 

large detritus is mote than 6 % (samples A N K 12, 

A N K 13, A N K 17, A N M 9, etc.) it is indicative of 

plants (glasses oi woody matetial) grew in the soil. If 

the amount of medium detritus was around 7 — 9 % 

of total particles (for example, samples A N M 9, 

A N K 17) it suggests that plants were mechanically 

ctushed. This allows us to make additional infer

ences about plants in theii architectural context. 

The amount of phytoliths and pollen are also indi

cations of plant use. These micioscopic indices aid in 

out description of the nature of an archaeological con

text. Together with abundance of cutical fragments 

which ate indicative of leaves and twigs it is possible to 

identify floors that had been covered with bedding oi 

mats, based upon density of phytolith remains from 

flooi remains. This is seen in A N I 9, the flooi of an 

inteiiot room, ot A N M 9, the floor of a circular struc-

Phytoliths 

Phytolith analysis proved to be useful of the biomor

phic analyses for this environment. Most of the 21 

samples had phytoliths, in contrast to the paucity of 

pollen preserved here. Quantitative distribution of 

phytolith types indicates different vegetation content 

and reflects different use of the local vegetation at the 

site. 
Qualitative phytolith analysis had shown an 

interesting level from one room in the Anau IB2 

phase (about 3500 BC). Samples from the fill and 

flooi of this room ( A N K 12, A N K 16, and A N K 17) 

had a distinctive set of phytoliths among the samples 

from Anau. Fiom different types of fill and flooi 

deposits were phytoliths which are typical patticulat-

ly of warer-adapted plants. Since these come from 

multiple deposits within the toom, it may be that this 

reflects some specialized activity at the site. W e will 

be intetested to try to identify what this signatuie 

means in out future study of the miciostratigtaphy of 

the site. 

Most of the samples had plant detiitus with different 

stages of decomposed particles and/ot catbonized 

particles. The differences of detritus size provides 

seveial types of information on the nature and depo

sition of the soil (Golyeva 2001): a preponderance of 

Pollen 

Pollen was absent or scarce in most of the samples. It 

indicates not only low preservation of these gtains in 

the atid climate but also that the tooms were closed 
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and that flowering plants were not used in mats and 

vegetation bedding. 

Samples (layer 6:ANK 12, A N K 16 and A N K 

17) (layer 14:ANM 6), had abundant pollen grains 

which allows to compare pollen samples across time. 

Pollen preservation in such quantity was unexpect

ed, and may be due to the burial of the soils in 

spring when there would be a maximum number of 

flowering plants. Pollen of plants in these samples 

indicate that Artemisia and Chenopodiaceae (typical 

atid flota) absolutely predominant in the samples. 

In comparison with the composition of other micro

scopic plant remains, the pollen indicates a much 

widei spectrum of plants, more reflective of the nat

ural environment than simply plants used at the 

site. 

Spicules and Diatoms 

The near absence in the samples of water-adapted 

micro-organisms is indicative that soils from near-by 

rivers or canals were not brought to the site at the 

points sampled. The exception to this were samples 

from A N K 12 (B.012) and A N M 9 (B.002), both 

associated with potential animal features or courtyaids. 

The Lack of Plant Particles 

Samples from various periods—Anau IB1 and Anau 

IB—had almost no micioscopic plant remains. This 

situation is observed in deeply buried natutal soils, but 

not in our previous experience in cultural layers 

(Golyeva et al. 1995). Pethaps, samples such as B.002 

represent well-maintained living suifaces ot fine wind

blown deposits. These observations must be compared 

with fuithei collections of modem comparative sam

ples that will help us to identify patterns mean. 

Charcoal and Ash 

Practically all samples from the cultural levels were 

taken from hearths ot ashy deposits and thus had 

abundant chaired remains. Differences between 

hearth deposits can be seen in the biomoiphic sam

ples. In several samples ( A N M 7) and (ANI 14) these 

particles were latge. It indicates that that the hearths 

were closed from winds. Othet samples included both 

cereals and wood chatcoal indicative of cooking 

hearths. Non-heatth samples often had fine wind

blown ash and charcoal particles, while others ( A N M 

9 and A N K 12) had no charcoal particles. These 

observations do not provide a full description of the 

deposit or depositional history by themselves, but 

they complement the macrobotanical and stratigraph

ic observations. 

Interpretation of Specific Types 

of Contexts 

Floors 

Biomorphic data from the floot suifaces cannot show 

us changes in the environment. It is clear that the dif

ference between the samples indicates only the differ

ence of human use and formation of the deposit. In 

these samples it is possible only to tell about use of 

plant material and their exemplary composition. Our 

results suggest that we can differentiate between inteii

ot floois and couttyard or street surfaces. 

It is quite possible that the floors of the main 

rooms of Anau IB1 and Anau IB2, as well as samples 

from the Bronze Age buildings on the south mound, 

were covered by mats, where we find dense, large detri

tus in the samples. Degraded organic mats wete first 

identified from biomorphic analysis in the Bronze Age 

kurgans in Kalmykia (Golyeva 1999). Biomorphic 

analyses of thee mats suggests they were made of a com

bination of glasses and twigs in their structure. Based 

upon plastered matting found at Anau south in the late 

Bronze Age levels, it is probable that the Anau mats 

were also made in two layers: wicker of woody twigs in 

one direction and grasses in another (Hiebert 1995). 

Vegetal fibers were also used at Anau North in the pro

duction of the chaff-temper pottery, as evidenced by 

the sherd from A N M 10 (see Appendix D). Here, no 

woven stiucture of matting was preserved, but the lack 

of pollen in the samples indicates that only stems were 

used in the mats (without flowering parts). 

Streets and Yards 

Exterior surfaces were sampled from all periods at the 

North Mound. While no clear streets were sampled at 

Anau North, the south mound excavations provide 

clear archaeological context of a street or alley, and this 

provides a baseline for examining other samples. These 

samples had abundant fine charcoal, indicative of reg-

ulaily being windswept and continuously crushed. 

Courtyatd samples showed a similar incidence of being 

swept but not methodically ciushed. Couityaid 
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deposits sampled at Anau Noith often were formed of 

secondary "sweepings" seen microscopically by the 

mixing of burned and unburned materials as well as 

poorly sorted sediments. Grass and root detritus were 

found in both street and courtyatd samples, indicative 

of exteiioi deposits. 

Animal Enclosures 

A sample from the circular structure in Anau IB1 

( A N M 9) had distinctively finely crushed woody detri

tus. By combining the stratigraphic and macrobotani-

cal data, we should be able to determine if an area was 

used for animals. A similar preliminary observation 

was made at the late Bronze Age building complex of 

Gonur south, based upon a soil sample analyzed by 

Paul Goldberg (Hiebert 1994:117). Traditional 

Central Asian village architectuie includes considet-

able space devoted to animal enclosures (Katmysheva 

1969). Biomoiphic samples, taken in conjunction 

with maciobotanical samples, petmit us to test for 

archaeological evidence of stables and animal enclo

sures within village aieas. Compatative samples from 

m o d e m animal enclosures will allow us to refine our 

interpretation of these samples. 

Sampling the Upper Fill 

In addition to sampling floor and hearth deposits, we 

began a program of sampling various upper room fills, 

and deposits just underneath constiuction layers. 

These samples contrast with floor deposit in that the 

samples from upper fill mostly appeal to represent 

open deposits. These samples indicate eithei vegetated 

grassy space oi eroded/deflated deposits. While this 

analysis is preliminary, it provides insight into site for

mation processes rhat have nor been addressed at 

Cential Asian sites as elsewhere (Rosen 1986). 

In at least one case (undei the layei 14 floor) the 

deposit appears to have been quickly buried. This may 

be indicative of the actual event of architectural level

ing. It will be of interest to compare this data with the 

historically documenred record of earthquakes in this 

region (Berberian and Yeats 2001) to collect compara

tive data on rapid burying of archaeological deposits. 

Conclusions 

This preliminary study indicates that different con

texts (streets, yards, courtyards, interioi floors, ani

mal enclosures) can be identified on the basis of spe

cific biomoiphic complexes. Most of the samples had 

phytolith remains from chaff and sttaw tathet than 

giains. The sttaw of barley was used more then straw 

of wheat which is an indirect argument that more 

barley was grown than wheat. This biomoiphic 

investigation also revealed that fibei matting coveted 

some floors, forming a context in which small items, 

such as pot sherds, beads, and parts of items of 

everyday life, could have become embedded, form

ing a unique record of activities during the use of the 

room. 

It is equally impoitant to note that our biomor

phic data of anthropomorphic deposits at Anau do not 

reflect climate change, as it can in natural soil hori

zons, since the archaeological deposits are so stiongly 

patterned by human consumption and production. 

The biomoiphic results reinforce Miller's indications 

that botanical information from archaeological sites 

overwhelmingly reflects the human use the environ

ment (Millet 1999, Harrison and Miller 1995). 

Conrinued biomorphic analyses at the site of 

Anau, in cooidination with archaeological, macro-

botanical, and faunal analyses, will make it possible to 

deteimine the different types of activities at the site, 

teconstiuct the vegetation use, and othei anthro

pogenic and natural influences on rhe local vegetation. 
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Animal Herding, Hunting, and the History 
of Animal Domestication at Anau depe 

K. M. Moore, N. M. Ermolova, and Ann Forsten 

T h e work by J. U. Duerst (1908) on the animal 

remains from Anau North was a foundation for the 

study of the origins of animal use in a developing food 

producing economy. Working without precedent, 

Dueist drew attention to the significance of archaeolog

ical remains for studying geogtaphic variation and evo

lution in domestic mammals. His analysis of taxonomic 

abundance showed differences across the sttatigtaphic 

sequence, allowing him to speculate on the process of 

economic change. He made careful observations of 

traces which he intetpteted as cultutal modification, but 

he had only distant analogies to the remains from 

Neolithic Switzeiland for most of his inteiptetations. 

The study of faunal temains from Anau Noith 

provides a baseline for comparison with othet periods 

at Anau, as well as complementing data from contem

porary sites in Cential Asia and on the Iranian plateau. 

Here we present the most important findings from the 

excavations of the 1978-1982 excavations at Anau 

Notth in the context of Duetst's main conclusions 

(Ermolova 1985). In addition, we place in context the 

recent reexamination of equid (hoise/ass) bones from 

Anau Notth (Foisten 2000). 

Duerst was sent one-half ton of bones from the 

1904 excavations, marked in the field with preliminary 

excavation contexts from the noith, south, and east 

mounds. From the noith mound excavations, the 

bones were matked with peiiod "I, II, oi III", equiva

lent to Anau IA, Anau IB and Anau II respectively, in 

this study. Of this massive collection, 3500 identifiable 

bones were catalogued, studied, and published in 

1908. Dueist claimed to have identified remains of 

hotse, wild ox, wild sheep, gazelle, and wolf in the low

ermost strata (Anau IA) and to have found bones of 

horse, wild ox, wild sheep, pig, red deer, gazelle, and 

fox in the strata above (Anau IB). In the uppermost 

strata of the North Mound (Anau II) Duerst identified 

remains of horse, wild ox, pig, sheep, camel, dog, 

gazelle, and rare bones of other fauna. 

The ability to key Duetst's uppeimost and lowei-

most samples into the present day sequence ptovides 

us with faunal samples from a large spectrum of layers 

at Anau North including layers of the earliest and lat

est occupations of the site for which no other samples 

are available. Duerst's large sample of faunal materials 

from Anau North provides evidence of a significant 

number of young sheep- and goat-sized animals 

throughout the sequence. This pattern is comparable 

with the data from Ilgynli depe concerning herd com

position, a strong indication that animals were tended 

at the site (Kasparov 1994b). In the uppeimost layet 

(our Anau IIB), Duerst noted the appearance of a 

hornless domestic sheep in contrast to the horned 

sheep of the eatliet levels. 

Dueist identified a substantial proportion of hunt

ed animals in relation to herd animals throughout the 

sequence, as much as 2 5 % of the food remains deriving 

from hunting (Duerst 1908:341). Duerst also observed 

a general decline in the importance of wild fauna in the 

collections of the uppermost layers (Anau IIA and IIB). 

While these observations could not be repeated at Anau 

North due to heavy erosion of the upper levels, the 

appearance of a smaller, more docile herd animal prior 

to the shift to a larger-scale urban occupation of the 

Anau delta is consistent with results found at the slight

ly later levels at the site of Ilgynli depe (Kasparov 
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Table 12.1 Mammalian Remains, Anau Noith 

Species Layer: 

Domestic 

Cattle 
Sheep 
Goat 
Domestic Pig 

Dog 
Bactrian camel (?) 

Sp/gt/gz 

Wild 

Foothill/tugai 

Wild Pig 
Red deer 

Onager 

Fox 

Desert 

Gazelle 

Mountain 

Mtn Sheep 
Mtn Goat 

Wolf 

(0-1) 

16 
17 
7 
2 
0 
0 
26 

0 
2 
38 
0 

2 

0 
0 
0 

2 

4 
15 
2 
3 
0 
1 
20 

0 
0 
15 
0 

3 

0 
0 
0 

3 

17 
13 
5 
0 
0 
1 
36 

0 
0 
23 
0 

2 

2 
1 
0 

1994a), as well as with the faunal assemblages of the 

latet uiban Bronze Age sites of the Kopet Dag foothill 

plain (Eimolova 1968, 1983). 

New Studies of the Faunal Remains 

The srrarigraphic excavations of the Noirh Mound at 

Anau from 1978 to 1982 produced an additional cotpus 

of osteological material that included more than a thou

sand identifiable bones (NISP) (Table 12.1) (Eimolova 

1985). The sttatigiaphic excavations in 1997 provided 

further infoimation on the smallest fauna from the site 

such as rodents, fox, bitds, and tortoise, expanding the 

picture of the site's local environment, but do not change 

the overall picture of a sheep-cattle hetding economy. 

Cattle 

At Anau North a large number of long-horned cattle 

bones were identified for rhe first time from the Kopet 

Dag region. Cattle were an original parr of the local 

IIA IB2 IB2 IB1 IB1 IA 

4 6 7-9 14 15-18 (20) 

23 
28 
7 
20 
0 
0 
26 

9 
8 
2 
13 
2 
0 
19 

13 
18 
10 
18 
0 
0 
61 

9 
12 
14 
16 
0 
0 
14 

27 
70 
19 
1 
0 
1 
40 

41 
33 
0 
0 
16 
0 

-

0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 27 36 20 65 30 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 20 2 19 30 

10 0 2 7-
1 0 0 5 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 

pastoral herd stiuctuie. Cattle bones make up 30-40% 

of the domesticated animals, but when unidentified 

bone of the sheep and goat size class ate added to this 

sample, they make up only 10-25% of the domesti

cated animals. Still, these latge animals would have 

represented much more meat than an equal number of 

bones of sheep and goat. Measurements show that 

laige-sized individuals were most common. Dueist 

thought laige bovids from the Anau IA sttatum 

belonged to a wild predecessor whose features lay 

between Bos primegenius and Bos nomadicus. Dueist 

found smaller bones belonging to domesticated cattle 

from the uppet layeis. On this basis he suggested that 

Anau North documenred a shift from a hunting econ

omy to a hetding economy (Dueist 1908). 

Today, domestic cattle lemains are known from 

eatliei Kopet Dag sites—Neolithic Djeitun, for exam

ple (Kasparov 1992, Legge 1992), indicating that the 

Anau data do not represent a sequence of local domes

tication. The latge size of these domestic animals is sim

ilar to those at Anau North previously consideted wild. 

In Etmolova's sample from Anau, both latge- and 

small-sized domestic cattle were identified in the same 
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0 5 cm 
I i i i i l 

72.7 Camelid remains from the 1904 excavations. 1, 

cervical vertebrae, 2, 1st phalanx. 

levels (Ermolova 1985:85). The prevalence of large-size 

cattle is probably not due to the occurrence of the wild 

form but to the diversity of the population. 

The size and proportion of bovid metacarpal 

bones, which might have revealed significant differ

ences between wild and domestic forms, do not, in 

fact, shift ovet the couise of several millennia. These 

measurements are practically indistinguishable from 

those of fust millennium B C cattle (Eimolova 1984). 

The large size of the cattle from Anau North is 

particularly clear when compared to analogous metri

cal data ftom cattle from Early Village sites in the 

Levant. The width of the proximal metacaipal bones 

from Anau ranges between 71.0 m m and 87.5 m m , 

whereas the Near Eastern measurements span 49.0mm 

to 55.4 m m (Ducos 1968). The size of large individu

als in the Anau North cattle is closet to latge Ukrainian 

gray cattle (Tsalkin 1970). 

Sheep and Goat 

Bones identified as sheep and goat bones are the most 

numerous at Anau North, as is the case at most pre

historic sites in Tutkmenistan (Kasparov 1994a). 

Remains of sheep outnumbet those of goat in evety 

case with an range of 6 4 % to 8 8 % and an average of 

7 4 % sheep to goat foi the entire sequence. Both adult 

and juvenile individuals ate present. There ate rare old 

individuals, based on dental wear patterns. These older 

animals might reflect the typical pattern of husbandry 

along the Kopet Dag foothill zone where dairy or wool 

are important products (Kasparov 1994b). 

There is an increase in the numbet of hornless 

sheep in layers 1-0 (Duerst 1908). The hornless indi

viduals are probably female, and this shift appears to 

reflect a change towards the population seen in the 

subsequent Bronze Age at Anau South. 

Remains of domesticated goats are less common 

than those of sheep; and they belong mostly to adult 

and even to elderly animals. A metatarsus of an old 

male goat was identified by Ermolova (1985:85), 

where the bone had been broken but healed out of 

alignment. The animal would have been lame, but the 

bones shows the careful tending by herders, who may 

have thought it had some special properties. 

Horn cotes of goats were found which range from 

strongly twisted to straight ones. The positive horn 

twisting, an indication of domestication, varied great

ly among the Anau goats. Such diversity of horn mor

phology is typical of goats in Turkmenistan today. 

Female goats were particularly straight homed. 

Pig 

Cattle, sheep, and goat ate well known from othet 

Eatly Village sites along the Kopet Dag foothills, but 

the pig was first identified for this area at Anau North. 

Pig bones were reported in all the strata of the site; they 

were particularly numerous in layers 18-5. Pig breed

ing indicates the settled chaiacter of the site since pigs 

are ill suited to nomadic life or the arid conditions of 

deseit pastures. The remains belong to a variety of pig 

much smallet than m o d e m wild pig from the Kopet 

Dag foothill zone. Dueist (1908:356) provides meas

urements of the third lower molar from nine individu

als that show the shift from wild to domestic pig 

(Payne and Bull 1988). The predominantly young 

individuals appeal to have been managed fot meat pro

duction, with individuals having just attained theii 

maximum weight when killed. N o remains of piglets 

wete recorded, either from the 1904 excavations oi 

from the 1978-1982 excavations. 

Camel 

Duerst attributed the camel remains—a cervical verte

brae and a second phalanx (Figure 12.1)—found in the 

uppei layet of Anau North to the domesticated 
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Bactiian camel (Dueist 1908). With a laiget compara

tive sample, Gromova (1940) also suggested that these 

remains belonged to a domesticated animal. Camel 

was identified by V. Tsalkin in the faunal remains from 

Ershov's sounding, either from Anau IA or IB layers 

(Ershov 1956:32). 

Ermolova identified several examples of camel 

from Anau North. A camel astragalus was recovered 

from Anau IIA layeis at Anau North (layers 2-A) in 

1978. The small size and considerable width of this 

specimen showed that it belonged to the Bactrian 

camel and not the dromedary (Ermolova 1985:86). A 

large fragment of the distal epiphysis of a humerus 

came from layet 18. It is uncleai from the remains 

whether these early camels represent hunted wild ani

mals or isolated finds of domestic animals being used 

for transporration. The condition of the bones, and the 

presence of both axial and leg and foot elements, sug

gests that while camel bones ate rare, they are piesent 

in the deposit as a result of cultural behaviot tathei 

than as chance inclusions. Whatevet their function in 

the economy, the remains from Anau Notth indicate 

that a form of camel existed in Cential Asia, at least by 

the eaily 4th millennium BC. 

Holocene temains of a wild piedecessoi of 

Bactrian camel are so far unknown in Central Asia. 

Bones of an extinct camel of Pleistocene age related to 

the Bactrian camel were discovered at a Late Paleolithic 

site in the vicinity of Samatkand in Uzbekistan 

(Dzhurakulov et al. 1980). 

Dog 

Judging from the bone remains from layers 18-5, the 

dogs of Anau North varied in size from medium to 

laige (from the size of a Scottish teniet to that of an 

Eskimo dog). The presence of dogs at the site is evi

dent from the gnawed, digested, and scattered bones in 

layets throughout the sequence. Damage to bone sui

faces and fragmentation from carnivore gnawing are 

c o m m o n in the Anau faunal sample, and can probably 

be attributed to such dogs. W e cannot say if the dogs 

were also used for hunting oi hetding. Judging from 

the jaws that were found, there wete no long-muzzled 

ones at Anau that would have been similat to boizois, 

the ancient hunting dogs of open landscapes. 

Wild animals 

Although hetding domestic animals was the core of 

the local economy, hunting still important at Anau, a 

pattern found at other Early Village Period sites along 

the Kopet Dag. Hunting of onager (Equus hemionus 

onager) was particularly intensive and remains of 

onager at Anau North are in some cases more numer

ous than those of domesticated animals. In contrast, 

other wild species, such as gazelle, are quite rare. 

Samples of mountain fauna, such as bezoar goat 

(Capra aegagrus) and the wild mountain sheep (Ovis 

ammon), ate extremely tare. This may indicate that 

hunting was focused on the area around the site or 

further out on to the desert rather than into the 

mountains or onto the Iranian plateau. Onager com

pete with sheep for pasture and especially for access 

to water in the summer (Heptnei et al. 1961:700). 

The intensity of hunting for onager may also indicate 

the limited importance of animal herding in the 4th 

and early 3rd millennia. N o w protected, onager were 

most commonly hunted by ambush neat watei 

sources ot by communal drives (Heptnei et al. 

1961:715). 
Most of the onaget bones belong to youngei adult 

animals. N o remains of juvenile animals ate repotted. 

Onagei bones reveal considerable variability in size, in 

the morphology of the distal limb joint surfaces, and in 

the structure of the folds of tooth enamel. This high 

degree of moiphological variability may indicate that 

few ptedatois, aside from humans, pteyed upon the 

onagei hetds. 

Onager and Horse at Anau 

Duetst's claim to have identified the most ancient 

domesticated hotse, though widely cited seems to have 

resulted from an erroneous identification of onagei as 

hotse. Dueist may have been led to this mistaken iden

tification by the great variability of onagei bones as 

well by a lack of appropriate comparative material in 

European museums. 

Btaunei and Antonius (Antonius 1936) and 

Hilzheimei (1935) contested Duetst's identification of 

the equid bones as those of a hotse and believed them 

to belong to the wild ass (Lundholm 1947). Lundholm 

(1947:Figs. 9, 31) and Gromova (1949) compared 

Duetst's measurements on the equid bones from Anau 

with those of the wild ass and concutred with the three 

previous authois. 

Fotsten had the opportunity to reexamine several 

specimens from the Dueist collection from Anau at 

the Natural Histoty Museum in Bern. The specimens 

were labeled in the same way as those illustrated in the 

otiginal study, with Duerst's stratigraphic designa

tions: peiiod I (Anau IA); peiiod II (Anau IB1 and 
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72.2 Equid remains from the 1904 excavations. 

Anau IB2); and III (including Anau Ha and IB1) and 

individual specimen numbeis (Figure 12.2:1-3). 

The specimens consist of a fragmentary pelvis (I 

no. 142), a distal radius (II no. 946), a calcaneus (III 

no.267), two astragali (II no. 44, II no.1396), a mag

num (I no.28), two complete proximal phalanges (II 

no.1170, II no.1228) and a fragmentary one (III 

no.243), two medial (III no.557, III no.657) and two 

distal phalanges (III no.682, III no. 1131), and six 

loose cheek teeth representing five individuals. Of 

these specimens, nos. 1170, 1228, 557, and 657, all 

phalanges, ate mentioned individually by Dueist 

(1908:394). Othet limb and foot elements may be 

ones listed by Duetst using sttatigraphic designations 

rather than specimen numbers. There is no mention of 

pelvic fragments in Duerst's report, perhaps because 

the bone would not have been measuieable. The teeth 

made available to Fotsten do not appear in the tables 

oi photogtaphs of Duerst's report, in which only a sin

gle set of maxillary teeth are illustrated. 

Of these specimens, the teeth, and the proximal 

and distal phalanges show that the species represented 

is the wild ass, not a hoise. O n the cheek teeth, folds 

of the enamel offer the clearest distinction between the 

two groups. The protocone is rather long but the pli 

caballin (the caballine fold) is absent in the moderate

ly worn upper cheek teeth including P2 and P3-4 

(Figure 12.3:1), Ml-2 (Figure 12.3:2), a n d M 3 (Figure 

12.3:3). In the P3-4 the pli caballin is not absent, but 

it is very small. A weak to absent pli caballin is com

mon in the asses, but this charactet is rare in the horse. 

Two specimens of mandibular or lower cheek teeth 

were studied. The P3-4 (Figure 12.3:4) and Ml-2 

(Figure 12.3:5) had a double knot like that of an 

Asiatic ass, not of a true horse. In addition the ectoflex-

id of the Ml-2 is shallow. A.pli caballin is well devel

oped in the little-worn P3-4, but only slightly indicat

ed in the moderately worn Ml-2. 

The toe bones were also compared to contempo

rary standards for distinctions between onager and 

horse. The two measuiable proximal, probably anteri

or, phalanges fall among those of E. hemionus from 

Turkmenia (Dive and Eisenmann 1991), when plotted 

for theii mid-shaft breadth to total length. The two 

distal phalanges are small and rounded (Figure 

12.2:4,5). 
This small sample of confirms that Duerst's equid 

from Anau is an onager, supporting the comparisons 
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and conclusions of Lundholm (1947) and Gromova 

(1949) which had been based on the published mate

rial only. The Anau equid, the onager is not the ances

tor of any of the breeds of the domestic horse. 

Domesticated horse makes its appearance along the 

Kopet Dag foothill zone only much later at the end of 

the third millennium BC (Ermolova 1983). Reliably 

documented, although rare, remains of horse have 

been found at the sites of that time in the Murghab 

delta at Gonur, Taip and Kelleli (Moore et al. 1994). 

Hoise became common in these ateas duiing the 2nd 

millennium BC. 

Conclusions 

Animal bones indicate a mixed strategy of hunting and 

hetding at Anau Noith duiing the Eatly Village peii

od. Remains of domesticated animals outnumbei 

those of wild ones for all the strata (see Table 12.1). 

Domestic animals such as cattle, sheep, goat, pig and 

camel were kept from the fust occupation of the Anau 

North site. The use of wool is indicated by the occui-

rence of spindle whoils from the eatliest levels, and the 

slaughtei ages of the sheep and goat ate consistent with 

hetds managed for fiber as well as meat. 

Onager were the most important wild prey item 

foi the Anau hunteis. This hunting tradition could be 

related to the relatively shoit-teim patterns of resi

dence suggested by architecture in Chapter 8. W e spec

ulate that social rights to critical resources such as 

watei for domesticated flocks would not have been 

established during a period of such relatively intensive 

hunting, particularly of an animal that would have 

competed with domestic flocks. 

Comparisons with Ilgynli indicate a comparable 

pattern of hunting/heiding. Approximately 3 0 % of 

the remains came from hunted animals at Ilgynli. The 

occuirence of young animals in the food remains, both 

at Ilgynli and Anau, indicates herd compositions that 

reflect animals from resident hetdets, and not animals 

from specialized herders. 

Contrasts between Anau and Ilgynli include a 

srronger representation of younger animals at Ilgynli. 

This contrast, however, may be due to sampling, 

12.3 Equid teeth from Anau North (1904 excava

tions). Anau IB1 peiiod: 1, left uppet P2 (Duerst no. 

102) and P3-4 (Dueist no. 133); 2, tight uppei M 

1-2 (Dueist no. 98); 3, left uppei M 3 (Dueist no. 

134). Anau IB2 peiiod: 4, tight lowei P 3 ^ (Dueist 

no. 1369). Anau II peiiod: 5, left lowei M 1-2 

(Dueist no. 794). 

taphonomic destiuction, oi actual difference in herd

ing. No camel remains have been found in the exten

sive excavations of contemporary levels at Ilgynli. This 

difference may be due to Anau's proximity to a gentle 

pass crossing the Kopet Dag and the role of the site as 

an exchange center. Furthei, goats ate prominent at 

Ilgynli, in contiast to Anau. No domestic pig remains 

ate found at Ilgynli, while significant pig remains at 

Anau were identified as domestic as noted both in the 

samples of Ermolova and in Duerst. 

The Anau faunal record ar rhe North Mound also 

piovides a baseline for the examination of the later 

Bronze Age remains at the south mound. This contin

uing research will allow us to track the development of 

the local economy ovei long periods of development 

within the Anau delta. 
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Prehistoric Behavior at Anau North 

H a v i n g provided a detailed desciiption of the 

Anau North stratigraphy based upon the 1997 

study season, we have been able to integrate the 

descriptions of architecture, ceramics, small finds, and 

specialty reports from the earliet excavations. 

Howevet, in oidei to desctibe the evolution of the set

tlement through time, we need to return to the 

desciiption of the stratigraphy and examine how the 

deposits were formed and assess the evidence revealed 

for past behavior 

In this chapter we analyze the site formation 

ptocesses that are at the heart of understanding the 

cultural development at Anau North. First, we out

line the variables in site formation as the basis for 

reconstiuction of past behavior. The focus of this 

analysis is on the individual actions involved in the 

constiuction, occupation, and abandonment provid

ing a correlation of stratigtaphy and behaviot. This 

petmits us in the concluding chapter to propose a 

culture history of the site of Anau Noith and to 

define the implications of its development in the laig-

er regional context. 

Cycles of Research at Anau North 

One issue in dealing with the multiple methodologies, 

the different voices of the excavatots at a site such as 

Anau Noith, is the tendency fot each geneiation to 

ignore or dismiss the information and insights accu

mulated by the generations before it. 

Pumpelly's research design in 1904 was inspired 

by his background in geology to treat the evolution of 

culture as an aspect of natural history (Champlin 

1994:177). The detailed descriptions of ceiamics, 

small finds, botanical remains, animal bones, and 

human remains was consistent with the comprehensive 

reports of natuial historians of 100 yeats and more ago 

but quite unusual for an archaeological expedition of 

that time (Daniel 1981:134). 

The 1908 Anau North report was perhaps the 

fust archaeological tepott to employ multiple voices, 

since Pumpelly published both his veision of the 

sttatigraphic reconstruction and Schmidt's version. 

Pumpelly and Schmidt did not agree on the dating of 

the levels at Anau North. Pumpelly, the geologist, 

deduced the age of the deposits by estimating the rate 

of sediment deposition. He suggested a date for the 

founding of the settlement as eaily as the 9th millen

nium B C (Pumpelly 1908:55-57). Schmidt, the 

archeologist, attempted to find stylistic parallels for 

Anau materials, assigning each "culture" at the north 

mound to an atbitiaty 500-year period in the 3fd and 

2nd millennia B C (Schmidt 1908:186). 

Fundamentally, Schmidt was deteimined that the 

Anau sequence should fit into the then known Neat 

Eastern sequence, while Pumpelly was attempting to 

establish the distinctiveness of Central Asian culture. 

Pumpelly noted: "in these conservatively suggested 

datings, Dr. Schmidt is guided by the presence or 

absence of European and Mediterranean analogies 

among the finds, togethei pethaps with an unex

pressed inclination to seek western origins for the cul

ture" (Pumpelly 1908:186, fn). However, it was for 

this multivocality that the Anau report received much 

criticism in the West (Ghiishman 1938:104, Peake 
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and Fleure 1927:115). It was not so much that the 

expedition's excavating and recording methods were 

criticized. Ghirshman's Sialk report mirrors the organ

ization and reporting of the site closely, and H. 

Frankfort appreciated the detail which Schmidt 

employed in his description (Fiankfott 1924:84). 

However, Western archaeologists could not accept the 

ambivalent chronology or the idea of Central Asia as 

a locus of a separate unique civilization (Champlin 

1994:199-200). 

Reseatch by Soviet archaeologists and other scien

tists initially followed in Pumpelly's footsteps, investi

gating the local origins of Central Asian civilization 

(Atagarriev and Berdiev 1970, Bartol'd 1966 

(1907):141-153, Kohl 1984a). While they followed 

the concept of local oiigins of Cential Asian civiliza

tion, they sttongly ctiticized the ptevious research as 

having not been ptopetly excavated and using inade

quate and poot undetstanding of the stratigraphy at 

Anau North, and they therefore dismissed the early 

dara (Kohl 1984a: 18, Lirvinskii 1952, Marushchenko 

1939, Masson 1989:142). More recenr Soviet research 

on eatly village sites of the Kopet Dag region concen

trated on wide horizontal architectural exposure 

(Khlopin 1963a, Masson 1982, Sarianidi 1965). N o 

fewer than 23 eaily village mounds have been tested 

with soundings; many have been partially excavated, 

and several have been enrirely excavated at a single 

level. As a result, a methodology separate from that of 

the West was created (Masson 1982). 

Ironically, even though the Soviets ciiticized the 

Pumpelly expedition, their surveys and excavations 

confirmed what he suspected: that out in the Anau 

delta Bronze Age utbanism had emeiged from village 

life within a local context. Duiing this time, the Soviet 

piactice of tecotding basic data in a system of unpub

lished reports, written in Russian and only internally 

available, led to a furthet separarion of Soviet and west

ern archaeological literature. The invisibility of excava

tion methodology in the published accounts of Soviet 

archaeology made it almost impossible to incoipotate 

data from Cential Asia into the bioadei synthesis of 

the rise of civilization in the West. In the Cential Asian 

archaeological research, this methodological divide 

meant that few scholars conducred small excavations 

that systematically sampled ecological and economic 

data. The methods in Cential Asian archaeology 

focused on larger, coarser samples which provide a 

panoramic understanding of settlement, and only 

occasional and brief descriptions of deposits were pub

lished. 

By integiating this bioad petspective with the 

sampling of specific contexts, we leap the advantages 

of both the wide-scale and fine-scale methods and 

greatly enhance out database. 

Correlates of Stratigraphy and Erosion 
on the North Mound 

The discovety in 1999 of the otiginal excavation doc

uments from the 1904 excavations at Anau North 

(Hiebert 1999) has permitted us to correlate the zero 

datum used by Pumpelly with that of Kurbansakhatov 

and to combine and compare the descriptions from 

these excavations. O n the basis of this correlation it 

appeals that neithei Kuibansakhatov in 1978-1982 

not Hiebett in 1997 excavated to the lowest levels at 

the Noith Mound. Fuithetmore, it is cleai from 

Pumpelly's off-site soundings that duiing the Anau 

IB1 and IB2 periods, the site extended far beyond the 

present mounded area of the site. 

In 1997, the process of erosion was obseived in 

the north mound's sutface layet. The noimally com

pact archaeological deposit had been worn away by 

trampling, wind, and rain, and was now soft and fri

able. This upper cortex layer contains in situ materials, 

however, in soft and crumble matrix 10-30 c m thick. 

All activity on the surface—animal grazing, foot traf

fic, and in paiticulai the roots of grasses—disturbed 

this layer. Plowing and continuing renovation of vil

lage buildings, walls, canals, and roads have apparent

ly eliminated surface traces of a large number of m u d 

brick buildings which had been standing at the turn of 

the last centuiy. This lecent desttuction diamatizes 

the continuous alteration of the delta area thiough 

time (R.W. Pumpelly 1908:304-5). Fuithet changes 

to the site appear to have been accelerated by local 

earthquakes. Seismologists have identified at least 

three historic earthquake events along the Kopet Dag 

fault line, leading them to suggest a 1000-year cycle 

for earthquake activity in the region (Betberian and 

Yeats 2001). The possibility of a deterioration rate of 

up to 1 m pet 100 yeats must be considered when 

attempting to reconstruct sequences of past events at 

the Anau mounds. 

The coirelation of excavation reports revealed 

that the m o u n d had eroded approximately 1 m during 

the years from 1904 to 1978. The uppermost levels, 

layeis 0—1, recorded in Schmidt's excavations, were 

nor preserved for present-day examination. This 

information helps us undetstand some of the 

instances in which Pumpelly's expedition identified 

and published matetial not tecotded by later expedi

tions and for which his expedition had been criticized 

for "mixing" layers. 
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Contexts of Deposition 

The 20 architectural levels now documented from the 

north mound at Anau provide a series of specific con

texts with which to examine the development of an 

Early Village sequence in Central Asia. These are divid

ed into two main categories: primary deposits and sec

ondary deposits. 

Archaeological strata which were formed as a 

direct result of human behaviot in their original con

text, secondary deposits are archaeological strata that 

wete removed from the context in which they were 

originally made but retain temporal and inherent 

archaeological infotmation. It is argued here that since 

the bulk of the remains at Anau North are in a sec

ondary context, that a secondary context approach is 

the approptiate level of analysis for the bulk of the 

materials from the site. 

Primary Deposits 

Primary depositional contexts are observed at Anau 

North, although they represent an insignificant pro

portion of the deposits excavated. Thiee categories of 

relatively intact deposits were observed: (1) floors and 

the materials lying directly on them, (2) buiials, (3) 

hearths and materials dumped from hearths which are 

discrete and unmixed even though they are not in their 

original locations. 

Only a few descriptions of building floors were 

made in the 1904 or 1978-82 excavations. From the 

1997 study, it is clear that occasionally floors were pre

pared or treated with plaster, but many buildings sim

ply had compacted floors. The compacted floois often 

had thin traces of matting—often only preserved as a 

layer of whitish phytolith-dense deposit just above the 

floor. Walls of most buildings were set more or less 

level with the surface, without foundation trenches. In 

addition, few deep pits ot other disturbances seem to 

have cut through floois and the deposits underneath 

them. In compatison with the aichitecture of later 

periods (i.e., the recent excavations of Bronze Age 

buildings from Anau South), floors are relatively free 

of later gouging, pits, or disturbances from wall foun

dation trenches. Ftom ethnogiaphic obsetvations, 

where floois aie swept clean, the only materials resting 

on them in maintained spaces are objects too big to 

move ot too little to collect (Kamp 1991). This obser

vation appeals to be valid at Anau, where latge stone 

doot sockets and latge storage vessels, often set into 

the floor, appear to be in theii original locations. 

However, in certain locations, ceramic sherds, some 

small finds, and small debris lay flat on the surfaces of 

plastered floors and of tamped-earth areas in court

yards. Golyeva's micromorphological data suggests 

that these in situ floor deposits may have been formed 

from materials sifting through or getting lost under

neath reed mats and then trampled into maintained 

surfaces. Schmidt described scatters of flint debitage 

on a floor in the West Gallery, layer 17 (Anau IBl 

period), which probably reflects an activity area, and 

"abundant flakes of flint which occur as refuse of the 

workshop in all layers of the hill" (Schmidt 

1908:164-5). 

Burials and associated burial features can also be 

considered as primary deposits, though they are intru

sive into the layers through which they cut. Several 

adult burials were found in the remains of the earliest 

buildings, in layers 20-19. The exposure in these ear

liest levels is too small to determine the relationship of 

the burial to the building; however, the practice of 

interment in the settlement area appears to contrast 

with the earlier pattern seen at Djeitun, where no buri

als were found in the excavation of the entire village 

settlement of its second layer (Masson 1971). By the 

Anau IBl and IB2 periods, only child burials are found 

in the settlement at Anau North. It appears likely that 

from this time onwards a cemetery for adults was 

located off site. 

Such an arrangement occuis at a contemporary 

Early Village in the Sumbat valley, 200 k m to the west 

of Anau. The Parkhai II cemetery is located on a natu

ral mound, approximately 600 m to the east of the 

mounded settlement of Parkhai tepe (Khlopin 1997). 

At the Parkhai II cemetery, two of the three periods 

( S W T VII-SWT VI) of burials were found, corre

sponding to the time period of Anau North. Of the 

more than 144 graves at Parkhai II, most were for 

adults; only rarely does a child's grave appear (Kholpin 

1997). Probably the Parkhai tepe inhabitants buried 

their children in the settlement area just as the people 

at Anau did. At Anau North, buiials within the settle

ment site were predominantly of children, and this 

appears to be the case at Parkhai tepe as well. Such an 

off-site cemetery at Anau North, however, would be 

deeply buried under the modern alluvium. 

In layers 0-1 and 2-4 children were interred just 

centimeters beneath the floors of rooms associated 

with small surface hearths, and storage vessels were 

placed in the floor near the burial. In general, the 

buildings with such looms appeal to have been aban

doned at the time of the buiial, with the health debris 

left intact. Schmidt consideis that the occurrence of a 

small (but constructed) hearth, sometimes with a ves-
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sel placed in the floor nearby, marked the location of a 

child burial for people returning to the abandoned 

room. 

Hearth debris not associated with burials is also 

considered ro be in a primary context that the materi

als are disciete and unmixed, even though they may 

have been deposited away from the location of burn

ing. These butned deposits represent the closest 

approximation to a behaviotally caused coherent 

deposit of charred plant remains at Anau Noith. 

Where the ashy lenses are not located in their original 

burned context, such deposits have been intetpteted as 

rapid dumping and are treated as a secondary deposit, 

but still considered to be an internally consistent depo

sitional event. Similat deposits elsewhere in Cential 

Asia have been good sources of information about eco

nomic activities and fuel selection and have provided 

conrexts for radiocarbon samples (Hiebert and Moore 

1993). 
Neithet Pumpelly's specialists at Anau (Schellenberg 

1908) nor Soviet archaeobotanists at othei sites 

(Lisitsyna 1968, 1978) sampled hearth oi ashy lens 

deposits, but both reported uncarbonized botanical 

remains from inside m u d bricks and carbonized remains 

from inside vessels. 

Secondary Deposits 

The excavated contexts consist mainly of secondaiy 

deposits of building collapse, room fill, and midden 

debris interspersed with rare primary contexts of 

hearths, buiials and floors. In most cases, the artifacts 

and waste are shown to have been discaided away from 

the locus of use. A cycle of constiuction and use of 

walled space was followed by a cycle of abandonmenr, 

leveling, and reuse. That is the primary process form

ing rhe archaeological record at Anau Noith. 

O u t expectations for contexts in a village setting 

ate based on ethnoaichaeological obsetvations at tra

ditional Neai Eastern villages. While room sizes, fin

ish, and aichitectural features closely reflect the origi

nal use, the bulk of attifacts and waste from daily life 

ate discaided away from the locus of use ( H o m e 

1994). A wide attay of discaid and storage behaviot is 

recoided: Kiamei notes in Iran, foi example, that no 

extensive communal deposits of gaibage were made, 

but debiis was scattered thinly ovei alleys and village 

c o m m o n s (Kiamei 1982:89). Watson (1979:37) 

describes a least effott pattern of deposits being made 

in couityards adjacent to healths, while living rooms 

were continuously used and swept. In Northern Iran, 

Dyson (personal communication 2002) observed 

caching useful potentially useful and doubtfully but 

possibly useful materials in various areas of the settle

m e n t — s o m e of which became part of the deposition

al record in that spot. Most obseivations suggest that 

little primary in situ materials except for very small 

fragments would be found in occupied interior spaces 

or courtyaids. 

This pattern matches observations of floor 

deposits at Anau North, where for the most parr the 

micro-artifacrual debris and mixed and damaged con

dition of many categories of artifacts (particularly visi

ble in the small finds, bones, seeds, and biomorphic 

debris) confirm the secondary nature of the contexts. 

In the Soviet tradition of reporting in Central 

Asia, archaeologists did not attribute artifacts from the 

excavations to specific rooms or activity areas, but to 

the layei—each layet containing a cycle of deposition 

for a building, from construction through occupation 

to abandonment. At Anau North, the rapid rate of 

architecrural consrruction and reconstruction at the 

site, and the relatively small amount of disturbance 

from one layer to another attributed to digging wall 

footings or other subsurface features allows for rela

tively good stratigiaphic control through time, in con

trast to the above-noted inability to define functional 

assemblages of artifacts. W e highlight the secondary 

natuie of these deposits for it provides the framewotk 

for integrating the level of geneialization in the 

desciiptions and analyses made by Schmidt, Etshov, 

Kuibansakhatov, and Hiebett. 

Secondary-deposits Approach 

Analysis of the level of the aichitectuial layet is appro

priate for most ceiamics, small finds, and economic 

information from seeds and bones. Below are some 

general observations from this level of analysis. 

Kurbansakhatov's analysis (1987) of the stylistic varia

tion of ceramics from individual archirectuial layers 

substanriates rhe original categoiies of ceiamic types 

and designs that Schimdt identified in 1904. Ceiamic 

thin-sections piovide an additional measure of wate 

type definition, formalizing the wate typology while 

showing that vatiation in pastes from layer to layei 

within peiiods was almost nonexistent. Measures of 

the relative abundance of ceiamic types thtoughout the 

sequence confiim Schmidt's observations that the "IA" 

ceiamics represented a phase of production within an 

ongoing and continuous local Anau I culture rathei 

than a sepatate "culture." The thin-section analysis also 

showed that the finely made, thin bowls of IA wete of 

local otigin and differed little in manufacturing tech-
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nology from the typical finely made, thin bowls of 

Namazga I type. Despite the presence of 14 levels of 

architectuie in Anau IB, and 2 architectural layers of 

the Anau IA variant, no clear changes in manufacture 

were observed in the ware analysis. O n the other hand, 

Anau II ceramics appear suddenly in level 4 with little 

overlap, stylistically and technologically. As seen at 

othet archaeological sites, such an abrupt shift in 

ceiamics suggests occupational discontinuity 

(Montgomery 1993) and can be compared to the 

processes of abandonment and reoccupation observed 

at other Cential Asian sites of this time. 

Stone, metal, bone, and terracotta objects in the 

deposits indicate the range of activities that took place 

within the site. These obseivations are based primarily 

upon the 1904 and 1970s excavations, which pro

duced a much larger sample of small finds than did the 

later work at the site. 

By far the best-represented categoty of craft pro

duction is spinning and weaving. Spindle whorls, 

loom weights, and bone tools with surface indica

tions that they were used with textiles oi skins were 

found throughout the sequence. Artifacts for hunt

ing, harvesting, and hetding were among those asso

ciated with food acquisition. Grinding stones at Anau 

North are relatively rare, most likely because they 

were so durable and therefore highly curated. Most 

giinding stones were deeply worn and broken, indi

cating long use. Most beads and objects of personal 

adornment were found in the context of burials— 

more than a thousand beads in one context. 

Occasional beads found throughout the deposit (and 

occasional fragmentaiy human bone) in part origi

nated from buiials that had been disturbed. 

Evidence of ritual ot expressive art at Anau 

Noith is limited to seveial simple figurines. In con

trast, villages of the same period along the Kopet Dag 

produced more elaborate finds of this type. At Ilgynli, 

foi example, excavatots recovered mote than 100 

painted terracotta figurines from c. 3000 sq. m of 

excavations. This difference suggests considerable 

intersite vatiation in site activities, or perhaps reflects 

the small scale of Anau Noith in the regional settle

ment pattern (V. M . Masson peisonal communica

tion 2000). 

Unlike theii Western countetpatts—see, for 

example, the approach employed at Hajji Fituz (Voigt 

1983:295-321)—Soviet archaeologists have not 

focused on describing activity areas within individual 

aichitectuial layeis in eaily village levels. The 1904 

excavations at Anau Notth did, howevet, identify the 

provenience of individual small finds. Using archival 

documents from the expedition, we have been able to 

gtoup artifacts by excavation context and elevation, 

effectively creating a stratigraphic sequence for the 

1904 small finds (Appendix B). The distribution of 

small finds, such as spindle whorls, does not vary sig

nificantly between excavation units or levels within 

periods. This overall stratigraphic stability supports 

the Soviet-era approach of analyzing small-find 

assemblages in terms of categories of materials. 

Charred plant remains were recovered from flota

tion samples of hearth contents, floor sweepings, and a 

variety of depositional contexts inside and outside of 

structures, on floors and in fill. These contexts, some 

representing intact deposits, do not directly reflect the 

preparation and consumption of the remains as food, 

but rather, the incidence of burning. 

Two major findings issue from the analysis of 

macrobotanical remains. The first is that from the 

beginning of the sequence wheat and barley grains are 

plump, probably because they were irrigated. The form 

of irrigation used was most likely similar to the tradi

tional methods of small-scale or gravity (liman) irriga

tion practiced along the Kopet Dag foothills in later 

historic times (Dolukhanov 1981:372-373). This 

form of irrigation agriculture involved modifying the 

delta through the creation of terraces (Pumpelly 

1902:33-35; R. W . Pumpelly 1908:325-327). The 

simple terraces and gardens observed by Pumpelly's 

team and the terraced fields as described by early Soviet 

hydrographers (Bukinich 1924:129) were likely similar 

to those used for irrigation in this region since the 

Early Village Period. 

Both the botanical evidence for irrigation agricul

ture at Anau North and the location of the settlement, 

however, contrast with what we find at Djeitun, occu

pied some thousand years earlier. There farming 

appears to have been based on rainfall (Charles and 

Hillman 1992), possibly during a time of wetter cli

mate when lakes formed at the end of the small rivers 

of the Kopet Dag (Harris and Gosden 1996). Liman 

irrigation, involving the construction of retraces and 

low retaining walls, appears to be similar to the south 

Asian system of gabarband irrigation, involving terrac

ing and low diversion dams. Gabarband irrigation is 

known to have been used at least the mid-3 rd millen

nium B C (Raikes 1965, Raikes and Dyson 1961), and 

appearing possibly as early as 4500 B C at Mehrgarh, 

where Costantini claims that the plump water-swelled 

grains reflect such small scale inigation (Jarrige et al. 

1995:318-319). 

The second major finding concerns the use of fuel 

at the site and the way it reflects the availability of 

wood resources (Miller 1999). Hearths or hearth 

deposits provide evidence concerning human selection 
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of fuel. Miller concludes that the foothill region sup

ported enough forests at this time to allow wood to be 

used in construction as well as for fires. In the hearth 

and hearrh deposirs sampled from Anau North, the 

ratio of charred seed to wood was consistently less than 

0.05, which led Millet (1999) to conclude that not 

only was wood available, but that wood came from 

various ecological regions including Juniperus from the 

mountain foothills, Tamarix, Populus from thickets 

along the rivet land. 

Howevet, we cannot teconsttuct the natuial envi

ronment in detail on the basis of data from this arche-

ological site or any othei similat anthtopogenic 

deposit taken in isolation. All plant materials from 

such sites aie a biased sample collected either by 

human beings or animals rather than a general reflec

tion of the environmental setting. For such a recon

struction, we need a stratified local deposit which pie-

serves a record of local environmental change. For 

example, on the Eurasian steppe, Golyeva has been 

able to reconstruct the local environment using the 

buried natural soils underneath burial mounds 

(Golyeva 1997). This is not possible with the Anau 

North strata, where the deposits were the result of 

human activities. 

Faunal remains from Anau North ptovide furthei 

evidence of the secondary narure of most contexts. The 

action of scavengers such as dogs and foxes have been 

identified by the many gnawed and digested bones. 

Dueist and latet woikets noted complete bones and 

articulated rodent skeletons, some apparently in the 

remains of animal dens (as desctibed in tettace 7 and 

8). This occunence is typical of middens in tradition

al villages, where deposits not immediately buiied aie 

constantly being overturned by dogs, curious children 

and people using the midden foi temporary storage 

(Watson 1979:37, 115-6). 

Despite the degree to which bones had been mod

ified and teananged in village deposits, it is cleat ftom 

fragmentation, cut maiks, and body part representa

tion that animal bone from Anau North mostly repre

sents food remains. Certain exceptions to food use, 

however, are also found: red deer remains, according to 

Dueist, appeal primarily to be antler, dropped as part 

of the animal's seasonal cycle and collected as a raw 

material for craft production. Faunal samples from 

both the 1904 season and the 1978-1982 seasons pro

vide relative estimates of the dietaiy importance of 

species, although they do not offer data on body part 

distribution oi food processing. While rhe fine-scale 

excavations in 1997 did not provide large enough fau

nal samples for Moore to reevaluate Ermolova or 

Duerst's species lists, both Moore's scieened excavation 

units samples and the control samples from flotation 

suggest that the overall ranked data are sound and that 

no small food species had been completely missed. In 

that case, one of the most interesting aspects of the 

Anau Noith Eatly Village sequence is the high pei-

centage of hunted fauna in the animal remains. 

Duerst, Ermolova and Moore noted this high percent

age thtoughout the levels, with a ttend towatd decreas

ing reliance on wild game through time. 

Leveling and Settlement Stability 

At Anau Notth, the aichitectuial layeis ate made up of 

intact wall stubs and rubble rarely more than 30-40 

cm in height. At Anau North, the walls of abandoned 

buildings appear either to have tumbled down or been 

knocked down during a leveling process. As in most 

sites in arid regions, the upper parrs of walls were 

apparently mined for the brick, wood or othei valuable 

materials they contained. At Anau Notth, the amount 

of brick debris and the low density of ceramics and 

orher cultural materials distinguish these upper fill 

deposits and indicate the rapidity of their deposition. 

In almost none of the 20 aichitectuial layeis at Anau 

Notth weie the stubs of eatliet walls reused as the 

foundations for new buildings (Figure 13.1). In layers 

14^1, in the area of excavation, the site of former habi

tation was leveled and architecture was built without 

reusing the oldei aichitectuial elements, such as wall 

stubs as foundations. This pattern of architectural 

replacement differs considerably from contemporary 

early village sites on the Iranian plateau, such as at 

Sialk (Ghiishman 1938), or Hajji Firuz (Voigt 1983) 

at Tepe Gawia in northern Mesopotamia (Rothman 

2002), 01 at Catal Hiiyiik in Anatolia (Matthews et al. 

1997). 
To bettei undeistand the leveling phenomenon at 

Anau North, additional phytolith samples were taken 

in 1999 from beneath floors and between aichitectui

al layeis. The leveling at Anau Notth appeals to have 

been associated with a distinctive occupational pattern: 

either shoit-tetm abandonment of the entile site ot 

some ptonounced form of widespread spiral srrarigra-

phy. Time and again, buildings were leveled after their 

occupation. By this we mean that m u d brick stiuctures 

were deliberately tazed and new stiuctures elected on a 

leveled sutface without the reuse of the oldei walls. 

This pattern appears to be both widesptead ovei the 

site at Anau Noith and petsistent thiough time as well. 

The leveling ptocess creates a horizontal sttatigiaphy 

which, at fust, we took to be an illusion created by the 

Soviet ptactice of excavating in artificial levels (by 
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Leveling 

Evidence of leveling • 

Rapidy buried -

Alluvial deposits 

d 
13.1 Sequence of architecture development at A n a u North. 

shtick and yams). This is, in fact, not so: the layeis at 

Anau Notth aie indeed vety level horizontally. 

Initially, w e considered that the leveling was prob

ably a localized phenomenon of so-called spiral stratig

raphy. In such an occupational sequence, individual 

looms in one architectural level are successively aban

doned and reoccupied in a gradual cycle of reuse. 

However, the leveling events occurred across the entire 
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cross section of the site, as seen in the section of 

Komaiov's trench, in the ted layei drawn by Pumpelly 

(which falls between layeis 7 and 8), and in 

Kurbansakhatov's section across the entire site in layers 

5 and 6 (see Figure 4.5). Such site-wide leveling is seen 

in other Early Village Period sites in Central Asia and 

is particularly clear in the wide-scale horizontal excava

tions at Yalangach depe (Khlopin 1963b), Ilgynli 

(Berezkin 1992), and Dashlidzhi (Khlopin 1961), 

where entire site plans are available. It is clear that the 

Central Asian tradition is not to reuse wall stubs as 

foundations for later levels. Berdiev noted this as well 

in the deeply stratified sites of Mondjukli depe 

(Berdiev 1972b), and this pattern of architectural dis

continuity from level ro level is also characreristic at 

Djeitun (Berdiev 1969). 

Enlightening historical and ethnographic analo

gies can be made with villages on the Iianian plateau. 

In Turan, a region of eastern Iran where m u d biick 

architectuie was the principal constiuction material, 

up to 2 0 % of the region's villages were entirely aban

doned at any given rime ( H o m e 1993). Kramer found 

that the village that she studied could not be traced 

back more than a generation (Kiamei 1982). In both 

cases neatby crumbling remains of abandoned villages 

provided evidence of previous villages which no one 

could remember. Recently, at the archaeological site of 

Malyan, the local village was abandoned, and when 

asked why, the village leadets gave as a reason that the 

buildings were too old and too costly to replace. It was 

cheapei to build a new village seveial hundred merers 

away (Abdi 2001). 

Unfortunately, few long-term studies have been 

made on the life history of m u d brick structures. Mosr 

ethnographically documented m u d brick structuies 

have thicket, more peimanent walls than the 

Chalcolithic consttuctions in Cential Asia (Szabo and 

Baifield 1991). Such stiuctures, with walls often a metei 

thick, leave a mounded remain of .60 m to 1.5 m in 

depth, and if well maintained, theii life span is often 

50-75 yeais (Dyson peisonal communication 2002). 

Small m u d brick stiuctures in southeast Europe, with 

life spans of 15-20 yeais have been compared to Near 

Eastern archaeological remains. These genetally leave 30 

c m of deposit when they collapse (Coles 1973). 

At Anau North, in conttast to the ethnohistotic 

cases, the village was not relocated to a new site (of 

apparently even to a new part of the site); instead the 

old abandoned stiuctures were leveled and the new 

ones built. O n e of the features that we can observe in 

the 20 architectural levels at Anau North is that despite 

the leveling and/or remporaty abandonment, tradition

al use of the same area was maintained from one archi

tectural layet to the next. Fot instance, couttyard space 

and ciiculat stiuctures were replaced in the same area 

thiough ten tebuildings from layer 17 to 7, suggesting 

some kind of long-term land tenure or ownership. The 

settlement remained stable in its location and only peri

odically renewed itself approximately eveiy 35 years, 

the probable lifetime of the structures involved. N o 

serious permanent abandonment is indicated. 

O n e possible explanation for the continued reoc-

cupation of some temporarily abandoned village space 

is the reuse of ritually important locations. Throughout 

the sequence at Anau North, interior rooms can be dis

tinguished through the identification of thresholds at 

doorways and the trearment of interior walls and floors 

with plaster and occasionally paint. A m o n g such interi

or rooms are those seen to be distinctive enough in 

treatment as to suggest ritual use. Ritual spaces in pre

historic Central Asia have long been identified by 

Soviet archaeologists, and yet criteria for the identifica

tion of ritual space are almost impossible to establish in 

the absence of ethnohistotic correlates. In Central Asia, 

certain types of hearths, room surface treatments, and 

artifact assemblages (despite the secondary-conrext 

approach) have been used to identify ritual space. The 

best attempt to identify ritual spaces has been made ar 

Ilgynli depe, where certain structures were infilled or 

burned, often with distinctive objects on the floois 

(Berezkin 1992). In Namazga II levels, ten such rooms 

have been identified that had been specially burned and 

infilled during the leveling process (Berezkin 1992). 

The intentional burning of m u d biick stiuctures 

may not be patticulatly easy, as the Biitish atmy dis

covered in Afghanistan the 1920s (Goidon 1953); it 

requires concerted effort to open the stiuctuie for 

oxygen flow. O n the other hand, a one-story village 

house at Hasanlu, Iran, burned very quickly in a 

windy environment leaving scorched standing walls 

as a ruin (Dyson personal communicarion 2001). W e 

are not provided with information on what was out

side of the burned Ilgynli rooms, making comparison 

with othei sites vety difficult. A reuse pattern, how

evet, is documented at Dashlidzhi depe, where the 

entire site was leveled and then rebuilt; only the one 

titually important room was rebuilr on its otiginal 

foundations (Khlopin 1961). This follows a c o m m o n 

principle of sanctified ground, e.g., the series of tem

ples of different dates and religions at the temple of 

Luxoi in Egypt ( M u h a m m a d 1968) and the rebuild

ing of the Temple of Ianna over centuiies at Nippui 

(Zettlei 1992). 

In the American sourhwest, several aspects of 

Pueblo kiva architecture, documented both historical

ly and aichaeologically, suggest othei ways fot aichae-
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ologists to identify ritual space: (1) ritual rooms (kivas) 

are often "killed" at the point of site abandonment by 

infilling; (2) older ritual rooms are reused among the 

ruins of earlier village spaces; (3) and the ritual archi

tecture reflects a return to an archaic style of architec

ture (Adder 1993, Wilhausen 1986). 
At Anau Notth, several buildings, throughout the 

sequence, stand out as following the older Djeitun 

style of atchitecture. Such a room, excavated by Ershov 

in layers 16 and 17, revealed wall painting and con

struction techniques best paralleled at Yassi depe 

(Khlopin I963a:13-14, pl.ll). Elsewhere, in levels 

7-9, rooms with careful interior paint were excavated 
in 1980 (by Kuibansakhatov), and its continuation 

was excavated in 1997. The plan of the room in layer 

7 is best paralleled to architectural style of the earlier 

Djeitun period (Masson 1971). This room was rebuilt 

with the same orientation in nearly the same place in 

three successive architectural levels (a unique case 

among the structures excavated at Anau North). 

Miller's botanical samples from this room suggest that 

it was burned down. According to phytolith evidence 

from that layer (sample 4), the surrounding rooms 

were abandoned for some time, highlighting the dif

ference between this room and the others. 

It is thus through the understanding of the depo
sitional contexts and their relationship or non-rela

tionship to the architectuial elements that we are able 

to draw inferences from and create testable hypotheses 
about the excavated remains in Central Asia. 



14 

The Evolution of the Settlement 
at Anau North 

T h e settlement of Anau North is latet by one thou

sand yeais than occupation at the site of Djeitun 

and the constellation of eaily-Djeitun sites in the 

Akhal region. Over the course of rhe Djeitun peiiod, 

settlement shifted east, to the region between the 

Meana and Chaacha Rivers. The traditional single-

room Djeitun building, constructed with proto-bricks 

which were molded in place, was replaced with multi-

room dwellings in the late Djeitun peiiod. Excavations 

at the late-Djeitun sites of Mondjukli and Chagylly 

show the use of preformed m u d bricks with more or 

less standatd sizes, also the pattern seen in the eailiest-

known Anau atchitecture. 

Specific antecedents for Anau North in the Anau 

delta are poorly understood. A small late-Djeitun scat-

tet of ceiamics was tecotded near the Yarti-Gumbez 

well, 12 k m north of Anau North, but this site has not 

been reinvestigated and its presence has not been 

leconfiimed since the constiuction of the Kata K u m 

Canal. The Anau IA settlers at Anau North may have 

come from that late-Djeitun base in the Anau delta. 

The development of small retraced fields opened the 

area near Anau North to agriculrure and made occu

pation possible this far upstream. 

Foothill Pioneers: 
7\nau IA 4500-4000 B C 

By at least 4500 BC rhe Anau delta was settled by peo

ple who herded domestic sheep and cattle, hunted in the 

neaiby deserts and mountains, and farmed using some 

form of irrigation. The plump whear and barley grains 

axe typical of the liman inigation system of agriculture 

employed duiing the subsequent village and uiban peri

ods along the small rivers north of the Kopet Dag. 

Anau IA period settlements have been found 

along many similar small river valleys on the north side 

of the Kopet Dag mountains. The first Anau IA farm

ers may have moved upstream from a more swampy 

environment further out along the liver delta when 

this sysrem of irrigation was developed. 

The Cential Asian woild of Kopet Dag was at this 

time already patt of the network of sertlements across 

the Iranian plateau. The use of coppet and tuiquoise 

and styles of spindle whoils and figutines compare well 

with similat artifacts ftom sites along the northern tier 

of the Iranian plareau stretching from Hissar (period 

IA/B) to Sialk (period III1_3). Yet, the scale of 

exchange was limited; and the previous proposal of a 

widespread horizon of high-fired ceramics connecting 

Cheshmi Ali ceiamics of cential northern Iran and 

Anau IA is not supported by the tevised chronology 

ptesented heie. The stratigraphic position of the mate

rials at Anau North indicate that the Cheshmi Ali 

ceiamics aie eatliet than Anau LA by 500 yeais. 

The bulk of the ceiamics of the Anau IA peiiod 

wete made of soft chaff tempeied wate. These ceiam

ics ate also found eatliet (ftom the materials in rhe 

north digging which pie-date Anau IA) and latet (in 

Anau IB), indicating a continuity of ceiamic manufac

turing ttaditions from Djeitun thiough the Anau 

IB/Namazga I petiods. Today, the identification of the 

Anau IA clinky ceiamic as an indicatot of a sepatate 
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"culture" (McCown 1942:12), and suggestions that 

this culture had originated in Iran (Masson and 

Sarianidi 1972, Berdiev 1972) appear unlikely, given 

that the ceiamic type is limited to a very small range of 

forms within an on-going tradition. 

Petrographic analysis indicates that these bowls 

were most likely locally made. Yet they are stylistical

ly and technologically similar to the clinky ceramics 

of other sites along the Kopet Dag, such as 

Mondjukli (Berdiev 1976). The appearance at several 

sites of locally produced ceramic ware fired at the 

same temperature and ornamented with similar 

motifs suggests an open flow of information between 

potteis in different locations or the mobility of the 

pottets themselves. 

Defining the Central Asian Way of 
Life: Anau IB 4000-3500 B C 

During the 14 Anau IB occupational layers at Anau 

North, distinctive features of the Kopet Dag way of life 

emerged. The architectuie of these layets shows a pat

tern of repeated occupation and abandonment, delim

ited spaces of ritual impoitance, and internally forti

fied or access-controlled compounds. The domestic 

architecture of Anau North IBl and IB2, like other 

Early Village sites in Central Asia, consisted of clusters 

of courtyatds, storage areas, and domestic areas of 

related nuclear families, similar to that seen in other 

parts of the greater Near East (Flannery 2002). The 

estimate of the size of the Anau North settlement dur

ing the Anau IBl period must take into consideration 

off-site soundings conducted in 1904 which showed 

that intact Anau IBl occupational levels extend at least 

100 m to the west of the mounded area. Given the fact 

that the atchitectutal remains from three locations in 

the mound (Ershov's trench, Kurbansakhatov's deep 

sounding, and Pumpelly's north digging) all indicate 

substantial constiuction in the Anau IBl period, the 

size of the Eaily Village settlement at Anau North 

seems to be comparable in size with the largest of the 

contempotaty Cential Asian settlements, such as 

Ilgynli, Geoksyur 5, or Namazga depe (Masson 

1982:Table 6). 

At Anau Norrh, the Anau IBl and IB2 architec

ture showed relatively low investment in buildings: the 

walls and floors rarely indicated rebuilding, modifica

tion ot maintenance. Instead, a pattern of building 

abandonment and subsequent leveling before new 

stiuctures were built is most often seen. The upper

most aichitectuial layeis of Anau IB (layets 9-5) pro

vide the most compelling examples of the tradition of 

architectural leveling. Here, such leveling is visible 

along the entire length of the transect of Komarov's 

trench. Micromorphological samples from beneath 

floors suggest, at least after architectural layer 7, that 

there was a period of long-term abandonment followed 

by leveling. 

While the small exposure of the earliest Anau IBl 

and IB2 architecture in the deep sounding is not large 

enough to determine the nature of the site as a whole, 

the diversity of architecture at Anau North, and the 

tradition of shifting architectural plans, can be com

pared to a number of contemporary settlements where 

single occupational layers were excavated across the 

entire area of the settlement. At Dashlidzhi depe, for 

example, three architectural layers were fully excavated 

to the preserved edge of the site (Khlopin 1961) (two 

layers are illustrated in Figure 2.9). The Dashlidzhi vil

lage was composed of an irregular arrangement of 

small rooms, storage areas and courtyards. Each archi

tectural layer was constructed, occupied, abandoned, 

and, as at Anau Noith, leveled to a wall height of 

20—40 cm. As at Anau North, new buildings were con

structed without consideration for the earlier wall 

stubs, except for room 1. This room, considered to be 

a shrine, was rebuilt upon its older foundations 

(Khlopin 1964:73). 

The key to maintaining spatial organization across 

leveling and abandonment events may well have been 

the location of the titually impottant rooms in the set

tlement. At Anau North, the layer 9 room with its 

painted and plastered floors and walls—reminiscent of 

the ritual rooms at Yalangach and at Ilgynli—is one of 

the tare instances in this sample where buildings 

appear to have been re-built in successive layeis. Its dis

tinctive form, harking back to the Djeitun architectur

al canon of single-room buildings, may have been 

readily identifiable even as a tuin. If the interpretation 

of these spaces as having ritual importance is correct, 

then the reuse of these structures may have dictated ot 

directed the use of other spaces at the site across level

ing and abandonment events. 

The circular structures appear to be multi-func

tional, with a divetsity of sizes and a diversity of 

remains inside. The combined excavation results foi 

layer 14 suggest that these stiuctures served primarily 

for storage, but others at Anau North have doorways 

and appear to contain occupational debris. Some also 

have architectural functions: the circular units form 

towers for building compounds (for example, in layers 

14 and 12). Examples of this usage can be found at the 

latet sites of Mullali and the uppei level at Yalangach 

(Khlopin 1969), where these towers and the connect

ing walls enclose building compounds and are the pos

sible precursors of more formal fortifications. Those at 

Anau North provide an even earlier context for these 
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distinctive Central Asian structures. They potentially 

form an early local tradition of enclosed building com

pounds, ultimately manifested in the fortified Bronze 

Age desert oasis architecture of the B M A C (Bactria 

Margiana Archaeological Complex) (Francforr 1979, 

Hiebert 1994:17-28). 

The identification of circular buildings in rhe 

early village architectuie of Central Asia may provide a 

key, in the future, to understanding the wider connec

tions between other village cultures with circular stiuc

tures of the citcum-Caspian region (Kuibansakhatov 

1987:129-145). In patticulat, this architecture aligns 

activities and traditions in Central Asia with those in 

eaily village cultures of the Caucasus that have a long 

tradition of ciiculat buildings with domestic, storage, 

and defensive functions (Munchaev 1975:88-89, 

Munchaev and Merpert 1981:161-198). The identifi

cation of Eaily Village sites in the southern citcum-

Caspian region, including the Tehtan basin (Fazeli et 

al. 2001), Qazvin (Majidzadeh 1981) and the southern 

Caucasus (Kushnareva 1997, Trifinov 1997), and our 

ability to place these in a coherent chronological con

text will allow us to evaluate interaction between early 

villages along the northern regions of the greatet Near 

East. 

The conservative ceramic and small-find tradition 

across the 14 architectural layers, taken together with 

the close clustering of tadiocatbon dates ftom layeis 

18-5, suggests that thete was tapid turnover in the 

occupation and abandonment of structures at Anau 

North. If the elapsed rime of 500 years (based on the 

tadiocatbon dating) is accurate, it follows that new 

buildings were created every generarion, perhaps every 

25-35 years. This rate of replacement is consistent 

with the insubstantial wall construction and the lack of 

modification ot rebuilding. 

The abandonment of the site or parts of the site 

was a repeated and peisistent pattern. These events 

wete probably responses to the many insecurities of vil

lage life in this area: earthquakes, plagues, drought, soil 

exhaustion, conflict, as well as individual cycles of fam

ily expansion and decline. Such short-tetm sedentism 

appeals to have been an expectation in Eaily Village 

Cential Asia, and was reflected in the architecture and 

settlement pattern. 

Emergence of Anau in an 
Interregional Arena: 

Anau II 3300-2900 B C 

The episode of abandonment between layer 5 and 

layer 4 was exposed over a wide area (300 sq m ) in 

Kurbansakhatov's excavation 1. Micromotphological 

sampling as well as a pronounced ceramic shift mark 

this hiatus as abandonment, perhaps longer and 

involving less spatial reuse than those which occurred 

during earlier layers. Radiocarbon dares suggest a gap 

of potentially 300 years. 

Above this hiatus, five aichitectuial levels span

ning two periods (3300-3100 and 3100-2900 B C ) 

were investigated. The ceramic assemblages permit us 

to evaluate the upper levels at Anau within the context 

of the Central Asian world at this time, as well as with

in the contexts of the developments of the late 4th-

early 3rd millennia on the Iranian Plateau. Despite the 

small sample of layers of this period at Anau North, 

the comparison of late peiiod architecture with othei 

sites along the Kopet Dag foothill plain suggests that 

Anau Notth layeis have both elite and non-elite archi

tecture, reflecting a new level of social differentiation. 

Two sites along the Kopet Dag offer relevanr compar

isons to Anau Noith—the neatby site of Kata depe, 

and the eastern Kopet Dag site of Ilgynli depe. 

Overall, the Anau II architecture has closest fea

tures to Kara depe (level 2,3): areas with substantial 

architecture and doubled walls, and other areas with 

less substantial architecture having butials undet 

floors. The excavatois of Kata depe suggest that the 

buiials were made during the active occupation of 

non-elite rooms (Masson 196lb:332). Based on obser

vations of the multiple reuse of hearths, the pattern 

may be different at Anau Noith, ot the hearths at Kaia 

depe (level 2,3) may represent a late-phase, atypical use 

of the rooms in a non-elite area of the site. Features of 

the domestic architecture of Anau North, layer 4 

(Kurbansakhatov's main trench, atea A-D, and excava

tion 1), paiallel those broadly exposed in level 2 at 

Kaia depe. The iiregular architectural layout of Anau 

North contiasts with the mote rectilineal architecture 

in retrace 1 from the 1904 excavations, in patticulat, 

the constiuction of bins, walls, floois, healths, from 

retrace 1 at Anau Norrh recall these similar features of 

the elite atchitecture at Kata depe. 

The site of Ilgynli depe, in contiast to both Anau 

Noith and to Kaia depe, appeals to have developed 

into a specialized centet with a much highet propor

tion of titual items than have been found at the othei 

sites. This evidence foi more intensive titual activity at 

just one site suggests that a regional system of interac

tion emeiged along the Kopet Dag foothills by this 

time. 

It is duiing the Anau II peiiod, towatd the end 

of the fourth millennium, that village settlement in 

Cential Asia expanded for the firsr time ourside of 

the region of the Kopet Dag foothill plain. The Anau 

II site of Manysh, along the uppei valley of the 
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Anau's Keltechinar river valley, is situated at the pass 

to the Iianian plateau. Nishapui-P, located near 

turquoise mines, produced an assemblage that close

ly matched that of Anau Ha. Sarazm, along the upper 

Zerafshan valley of Tadzhikistan founded at the same 

time has been suggested to be a satellite of the Kopet 

Dag population—with up to 4 0 % of the pottery 

being typical of the Kopet Dag region (Lyonnet 

1981, 1996). The settlement at Sarazm was estab

lished in a region more than 700 k m from the Kopet 

Dag, but in an area on the edge of the Eurasian 

steppe that was tich in mineral resources (Lyonnet 

1996). This expansion of the Central Asian world 

outside of the Kopet Dag may be related to the 

acquisition of prestige goods—such as the lapis and 

tuiquoise found in the Anau II buiials. 

The region of local interaction all along the Kopet 

Dag appeals to be defined by individual valleys, with 

evidence of occupation and resource exploitation 

expanding to include all of the environmental zones of 

the Kopet Dag region, including the mountains them

selves, the inteimountain valleys, the foothill plain, 

and the sands and salt flats of the Kara K u m desert. 

Resources such as gypsum from the takyr in the 

desert, wood from the inteimountain valleys, stone 

and metal ore from the plateau, and hunted wild ani

mals from the desert and the foothills were recorded. 

Similar multi-zone local interaction areas may 

have extended along the interface between mountain 

and desert in each of the valleys to the east of the 

Kopet Dag and even perhaps to northern Afghanistan. 

Vinogradov's survey of northern Afghanistan reported 

a hunting/fanning occupation with lithics similar to 

the Kopet Dag tegion (Vinogtadov 1979). However, 

intensive archaeological surveys have not identified any 

mounded settlement sites similar to those along the 

Kopet Dag foothills in northern Afghanistan (Saiianidi 

1976, Gatdin 1998, Lyonnet 1997). Even so, we still 

might expect Central Asian Early Village Period in this 

region, since finds of lapis lazuli from northern 

Afghanistan were found in the uppei buiials at Anau 

North and other late Namazga II and early Namazga 

III sites (Satianidi 1968). 

With the absolute chronology established in the 

uppei levels at Anau North, Central Asia can be placed 

in the context of developments on the Iranian Plateau. 

The red and gray burnished pottery of Anau Ha 

belongs to the btoadet tradition of the northern 

Iianian Proto-Elamite horizon. These unpainted 

ceiamics, frequently oveilooked in the Central Asian 

ceramic sequence, relate direcrly into this northern 

Iranian horizon, which had close technological and 

stylistic parallels with ceiamics and small finds of Sialk 

IV,2 (Amiet 1985), Hissar II (Dyson 1987), and even 

possibly the very beginnings of settlement at Shahr-i 

Sokhta (Satianidi 1983). 

These Iranian sites, however, are marked by the 

occurrence of a distinctive symbol system, artistic tra

dition, and the use of Proto-Elamite cuneiform tablets 

(Pittman 1994a, 1994b, 1997, 2001). Despite the 

wide-scale horizontal exposure of many sites of this age 

along the Kopet Dag, no Proto-Elamite tablets, 

inscriptions, ot artistic motifs have been found. From 

late Namazga II/Anau Ila levels at Anau North, Kara, 

Yalangach, and Ilgynli, other designs and symbols 

occur on public artifacts—figurines, terracotta 

plaques, whorls—suggesting a separate Central Asian 

iconography which sets the Kopet Dag culture apart 

from the contemporary sites of northern Iran. 

Foundations of Central AsianUrbanism 

Rather than suggesting that the typical Central Asian 

settlement was a stable, long-term occupation, the 

excavations at Anau Notth suggest that abandonment 

of settlements occurred regularly during the periods 

prior to urbanism. A similar pattern was observed by 

H o m e in her ethnoarchaeology of villages in northern 

Iran (Home 1993). A record of occupational instabili

ty over the last several hundred years has been docu

mented in Persian and Khivan accounts of southern 

Tuikmenistan (MITT 1938-1939). Bregel's recon

struction of shifting settlement locations along the 

Kopet Dag foothills during the 16th, 17th, and 18th 

centuries in many ways parallels the rapidity of settle

ment shifts which we observe in the prehistoric past 

(Bregef 1959). Bregef's study implies that these 

changes were primarily political. Obviously, issues such 

as the availability of water and access to agricultutal 

lands were significant, potentially political, issues that 

bear on the settlement of a particular deltaic region. 

The investigations at Anau North have not 

revealed the cause of the shift of settlement from the 

north mound to the south mound. While the Anau 

Ila and IIB levels are poorly preserved, they still can be 

seen to follow the village traditions of oiganization as 

seen at the lowest layers of Anau North. The latet 

Bronze Age architectural tiadition at Anau South 

reflects notions of space use different from those seen 

at the noith mound. The latei settlement shows a 

greater importance of public and ritual space and a 

shift from short-term sedentism to long-term settle

ment at the site. Peihaps social stratification emeiged 

as a way to solve occupational instability with urban

ism as a result. W e will only be able to address this 

possibility after comparable research at the south 

mound. 
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If our interpretation of short-term sedentism in 

Central Asia during the Early Village Period is 

upheld, then we need to address the question of what 

led people to return to the same sites to rebuild time 

and time again. The source of the answei lies in an 

enlarged understanding of such issues as land renure 

(was there owneiship of land which was maintained 

after leveling of the older buildings?) and the role of 

ritually important structures that are rebuilt in near

ly the same spot after being leveled. It is these issues 

that will be addressed when we furthei investigate the 

levels of the Anau South settlement dating to the sub

sequent period of urban development, when settle

ment stability and nucleation was established and 

complex social organization and craft specialization 

began to emerge. 



Appendix A 
1904 Excavations at Anau North 

Hubert Schmidt 

H u b e r t Schmidt's report in the 1908 Pumpelly volume has been criticized both in the Western literature and in the Russian 

literature for using absolute depths, as opposed to sttatigiaphic level, for fixing the peiiod of the archaeological mateiials 

at Anau. However, what has been oveilooked by this criticism is that the excavations weie made in relatively restricted areas. In 

the context of these limited excavation areas, the absolute depth measuiements allow us to relocate the attifacts and ceiamic 

complexes within a stratigraphy based on aichitectuial levels. Thus, with information on each excavation unit and its depth, we 

are able to correlate this matetial with the latet stratigraphic studies presented in this volume. Added to the descriptions of the 

individual excavation areas are tables rhat provide correlations of the excavated contexts from 1904 with the sttatigiaphy of 

1997, and coirelations of the ceiamics from the earlier excavations and the new excavations. 

Additionally, in the archival papers located in N e w Hampshire, new photos were identified which provide a vivid record 

of the text as described by Schmidt and are included here. In providing rhe original text of Schmidt, we gain access to the level 

of detail that was achieved in the published 1908 report, and the logic of the excavations straregy. 

T h e excavations began March 24, 1904, with the 

cleaning out of the Komarov trench and the deep

ening of its ends, which were somewhat higher than 

the middle [Figute A.l]. Starting from the bottom of 

the tiench, two "galleries" were driven a short distance 

into each wall, opening to this extent the heart of the 

hill. In the eastern half of the northern wall the east 

galleries, 6 feet wide, were opened and in the western 

half of the southern wall the west galleries, 8 feet wide. 

In this way the middle layeis of the hill could be exam

ined between +18 and +8 feet (the datum is the level 

of the plain on the west side of the kuigan) [paren

thetical note by Raphael Pumpelly]. 

At the same time the uppei layeis on the north 

half of the hill wete attacked by two trenches running 

nearly parallel to each other The latget one of these 

extended from the summit northward d o w n the north-

e m declivity of the hill and was divided into three sec

tions by leaving nairow partitions, portions of the orig

inal earth, standing between them (retrace IA, B, tet

tace II, and terrace III). This division was important, 

both because it facilitated the excavation in horizontal 

layers and because the observations could be sharply 

defined for each terrace. These terraces have a width of 

to 11 feet and are sunk in the heart of the hill to +22, 

+ 18.1, and +15 feet, respectively. T h e othei and much 

shorter trench was dug with a width of 6 to 7.5 feet on 

the western declivity of the northern half of the hill 

(west digging) and opened the middle layeis from +25 

and +20 to +8.6 feet. In this way a certain relation was 

esrablished through the west digging between the ret

races and the galleries. T h e separate obsetvations made 

at each locality would tend to supplement and corrob-

otate each other 

Fot the purpose of studying the deeper layers, two 

pits were dug in the bottom of the Komarov tiench, 

immediately adjoining the galleries, these pits having a 

width of 6 feet and a length of 15 and 16 feet, respec

tively (trench, eastern and western pits). W o t k was 

stopped on them, however, as soon as it was discovered 
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A.l 1904 excavation areas. 

that they wete being sunk in the debiis which General 

Komarov had dumped into his trench; and instead, 

two shafts were sunk in the "galleries." In both these 

shafts the culture-strata were opened to a depth of -

21.5 feet [Figure A.2]. 

The finds which were made in the above-men

tioned localities gained in importance thiough the 

simultaneous discoveiy of burials. O n March 26, sev

eral skeletons were exposed in rerrace IA, to the south 

of a wall of unbuint bricks. They were, howevet, 

destroyed by the picks of the wotkmen. During the 

following days more skeletons came to light in all three 

of the retraces. Their significance in connection with 

the finds that were being made became clear after the 

discovery that a skeleton grave found on March 30 in 

terrace I was that of a child buiied in contiacted posi

tion (Liegender Hocker), and that a skeleton unearthed 

on Match 31 in tettace III was also, in all probability, 

buiied in contracted position. Since similar skeletons 

appeared in terrace II and in deeper layers, it was 

impossible to consider these as latei burials, and rhe 

find in rerrace I left no question that the skeleton 
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A.2 Gallery excavations within Komarov's tiench, 

looking noitheast. 

extending in a north-south direction; this trench being 

cut down in four terraces—IV, V, VI, VII—and later 

lengthened by an additional one, terrace VIII. This 

excavation fully confirmed the observations made in 

terraces I to III. Here too, burials alternate in horizon

tal layers with the debris of the clay walls of houses. 

There were also important finds during the exam

inations in depth that were made for physiographic 

purposes. The layers on the periphery of the hill were 

examined, on the south side by means of a shaft (south 

shaft) sunk to a depth of-7 feet. O n the northeast side 

of the hill three successive trenches were laid out in the 

direction of the longitudinal axis of the shaft (north 

diggings, I to III). O f these the first two are of impor

tance in connection with the culture problems. In 

north digging I the work was stopped for practical rea

sons at a depth of -13 feet. In north ditch II, on the 

other hand, a depth of -24.5 feet was reached; and 

here, as in the galleries, the undisturbed natural surface 

of the plain was reached, north digging IV and the 

west shafts are also important in checking the observa

tions made elsewhere. 

The Work and Finds at the 
Separate Localities 

The Excavations at the Terraces 

graves belonged to the dwellings represented in the 

horizontal strata. 

Nevertheless, to test still further the correctness of 

these conclusions, the southern half of the hill was 

attacked on Apiil 1 in the same mannet as the north

ern one. Here a trench 1 to 16 feet wide was dug, 

Terrace la, b. [Table A. 1] 

Soon aftet the debris of Komarov's trench had been 

removed from the top of the hill, the excavation in the 

undisturbed layers exposed a wall of unburnt bricks 

(A), which extended across the trench with a thickness 

Table A.l Teitace 1, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

Tl.l 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T1.5 

T1.6 

T1.7 

T1.8 

T1.9 

T1.10 

Level 

+36/+33 

+31.5 

+30 
+29 
+30/+28 

+28/+27 

+27 
+27/+25 

+25/+23 

+23/+22 

Context 

Upper room, Wall A 

floor w/ fire pits & pots in floor. Stones on floor with 

doorsocket, and pots a and b in floor 

child, burial 20, associated with the above floor 

floor with pots c and d, firepits 

child, burial 17 associated with above floor 

child, burial 15 associated with above floor 
Fill 

Fdl 
transitional pottery 

Fill 

Fill 

Layer 

1 
2 

2 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
5 
5 

Period 

IIB 
IIA 

" 

IB2 
" 
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A.3 Terrace 1, excavation plan. 

of abour 2.5 feet [Figure A.3]. The top of this wall lay 

at +37 feet and on its northern side, at the height of 

31.5 feet, was a floor marked by two fire-reddened 

places. Each place surrounds the top of an earthenwaie 

pot sunk to the lip in the floor, the top diameteis of the 

pots being 9 and 8.8 inches, respectively [Figure A.4]. 

The assumption that this flooi and its clay vessels wete 

contemporaneous with the wall just mentioned proved 

to be wrong; the wall proved to be youngei. Undet it 

were found oldei and natiowet walls (B), running in a 

different direction; and adjoining it on the north there 

was exposed a peculiat quadrangle of inegulat form 

(2.8 and 2.6 feet), of which one comet was destroyed. 

The floor of this quadrangle was paved with small flat 

pebbles and the innei walls of its lowet part were 

inciusted with fragments of pottery. The quadrangle, 

with thin walls tunning towaids the west, is shown in 

[Figure A.5]. In following the walls towaids the west a 

similai small room was found, also inciusted with 

small fragments of pottery. Further examination of 

these rooms was not practicable under our general 

scheme of work, on account of the oveilying mass of 

earth. Howevet, since the floor of the quadrangle stood 

at the same level with the fireplaces and the tops of the 

pots (+31.5 feet), and the bottom of the nairow walls 

had the same elevation, they must all have belonged to 

the same establishment. The wide wall (A) which was 

found first is, therefore, to be tefened to a youngei 

peiiod. 

Fuithet to the notth and at +30 feet—that is, 1.5 

feet deepei than the healths and the tops of the 

pithoi—theie occulted sevetal stones. A m o n g these 

weie an elongated stone with a round depression, evi

dently a door-stone—that is, a stone with a hole pol

ished and scratched by the rotary motion of the pivot 

on which the dooi swung—and an elongated stone 

standing on its broken end, with a deep longitudinal 

groove, presumably a whetstone. The positions of the 

stones and the pithoi aie shown in [Figutes A.6 and 

A.7] and in the vertical section. 

The greatest inteiest attached naturally to the 

examination of the earthenware vessels standing in the 

floor. Pot a, standing nearest the wall of the terrace, 

had a cavity of 6.6 inches depth, filled with loose earth, 

mixed with ashes and charcoal. Pot b, standing neatei 

the centet of the excavation, contained unbuint earth 

in the uppei part; undet this a whitish, fine mass; still 

deepei, reddish-yellow burnt earth mixed with char

coal; and below this a quantity of the same white sub

stance that was observed near the top. Further exami

nation, aftei exposing the outside of the pots, showed 

that they had no bottoms, but had been placed in the 



A.4 Terrace 1, section. 

A.5 Teirace 1, pebble-lined stoiage bin, looking 

southwest. 

A.6 Tettace 1, pottery a and b in figure A 3 , looking 

south. 
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0 5 cm 

A.7 Teirace 1, pottery c and d in figure A.3, looking 

north. 

earth as if without the lower half, their shape repre

senting practically a hemisphere; and that theii sutface, 

originally red, was much blackened by fire. The interi

or was largely plastered over with clay, which was also 

burnt ted; even the base on which the half-pots rested 

showed, to a considerable depth, red color due to 

burning. The long-continued and repeated use of these 

healths is shown by the remains of an oldei pot undet 

pot b. W h e n this pot became useless, it was evidently 

replaced by pot b. 

W h a t is the significance of these pots suirounded 

with traces of fire? The haid-butnt earth sunounding 

the outside of the pots and filling the inteiiot, and rhe 

charcoal and ash-like whire mass found in the inteiiot, 

allow only one inteipretation. The pots must have 

been bake-ovens heated from the inteiioi. Similar pot

like forms are still used as ovens in Tuikestan, whete I 

myself have seen them, and Mr. Hunrington assutes 

m e that they ate used also in Peisia. 

South of wall A, in tettace la, wotkmen had 

exposed on March 26 several skeletons at a depth of 

about 4.25 feet undei the otiginal sutface of the hill, 

but they had so completely destioyed them with theii 

picks that an examination of theii position and of 

othei conditions was impossible. That these were buii

als seemed probable because beads wete found wirh 

rhem and a feeding-cup was found near the remains of 

a child's skull; we are in all probability justified in con

sidering these as having belonged ro the buiials. The 

feeding-cup is of the same red monochrome ware 

already found in the terrace. Ir was proper, therefore, 

to assume that the buiials belonged to the same people 

whose culture temains have already been discoveted in 

the highest layeis of the hills. This assumption was 

soon to be further confirmed. 

W h e n the terrace was lowered for the examina

tion of pots a and b, a skeleton ("A", no.5) was 

exposed on the west side of the terrace, ar abour the 

same level as the three stones mentioned above—that 

is, +30 feet. It was exposed by Mr. Warner and proved 

to be the skeleton of a child lying in the regular con

tracted position (Hocker position) on the tight side. 

The burial gifts—beads of lapis lazuli- agree with rhe 

beads found in terrace la [see Chaptei 7]. W h e n the 

skeleton, stones, and pots had been removed, there 

were exposed in the noith end of the retrace, at +29 

feet, two mote pots, c and d, in position; neat these, 

in the noithwest corner of the terrace, the half of a 

mealing-stone; and finally, between this and the pots, 

but a little deeper, at +28 feet, another skeleton of a 

child ("B", No. 2). The position of this skeleton is 

shown in [see Figure A.7] by a small board. O f the 

two newly-found pots, only one (the western one, c) 

resembles the bake-ovens already described. Here 

again only the uppei patt of a pot was found, the 

diameter being 12.4 inches. Its contents are earth 

mixed with charcoal and a white ash-like substance, 

and the earth below it is burnt ted; while, on the othet 

hand, the eatth sunounding the pot above is scarcely 

reddened. The eastern pot, d, stands full formed in 

the earth and is much blackened on the outside. The 

contents differ from those of the bake-ovens. They 

also consist, indeed, of much charcoal and earth, but 

this is so loose that one must assume it to have fallen 

in from above, while the earth in the bake-ovens is 

smeared on the walls and burnt haid. W e may, there

fore, consider pot d to have served for cooking; its 

bottom must have stood in the earth, so that fire 

could be built around it. 

Howevet, the combination of bake-oven, kettle, 

mealing-stone, and child's skeleton conesponds whol

ly with the oveilying layet, its pots, and its skeleton; so 

that we have here rwo successive periods of culrure. 

The pots c and d must already have been out of use 

and buried when pots a and b were put in position; but 

they must also have been older than the child's skele

ton "A", No. 5, which lies in the layet between pots a, 

b and c, d. Skeleton "A", therefore, must be referred ro 

those inhabitants of the hill w h o used bake-ovens a, b, 

while the lower skeleton belongs to the older period. 

The highest layei—that is, the youngest peiiod—is, 

howevet, represented by the skeletons destioyed in tet

tace IA, and by the thicket diagonal wall A. Therefore, 

at least three successive peiiods have left theii remains 

between the surface of the hill (+40 feet) and the level 

of +27 feer. 
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Table A.2 Terraces 4-5, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T5.3 

T5.4 

T5.5 

T5.6 
T5.7 

T5.8 
T5.9 
T5.10 

T5.ll 

Level 

+36 
+34 
+36/+32 

+30.2 

+32.5 
+32/+28.5 

+29 
+28.5/+27 

+27/+25 
+25/+23 

+23/+22 

Context 

Burial 23 (child) 
burial 22 (child) 

floor with pot s and fill 

burial 21 (child) 

floor with pot f and flat stones 

ashy fill on floor at 30.6 

burial 16 (child) 
fill of room with wall 

red burinshed level 

chaffy ware level 
more chaffy 

Layer 

0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5/6 

Period 

IIB 

" 
" 
" 
IIA 

" 
" 
" 
IB2 

" 

In the east wall of terrace I still another skeleton 

(No. 3) was excavated at the level +28 feet, besides 

anothet left in the earth. 

The question then arises whether these periods 

differed in their culture characteristics. In all probabil

ity they did not, for the beads in terrace IA resemble 

those found with the child's skeleton in IB, and the 

pots a to d, as tegards form and technique, are in all 

respects similar The similarity in culture will be more 

evident when we consider the pottery that is charac

teristic of these layers. 

When the upper terrace was begun on March 25, 

it yielded within three hours a great quantity of frag

ments of different kinds of pottery, the greater part 

belonging to a gray or red monochrome ware. The red 

was especially characteiized by a good polish, while in 

the gray fragments one was sttuck by the excellent 

quality of the clay and of the technique. I will desig

nate this monochrome variety for the present as group 

x. Besides this group x, there occurred painted ware of 

an entirely different technique—both finer and coars

er vessels—which we were obtaining at the same time 

from the galleries; that is, from the middle layers of the 

hill. These fragments may for the present be called 

group y, in contradistinction to the others, or group x. 

The relation of rhese two groups, however, on their 

appearance in teirace I, was such that the monochrome 

was predominant at the top, but diminished in favor of 

group y the deepei we dug. Thus on March 31, after 

the removal of bake-ovens a and b and the accompa

nying child's grave, the fed polished ware was still pie-

dominant among the "mixed" pottery; but on the fol

lowing day, when the excavation entered the layer of 

the older pots, c and d, and the still deeper level of the 

second skeleton, the "mixed" ware consisted principal

ly of the painted group y, while there was a rare occut-

tence of the monochrome x. Very different, however, 

appeared the character of the finds on April 5, when 

the layer of the older pots c and b had been removed 

and the teirace had been sunk to between +27 and +25 

feet. The monochrome variety x was entirely lacking; 

there appeared only the group y. This corresponded 

with the finds in the "galleries," where to a depth of 

+22 feet the only fragments found were those of the 

pottery of group y. 

It was already possible to draw the conclusion 

that the monochrome variety x was the youngei. 

Considering the manner of its occurrence, it was also 

probable that it belonged to the same culture as that 

to which the walls, bake-ovens, kettles, and skeleton 

of terrace I belonged, for the feeding-cup which was 

buried in the child's grave is of the same kind as the 

great mass of monochrome pottery of the upper lay

ers. The question, to which period of house-construc

tion the red monochrome ware was to be refeired, was 

completely solved by the discovery of the quadrangles, 

for the pottery fragments with which the walls of 

these cabinets wete inciusted wete of this characteris

tic ware. The only doubt possible was in regard to the 

gray ware, which technically is far superior to the red. 

The occurrence of the older varieties of vessels of 

group y in the uppei layers is, however, sufficiently 

explained when we consider that the inhabitants of 

these layers must have materially disturbed the oldei 

layeis, including their potteiy, in establishing their 

own dwellings. As a matter of fact, no pure layer of 

either group was found in this transitional level of 

unmixed and monochrome ware, and such a pure 

layer appears not to have existed. 

Terraces IV and V [Table A.2] 

[Figures A.8 and A.9].—The finds in retraces IV and 

V cotiespond to the finds in retrace I. Soon after the 

http://T5.ll
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A.8 Tetraces 4-8, excavation plan. 

debris of rhe older excavations was removed and the 

undistuibed earth of the hill was attacked, a child's 

skeleton ("g") was found in contracted or Hocker 

position, and lying on its fight side [see Chaptei 9, 

buiial 23]. Its position is designated as in terrace IV. 

The horizontal layet of teirace V, conesponding to the 

location of the exposed skeleton "G" has almost whol

ly disappeared, as the otiginal sutface of the hill there 

falls off abruprly to the south. In terrace V there 

occurred first in situ a pot (e) of the kind found on the 

northern half of the hill. To the east of this pot, and a 

little below the level on which it stands, seveial skele

tons were found lying in a heap ("b" No. 0); and far

ther east, near these, were the remains of a deeper-

lying pot (f) in situ, of which the lip was destroyed 

[Figure A. 10]. 

This stratiform succession of pors and skeletons 

resembles closely the finds in tettace I. The levels aie as 

follows: 

Skeleton, Terrace IV +36 feet; 

lip of the upper pot (e), Tettace V, +34.5 feet; 

skeleton heap "b", +34 feet, neai pot e; 

preserved edge of lower pot (f), +33 feet. 

I GBR.-
____+S0.6 . # B W + 31 

1—**-i- "-"-

+30-5-imunii * m n 

+ra.-?OJiXB»X 
No.10 NO.I5 

1 ^r7777^W^,.^^.yM'M. 

vi vn 

10 15 20 25 FEET 

A.9 Terraces 4-8, section. 
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A. 10 Terrace 5, walls, looking south. 

Many small stones and fragments of stones 

occurred in the layer between the pots and around 

the older pots, and even somewhat deeper. 

Presumably the earth had been disturbed here. After 

removing the skeleton there were found several flat 

stones and the fragments of a mealing-stone near the 

lower pot (J), 1.5 feet below its preserved lip, these 

representing the floor belonging to the lower por. 

These stones, as well as the pots, were left temporar

ily in situ, while the temaindet of the tettace was 

explored. About 2 feet deepei, signs of an oldei layet 

appeared in the form of remains of clay walls, the 

direction of two of which could be determined; and 

in the middle of the terrace, about on a level with the 

preserved top of the wall, there appeared a place with 

a whitish mass (ashes?). At the same time the skele

tons of two children appeared, one ("Z", No. 1) to 

the notth, near the top of the wall in the western side 

of the retrace, and the othei ("D", No. 9) southwest 

of the ash layet already mentioned, about 8 inches 

below its level. Ashes and the hatd-burnt debris of 

walls were raised from this layet, which lay about 4 

feet deepei than the lip of the uppet pot [see Figure 

A. 10]. Following are the levels: Flat stones in situ, 

+32.5 feet; ash layei, +30 feet 7 inches; upper edge of 

wall, +30.5 feet; child's skeleton "z", +30 feet 2 inch

es; child's skeleton "d", +29 feet II inches; visible 

lower edge of wall, +28 feet 1 inch. 

Stratigraphic Succession North Kurgan, 
Terraces IV and V 

If, now, we wish to make clear the relative ages of the 

enumerated finds and their stratigraphic succession, 

we must treat separately the utensils found in place, i. 

e., the remains of occupation, and the skeletons that 

occur among them. 

The disttibution of the skeleton graves in the 

successive strata would be determined if we could 

establish the floors to which they coirespond. 

Concerning this, however, we can form only conjec

tures. The height of the last-named wall is not 

known, while the corresponding floor presumably 

lies still deepei than the deepest point observed in the 

wall, the clay walls having had no special foundation 

of which we can take notice. In any case this clay wall 

marks the oldest of the periods with which we are 

concerned. The lime or ash layer lies above its floor 

and must, theiefore, belong to the next later period. 

The flat stones, if they lie in situ, as seems to be the 
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case, can have been laid in position only when none 

of the ash layet was still visible, and they presumably 

coirespond to the floor of a third period. To this third 

period may be referred pot f. Its lip is, indeed, not 

well preserved, but it can not possibly have been 

much higher than level +33 feet. O n the othei hand, 

both the stones and pot f must already have been 

buiied when pot e, of which the lip is well preserved, 

was placed in position. Pot e, therefore, belongs to a 

fourth period. 

The question now arises: how are the skeletons 

to be distributed among these layeis? The highest 

one ("G") deteimines the youngest layei. W h e n the 

buiial took place pot e must already have been 

buiied in the floor and out of use; theiefore skeleton 

"G" belongs to a fifth period, of which we have 

found no other remains. The skeleron heap "B" lies 

in the plan between the two pots e and f and also in 

a vertical plan between the levels determined by 

these pots. Therefore, the bodies can have been 

buiied only aftei pot f was already out of use. W e 

must, therefore, ascribe this burial to the same peo

ple by w h o m pot e was used; that is, skeleton "B" 

belongs in the fourth peiiod. The buiial was veiy 

shallow, being immediately undet the flooi, which 

pethaps explains the vety bad condition in which the 

skeleton was found. The child skeleton at +30 feet 2 

inches may have been buiied by the people who had 

pot fin use and w h o placed the flat stones at +32.5 

feet; but this, of couise, is uncettain. Skeleton " Z " 

might, howevet, be brought into connection with 

the lime oi ash layet neat by if we suppose that the 

body, as in the case of skeleton "B" was laid imme

diately under the floor. It must, therefore, remain 

uncerrain whether skeleton " Z " is to be referred ro 

the thiid ot the second peiiod. This must also be the 

case with skeleton "D." This only is ceitain: both 

skeletons must be youngei than the deepei-ieaching 

wall. W e have to assume, theiefore, on the basis of 

the finds in question, five periods foi retraces IV and 

V foi three or four periods of which we have estab

lished skeleton giaves. 

Not only is the succession of the layeis in retraces 

IV and V analogous to those of terrace I, but there is 

also a coirespondence in the characrei of the finds. In 

the uppei layeis the gieatei part of the potteiy frag

ments brought to light were of the well-polished ves

sels of red monochrome. With these occuired rela

tively few of the gray variety. O n rhe other hand, 

rhere appeared in the uppei layeis only isolated frag

ments of group y. But with these occurred also frag

ments of painted potteiy of a kind not observed in 

rerrace I, and entirely lacking in the deeper layers of 

the hill, which, from its technique, appeared ro 

belong to a later age rhan the lower layers. W e may 

call it group z. 

Generally speaking, however, there was no change 

in terrace V as regards the pottery above the level of 

+32.2 feet, excepting that between +36 feer and +32 

feet 2 inches fragments of polychrome ware occurred, 

painted black and red. These may be introduced here 

as group v. 

The "mixed" potteiy—i. e., about equal quanti

ties of fragments of groups x and y—was found only 

below the level of the flat stones which belong at 

+32.5 feet, the level of the floor which must have 

borne the oldei pot (f); but here also it was evident 

that the deepei we dug the mote the fragments of the 

group x decreased, while those of group y gained in 

numeiical proportion. Between +28 feet 5 inches and 

+25 feet we found group y almost exclusively repre

sented. Still lower this gioup tuled alone; therefore it 

is only below pots e and f, found in situ, that the real 

"mixed" layei begins. 

The skeletons lying in this "mixed" layei are refer

able to the epoch in which the oldei pot (f) was in use. 

It is not ceitain whethei the deeper standing walls wete 

built during the use of the ceiamic group y. 

For the relative age of the gray monochrome ware, 

the observations in retraces IV and V yield definite 

data. It occuis in the "mixed" layeis, togethei with the 

led monochtome, as far as the level +28 feet 5 inches; 

but, like the V red monochrome ware, it is wholly 

absent below the level of +25 feet. It must, therefore, 

have been contempotaneous with the ted mono

chrome ware. Only the latet analysis of fotms and 

technique can show whethei it went thiough the same 

evolution. 

Now, since the pots found in situ in retrace V 

agtee throughout in foim, technique, and position 

with those of tenace I, we may assign them both to the 

same period of house-building as rhe upper setrlements 

of the hill. O n the basis of the pottery we can assert 

that this building peiiod had its beginning above the 

level of+25 feet. Its end is marked, in so far as the lay

eis are srill preserved, by the thick wall A in retrace I 

and by the skeleton of tettace IV 

Below the level of+25 feet lie the strata of an oldei 

culture. Regatding these, we can say, at the ptesent 

stage, only that theii peculiat pottery is represented in 

the group y. 

To what extent do the temaining retraces com

plete this picture? What do they teach us concerning 

the deeper layers of the oldei culture? 
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Table A.3 Terrace 2, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T2.5 

T2.6 

T2.7 
T2.8 
T2.9 

T2.10 
T2.ll 

T2.12 

Level 

+26 

+26.5 

+25 
+24.5 

+25/22 

+24/22 

+22.5 

+22 
+22.5/20. 
5 

+20 
+20/+19 

Context 

burial 13, (child) 
burial 12, (adult) 

Floor 

floor hearth 

2 "pithos" (korchagi) 

room fill 

room fill 

burial 10, (child) 
burial 9, (child) 
burial 8, (child) 
burial 7, (child) 

"pithoi" (korchaga) 
Fill 

+20/+18 | Fill 

Layer 

3 

4 
4/5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

6 
7 
7 

Period 

IIA 

" 
IIA/IB2 
IB2 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

Terrace II [Table A.3] [Figures A. 11 and A. 12] 

[In terrace II] several layers have grown one above the 

othet. It is true that in the upper layers of this terrace 

bake-ovens and pots of the same kind as those found 

in terraces I, IV, and V, are lacking. O n the other 

hand we have here, as there, similar places with 

depressions, which aie filled with white ashes, one at 

the level of +26 feet 5 inches, and the other immedi

ately under the first at +25 feet—i.e., two different 

superimposed layers. Considering the smallness of 

these depressions, it is not probable that they served 

the same putposes as the bake-ovens in retraces I and 

IV Rathei must we assume that these holes served for 

the protection of the smoldering charcoal and for the 

collection of ashes—i. e., that they were open fire

places or hearths. 

The two skeletons lying at +26 feet (Nos. 6 and 7) 

must certainly be younger than the deepet-lying fire

place at +25 feet; but they can scarcely be considered 

in connection with the upper fireplace, since the dif

ference of level is too slight. They probably belong, 

therefore, to a higher and now vanished younger layer. 

Since in teirace I the lowest skeleton belonging to pots 

c and d lies at +28 feet, we would have to assume still 

another intermediate layer of which no trace was 

found in either terrace I or terrace II. 

The second terrace has particular importance 

because it contains noteworthy remains of the oldei 

culture. The two pithoi standing at +24.75 feet belong 

in technique and form to the older ceramic group y, 

and are particularly valuable on account of the remains 

of painting which they beat. To the same layei (+24.75 

feet) is to be referred the broken pot of ordinary tech

nique and probably also the erect stone mortar whose 

lip stood at +25 feet 10 inches. Whatever occurs below 

this must equally belong to the older culture; theiefore 

the four skeleton graves, togethet with theii buiial gifts 

A. 11 Tettace 2, excavation plan. 
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A. 12 Tettace 2, section. I 
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of copper and bead ornaments, are of especial value as 

being the fust burials of the oldei culture to be found. 

The only question that could arise is whether the 

pottery fragments found in the succession of layers may 

not invalidate their evidence. In tettace n, as well as in 

retraces I, IV, and V, the uppei layet abounded in frag

ments of the red and gtay monochrome ware of group 

x, and fragments of the y group were relatively rate. As 

we dug deepei the relation between these two varieties 

changed, until at last they were teveised. The red mono

chrome ware occurred only in isolated cases below +26 

feet. Still, it is remarkable that in retrace II this isolated 

occurrence of the group x reaches somewhat deepei than 

in terraces I and IV, and rhe group disappears wholly 

only below +22 feet 5 inches. This circumstance might 

be explained by the accidental falling of fragments dur

ing the excavation; but it is also possible that in ancient 

times they by chance became buried deeper here than 

elsewhere. A thiid explanation would be that the skele

tons at +22 feet 5 inches was youngei than the pithoi in 

situ. In this case the skeleton giaves with theii buiial gifts 

would have to be assigned to the younger culture, and 

the deepei-fying pottery fragments of group x would 

have to be explained as belonging with the buiial. This, 

howevet, I considet improbable; for the numbei of the 

youngei potteiy ftagments is too small, only one or two 

having been found daily in these lower layers. W e shall 

be much more correct in assuming that the foui bodies 

wete buiied by the same people w h o used the painted 

pithoi. In any case, these pithoi ate an infallible proof 

that at the level of +25 feet we ate already in the sttata 

of the oldei culture. Henceforth we may assign to the 

oldei culture all layers in which similar pithoi are found 

in situ. 

Terrace III [Table A.4] [Figures A. 13 and 

A. 14] 

Terrace III, excavation of which began on March 31, 

lies with its uppei edges lowei than terrace II, m u c h 

Table A.4 Terrace 3, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

T3.1 
T3.2 
T3.3 
T3.4 
T3.5 
T3.6 
T3.7 

Level 

above +27 
+27 
gap 
+20/+18 
+ 17/+16 
+ 17/+15 
+ 15 

Context 

floor of a clay bin 
burial 14, (adult) 
disturbed deposits 
floor with "pithoi" (korchagi) 
floor with cooking pot in situ 
Fill 
Fill 

Layer 

3 
3 

6 
7 
8 
8 

Period 

IIB 

IB2 
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A. 13 Terrace 3, section. 

lowei than terrace I. Below the sutface we soon came, 

at the south wall, upon pottery fragments, upright and 

close together, resembling the incrustation on the earth 

walls in the quadrangle of terrace I. It was not possible, 

howevet, to detetmine eithei the thickness oi the trend 

of the earth walls or the character of the potsherds, 

which were light-colored and very poorly preserved. 

Near by, in the middle of the digging, a skeleton was 

discovered at +27 feet and uncovered by Mr. Warner. 

It was probably contracted in Hocker position, but this 

is not certain, because the skull and leg bones were 

almost destioyed by the workmen. 

Lower down, at +17 feet, in the southwest corner 

of the digging, theie were found in situ the bottoms of 

two painted pithoi, their positions warranting the 

conclusion that one of them had become useless and 

the other had been placed upon its remains [Figure 

A. 15]. They are, therefore, as in terrace II, evidences 

of settlements of the older culture. After removing 

these, there came to light, in situ, at the still deeper 

level of+ 16 feet, in about the same part of the terrace, 

a coarse domestic vessel with a diameter at top of 11.5 

inches and a height of 24 inches. It is of a different 

technique from that of the painted pithoi, and as the 

exterior is heavily incrusted with soot and the earth in 

the interior and around the external surface is much 

mixed with charcoal, the vessel would appeal to be in 

situ and to have been employed as a kettle for cooking 

A. 14 Terrace 3, excavation plan. 
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A.15 Terrace 3, pedestalled pottery vessel "+17" 

Figure A. 14). 
(see 

[Figure A. 16]. Here also, then, is evidence of a succes

sion of superimposed settlements belonging to the 

older culture. 

The skeleton uncoveied above, howevet, must 

belong to the youngei culture. It cannot have been an 

insetted buiial of latet times, as its position immedi

ately undet the sutface of the hill might at first sight 

indicate, because the finds accompanying it and sui-

tounding it do not differ in specific character from 

those of the terraces. Here, too, the fragments of pot

tery found on the surface and immediately undei it 

were chiefly of the led and gtay monochiome group, 

with very little of the painted variety of group y. At the 

level of the skeleton, on the othet hand, theie occuned 

almost exclusively the last-named variety, and undet 

this only the "unmixed" culture layers containing pot

tery of gfoup y. 

Terrace VI [Table A.5] [see Figures A.8 and 

A.9] 

Near retrace V the trench, descending the southern half 

of the hill, bends a little towatd the southwest, on 

account of the irregular form of the surface. Just here a 

H ?H[ 

.. .t • 

^ip^^.'^S^"-
1 ; 

W -

/I. if?Tettace 3, base of korchagi vessel " + 16" (see Figure 

A. 14). 

shallow basin-shaped depression was observed on the 

surface, rhe explanation of which appeared in the deepei 

layeis. In the noirhern wall of the tiench there came to 

light at the level of+31 feet a broad and extended health 

filled with ashes. Neat it, but below its level, rhere was 

extiacted a modern and but slightly lusted iron nail; and 

the digging soon exposed a great hole which, in the form 

of a roomy passage, extended into tettace V and could be 

followed underneath a wall which was discovered there at 

the level of +28 feet. Presumably this passage was the 

woik of some animal and belongs with othei runnel-like 

passages which appear in the walls of Komarov's tiench 

and which need especial attention duiing excavation. 

This passage had at one time had an opening on the sur

face, and rhe basin-like depression was caused by its cav

ing in. Where such occutrences have taken place, the lay-

Table A.5 Teirace 6, Correlates of Sttatigiaphy 

Context Code 

T6.1 
T6.2 
T6.3 
T6.4 
T6.5 
T6.6 

Level 

+31 
+30/+28 
+28/+25 
+25/+24 
+24/+22 
+22/+19.5 

Context 

hearth with ash 
animal burrow 
Fill 
floor with large storage vessels crushed on it 
Fill 
Fill 

Layer 

2 

4 
5 
6 
6 

Period 

IIA 

IIA 
IB2 
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Table A.6 Terrace 7, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

T7.1 

T7.2 

T7.3 

T7.4 

T7.5 

T7.6 

T7.7 

T7.8 

T7.9 

T7.10 

T7.ll 

Level 

+30.5 

+29 

+28/+26 

+28 
+28/+25 

+26/+24 

+24/+23 

+23 
+24/+22 

+23/+21 

+21/+20 

Context 

surface with two hearths above the two burials 

burial 19 (child), burial 18 (child) associated with floor 

above 

Fill 

fill above surface 

Fill 

surface at 24.2 feet 

Fill 

Fill 

Fill 

Fill 

Fill 

Layer 

2 
2 

3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 

Period 

IIA 

" 

IB2 

" 

" 

ers must necessarily have become mixed and afford no 

basis for ttustworthy inferences. 

About 1 foot below the level of the hearth a child's 

skeleton was exposed in the western half of the excava

tion; and on the opposite side of the terrace, at +25 feet, 

an accumulation of potsherds was found, together with 

fragments of different large pithoi. Here, therefore, begin 

the oldei culture layeis of group y. The uppei mixed lay

ets also contained a predominating quantity of the older 

pottery. Nevertheless, if we follow the otder of succession 

observed in the layeis elsewhere in the hill, we must 

assign both the hearth and the child's skeleton found in 

this terrace to the younger culture and recognize a 

causative relation between them. They correspond to the 

flat stones (+32.5 feet), or the somewhat lower-lying ash 

layer (+30 feet 7 inches), in terrace V. The excavation of 

the deepei layers in retrace VI was rendered difficult and 

even dangerous through the undetmining already 

referred to, and nothing new was discovered above the 

level of+ 19 feet 5 inches. 

Terrace VII [Table A.6] [see Figures A.8 and 

A.9] 

In the southern extension of the upper trench, a little 

below the sutface, we came upon two hearths at the 

level of+30.5 feet, one of which had a hole filled with 

an ashy earth, as in terrace II. Immediately adjoining 

each of these, but lying 10 or 12 inches deeper, there 

occurred skeletons (Nos. 10 and 15). N o further finds 

in situ were found, although the terrace was sunk to 

+21 feet. 

The pottery found in the upper layers belonged 

chiefly to group y, i.e., to the older culture; there was 

much less of the red and gray ware. Isolated fragments 

of red monochrome were observed as deep as +24 feet 

2 inches, but below this they disappeared entirely. The 

conclusions expressed above also apply here: the 

hearths and the skeletons must be assigned to the 

youngei culture, since they stand at the same level with 

the ash layet, +30 feet 7 inches, and the uppei edge of 

the wall, +30.5 feet, in terrace V 

Terrace VIII [Table A.7] [see Figures A.8 and 

A.9] 

The predominant monochrome pottery disappears in 

the somewhat lower-lying parts of the southern declivi

ty and the surface contains only isolated fragments of 

the red polished ware. The great mass of the fragments 

belong to group y. O n the south edge of the trench, just 

undei the sutface, at +25 feer 5 inches, there occurred 

Table A.7 Terrace 

Context Code 

T8.1 

T8.2 

T8.3 

T8.4 

T8.5 

8, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Level 

+28 
+25.5 

+28/+24 

+24/+23 

+22.5 

Context 

i Fill 

Burial 11 (child), four grinding stones 

floor with painted storage jar (korchaga) 

Fill 

Fill 

Layer 

4 
4 
5 
6 
6 

Period 

IIA 
" 
IB2 
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Table A.8 West Dig, Conelates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

WD.l 
WD.2 
WD.3 

Level 

+ 18/+10 

+187+13 

+18/+8 

Context 

r o o m fill, very close to areas A - C 

Fill 

Fill 

Layer 

5-7 
5-7 
5-7 

Period 

IB2 

the remains of skeletons and four mealing-stones. 

Immediately adjoining these to the west, and but 7 

inches deeper, there appeared the lip of a painted pithos 

(top diameter 19 inches, height 13 inches). W i t h its 

broad vertical bands painted in chess-boatd partem, it is 

an excellent specimen of this kind of vessel produced by 

the older culture, of which w e found indications to the 

depth of +22 feet 5 inches in this tettace. 

Excavations at Other Points on the Kurgan 

West Digging [Table A.8] 

No new facts weie contiibuted to the history of the 

kurgan by the finds in the west digging. A n eaith wall 

trending in an easteify and westerly direction had been 

cut through between the levels of+18 feet and +10.5 

feet. From its height and the finds accompanying it, 

this wall must belong to a building of the oldei culture. 

The only significance of the west digging in connection 

with the history of the kuigan consists in the finds of 

pottery made there, which connect the layeis exposed 

in the retraces with those of the "galleries" in the 

Komarov trench. The digging yielded almost exclusive

ly fragments of group y. Even on the surface no frag

ments were found of the younger pottery which repre

sents the latei civilization of the kuigan. This fact agiees 

with the observations made in the lower-lying terraces; 

in terraces III and VIII the older culture was met with 

directly undet the sutface. The traces of the youngei 

culture must also have disappeared at the west digging, 

the highest edges of which stand at the level of+25 and 

+20 feet. Upon the sutface here there was found the 

bottom of a coarse, light-colored vessel made on the 

wheel; but this stands entirely apart from all the rest of 

the pottery as a piece lying accidentally on the sutface 

and in no wise connected with the development of the 

cultures of the kuigan. 

North Diggings [Table A.9] [Figure A. 17] 

Similar specimens of a probably recent pottery were 

found, togethet with flat, square, burnt biicks, neat 

Table A.9 North Digging, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code I Level 

ND.l 
ND.2 
ND.3 
ND.4 
ND.5 
ND.6 
ND.7 
ND.8 
ND.9 
ND.10 
ND.ll 
ND.12 
ND.13 
ND.14 
ND.15 
ND.16 
ND.17 
ND.l 8 
ND.19 

-10/-12 

-8/-11 

-4/-8 

-10 
-10/-12 

-11/-13 

-12/-13 

-13/-16 

-14 
-16/-19 

-17 
-17/-19 

-19/-20 

-19/-20.5 

-20 
-20/24 

-20.5/24.5 

-22 
-24.5/-26.5 

Context 

Fill 

Fill 
unmixed IBl fill 

Wall 
Walls 
m a s s of ash, burial 3 (child) 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

Chaffy, painted pottery 

fill 

fill 

fill 

natural surface of the plain 

16-18 

16-18 

16-18 

16-18 

16-18 

16-18 

16-18 

19-21 

19-21 

19-21 

19-21 

19-21 

19-21 

19-21 

Layer Period 

IBl 

IBl 

IA 

Pre-IA 
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North Digging 

IV 

North Digging 

II I 

Irrigation sediments 
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A. 17 North Digging, section. 

the foot of the hill, 2 and 3 feet below the surface in 

north digging I, which at that point is almost on the 

level of the plain. The othet finds at this level, con

sisting of older and younger potteiy, show that the 

soil here consists of sutface wash. Unmixed deposits 

of the oldei culture begin only in deeper layers at 

about the level of -4 feet; the greatet part being 

derived from the oldei culture, though now and then 

a younger monochrome fragment turns up. 

Consequently one can, without hesitation, tefet to 

the oldei culture the traces of earth walls which were 

discovered in north diggings I and II, between -11 

and -12 feet, as well as a mass of ashes that occurred 

at the northwest comet neat these walls, at about 6 

feet 5 inches undet the lowest edge of digging II. The 

circumstances of the finds are important in connec

tion wirh the discovery of a skeleton grave near this 

ash layer in north digging I, at -11 feet. The skeleton 

was exceedingly well preserved and is one of the best 

specimens of the contracted oi Liegender Hocker 

position, which throws such an interesting light 

upon the burial customs of the ancient inhabitants 

of the kuigan. The skeleton belongs to the oldei cul

ture peiiod, although its relation in time to the 

neighboring wall and ash layei can not be absolutely 

detetmined, since layers belonging to the younger 

period of the hill can not be found in these depths. 

Still deepei, between -13 feet and -19 feet, there 

occuired numerous fragments of a potteiy not found 

in the higher layers, which we will call group m. 

They are fragments of deep cups made from well-

washed light-biown clay, burnt very hard, the clay 

being covered with a fine light-brown coating and 

this in turn with mat-black painting. The occurrence 

of pottery of such excellent technique at such a 

depth seemed strange at first, and claimed our spe

cial attention; but in connection therewith it was 

even more important to find painted fragments of 

the group y still deeper, between -20 feet and -24 

feet inches, as this group has come to stand as a wit

ness of the older culture of the kuigan in the deepei 

layers of the terraces and of the west digging. At -24 

feet 5 inches in north digging II the natural surface 

of the plain was reached. 

South Shaft 

Excepting one fragment of the red polished ware, which 

was found between -1 and -5 feet and which had evi

dently fallen from above, fragments of only the coarse 

and fine-painted oldet ware of group y were found in the 

south shaft in the layers between +5 feet and -7 feet. It is 

remarkable that here, in contrast with the conditions at 

the north diggings, the layer of surface wash and mixed 

pottery is missing. This difference is explained by the fact 

that the southern declivity is more exposed to the influ

ences of weather, wind, rain, and sun than is the north

ern. The deformation of the hill must, therefore, have 

been more rapid and extensive here. 
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Table A. 10 East Galleiy, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

EG.l 

EG.2 

EG.3 

EG.4 

EG.5 

EG.6 

EG.7 

EG.8 

EG.9 

Level 

+18/+8 

+2.51-3 

-3/-6 

-67-8 

-8 
-9 
-8/-10 

-10/-15 

-15/-17 

-17/-19 

Context 

Gallery into the side of the m o u n d , above the K o m o r o v 
trench. Fairly large area: 8 x 1 0 x 1 0 ' 

within the gallery beneath the level of the K o m o r o v 

trench 

fill 

burial 5 (child), burial 4 (child) 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

fill 

Layer 

9-15 

16 

17 

17 
18 
18 
19 
20 
21 

Period 

IBl 

IA 

West Shaft 

The shafts sunk at a distance of about 200 paces on 

the west of the hill s h o w that the deeper culture-stra

ta of the settlement had a wide extent, foi here, at 

the level of - 1 5 feet, a wall of aii-dtied brick w a s 

passed rhrough. T h e porrery that was raised corre

sponded to that of the middle and lowei layeis of the 

kuigan and assigned the constiuction to the lowei 

culture peiiod. 

The Excavations in Komarov's Trench 

East and West Galleries, East and West Pits, 

in Bottom of Komarov's Trench [Tables A. 10 

and A. 11] 

The excavation of Komarov's tiench promised to 

expose the undistuibed stiata of the centet of the kui

gan, but in the coutse of the examination it soon 

became cleat that the finds m a d e here could not be 

accepted without question and could merely serve the 

puipose of checking in pait the observations m a d e o n 

the surface. 

A s has been said, o n M a r c h 25 and 26, the gal-

leties were dtiven in the sides of Komatov's trench to 

examine the layers of debris occurring between the vis

ible veitical walls. These galleries, whose floois stood at 

+8 feet, penettated 7 to 9 feet into the sides of the 

tiench, with a height of about 10 feet. O n both days 

the layeis yielded a mass of btoken stones and a great 

quantity of fragments of coaise, thick-walled pithoi, 

reddish oi gieenish light-yellow, in part painted; also 

s o m e fragments of a finei painted wate and especially 

s o m e lip-pieces of cups, without profiling, all these 

belonging to group y. O n the first day, however, theie 

occulted specimens of the othet vaiiety, the red m o n o 

chrome technique with a polish and the lip-piece of 

fine gtay w a t e — i . e., fragments of group x — w h i c h 

f All W e s t Gallery, Correlates of Stratigraphy 

Context Code 

WG.l 
WG.2 
WG.3 
WG.4 
WG.5 
WG.6 
WG.7 
WG.8 
WG.9 
WP.10 
WP.ll 

Level 

+7/0 

0/-7 

-2/-3 

-7/-14.8 

-15/-20 

-20 
Beneath -20 

Refuse 

+9 

Context 

fill 
fill 
fill 
fill 
fill 

fill near a wall and floor 

fill 

fill 
fill on the natural surface of the plain 

erosional fill from the bottom of Komorov's trench 

in situ deposit? 

Layer 

16 

17 

19-21 

19-21 

19-21 

Period 

IBl 

IBl 
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occurred in great quantities on the surface of Terraces 

I, II, IV, and V. 

In the eastern and western pits in the bottom of 

Komarov's trench, into which we started on March 25 

for examination of the lower layers, the finds were only 

partially of the same kind as those of the galleries, for 

there occurred very many red and gray monochrome 

fragments. Besides this, the stratification and texture of 

the eatth was different from that in the galleries. The 

earth here was loose and easily removable, while in the 

galleries the woikmen had to exert all their strength in 

order to make progress. There were lacking, also, the 

masses of fragments of large thick walls, painted 

pithoi, and broken stone, which were peculiar to the 

galleries. It became evident that we were digging in a 

different kind of debris from that in the galleries—in 

an earth-mass, the origin of which requires a different 

explanation. 

In order to verify the observations made in these 

pits in the bottom of Komarov's trench, we began on 

March 29 to sink shafts from the bottoms of the two 

galleries which adjoined the pits. A partition wall of the 

original undistuibed earth was left standing to separate 

the pits in the trench from the shafts, which were sunk 

in obviously undistuibed culture-strata. To a depth of 

+ 1 foot, the observations here coitesponded through

out with the finds in the gallery layers above, with the 

single exception that an isolated piece of monochrome 

ware was observed. But when the partition wall fell in 

after about two days' woik, and the digging proceeded 

without sepaiation in the pits and the shafts, there 

came, in the west gallery at the datum-level, not only 

larger numbers of fragments of the suspicious mono

chrome ware, but even a piece of a modern iron band. 

The paradox presented by these contiadictoiy 

facts was explained on Match 31 by R. W . Pumpelly, 

who demonstrated the existence in the west pit of a 

line ot plane separating the different kinds of earth and 

coinciding with the plane that would represent the 

downwatd continuation of the wall of Komarov's 

trench. It was thus found that Komarov's trench con

tinued in depth and extended much deeper into the 

middle of the hill than the level at the time of out 

attival gave us reason to expect. This cential and deep

est patt of the trench had been filled in by General 

Komarov, thus bringing into these depths earth from 

different ages of the kuigan, togethei with modern 

iron articles. This discovery compelled us to abandon 

all excavation in the trench bottom, confining out-

selves to the shafts sunk from the galleries. In spite of 

this precaution there appeared from time to time 

pieces of pottery such as we had been accustomed to 

find only in the uppet layers of the kurgan. Thus, in 

the shaft between -1 foot and -14 feet 8 inches we 

came upon three fragments of gray ware, among them 

being a lip-piece, a hollow foot, and between -24 feet 

7 inches and -29 feet, as represented by the workmen, 

another piece of gray ware. Farther on, in the east 

gallery shaft, as represented by the workmen, there 

occurred between -6 feet and -8 feet some fragments of 

red and gray monochrome ware; but these were in all 

cases accompanied by the ordinary painted ware of the 

middle layers, which occurred throughout in the low

est culture-strata of the kurgan. Only in the shaft of 

the west gallery, between -14 feet 8 inches and -24 feet 

7 inches, did we find the fine painted ware of group m, 

such as was found in the north digging between -13 

feet and -19 feet. It must, therefore, have only a rela

tively small and transitory importance in connection 

with the culture of the lower layers. The mixing of 

these old finds with the red and gray monochrome 

ware, in these deeper layers of the east and west gallery 

shafts, can, as stated, be of only secondary origin; for 

in the terraces mixed layers were, as a rule, observed no 

deeper than +25 feet, at which level the strata of the 

older culture began. W e must, therefore, explain the 

occuirence of younger pottery in the gallery shafts as 

being due to the contact of the earth raised from the 

shafts with the debris of which the bottom of 

Komarov's trench was composed. 

There is still an important find to be mentioned. 

At the level of -8 feet, in the shaft of the east gallery, 

there occurred two skeletons, one with bead orna

ments as burial gifts, and the other, according to 

Warner, with two flint knives and two spin-whotls 

[Chaptet 9:burial 5]. They are a sure proof that the 

inhabitants of the lower strata practiced burials within 

their dwellings, and they thus supplement the data 

afforded by the skeleton graves of north digging II. 

Other Finds—Character of 
Culture—Chronology 

The portery enables us to distinguish oldei and 

youngei epochs in the history of the development of 

the kurgan, and its forms and decoration permit us to 

form an opinion as to the artistic powers of the inhab

itants of the settlements; but it does not enlighten us 

concerning the quality of the civilizations or the cul

ture character of the finds. Out information on these 

points is obtained from the whole culture equipment, 

and from all the special finds of metal, clay, and stone 

which were collected daily from the strata as places of 

settlement wete opened up. Here we can only refer to 

such facts as serve to indicate the kind of civilization 
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and the relative chronology of the finds. Now, flint 

objects were found in all the layers of the hill, the most 

numerous objecrs being so-called knives or long scrap

ers. That these objects were also made on the spot is 

proved by the m a n y flakes of flint and several flint-

nuclei which occurred with them. 

Nevertheless, we must not think we have to do 

with the stone-age culture. Iron is indeed excluded, 

only modern iron being found in the debris of 

Komarovs trench, and the absence of iron in such large 

masses of earth as were removed during the excavations 

leads us confidently to conclude that this metal was 

unknown to inhabitants of the North Kurgan. 

However, objects and fragments of coppet occuned so 

frequenrly, not only in the uppei layets with the 

deposits of the youngei culture, but also in the middle 

stiata, that we ate justified in referring the hill to the 

metal age. The absence of objects or fragments of metal 

in the lowest strata would not warrant us in concluding 

that the metal was unknown in the oldest period of the 

kurgan, for the pottery of the middle strata was so reg

ularly followed downward into the lowest level of the 

hill that, notwithstanding the appearance of a special 

kind of vessels in the lower strata, we can not speak of 

different cultures or of a change of cultures berween the 

lowest and the middle stiata. O n the othei hand, on 

account of the different ceramic groups x and y, we 

must distinguish between the two different periods of 

early metal age in the evolution of the hill. The distri

bution of all other finds through these periods will be 

shown in a systematic rreatment of the finds and of the 

conditions under which they occurred. 
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Table B.l Small Finds from 1904, Sorted by Material and Provenience. 

Description Material Excavation Unit Date 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 

1908) 

Period 
Context 

(Appendix A) 

Small bone awl 

2 Fragments polished bone 

implements 
3 Animal teeth, cut 

Tusk 

Tooth 

Spindle whorl, clay 

2 fragments spindle whorls 

Round worked potsherd, painted 

black 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Fragment spindle whorl 
Clay knob 

Spindle whorl 

Fragment of handle, clay 

Painted potsherd 

Rounded, perforated potsherd 

Clay rod 

Spindle whorls and fragments 
Spindle whorl 

Clay bead 

Fragment spindle 

2 fragments spindles 
Clay knob 

2 Spindle whorls 

Fragments spindle whorls 
Clay bead 

Clay Marble 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 
Clay 

Clay 
Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

East gallery 

West gallery 

West gallery 

East gallery 

East gallery (?) 

East gallery (?) 

East gallery 

East gallery 

North dig, I and II 

North dig, I and II 

North dig, I and II 

North dig, I and II 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig II 

North dig II 

North dig 

North dig 

TIA 
T 1 

4-Apr-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

26-Mar-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

28-Mar-1904 

29-Mar-1904 

118 
18 

40 
8b 
22 
67 
88 
109 

111 
117 
57 
60 
61 
64 
132 
182 
154 
196 
219 
37 
41 
42 
86 
107 
11 
14 

rsi 
IBl 

IBl 

IBl 
IBl 
IBl 

IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IA1 
IA1 
IA1 

PrelA 

PrelA 

IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IA1 
IIB 
IIA 

EG.6 

WG.l 

WG.4 

EG. 3 

EG. 3 

EG.4 

EG 5 
EG.6 
ND.l 
ND.l 
ND.l 
ND.l 
ND.10 
ND.13 
ND.14 
ND.17 
ND.17 
ND.2 
ND.2 
ND.2 
ND.7 
ND.9 
Til 
T1.3 
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Description Material Excavation Unit Date 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 

1908) 

Period 
Context 

(Appendix A) 

Egg shaped clay object 

3 Spindle whorls 

Fragment clay animal form 

Fragments spindle whorls (11) 

Fragment spindle whorl (?) 

Rim fragment of feeding cup 

Spindle whorls and fragments 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Perforated potsherd 

Fragments spindle whorls 

Cylindrical bead (whorl) 

Fragments spindle whorls (3) 

Clay knob, form two cones 

Small clay object "zapfchen" (peg, 

plug) 

Clay lid handle 

Spindle whorl, two fragments, 

broken out of a clay brick 

Spindle whorl, clay 

Spindle whorls and fragments 

2 Spindle whorls 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Fragment spindle whorls, clay 

Spindle whorl 

Half ornamented spindle whorl 

Fragments spindle whorls 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Clay marble 

Spindle whorls 

2 painted sherds 

Fragments spindle whorls (5) 

Spindle whorls and fragments (6) 

Clay marble 

Spindle whorls and fragments (4) 

Spindle whorl 

Spindle whorls and fragments 

Fragments spindle whorls 

Fragments spindle whorls 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Round potsherd 

Rounded, perforated potsherd 

3 Spindle whorls 

Spindle whorl 

Fragments painted potsherds 

Fragments spindle whorls (3) 

Fragments spindle whorls (5) 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

T 1 (near child skeleton) 

T 1 

T 1 

T 1 

TI 
TI 
Tl 
TI 
TI 
TO 
Til 
Til 
Til 

Til 

Til 
Til 

Til 
Til 
Til 
Til 
Till 
Till 
Till 
T V 
T V 
T V 
T V below skeleton 

T V, found with no. 94 

T V 
T V 
T V 
TVI 
TVI 
TVI 
TVI 
TV1I 

TVII 

TVII 
TVII 

T VII strata below 

fireplaces 

TVII 

T VII found with 104 

TVII 

TVII 

30-Mar-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

25 
71 
72 
119 
126 
141 
148 
190 
214 
122 
140 
191 
197 
207 

208 
115 

51 
149 
74 
116 

52 
96 
124 
192 
224 

230 
77 
95 

120 
150 
166 
102 

125 
151 

193 

194 
225 

228 
229 
76 

104 

105 

103 
123 

IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 

IB2 
IB2 

IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 

IB2 
IIB 
IIA 

IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 

IB2 
IB2 

IB2 

IB2 
IB2 

IB2 
IB2 
IIA 

IIA 

IIA 

IIA 
IIA 

Tl 3 

T1.6 

T1.6 

T1.8 

T1.8 

T1.8 

T1.9 

T1.9 

T1.9 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.4 

T2.5 

T2.6 

T2.7 

T2.7 

T3.3 

T3.4 

T3.5 

T5.10 

T5.ll 

T5.ll 

T5.3 

T5.6 

T5.8 

T5.9 

T5.9 

T6.3 

T6.4 

T6.5 

T6.6 

T7.10 

T7.ll 

T7.ll 

T7.ll 

T7.2 

T7.3 

T7.3 

T7.5 

T7.6 

http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T5.ll
http://T5.ll
http://T7.ll
http://T7.ll
http://T7.ll


Table B. 1 cont. 

Description 

Spindle whorls and fragments 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Fragments spindle whorls (7) 

Clay plastering with imprint of 

reeds 
Spindle whorls and fragments 

Clay plastering with imprint of 

reeds 

Fragments spindle whorls 

Clay bead 

Clay bead 

Spindle whorl, clay 

Clay form frag 

Fragment spindle whorl 

Spindle whorl 

Spindle whorls (6) 

Spindle whorl (2) 

3 Flint knives. 5 flakes, cut 

Flint knife 

Flint arrowhead 

Flints (3 pieces) 

Flint, flake 

Small knife, chalcedony 

Flint, scraper 

Flint knife 

Flint knife and fragments (7 

pieces) 

2 Chalcedony pieces 

Fragments of flint borer 

Flints (6 pieces) 

Flints (3 pieces) 

Flint knife 

Flint knife 

Small knife of chalcedony (found 

Apr. 2) 

2 Flints 

Flint knives, fragments and flakes 

(10 pieces) 

Flint knife and fragments (4 

pieces) 

2 Fragments flint knives 

Flint flake 

Flint flake 

Flint knife 

Flint 

Small flint knife, burial object 

Flint, scraper (2 pieces) 

Material 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Clay 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Excavation Unit 

TVII 

Tvm 
Tvni 
TVTfl 

TVIII 

TVTJI 

TVIII 

West dig 

West gallery 

West gallery 

Komorof trench fill 

North dig III 

East gallery 

East gallery 

East gallery 

East gallery 

East gallery 

North dig, I and II 

North dig, I and II 

North dig, I and II 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

North dig 

TIA 
TIA 
T 1 s of cross wall 

T 1 

T 1 

Til 
Til 

Date 

6-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

28-Mar-1904 

28-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 

1908) 

152 
106 
121 
142 

153 
168 

195 
24 
32 
69 
15 
226 
238 
242 
253 
27 
65 
89 
110 
163 
56 
58 
59 
128 

131 
130 
156 
200 
36 
35 
183 

85 
92 

108 

10 
12 
55 
73 
157 
185 
158 

Period 

IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 

IB2 
IB2 

IB2 
IB2 
IBl 
IBl 

IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IA 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IA1 

IA1 
IA1 
IA1 

PrelA 

IBl 
IBl 
IBl 

IBl 
IA1 

IA1 

IIB 
IIB 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IB2 
IB2 

Context 
(Appendix A) 

T7.8 

T8.1 

T8.3 

T8.3 

T8.4 

T8.4 

T8.5 

WD.2 

WG.3 

WG.6 

EG.2 

EG. 3 

EG.3 

EG.5 

EG 8 
ND.l 
ND.l 
ND.l 
ND.10 

ND.10 
ND.ll 
ND.14 
ND.17 
ND.2 
ND.5 
ND.6 

ND.7 
ND.8 

ND.9 

Til 
Tl.l 
T1.5 

T1.7 

T1.9 

T2.10 

T2.ll 

http://T2.ll


Table B. 1 cont. 

Description 

Flint knife 

Flint 

Flint scraper 

Fragment flint knife 

Flint knife and fragments (5 

pieces) 

Flint 

2 small flint knives 

Flint knife 

Flint 

Flints 

Flint pieces (2) 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint, flake tool 

Flint 

Small flint knife 

Flint knife 

Flint nucleus, cut 

Flint knife 

Nucleus 

Flint knife 

2 Flint knives 

Flint 

Flint nucleus 

Flint 

Nucleus and flint knife 

Flint knife 

Flints (2 pieces) 

Flint 

Flint 

Fragment bronze implement 

Small piece bronze 

Coppei fragment 

Fragment copper ring, 2 other 

fragments of copper 

Fragment copper pin 

Fragment small copper knife (?) 

4 Fragments copper and 2 lead 

tubes, burial objects 

Fragment copper weapon, prob. 

spearhead 
Copper fragment 

Copper fragment, spirals, and 

sheaths, burial object (see Warner 

burial report) 

Material 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Flint 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Metal 

Excavation Unit 

Till 
Till 
Till 
Till 
T V 

T V 
T V 
T V 
T V 
T V 
TVI 
TVI 
TVI 
TVII 
TVII 
TVII 
TVII 
West gallery 

West gallery 

West gallery 

West gallery 

West gallery shaft 

West pit in cut 

Komorof trench fill 

West pit 

North dig III 

North dig II 

North dig 

Above T 1 

T 1 

T 1 from under skeletons 

TI 
Til 

Til 

Til 
Til 

Date 

4-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

26-Mar-1904 

28-Mar-1904 

28-Mar-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

26-Mar-1904 

26-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 

1908) 

99 
159 
202 
231 
227 

80 
101 
160 
164 
173 
129 
161 
199 
138 
176 
186 
162 
17 
29 
31 
30 
91 
8a 
9 
13 
16 
19 
201 

234 
237 
48 

87 
3 

4 

34 
189 
185 

188 

198 

81 

Period 

IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 

IIB 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IB2 
IB2 

D32 
IIA 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IA 

IBl 

IBl 
IBl 

IBl 
IIB 

IIA 

IIA 
IIA 
IB2 

IB2 

IB2 

IB2 

Context 
(Appendix A) 

T3.4 

T3.5 

T3.6 

T3.7 

T5.ll 

T5.3 

T5.6 

T5.9 

T5.9 

T5.9 

T6.4 

T6.5 

T6.6 

T7.6 

T7.7 

T7.7 

T7.9 

WG.l 
WG.2 
WG.3 
WG.4 
WG.8 

ND.2 

ND.7 
T1.2 

T1.2 

T1.5 
T1.9 
T2.10 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.7 

http://T5.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll


Table B. 1 cont. 

Description 

Lead spirals (2), burial objects of 

disturbed skeleton 

Copper awl 

Copper pin 

Copper spear head or dagger head 

Fragment copper pin 

2 Fragments btonze pin 

Ftagment coppet implement 

Coppet pin-head 

Coppet pin 

Metal 

Copper pin-head 

Ocher 

Galena (?) 

Calcite crystal 

Calcspar 

Pieces of ocher 

Gypsum 

Ocher 

Chalk (?) 

Ocher 

Gypsum 

Hematite 

Piece ocher 

Kaolin-like stone 

3 Uncertain minerals 

Slag 

Galena 

Small piece crystalline gypsum 

Hematite 

Crystalline gypsum 

Hematite 

Piece hematite (ground) 

Piece ocher 

Ocher, 2 pieces 

Piece hematite 

Bits of fruit seeds embedded in 

clay 

Resinous material 

Fruit seed 

Fruit seeds 

Fruit seed 

Fruit seeds 

Fruit seed 

Material Excavation Unit 

Metal TII 

Metal Till 

Metal T V, 20 cm under stone 

ball 

Metal TVII 

Metal TVII 

Metal TVII 

Metal T VII 

Metal TVIII 

Metal West pit 

Metal 

Metal 

Mineral East gallery 

Mineral North dig, I and II 

Mineral North dig, I and II 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig 

Mineral North dig II 

Mineral T II 

Mineral T II 

Mineral T II east corner 

Mineral Till 

Mineral T V I 

Mineral TVII 

Mineral TVII 

Mineral West dig 

Mineral West gallery 

Mineral West gallery 

Mineral Gallery 

Plant North dig 

Plant North dig 

Plant North dig 

Plant T1 

Plant TII 

Plant T V 

Plant TVIII 

Date 

5-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

4-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

28-Mar-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 

1908) 

143 

98 
93 

83 

75 
82 
145 
187 
20 
21 
167 
216 
62 
63 
133 
172 
178 
179 
209 
218 
220 
221 
39 
47 
203 
215 
54 
97 
165 
174 
175 
23 
33 
68 
12a 
171 

177 
223 
210 
170 
211 
169 

Period 

IB2 

IB2 
IIA 

IIA 

IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IB2 

IBl 
IA 
IBl 
IBl 
IA1 
IA1 
IA1 
IA1 

PrelA 

PrelA 

PrelA 

PrelA 

IBl 
IBl 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 
IBl 
IBl 

IA1 

PrelA 

PrelA 

IIA 
IB2 
IB2 
IB2 

Context 
(Appendix A) 

T2.8 

T3.4 

T5.6 

T7.1 

T7.4 

T7.4 

T7.6 

T8.4 

EG. 9 

ND.l 

ND.l 

ND.10 

ND.13 

ND.13 

ND.13 

ND.16 

ND.17 

ND.17 

ND.17 

ND.2 

ND.2 

T2.ll 

T2.ll 

T2.4 

T3.4 

T6.5 

T7.7 

T7.7 

WD.2 

WG.5 

WG.6 

ND.13 

ND.15 

ND.18 

T1.9 

T2.ll 

T5.10 

T8.4 

http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll
http://T2.ll


Table B. 1 cont. 

Description Material Excavation Unit Date 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 

1908) 

Period 
Context 

(Appendix A) 

Perforated snailshells (2) 

3 Snailshells 

Perforated shell 

2 Snail shells, one perforated 

Snail shells 

2 Snail shells 

2 Snail shells 

Snailshell (cf. 38) 

Petrified shell 

Snailshell 

Snail shell 

Half perforated stone sphere 

Spindle whorl, stone 

Beads, turquoise (6) 

Shell East gallery with skeleton 4-Apr-1904 113 IBl EG.4 

Shell North dig 

Shell North dig 

Shell North dig 

Shell North dig 

Shell North dig 

Shell North dig 

Shell North dig 

Shell T V 

Shell West gallery 

Shell West gallery 

Stone East gallery 

Stone East gallery 

Stone East gallery with skeleton 

Stone with traces of being worked Stone East gallery 

Stone fragment, possibly worked 

Stone marble 

Worked piece of turquoise 

Whetstone 

Half of small vessel of crystallized 

gypsum 

Chisel-form implement of slate 

Implement of slatey stone 

Knoblike worked stone object 

Fragments stone slab, colored with 

ocher 

2 Carnelian beads, 1 blue-white 

bead, 2 pendants 

Lapis lazuli bead Cf. No. 50 

4 Lapis lazuli beads 

Perforated slate disk 

2 Stones (pocketbook) 

Fragment of whetstone 

2 stone beads, burial object of 

disturbed skeleton 

Polished stone 

Perforated stone ball 

Fragment cylindrical stone 

implement, centrally perforated 

Small cylindrical beads (n=1065) 

burial object some wrapped 

separately 

Stone East gallery 

Stone East gallery 

Stone North dig 

Stone North dig 

Stone North dig II 

Stone North dig II 

Stone North dig II 

Stone North dig II 

Stone North dig 

Stone T 1 

Stone T 1 (in child grave) 

Stone T 1 childs burial 

Stone TI 

Stone TII 

Stone T II, beside skeleton near 5-Apr-1904 

pithos 

Stone TII 5-Apr-1904 

Stone TV 2-Apr-1904 

Stone T V , 90 cm under rim of 4-Apr-1904 

pot in situ 

Stone T V 4-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

8-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

1-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

1-Apt-1904 

4-Api-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

7-Apr-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

2-Apr-1904 

26-Mar-1904 

30-Mar-1904 

31-Mar-1904 

6-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

5-Apr-1904 

134 
135 
180 
217 
232 
38 
53 
79 
55a 
70 
28 
66 
113 

146 

147 
184 
136 
213 
43 

44 
45 
46 
84 

1 

26 
50 
181 
139 
137 

IA1 
IA1 
IA1 

PrelA 

PrelA 

IBl 
IBl 
IIB 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 

IA 

IA 
IA 
IA1 

PrelA 

IBl 

IBl 
IBl 
IBl 
IBl 

IIA 

IIA 
IIA 
IIA 
IB2 
IB2 

ND.12 

ND.12 

ND.13 

ND.17 

ND.19 

ND.2 

ND.4 

T5.3 

WG.2 

WG.6 

EG.2 

EG.3 

EG4 

EG.7 

EG.7 

EG.8 

ND.12 

ND.18 

ND.2 

ND.2 

ND.2 

ND.2 

ND.7 

T1.3 

T1.3 

T1.5 

T1.9 

T2.ll 

T2.4 

Stone T V child's skeleton ' 7-Apr-1904 

100 

222 

IIA 

IIA 

IIA 

IIA 

T5.3 

T5.6 

T5.6 

T5.7 

http://T2.ll


Table B. 1 cont. 

Description Material Excavation Unit Date 

Index no. 

(Schmidt 
1908) 

Period Context 
(Appendix A) 

Piece of marble Stone TVII 
Polishing stone Stone T VII 
Marble of stone Stone T VII 
Ball of uncertain material, burial T II 
object of disturbed skeleton 

7-Apr-1904 
7-Apr-1904 
5-Apr-1904 
5-Apr-1904 

204 
205 
127 
143 

IB2 
IB2 
IIA 
IB2 

T7.10 
T7.10 
T7.6 
T2.8 

Marble West gallery shaft "well" 2-Apr-l904 90 IA WG.8 



Appendix C 
Botanical Data from the 1997 Excavations 

Naomi F. Miller 

Table C.l. Catalog of Flotation Samples Discussed in this Repoit 

layer locus flot. no. 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
8 
8 
9 
11 
12 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
16 
18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
"sterile" 

ANI 9 
ANI 11 
ANI 13 
ANI 13 
ANI 15 
ANK 3 
ANK 3 
ANJ 5 
ANJ 6 
ANK 8 
ANK 11 
ANK 12 
ANK 16 
ANK 17 
ANL 4 
ANL 4 
ANL 7 
ANL 32 
ANL 31 
ANL 30 
ANM 2 
ANM 3 
ANM 6 
ANM 6 
ANM 7 
ANM 9 
ANM 11 
ANN 29 
ANN 28 
ANN 24 
ANN 23 
ANN 10 
ANN 13 
ANN 17 
ANN 18 
ANN 19 
ANN 21 
ANN 11 
ANN 07 
ANN 02 
ANN 27 
ANN 01 

31 
2 
5 
6 
9 
25 
26 
10 
13 
23 
22 
21 
17 
15 
28 
29 
30 
85 
84 
83 
32 
34 
35 
36 
37 
40 
45 
82 
81 
77 
78 
63 
67 
72 
73 
74 
75 
64 
60 
57 
66 
56 

burnt level beneath ANJ76; inside? 
hearth over pit; dark soil 
m u d brick/burnt/ashy layer (bag 3) 
hearth; dark soil 
ashy room fill west of wall 
build-up above surface, waterlain? see AN97.026 
build-up above surface, waterlain? see AN97.025 
area 3, floor deposits with small hearth 
hearth, see AN97.010 
area 3; upper clean fill above surf, (west) (bag 1) 
area 3; fill above surface, very clean 
area 3; fill above surface 
fill just above A N K / 1 7 surface (bag 1) 
material above ashy surface 
upper fill near oven 
upper fill near oven 
above floor (painted) of lower architecture 
inside rectangular bldg 
inside later circular bldg 
inside earlier circular bldg 
courtyard surface w/ some ash 
red surface layer inside circular structure 
hearth, on red surface inside circular structure 
outside circular structure; sandy surface 
inside circular structure (gray layer, bag 2) 
inside circular structure (ashy fill) 
inside circular structure (burnt layei) 
ashy deposit on living flooi 
laminar gray-brown or 17-lower 
ashy deposit 
dark lens outside of archit.; earliest Anau IBl 
ashy floor 
upper ashy lens 
trashy ashy lens; pit? 
charcoal lens near pit 
topmost ashy charcoal layer 
topmost deposit of layer 19 
ashy lens in fill 
upper fill inside bldg 
inside bldg; lowest archit. level 
outside room 
deep sounding 
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Table C.5 Summary of Anau North Flotation Samples 

number of samples 

total volume floated (liters) 

total charcoal (>2 m m ; g) 

total seed (>2 m m ; g) 

total miscellaneous (>2 m m ; g) 

total wild & weedy (no.) 

average density (g/liter) 

average seed/charcoal (g/g) 

average wild & weedy/charcoal (no./g) 

Anau II Anau IB Anau IA 

layer 3 layers 5-18 layers 19-20 

5 11 26 

38 197 37 

62.92 273.72 189.11 

0.25 3.30 1.00 

0.01 2.69 0.22 

369 2940 981 

2.18 2.04 5.46 

+ 0.03 0.02 

8 18 26 



Table C. 6 Summary of Plant Names, Characteristics 

form life cycle common name; other notes 

Apiaceae 
Asteraceae 

cf. Artemisia 
cf. Taraxacum/Crepis 

Boraginaceae 
Heliotropium 

Brassicaceae 
cf. Alyssum 
Euclidium syriacum 
cf. Neslia 

Capparidaceae 
Capparis 

Caryophyllaceae 
Chenopodiaceae 

Atriplex 
cf. Chenopodium 
Haloxylon 
cf. Salsola 
cf. Suaeda 

Cupressaceae 
Juniperus 

Cyperaceae 
cf. Car ex 
cf. Scirpus 

Fabaceae 
Alhagi 
Astragalus 
Trifolium/Melilotus 
Trigonella 

Lamiaceae 
cf. Ziziphora 

Pinaceae 
cf. Pinus 

Poaceae 
Aegilops 
cf. Bromus 
Phleum/Eragrostis 
Eremopyrum 
Hordeum murinum-type 
Hordeum vulgare 
var. hexastichum 

cf. Setaria 
Triticum aestivum 

Fumaricaceae 
Fumaria 

Portulacaceae 
cf. Portulaca 

Primulaceae 
Androsace 

Ranunculaceae 
Adonis 
Ceratocephalus 

Rubiaceae 
Galium 

Salicaceae 
Salix/Populus 

Tamaricaceae 
Tamarix 

h 

ss(h) 
h 

h 

h 
h 
h 

s 
h 

h(s) 
h 
s 
h, ss 
h. s 

t 
h 
h 
h 

ss 
s,h 
h 
h 

h 

t 
h 
h 
h 
h 
h 
h 

h 
h 
h 

h 

h 

h 

h 
h 

ss 

t 

t 

P(a) 
p/p,a 

a.P 

a,P 
a 
a 

P 

a(p) 
a,P 
P 
a, P 
a,p 

P 

P 
P 

P 
a,P 
a 
a 

a,p 

P 

a 
a 
a 
a 
a 

a 
a 
a 

a 

a 

a,P 

a,P 
a 

a,P 

P 

P 

Queen Anne's lace family 
daisy, thistle family (Compositae) 
wormwood 
dandelion/ 
borage family 

mustard family (Cruciferae) 

caper family 
caper 
pink family 
goosefoot family 

goosefoot 
saksaul 
grows in salty places 
grows in sandy, salty places 

juniper 
sedge family 
grows in moist habitat 
grows in moist habitat 
pea/legume family (Leguminosae) 
camelthorn 

clover/melilot 
trigonel 
mint family (Labiatae) 

pine 
grass family (Gramineae) 
goat-face grass 
brome 

wild barley 

6-row barley, cultivated 

bread wheat, cultivated 

fumitory 

purslane; potherb 

buttercup family 

bedstraw family 
bedstraw 

willow/poplar, grows along watercourses 

tamarisk, grows along watercourses, swales 

form: h=herb, ss=small shrub, s=shrub, t=tree 
life cycle: a=annual, p=perennial 
parentheses indicate possible for the taxon, but less likely here 



Table C.7 Barley Measurements from AN97.078 (Layer 18 

N=64 Length Breadth Thickness 

(mm) (mm) (mm) 

L:B T:B 

min. 

mean 

max. 

S.D. 

3.3 

4.2 

5.0 

0.50 

1.7 

2.7 

3.9 

0.55 

1.1 

2.1 

2.8 

0.48 

1.25 

1.59 

2.50 

0.28 

0.52 

0.75 

0.89 

0.07 

Table C.8 Length:Breadth Ratios of Six-row Barley from Other Sites 

N (grains) L:B 
Anatolian plateau 

Erbaba (naked) 

Mesopotamia 

Yarym-Tepe I (naked) 

Yarym-Tepe I (hulled) 

Yarym-Tepe II (naked) 

Yarym-Tepe II (hulled) 

Karana 31 

'Oueili (hulled) 
Tell Madhhur 
Ur (hulled) 

Iranian plateau 

Gijlar (naked) 
Hissar (naked) 

range 

Pakistan 

Loebanr- 3 (Swat) (naked) 

28 
100 
44 

-
-
-
-
-
. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

25 
5 
20 
50 
20 
10 

10 
10 

2 

1.89 
1.78 
1.88 

1.66 
1.30 
1.74 
1.37 
2.14 
1.83 
2.27 
1.90 
1.97 
2.06 
1.96 
1.79 
1.96 
1.96 

2.08 
1.97 
2.19 
1.73 
2.07 
2.06 

1.59 
1.68 
1.58 

1.55 

1.65-2.32 
1.50-2.17 
1.48-2.17 

-
. 
-
. 
-
. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1.89-2.41 
1.78-2.15 
1.55-2.65 
1.53-2.06 
1.71-2.60 
1.79-2.48 

1.58-1.94 
1.36-1.98 

1.54-1.55 

- : not reported 
f : probably a contaminant in emmer crop; hulled? 

Erbaba (van Zeist and Buitenhuis 1983), el 'Oueli (Neef 1991), Madhhur (Renfrew 1984), Ur (Ellison et al. 
1978), Karana 3 (Costantini and Costantini Biasini 1993), Loebanr- 3 (Costantini 1987), Yarym-Tepe I 



Table C.9 Fragments of Charred Animal Dung and Sheep/Goat Pellets larger than 2 m m 

sample provenience level amount, g 

97.002 

97.005 

97.006 

97.013 

97.029 

97.031 

97.032 

97.045 

97.078 

97.073 

97.075 

97.064 

97.060 

97.057 

97.066 

ANI 11 

ANI 13 

ANI 13 

ANJ 6 

ANL 4 

ANI 9 

ANM 2 

ANM 11 

ANN 23 

ANN 18 

ANN 21 

ANN 18 

ANN 7 

ANN 2 

ANN 27 

3 

3 

5 

5 

8 

3 

14 

14 

18 

19 

19 

19 

20 

20 

20 

0.01 

0.01 

0.02 

0.76 

0.03 

0.21 

3.43 

1.37 

0.39 

0.12 

0.19 

0.05 

0.30 

1 whole ( 0.10 g) and fragments (0.66 g) 

[unmeasureable, but floating soil clumps looked dung-like] 

1 whole (0.13 g) and fragments (0.08 g); also 2 whole, unburnt 

(0.32 g) 

[laminar structure of soil clumps looked like stable litter] 

3 whole (0.30 g) and fragments (3.13 g); one fragment with a seed 

embedded 

[probably dung] 

sheep goat pellet fragments (0.07 g), other fragments (0.12 g ) 

also, uncharred sheep goat dung: 1 whole (0.04 g ) and fragments 

(0.44 g) 



Appendix D 
A Basketry/Textile Impression from Anau 
North 

J. M. Adovasio and J. S. Illingworth 

Basketry as discussed here includes several distinct 

kinds of items, including rigid and semi-rigid 

containers or baskets proper, matting, and bags. 

Matting includes items which are essentially two 

dimensional or flat, whereas baskets are more clearly 

three-dimensional. Bags may be viewed as interme

diate forms because they are more or less two dimen

sional when empty and three dimensional when 

filled. As Driver (1961:159) points out, these arti

facts can be analyzed in a similar fashion because the 

over-all technique of manufacture is the same in all 

instances: all forms of basketry are manually woven 

without frame or loom. Since all basketry is woven, 

it is technically a class or variety of textile. In the 

present context, the term "textile" is restricted to 

fully or infinitely flexible materials such as cloth or 

fabric produced with the aid of a frame or loom. 

There are three major subclasses of basket 

weaves that are usually viewed as mutually exclusive: 

twining, coiling, and plaiting. Twining denotes a 

subclass of basket weaves manufactured by passing 

moving (active) horizontal elements called wefts 

around stationary (passive) vertical elements called 

warps. Twining techniques may be employed to pro

duce containets, mats, and bags as well as fish traps, 

cradles, hats, clothing, and other atypical basketry 

forms. Coiling denotes a subclass of basket weaves 

manufactured by sewing stationary horizontal ele

ments (the foundation) with moving vertical ele

ments (stitches). Coiling techniques are used almost 

exclusively in the production of containers, hats, 

and, rarely, bags. Mats and other forms are seldom, 

if ever, produced by coiling. Plairing denotes a sub

class of basket weaves in which all elements pass 

over and under each other without engagement. 

Plaiting may be used to make containers, bags, and 

mats, as well as a wide range of other non-standard 

forms. 

A single example of a single type of plaiting is the 

only basketry/textile represented at Anau North. It was 

found in Anau IBl context (layer 14), on a tamped-

earth surface within the village, near a circular storage 

structure ( A N M 10). This sample sheds light on the 

abundant number of spindle whorls found in the Anau 

North deposits, as well as the phytolith evidence for 

the use of plant fibers throughout the Anau North 

sequence. 

Analytical Procedures 

The specimen was analyzed from a clay positive cast 

made of Crayola brand modeling compound at the R. 

L. Andrews Cenrer for Perishables Analysis, 

Mercyhurst Archaeological Institute, Erie, PA. The 

impression was examined with a Leica Wild M 1 0 vari

able-power stereoscopic microscope. All measurements 

were taken with a Helios needle nose dial caliper. 

These measurements were recorded and are presented 

in the metric system. 

Criteria of Classification 

The perishable artifact assemblage from Anau North 

currently includes only one specimen in the form of a 

negative impression on a ceramic sherd (Figure D.l). 

In basketry terminology (Adovasio 1977), the speci-
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D. 1 Textile-imprinted pottery. 

it is a textile proper or fabric made with the aid of a 

loom or weaving frame or a basketry construction 

manually produced without an auxiliary device. The 

Anau North plaiting specimen was ascribed to a single 

numbered type based on the interval of element 

engagement. The plaited specimen was also analyzed 

for selvage treatment, shifts, method of preparation of 

elements, form, wear patterns, function, type and 

mechanics of mending, and decorative patterns and 

mechanics. All analysis and terminology follows that 

outlined in Adovasio (1977), Emery (1966), and 

Hurley (1979). 

Results 

Type I: Simple Plaiting, 1/1 Interval (Figure D.2) 

Technique and Comments: This specimen is 

impressed on the concave sutface of a ceramic sherd 

( A N M 10). Two ply, Z-spun, S-twist cordage elements 

pass over and under each other in a 1/1 interval except 

for one instance whete a two ply, S-spun, Z-twist 

cordage element is used. N o accidental or intentional 

shifts are represented. The angle of crossing is ca. 90°. 

Both sets of elements ate consistently the same diame

ter, producing rhe functional equivalent of balanced 

plain weave in textile tetminology (see Emery 

1966:76). N o selvages or element splices are represent

ed. The specimen is undecorated, unpitched, and not 

naturally watettight due to the tightness of the weave 

(there is a consistent gap between elements 0.45-0.50 

m m wide). The specimen may be a portion of a bag, 

matting, ot fabric of indetetminate configuration (see 

Internal Correlations: Form and Function). 

men is assignable to plaiting, a subclass of basket 

weaves in which all elements pass over and under each 

other without any engagement. For this reason, plait

ed baskerry is technically desctibed as unsewn. Plaiting 

is normally used ro make conrainers, bags, mats, and a 

wide variety of other nonstandard forms. The techni

cal equivalent of plaiting in textile terminology (Emery 

1966) is plain weave. Since the solitary Anau North 

specimen lacks selvages it is impossible to detetmine if 

D.2 Schematic of textile. 
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Measurements: Raw Material 
Range in diameter of elements: 0.60-1.00 m m 

Mean diameter of elements: 0.78 m m 

Range and mean of angle of element crossing: 90° 

Range in gap between elements: 0.45-0.50 m m 

Mean in gap between elements: 0.47 m m 

Range of elements per centimeter: 8-10 

Mean of elements per centimeter 8.4 

Technology 

Despite the fact that only one basketry/textile 

imptessed shetd has been recovered to date from 

Anau North, a number of observations may be made 

on petishable fiber artifact production and/or use at 

the site. First and most obviously, the solitary 

impressed specimen provides direct evidence for the 

manufacture of at least one structural type of one 

subclass of basketry/textile. While the production of 

this item, or, more accurately, the cetamic vessel upon 

which it is impressed may have been non-local, it is 

more parsimonious to conclude that both are local 

products. 

Second, the overall regularity of the plaiting, the 

uniformity of the plaiting elements, and the use of a 

consistent element spacing gauge bespeak a matute 

perishable industry and not some primary essay in the 

craft (Figure D.2). This is scarcely surprising given the 

deep antiquity of perishable fiber artifact production 

in the Near East, specifically, and Eutasia, generally 

(see External Correlations). 

Third, given the foregoing, it is virtually certain 

that a much widet variety of other presently undocu

mented fiber artifacts wete produced and used at this 

site but the extent and tange of such manufacture 

and/or use are obviously impossible to specify at pres

ent. 

Form and Function 

Without selvages, it is also impossible to determine 

whethet this specimen is a fragment of basketry in the 

form of a flexible manually plaited mat or, less likely, a 

bag or part of a fabric produced on a non-heddle weav

ing frame or heddle loom. Whethet the Anau North 

impression represents basketry or a portion of a con

tinuous fabric, the ovetall configuration and dimen

sions of the original item cannot be determined. If the 

specimen is a portion of a fabric or textile proper, it 

could represent literally anything from a fragment of a 

shawl, sash, skirt, shirt, tunic, robe, or blanket. 

Whatever its technological ascription or precise con

figuration, the Anau North specimen is sufficiently 

worn to preclude identification of the raw material 

employed in its production. According to Moore (per

sonal communication 1999), possible fiber sources 

include potentially abundant animal fiber from sheep 

or, less commonly, goats, but the range of available 

plant-derived fiber sources is unknown. Moore sug

gests that flax (Linum sp.) is not a likely alternative but 

a number of other eminently usable local species may 

well have been available. Whatever the fiber source(s), 

the individual plaiting elements from the Anau North 

specimen are, as noted above, highly standardized, 

directly suggesting the existence of well-defined raw 

material processing protocols. 

External Correlations 

As of this writing, the Anau North basketry/textile 

impression is the oldest example of its genre from 

Turkmenistan, specifically, and this part of Central 

Asia, generally. It is not, of course, the oldest example 

of basketry or textiles in the contiguous Near East to 

the south, or for that matter, Europe to the west. 

Conclusive evidence now exists that plant fiber-based 

products like cordage, basketry, netting, and even bona 

fide textiles were being produced in the Pavlovian vari

ant of the Gravettian tradition in Europe by no later 

than 23050 BC. (25000 BR) and probably two or 

three thousand years earlier (Soffer et al. 1998). 

Similat materials are in evidence only a few thou

sand years later elsewhere in Upper Paleolithic Europe 

(Leroi-Gourhan 1982, Soffer et al. 2000) and in 

penecontemporaneous Near Eastern contexts (Nadel 

et al. 1994). Thereafter, the production of cordage, 

cordage by-products (like netting), basketry, and tex

tiles is continuously, if episodically, documented 

through Mesolithic times in Europe (Clark 1952) and 

Epi-Paleolithic times in the Near East (Rimantiene 

1979, Schick 1986). 

Given the deep antiquity of perishable plant fiber-

based artifacts in Europe and the Near East, their ubiq

uity and abundance in ethnographically documented 

hunting and gathering, agricultural, and pastotal soci

eties (Soffer et al. 1998), their occurrence in a 

Chalcolithic context at Anau North is neither unprece

dented nor unexpected. Indeed, plant fiber-based 

industries are probably as old in Central Asia as they 

are in adjacent regions. Unfortunately, no evidence of 
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earlier manifestations of these crafts is presently avail

able from the immediate study area. 

However, despite the paucity of data from 

Turkmenistan, relatively abundant evidence of plant 

fiber-based crafts is available from rhe contiguous Near 

East. As Barber (1991:127) notes, negative impressions 

of balanced plain weave and plain weave with doubled 

warps and wefts (i.e. basket weave) are reported from 

Jarmo at ca. 7000 B C (8950 BP) (Adovasio 

1983:425). Jarmo also produced impressions of the 

oldest coiling and twill plaiting currently known ftom 

the entire eastern circum-Mediterranean. By ca. 

6500-6000 B C (8950-7950 BP) actual basketry, tex

tiles, cordage, and netting exist in both pre-ceramic 

contexts like Nahal Hemar in the Judean Deserr 

(Schick 1986) and Neolithic Catal Hiiyiik in the 

Anatolian Plateau (Burnham 1965). Within the same 

time frame and shortly thereafter impressions of bas

ketry and textiles are reported from southeastern 

Europe in early Neolithic contexts. 

The documentation includes apparently numer

ous but incompletely described twill (?) plaited mat 

impressions from Phases IIB (ca. 6100 B C [8050 BP]), 

IIIa-IIIB (ca. 6000 B C [7950 BP]), and IVa-IVb (ca. 

5900-5600 B C [7850-7550 BP]) at Achilleion in 

Thessaly (Gimbutas et al. 1989). Additionally, thete is 

evidence of twill plaited mat imptessions at Anza I 

(6100-5800 B C [8050-7750 BP]), Anza II 

(5800-5300 B C [7750-7250 BP]) (Gimbutas 1976), 

and suspected spindle whorls from Nea Nikomedia, 

also in early 7th millennium B C (9th millennium BP) 

contexts (Rodden 1962). Less than half a millennium 

later, twill plaiting, 2/2 interval basketry and "faced" 

plain weave textiles are reported from Sitagroi in east 

Macedonia (Barber 1991:177, Fig. 6.5). 

While space precludes an extended discussion of 

any of these 7th or 6th millennium B C assemblages, it 

is significant that plain woven cloth exhibits a venera

ble antiquity in both early Neolithic and pre-Neolithic 

contexts. Interestingly, though twined textiles are rep

resented very early in Europe and Near Eastern sites 

like Catal Hiiyuk and Nahal Hemar, no early twining 

has yet been reported from Central Asia. 

Within the next thousand years, basketry manu

facture and textile production are widely document

ed in the Near Easr. That it is tempting to interpret 

the appearance of basketry or textiles in Central Asia 

as a classic example of diffusion in this appealing sce

nario, the technology of simple plaited basketry or 

plain woven cloth is but one of the artifactual signa

tures of the imported package of Near Eastern 

domesticates and/or their makers. As satisfying as this 

view may still be to some researchers, we echo the 

comments made on similar materials from Sitagroi in 

Greece. Specifically, it is probably m u c h more pru

dent to view the Anau North impression as a local 

expression of a very ancient and wholly indigenous 

weaving ttadition rathet than a phenomenon derived, 

Together with wheat, barley, and sheep from the Near 

East. 

Again, as with the Sitagroi imptessions, we con

clude by noting that whatever its ultimate ancestry or 

derivation, the impression from Anau North provides 

direct and inconttovettible evidence of fiber-based 

artifacr manufacture in this part of Turkmenistan and 

also to paraphrase our colleague Olga Soffer's state

ment that this shows an all too often neglected aspect 

of Paleolithic and Neolithic economies, the presumed 

labor of women. 

In retrospect, the salient aspects of the Anau 

North fibet artifact imptessions are: 

1. Simple plaited basketry or balanced plain weave 

textiles were produced and/or used at Anau North in 

Eatly Neolithic contexts. 

2. The solitary subclass and type represented evi

dences a mature probably plant fiber-based industry, 

the scope and scale of which is presently unknown. 

3. Based on compararive studies, the Anau North 

specimen probably represents a local petishable indus

try of ancienr derivation. 
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Geoksyur, 7 site, 70 

Gievdezhik, 21 

Gijlar, 134 

Godin, 21 

gold, 22 

Gonurdepe, 132, 153, 159 

Gooch, F. A., 28 

ground stone tool(s), 93-94, 182, 189 

Gryaznov, M. P., 28 

Gurgan, 77 

gyr (stone weight), 82, 93, 97 

Hajinebi, 136 

Hajji Firuz, 164 

Hasanlu, 21 

hearth(s), 44-45, 108, 111, 121, 125, 147, 162-163, 

167, 171, 177, 179, 184 

Hissar 6, 70, 78, 79, 87, 89, 93, 97, 134, 169, 172 

horse (see onager), 157-159 

human bones, 28 

hunting, 154, 165 

Huntington, Ellsworth, 5, 26 

Ilgyli, 3, 12, 19, 21-23, 35, 70, 74, 94, 95, 97, 105, 

115, 126 ,154, 159, 164, 167, 170-172 

Indus Valley, 21 

Institute of Archaeology, Leningrad (LOIA), 28, 30 

interregional ttade, 6 

inigation systems, 4, 164; liman, 4, 164, 169 

Isidore of Charax, 9 
IuTAKE (South Turkmenistan Archaeological Complex 

Expedition), 28, 30 

Kara Kum desert, 2, 16 

Kara, 3, 35, 53, 70, 78-79, 85, 87, 93, 95, 97, 109, 

115-116, 125-126 

Karantki-Tokai, 3, 19, 21 
Kashut, 3, 18, 21,68 

Keltechinar River and Valley, 4-5, 17, 19,23,89, 128, 172 

Kidder, Homer H., 26 

Komarov, A. V, 12,24 
Komarov's trench, 12, 27, 30-31, 33-34, 174, 192 

korchagi (defined), 63, 69, 78-79, 109, 115, 184, 186 
Kuftin, B. A., 30 

kulturni sloi (archaeological complex), 31 

Kunlun mountains, 2 

Kurbansakhatov's deep sounding, 27, 33, 75, 98—103, 114 
Kurbansakhatov's main trench, 11,33,68,79,105-109,111-112 

Kyzyl Kum desert, 2 

lapis lazuli, 19, 22, 94-95, 124, 172, 179 

lead (implements), 120-121 

leveling process, 39, 99-100, 102-103, 106, 109, 

165-167, 170 
liman irrigation, 4, 164, 169 

lime plaster floor, 15 

Malyan, 136, 167, 171 

Manysh, 3, 18-19, 21, 23, 97, 171 
Marushchenko, A. A., 28 

Masson, M. E., 28 

Masson, V. M, 30 

matting, 39-40, 120, 162 

Mehrgarh, 21, 60 

Merv, 24-25 

Meshed, 24 

Mesopotamia, 21 

meral(s), metal implements, 28, 82-83, 85, 89 

methodology, 129-130, 161 

migration, 1, 6 

Mollison, Thomas, 125 

Mondjukli, 3, 18, 68, 77, 82, 93, 95, 101, 114, 116, 

124-125, 167, 169-170 

mud btick sofa, 111 

Mullali, 3, 21-22, 53, 70, 79, 101, 114, 170 

Mundigak, 79 

Namazga depe, 3, 13, 19-21, 30, 53, 60, 70, 78-79, 

97, 116, 170 

Namazga II type bichrome ceramics, 73-74 

Nan Shan mountains, 2 

Nisa, 24 

Nishapur, 6, 23 

Nishapur-P, 3, 21, 23, 79, 97, 172 

norrh digging, 11, 28, 77, 98, 114 

Norton, Richard, 5 

Novisti, 25 

oasis hypothesis, 1, 5 

onager, 157-159 

Ovadan, 3, 18-19, 21,68, 77 

oven, 105, 179-180 

painted floor, 114-115, 145; painted wall, 104, 115 
Pamir, 26 

Parhkai II, 3, 19, 21, 70, 79, 116, 125 
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pattern-burnished gray ware, 78 

pebble lined bin(s), 40, 109, 113, 177 

Pessejik, 3, 17, 91, 108 

Petermanns Mitteilungen, 25 

phytoliths, 140, 151 

pig, 156 

pits, storage, 39; trash, 39 

plant domestication, 15 

plant remains, 28, 34, 64—65; macroscopic, 127-138; 

microscopic, 139-152 

plaster, 15, 108; floor(s), 34, 98-99, 149; bin, 44, 109 

pollen, 140, 151 

prestige goods, 6, 21 

pioto-biicks, 15 

Proto-Elamite, horizon, 172; materials, lack of, 79, 97, 

172 

pseudo-Ubaid type ceramics, 67, 72, 78 

Pumpelly, Eliza, 26 

Pumpelly, Raphael, 5, 12, 24-25, 27, 160 

Qazvin, 77, 171 

Quetta style ceramics, 79 

racial diagnosis of skulls, impossible, 125-126 

red-painted flooi(s), 114 

ritual space, 167; table, 95 

Samarkand, 25 

Sang-i Chakmaq, 16 

Sarazm, 172 

Schellenberg, H. C , 28 

Schmidt, Hubert, 26, 27, 160 

sectoi (defined), 33 

SehGabi, 21,60 

Seistan, 26 

Sekizyab Rivet, 15 

Semenov, A. A., 28 

Sergi, Guiseppi, 28, 125 

73 k m site, 3, 18, 68,77 

Shah depe, 79 

Shahdad, 79 

Shahr-i Sokhta, 79, 172 

sheep, 15, 156 

Shirvan, 3 

shrine(s), 46, 94, 104-106, 114-115, 167, 170 

shtick (archaeological unit), 31 

Sialk, 19, 79, 85, 89, 93, 169, 172 

Silk Road, 9 

sloi (layei), 31 

social conflict, 6; hieiatchy, 21 

software ceramic horizon, 60, 78-79 

South Mound (Anau), 9, 10, 26, 87, 126, 132, 173 

South Turkmenistan Archaeological Complex Expedition 

(IuTAKE), 28 

spicules, 141-2, 152 

spindle whorl(s), 40, 44, 82, 85-87, 97, 120, 164, 169 

State Historical Museum (Moscow), 28 

stone tool(s), 44, 82-83, 89-93, 95, 97, 120 

stone weight(s), 40, 44, 82, 93 

storage bins, 39, 109; pits, 39 

stroitel'nii gorizoni (building horizon), 31 

Sumbar Valley, 19, 21, 78, 162 

Susa, 19, 27 

Taklamakan desert, 2 

takyr, 3 

Tedzhen River, 4, 20 

Tehran Basin, 17, 171 

Tepe Yahya, 6, 21,60, 79 

Tepe Yam, 3, 19,23,95 

Terrace excavations 11, 27, 79, 112-113 

threshold(s), 99, 102-103, 105, 111 

Til'kin, 3, 21 

Togolok, 3, 15-16 

Troy, 13, 26 

tugai vegetation, 128, 137-138 

Turan, 167 

Tureng tepe, 79 

Turkestanskie Vedomosti, 25 

turquoise, 19, 82, 120, 169 

Ulug, 3, 19, 74 

vegetation, modern Anau region, 127—129 

Voevodskii, M . V , 28 

volume of deposits, Anau, 81 

walls, painting, 20; construction, 35, 108, 115 

ware-based analysis (defined), 57 

Warner, Langdon, 26,116,118; descriptions ofburials, 119-124 

weapons(s), 82, 85, 95 

weed(s), weedy vegetation, 132—135 

west digging, 11 

west gallery, 27—28 

wheat, 34, 129-131, 137, 142, 164, 169; einkorn, 15 

wood charcoal, 129; fuel, 135-137, 152, 164-165 

XA6 sire, 3, 23, 95 

Yalangach, 3, 21-22, 53, 89, 101, 114-115, 167, 170, 

172 ; Period, 21; type ceiamics, 74, 78-79 

Yangshao, 13 

Yarti-Gumbez, 3, 16-17, 169 

Yarym-DG, 3 

Yassi, 3, 19-20, 97, 104-105, 115 

zakladka (brick pavement), 148 

zero point (datum), 27, 161 










